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1. Introdution
In reent deades, an ever-growing part of everyday proesses, suh as ommuniation or
trade proesses, has substantially been transformed by using omputers and networks for
their administration. This trend is likely to ontinue in the 21st entury, as the potential
for digitalised servies is still huge, be it in politial, ommerial, or health systems. It is,
in many ases, only a seondary eet of this development that almost every omputerised
proess leaves traes in the form of eletronially stored data. This data may detail what
has happened, when and where it has happened, who has been involved and so on. The
amount of data that a typial organisation stores is growing fast and demands speial
tools to store and aess it eiently. Even where data olletion has not been the end
to whih omputerisation was the means, eient data storage is beoming an urgent
demand, for example for arhiving, but also inreasingly for legal and other reasons.
It has long been reognised that suh data olletions an provide added value to their
owners, as they may reet harateristis of the owners' business. Suh harateristis
are not likely to be easily seen by humans inspeting the data, as the sheer amount of
data is usually far too high. This has led to the development of algorithms and tools that
support data analysis in many dierent ways. Data Mining is an often-used general term
for the disovery of hidden information in data. However, as was early reognised, there
is a lot of work involved in a omplete data mining projet that does not stritly belong
to the analysis step. In fat, a proess of several distinguishable phases is needed. This
proess is generally referred to by the term Knowledge Disovery in Databases (KDD).
A broadly aepted denition of KDD was given by Fayyad et al. (1996):
The KDD proess is the nontrivial proess of identifying valid, novel, po-
tentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data.
Here, a pattern is an expression in some language desribing a subset of the data (or a
model appliable to that subset). The term Data Mining has ome to refer to a spei
phase in this proess, namely the phase where algorithms from the elds of Mahine
Learning or statistis are applied to a dataset in order to extrat the patterns.
While a lot of researh has been performed around this learning-based pattern extra-
tion, fewer eorts have been put to the rest of the KDD proess (an overview of this
proess is given in hapter 2). Most importantly, the olletion and preparation of the
relevant data turns out to be a omplex and time-onsuming endeavour in many projets.
The main reason why data has to be prepared is that the algorithms in the mining phase
annot usually be diretly applied to the raw data, in the form in whih it has been
olleted. This part of the proess, data preparation, is in the fous of this thesis, without
negleting its high interrelatedness with other phases. The overall aim of this work is to
nd out how both experiened analysts and beginners an be intensively supported by
software during this phase, while allowing a smooth integration with the other phases.
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Customer Inome Gender ProdutGroup Amount
10 30000 M Notebooks 800
13 35000 F Mobiles 140
13 35000 F MP3-Players 50
13 35000 F CDs 20
... ... ... ... ...
Figure 1.1.: Example for redit ard transation data, in a representation that is suitable
for analysing typial transations, for example by a lustering algorithm. Transations
are haraterised by the type of produt bought, the amount of money spent, and
details about the person who made the transation. Sine one person an make several
transations, this introdues redundany.
Good support for data preparation is highly needed, sine both deiding how to prepare
the data, and performing the preparation, involves solving omplex problems. The fol-
lowing setion disusses these problems in detail. Setion 1.2 then outlines the approah
taken in this work, and disusses how it solves or mitigates these problems. Setion 1.3
provides an overview of the hapters of this thesis. Finally, setion 1.4 lists this author's
publiations that have been used in this thesis.
1.1. Problem desription
The starting point for data preparation is a given olletion of strutured data, together
with some knowledge about what it represents. Colleting the data and knowledge about
it is part of earlier phases in the overall KDD proess, see hapter 2. For data prepa-
ration, it is ruial to understand that the data that one deides to use for knowledge
disovery has in most ases been stored for other purposes, in partiular supporting the
operational demands of the data-owning institution. To support these purposes, database
administrators employ tehniques to organise their data suh that eient retrieval is
possible, while at the same time redundant storage is avoided.
For data mining, data must usually be organised in a dierent way. Mining algorithms
nd patterns in a set of examples of a ertain phenomenon, where eah example must
desribe the phenomenon in question as detailed as neessary to nd useful patterns.
Most mining algorithms require all examples to be in a single table. Figure 1.1 shows a
table with data about redit ard transations. Suh a table might be used for analysing
ommon features of typial transations. However, the table exhibits some redundany;
it violates the usual design priniples of relational databases (speially, it violates the
seond normal form, see setion 3.1.2). The institution that owns this data is unlikely to
have stored it in this format. Data miners all this format propositional, sine it is used
by propositional learning algorithms (among others), whih use some form of proposi-
tional logi to represent subgroups in the data. Thus it is neessary, for most mining
approahes, to transform the data into this format, whih is alled propositionalisation
(Knobbe, 2004). Propositionalisation often involves re-introduing redundany that had
been arefully removed by the database designers by splitting the data into separate
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Table SalesInfo:
ShopID ProdutID Week Sales
12 430 1 16
12 430 2 15
12 430 3 18
... ... ... ...
13 5012 1 35
... ... ... ...
Table SeasonInfo:
Week Christmas SommerSale ...
1 0 0 ...
... ... ... ...
30 0 1 ...
... ... ... ...
Figure 1.2.: Input data for the drug store appliation. The shop and produt IDs refer to
additional tables. The Week attribute of the rst table refers to the same attribute
of the seond table.
tables.
Data preparation involves muh more than integrating data into one table, though.
Before explaining the main preparation issues in detail, an example will serve to illustrate
them.
1.1.1. Example KDD appliation
This example KDD projet on sales data has been realised by Stefan Rüping (Rüping,
1999). While its data preparation part is not very omplex, it serves well to illustrate the
main issues. Note that even this less omplex appliation took several months to develop.
A larger KDD appliation is presented in hapter 5.
The input data for this projet omes from a hain of drug stores. The stores sell a
large range of produts. For eah produt in eah drug store, the given data ontains the
number of times it has been sold in a partiular week, for a two-year period. The goal
of this projet was to predit the number of sales of ertain produts for the next week,
given data from the last few weeks. Prediting this number is useful for reduing the
amounts of a produt that have to be kept in stok. Due to the requirements of the drug
store hain, predition had to be done separately for eah partiular produt in every
partiular shop. Sine there is a large number of produts, and the drug store hain has 20
dierent stores, this amounts to a large number of individual appliations of the mining
algorithm. Therefore about 50 of the most interesting produts have been seleted. This
means that the same learning task had to be solved for 1000 dierent seletions of data
of the same kind (i.e. having the same shema).
The input data is organised in a typial star shema: one relation (table) holds the
information about the stores, another one the information about the produts, while
a entral table keeps the sales information (number of times a produt has been sold)
for eah produt, eah store and eah week. For the data analysis, mainly the entral
table is needed in this appliation, but an additional table has been introdued by the
data miner after a number of attempts to make useful preditions based on the entral
table alone had failed. For eah week in whih produts were sold, this additional table
speies whether dierent seasonal events took plae, like bank holidays or seasonal sales.
Figure 1.2 shows the input data for this appliation.
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Table MiningData_Shop12_Produt430:
SalesWeek1 SalesWeek2 SalesWeek3 Christmas SummerSale SalesLabel
16 15 18 0 0 17
... ... ... ... ... ...
20 17 18 0 1 19
... ... ... ... ... ...
Figure 1.3.: Input data for the mining algorithm in the drug store appliation.
The learning/mining algorithm that has been used is the support vetor mahine
(SVM), see setion 7.2.5. For it to be appliable, the data must be represented as n-
dimensional real vetors ~x P Rn. The vetors represent the examples from whih the
patterns are to be found. Eah vetor is given a label that represents what is to be pre-
dited. Training the SVM on suh input will yield a funtion that an be used to predit
the label of other vetors of the same kind, for whih the label is not yet known.
In the drug store appliation, the label to be predited is the sales information of the
oming week, given some time point (the shop and produt are xed for eah predition
task, as noted above). Several ways of setting up the example vetors an be imagined.
One might try to use the omplete sales data from before the given time point, or only
parts of it. One might try to add information about the produt or the shop to eah
vetor. The representation that turned out to be suessful, in terms of the ahieved
mining results, built the vetors by moving a window over the past sales data. Any time
window of n subsequent weeks an produe one example (one ombination of ~x and
label), though in this appliation the time windows have been hosen so that they do
not overlap. Further, for eah window, the information about whih seasonal event took
plae in the week whose sales are predited, is added to the vetor ~x (this information is
available even for future weeks, sine bank holidays et. are xed). Beause the vetors
must use real numbers (a tehnial input requirement by the SVM algorithm), whether
or not an event takes plae is indiated by the numbers 1 and 0.
Note, then, that some notion of time plays a partiular role in this appliation. Yet,
learning algorithms have no understanding of time. This is why time must be enoded
in the representation, in this ase using a xed set of attributes for xed-length time
periods, the windows.
Figure 1.3 shows the data representation that is needed in this appliation for applying
the SVM; the gure shows the input for only one of the 1000 learning tasks. In fat, the
data in gure 1.3 is subjet to another data preparation step before the SVM is applied:
all sales values are saled to the real interval r0..1s, whih is not a neessary tehnial
requirement of the SVM, but often useful for training an SVM. This is not shown for
better readability.
Figures 1.2 and 1.3 show the input and output of a partiular preparation proess. It
an be seen that the data representation is hanged and extended fundamentally between
the two gures. The steps that are needed in this appliation example to reate adequate
input for the SVM are: seletion of the shop; seletion of the produt; moving a window
over the sales data for that produt and that shop, and olleting the ontents of all
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windows in a new representation; adding the seasonal information that is relevant for
eah window; saling the integer numbers to the new range between 0 and 1. These ve
steps have to be arried out in the same manner for the 1000 dierent ombinations of
shop and produt.
This example illustrates the task of data preparation, whih an be stated as follows
for this work:
Transform a given relational database to meet the tehnial input require-
ments of a hosen mining algorithm, suh that the algorithm gives good results
(nds valid, novel, and potentially useful patterns).
Note that this task desription assumes that the deision whih mining algorithm is to
be used has already been made. Sometimes several algorithms are tried, then the task
above has to be solved for eah.
One an imagine that the rst part of the task, meeting the tehnial requirements,
an be solved by automati approahes. A few attempts to do so have been made in
the literature, see setion 6.1.2. Essentially, these approahes are based on automati
planning. The planning goal is given by the tehnial input requirements of the hosen
mining algorithm. However, for real-world KDD projets, suh a planning goal is under-
speied: meeting the tehnial requirements is possible in many ways, as the restritions
they impose on the input data format are not very strong. These restritions are listed
in setion 2.1.3; they mainly involve a few data type onstraints, based on an abstrat
notion of data type. Meeting these onstraints is in no way suient to guarantee the
suess of the mining algorithm.
In other words, solving the seond part of the task desription above, namely hoosing
a representation that makes the algorithm suessful, is muh more omplex (see also
setion 2.1.3). It requires human expertise, and annot be automated urrently. The
spae of possible input data representations is too big to be searhed automatially, and
no useful searh heuristis are known. For humans, the best heuristi is a ase-based
approah, where the experiene gained from earlier projets helps to guide the proess
in a new appliation. For example, the partiular way of dealing with time in the above
appliation an be useful in other projets, too. It is one goal of this work to support this
ase-based approah.
In a sense, data preparation, as a part of knowledge disovery, an be ompared to soft-
ware development. In software development, real-world requirements must be analysed
rst. They lead to a tehnial arhiteture for the software. The tehnial arhiteture
determines the omponents of the software, and how they interat to ahieve the main
funtionality. Speifying the omponents means to set up some tehnial requirements
that the omponents must full. But even realising the omponents, after they have been
speied, involves human eorts and annot be automated. Analogously, real-world goals
for data analysis lead to the hoie of a general method of analysis, in partiular a mining
algorithm, but also lead to some ideas for information omponents on whih the analy-
sis will be based. In the above example appliation, the information omponents are the
time windows and the information about seasonal events. Both in software development
and in data analysis, only human experts are apable of nding suh omponents. But
even after their speiation, the way to realise them remains to be found by humans.
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Deades of experiene in software development have led to a number of heuristis, often
alled design patterns (Gamma et al., 1995), that an be used to guide programmers when
realising the software omponents. To some extent, they may even provide guidelines for
the overall arhiteture. The design patterns are abstrations of solutions that have been
useful in the past, and desribe their essene. The situation in knowledge disovery is
not yet as advaned: not many useful design patterns have been found so far, despite
many attempts to nd orrelations between data sets, real-world analysis goals, and
suitable mahine learning algorithms for their solution. These attempts are disussed in
setion 6.1.2. It turns out to be diult to desribe the essene of KDD solutions in
general terms, so that they an be transferred to new KDD problems.
Therefore, this work identies a suitable level of abstration for the modelling of KDD
solutions. This will provide the means to ollet and desribe KDD solutions in a detailed
way, and to identify re-ourring patterns, whih an be modelled in the same framework.
In ontrast to the software engineering design patterns, solutions and patterns modelled
in this way will be diretly exeutable, without the diult and error-prone proess of
implementing an abstrat software pattern in atual software. Colletions of suh patterns
and suessful solutions to KDD problems will make the experiene that was gathered
during their reation aessible to the publi, and reusable by anyone. This will make
data mining and the preparation of data for it muh easier to perform, even for users
without a strong bakground in the eld, beause they an rely on approved solutions
whih are modelled at an intuitive level and are ease to use. This re-usage framework thus
addresses a larger audiene than design patterns, for whose deployment expert knowledge
is needed.
But why is it atually a problem that data preparation annot be automated? The
answer will be given in the following. The above appliation example helps to illustrate
the main points.
1.1.2. Data preparation problems
It has been estimated (see (Pyle, 1999) and a 2003 KDnuggets poll
1
) that between 50 and
80 per ent of the time spent on a typial KDD projet are dediated to data preparation.
The example above has illustrated the task, whose solution will be supported by the
ontributions of this thesis. Solving this task poses the following partiular problems.
Exploration When developing a new KDD appliation, neither the mining algorithm
nor the data representation that will give the best results are known beforehand.
Several approahes usually have to be tried. Even in the example KDD projet
above, where the mining algorithm and the outline of its task were hosen early on,
many options remain to be explored. As noted there, several ways of representing
the examples for learning an be imagined. Even after deiding for the window-
based approah, the number of weeks for whih past data is used to predit the
future (the number n above) is open. Whih kinds of seasonal events should be
inluded for predition is also unlear. Predition ould be done for the following
week given data for some weeks, but also for the week after that, depending on the
requirements of the drug store hain. Note that any deision to hange one of these
1
http://www.kdnuggets.om/polls/2003/data_preparation.htm
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options may involve hanging several parts of the preparation proess, not only the
appliation of the mining algorithm.
Complexity Data preparation proesses an be rather omplex, involving dozens of single
transformation steps (where the steps are in themselves not trivial, as will beome
apparent). Chapter 5 presents an example for a larger appliation. It has many
steps, and eah step produes a new, dierent (intermediate) representation of the
input data. Keeping an overview of the many intermediate steps and their results
is diult: on the one hand, the data to be analysed must be known very well,
on the other hand, a high-level overview of how it an be used in relation to the
mining algorithm(s) must be kept.
Eduation It was already mentioned that the best heuristi for human KDD developers,
when exploring a new appliation, is to rely on their experiene about suessful
KDD projets from the past. But knowledge about past projets, and about what
were the deisive fators that made them suessful, is easily and quikly lost, and
is diult to transfer between humans. As noted above, suitable design patterns,
an analogue from software engineering, hardly exist yet. Suh design patterns would
desribe the essene of a number of previously developed, suessful solutions of
KDD problems (for example how to deal with time).
Programming Early knowledge disovery projets had to rely on low-level program-
ming to perform the required data transformations. Developing suh programs is
expensive in terms of human work eorts, and typially results in a poorly dou-
mented olletion of programs that are diult to maintain and diult to reuse
on similar problems. Even simple tasks, like the saling of the values to r0..1s in
the appliation above, beome umbersome by having to repeat them many times.
The exploration of several preparation options (see above) is very tedious indeed
with suh programs. Note also that in the example from setion 1.1.1, essentially
the same task has to be solved 1000 times, but eah time on dierent seletions of
the data. Organising this in a typial data querying language like SQL is not easy.
These problems have led to the development of a number of ommerial software
tools that support various data transformations in a graphial way. However, as
this thesis will show, these tools still suer from a number of shortomings; for
example, they do not represent the data in an adequate way, they do not allow to
represent many similar tasks in one model, and they typially oer only a few types
of transformations that still leave the proess more omplex than it ould be.
Large data sets Real-world KDD projets are usually fraught with the diulties of
proessing very large amounts of data. The mining algorithms typially have super-
linear runtime, and their implementations are therefore usually not apable of pro-
essing more data than ts into main memory of the system that runs them. Yet,
assembling and preparing the data for this step, as well as the produtive deploy-
ment of learned results, requires the handling of muh larger amounts. This rst of
all means that eient data storage is required, suggesting the use of information
systems. Seondly, performing even simple transformations may onsume a lot of
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time, whih prohibits a style of development in whih every step in a omplex trans-
formation has to be exeuted immediately, before further steps an be speied.
Unfortunately some data preparation tools enfore just this style of development.
Similarly, low-level programming, error-prone as it tends to be, requires too many
test yles to be onvenient on large data sets.
The present thesis provides analyses, and develops a framework with an implemented
system, that help to solve or mitigate these problems. The following setion explains the
general approah.
1.2. Overview of the approah
The overall goal of this work is to ease the work on data preparation in data mining
for human users. Therefore it examines how data preparation an be presented to users
in intuitive terms that desribe what is done using KDD-related voabulary. For exam-
ple, some notion of time, or the idea of a label (see above), should be made expliit.
Rather than having to use general-purpose devies, like programming languages, data
miners should be supported by software that diretly employs this voabulary. The term
oneptual level is used for this desription level. It is ontrasted with a tehnial level
whih does not use KDD-spei onepts; for example, desribing a KDD proess in
SQL would be loated at the tehnial level. Setion 2.2 disusses the two levels in more
detail.
Any approah towards easing data preparation for humans must aount for the ex-
plorative nature of data preparation, and should also address the other problems above.
In partiular, reusing approved solutions developed by others should be supported, to
address the problems listed under eduation above. This work presents an environment,
alled MiningMart , that employs a oneptual level of KDD proess desriptions. It an
be used for the graphial modelling of KDD appliations, their organisation into sub-
parts, their immediate exeution on relational databases, and their publiation and reuse
based on an open metamodel. Figure 1.4 shows a sreenshot of the KDD projet from
setion 1.1.1 above, as modelled in MiningMart. This appliation model represents the
preparation and mining for all 1000 learning tasks involved in that projet, whih an be
exeuted by a single mouse lik.
MiningMart addresses the problems listed above by the following measures.
Providing a atalogue of transformation operators By providing a set of transforma-
tion operators that solve standard tasks, the development of omplex data transfor-
mations an be redued to ombining suh operators into direted ayli graphs,
in whih eah operator proesses the output of the previous one(s). This avoids
low-level programming ompletely and frees users from having to learn any formal
languages. It also allows an intuitive graphial representation of the graphs. The
operators are organised into groups aording to the mining-related preparation
problems they solve.
Providing a atalogue of preparation solutions Based on the above referene list of
preparation operators, models of omplete preparation proesses an be reated
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Figure 1.4.: The KDD appliation from setion 1.1.1 in MiningMart.
and published. Then proesses that have been suessfully used in KDD applia-
tions an be shared among experts, an be diretly re-used on dierent data sets,
and an be used to eduate new KDD analysts. A entral web portal for publishing
and downloading these proesses has been set up. This web-based repository of
KDD solutions an help to redue the time needed for nding solutions to KDD
problems, by providing examples of solutions that have worked previously. Fun-
tionality that supports re-using suh solutions is inluded in MiningMart. Further,
among the omplete proesses for whole appliations, subproesses an be identi-
ed that solve typial subproblems in data preparation, and that an be published
separately as templates for those subproblems. These templates an be identied
manually, but an automati method of disovering them in a olletion of omplete
solutions is also presented. The templates go beyond design patterns from software
engineering (see above), sine they are diretly exeutable, and an be reused with-
out a strong bakground in programming. All these aims, whih are related to the
eduation problem above, ould not be ahieved previously due to the lak of a
ommon model for KDD appliations.
Providing a suitable abstrat data model Publishing preparation solutions is of little
use if the data that they have been applied to is not also desribed. Publishing the
data itself is undesirable, but publishing a model of the data shema is suient.
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This work employs an abstrat data model that is suitable for this purpose. Having
suh a model has other advantages. It allows to abstrat from the given data and
to use a view on it that is more oriented towards the tasks to be solved (although
the abstration should not be too high, as a data miner must know their data
well). The speiation of the preparation operators disussed above an be given
in terms of this data model, making the operators appliable to any tehnial data
soure as soon as the latter is mapped into the abstrat model. Thus a hain of
operators beomes easily reusable by simply mapping the model of its input data
to a new data soure. The results of eah appliation of a transformation operator
are automatially doumented. Further, using an abstrat data model moves the
many intermediate data sets that are reated in a typial preparation proess into
the fous. These data sets are important artifats of the KDD proess, as they are
exellent soures of information, or interfaes, for planning the further development
of a preparation solution, or integrating additional tools or analyses (like data
visualisation methods). One requirement that the abstrat data model must full
therefore is the ability to struture these data sets, so that the user an keep a lear
overview of them. This addresses the omplexity problem above.
Speeding up development Developing a preparation solution onsumes expensive hu-
man time, while performing the atual data proessing onsumes heap omputer
time. MiningMart provides means to speed up development, and to redue the num-
ber of test yles during the development of a new KDD appliation. The latter
mitigates the problem of handling large data sets. One of the ways to ahieve the
former is pseudo-parallel proessing: a proess is modelled one but an be exeuted
on a number of idential tables. In the drug store sales analysis example above, this
means that 1000 learning tasks are hidden behind one oneptual model of the
KDD proess they have in ommon; the system ontrols the many data sets in-
volved, so that users an onentrate on modelling. This also serves to redue the
omplexity of the task.
Proessing data in an information system Information systems have been developed
over deades towards powerful data storage systems. In most KDD appliations
the data to be analysed is initially stored inside a (often relational) database,
anyway. MiningMart thus exploits the eient data storage apabilities of suh
systems, avoiding the need introdued by many KDD tools to transfer data to
other systems.
Easing doumentation Representing the data transformation operators, as well as the
data models they operate on, expliitly is in itself a muh better doumentation
than an be provided by low-level programming ode. The main reason is that
these expliit elements are loated at dierent levels of abstration: the parameters
of the operators, the operators themselves, the subproesses, and the proesses an
be seen to form a hierarhy, whose expliit representation allows top-down brows-
ing of a KDD appliation model. These levels are reeted in the KDD system,
but also in the web repository. Additionally, all elements of these levels are dou-
mentable by free text annotations. Finally, publishing bakground information on
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the purposes, goals, and ahievements of eah KDD appliation that is available in
the web repository is supported.
The general MiningMart approah has been outlined in (Kietz et al., 2000; Kietz et al.,
2001; Morik & Sholz, 2004) and (Euler, 2005d). MiningMart is based on a delarative
metamodel, to be explained in setion 6.3, whih has rst been doumented in (Morik
et al., 2001) and later in (Sholz & Euler, 2002). A sketh of the major omponents of
the MiningMart framework is given in gure 6.1 on page 97.
The MiningMart system is ompared to other KDD tools in this work, based on the
following ontribution.
Enabling objetive omparisons of KDD tools Having speied a atalogue of prepa-
ration operators allows to ompare dierent software pakages that are designed
for KDD appliations with respet to the extent to whih they support these op-
erators. Detailed omparisons of suh software tools are very useful for institutions
that would like to start KDD projets, in order to nd the produt that mathes
their partiular requirements best. However, for an in-depth omparison, the avail-
able operators are not the only riterion. Chapter 8 of this thesis develops not only
further, more detailed riteria for KDD tools, but also presents a methodology by
whih these riteria an be derived and evaluated objetively. The methodology is
appliable to other types of software produts as well, and is adaptable to dierent
evaluation purposes.
1.3. Overview of this thesis
This thesis rst gives some bakground on the knowledge disovery proess, following
an informal, but widely aepted terminology standard, in hapter 2. The hapter in-
trodues many notions and spei problems that are addressed in subsequent hapters.
It argues that support for KDD, like for other appliation domains, is best given at a
oneptual desription level, whih uses the onepts and ideas of KDD rather than
general-purpose notions. The following hapters demonstrate how suh a oneptual sup-
port an be ahieved.
Chapter 3 hooses a oneptual data model for strutured data that is tailored to-
wards the spei needs of knowledge disovery. The hapter begins with a denition
of physial, logial and semanti data models. The relational data model is identied as
being still the most ommon tehnial-level model that represents input data for KDD.
An entity-relationship model is found to be a suitable oneptual-level data model, by
listing semanti notions (abstrations) that must be supported for KDD. The hapter
ends by disussing the role of data types and data harateristis.
Chapter 4 then examines the data proessing parts of a KDD proess, in partiular
data preparation. Based on an analysis of the major preparation tasks that are needed
for KDD, it explains the notion of a preparation operator. A omprehensive list of data
preparation operators, together with their role for the preparation for mining, is given in
appendix A. The operators are speied using the oneptual data model from hapter 3.
The set of operators is divided into groups aording to whih mining-related preparation
purpose they serve. The data model from hapter 3, and the proess model presented in
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this hapter, are established as two dual views on the preparation proess. Control of the
proess an be exeuted from either view, but together they provide more information
and exibility to the user than eah alone.
These theoretial hapters are followed by an illustration of their basi onepts using
a model KDD appliation, in hapter 5. The model appliation is based on two real-
world appliations and involves rather omplex data preparations. The hapter explains
the appliation in terms of the two dual oneptual views; this level of desription an
be ontrasted with the tehnial realisation of the model appliation, whih is given in
appendix D.
Chapter 6 introdues the MiningMart environment, whih supports the two dual on-
eptual views on the KDD proess, based on a metamodel for modelling KDD proesses.
A publi repository of suh proess models is presented, whih serves as a knowledge
portal to KDD users, enabling the ow of knowledge between experts in the eld and
from experts to inexperiened users. The hapter disusses the entral issues of reuse and
adaptation of KDD proess models. The hapter also introdues templates for solutions
to typial, small data preparation problems; these templates are also published in the
repository. Appendix B lists many templates developed for this work. They provide a
publi, modular olletion of reipes for solving typial preparation tasks for KDD. A
method for disovering suh templates automatially is also presented in hapter 6.
Chapter 7 provides a more tehnial desription of how ertain parts of MiningMart
have been implemented by the author. The implementations onern mainly the data
model (setion 7.1), but also some important operators (setion 7.2). Besides these major
system parts, further funtionality has been added by the author, based on the analy-
ses from previous hapters. In partiular, the model appliation, the requirements for
reusability from hapter 6, and a number of evaluation riteria from hapter 8 sug-
gested ertain additions that will be desribed. This inludes measures that support the
exeution-independent development and the diret reuse of data and proess models.
Chapter 8 uses the insights from the previous hapters, as well as pratial experienes
made implementing the model KDD appliation, to develop detailed riteria for the
evaluation of KDD software tools, with a fous on data proessing. The methodology for
identifying these riteria is presented. It allows to tailor the evaluation towards dierent
purposes or audienes. The riteria are used to evaluate a number of KDD tools, whih
exemplies the pratial appliability of the methodology.
Eah of the above hapters ontains a summary with the main arguments that are
needed to follow the overall work.
Finally, hapter 9 summarises this thesis, outlines its ontributions, and disusses open
issues for future work.
1.4. Publiations
Parts of this thesis have already been published in journals, onferene proeedings and
as tehnial reports. This previously published work is listed in the following.
A brief overview of the MiningMart approah (hapter 6) has been given in (Euler
et al., 2003), whih is joint work with Katharina Morik and Martin Sholz. The author
of this thesis ontributed 33% to this paper.
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Work on the data model (hapter 3) was preeded by the paper (Euler & Sholz, 2004),
whih disusses using ontologies for MiningMart. This paper was joint work with Martin
Sholz to whih the author ontributed 50%.
The model appliation from hapter 5 has been briey presented in (Euler, 2005b), and
also (Euler, 2005d). The latter paper mainly provides the presentation of the MiningMart
web repository as a knowledge platform. Chapter 6 is based on it.
The preparation operators presented in hapter 4 and appendix A are a more detailed
version of (Euler, 2005). A slightly modied version of that paper has been published
in a journal (Euler, 2006).
The software omparison methodology (hapter 8) has been published in (Euler, 2005a),
inluding the evaluation of KDD software tools.
Using the support vetor mahine for feature seletion, as disussed in setion 7.2.5,
has been doumented in the tehnial report (Euler, 2002a).
The MiningMart meta model M4, disussed in setion 6.3, is doumented in the teh-
nial report (Sholz & Euler, 2002), whih was joint work with Martin Sholz to whih
the author of this thesis ontributed 50%.
Two other tehnial reports by this author whih are related to the work in this thesis,
though not used in the thesis as suh, are (Euler, 2002b) and (Euler, 2002).
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This hapter sets the framework for the subsequent disussions by introduing the KDD
proess aording to an informal, yet well-known standard. It has long been reognised
that several phases of the proess an usefully be distinguished. The early oneptions of
these phases (for a brief but lear overview see (Gaul & Sauberlih, 1999)) were rather
similar to eah other and evolved quite naturally into the Crisp-Dm standard (Chapman
et al., 2000), whih has established a ommon terminology. This standard is presented
in setion 2.1. Setion 2.2 then presents the notion of desribing a KDD proess at two
dierent levels, a tehnial and a oneptual, task-oriented one. The onnetion between
the two levels is explored in subsequent hapters.
2.1. Overview of the KDD proess
A omplete KDD proess onsists of muh more than just the appliation of learning
algorithms to data. The various tasks around data analysis an be assigned to dierent
phases of the proess, whih provides a good oneptual overview of KDD, though it does
not imply that there are no interdependenies between the phases. The ross-industry
standard Crisp-Dm (see (Chapman et al., 2000)) is the most established oneptualisa-
tion of the KDD proess that also provides a ommon terminology, and it will be used
here to introdue basi onepts around KDD.
In Crisp-Dm, a number of generi tasks is dened that need to be solved during
most KDD projets. The generi tasks are intended to be general enough to over all
possible situations in the KDD proess. They are ategorised into six phases that make
up the proess; while there is a natural sequene for these phases, a typial projet will
experiene baktraking and reviewing earlier phases in the light of intermediate results.
The phases form the top level in this hierarhial proess model; the generi tasks form
the seond level. At a third level, the generi tasks are speied and detailed aording to
the data mining ontext, that is, the given situation (for example the appliation domain,
the type of mining problem et.). Finally, the fourth level reords the details of a onrete
proess instane.
The following subsetions desribe the six phases of the KDD proess. The desription
draws on Crisp-Dm (Chapman et al., 2000) and (Pyle, 1999). While a lot of details are
omitted, what follows will provide an understanding of the ontext in whih this work is
plaed. Other general introdutions to KDD inlude (Witten & Frank, 2000).
2.1.1. Business understanding
This phase might more generally be alled Appliation understanding, as this proess
model is not restrited to business projets. In this phase, the most important task is to
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identify the goals of the projet in terms of the appliation domain or the end-users of the
KDD results. In a health-related projet, suh a goal might be to understand the main
fators aeting the suess of a treatment of a partiular disease. While the disussion
in this phase should be non-tehnial, a lear understanding of what is to be ahieved
is needed. In partiular, suess riteria must be established. Further, a detailed projet
plan that lists the resoures, requirements, risks, osts and possible benets of the projet
should be made.
The purpose of this phase is to provide the data analysts with an understanding of
the bakground of the KDD appliation. A ommon danger in data analysis is to nd a
pattern that is already known to domain experts, as suh patterns often omprise oarse
relationships in the data that show up easily (Morik et al., 2005). If this happens, time
and eort are wasted unfruitfully. To avoid it is only possible with a good understanding
of the domain and of the questions that the data owners would like to have answered.
A simple example of diretly addressing the needs of the data owners is to use mining
to maximise the return on investment (ROI) in businesses, as modelled by a (heuristi)
funtion (Ling et al., 2005; Singh et al., 2005).
Reently, Pehenizkiy et al. (2005) have attempted to support the identiation of
relevant issues in this phase by adapting frameworks from the eld of Information Systems
that relate tehnial systems to their organisational and external environments. Their
work is preliminary and has provided only rather superial models so far. But they
suggest lines of further researh, in partiular to examine the key fators of suessful
use of data mining systems. Some experiene-based ideas on these fators an be found in
(Hermiz, 1999) and (Coppok, 2003). Both these authors point out that there exist many
data analysis-related problems to whih data mining is not the appropriate solution. But
even if it is appropriate, there is a danger of gaining insights that are not ationable in the
given organisation. In suh ases, the solutions to the data mining tasks that were found
annot be translated, for some reason, into ations that help to ahieve the overall goal
of the institution (see also Piatetsky-Shapiro in Wu et al. (2003)). This highlights the
need for involving the organisational environment in planning a KDD projet. Coppok
(2003) stresses that this is often a ommuniation problem between tehnial and business
experts; but similar problems an also our between dierent groups of tehnial experts,
as vividly desribed by (Freeman & Melli, 2005). One remedy suggested by Kohavi et al.
(2004) is to present preliminary analysis results to the business experts in order to gain a
ommon understanding (based on onrete material) of what ould and should be done.
Additional material about this phase an be found in (Pyle, 1999).
2.1.2. Data understanding
With a rm bakground about the appliation at hand, the available data olletions
should be examined. Beause the data is often olleted for other purposes than knowl-
edge disovery (see the introdution to this hapter), simply aessing and assembling the
data may be a nontrivial, time-onsuming task, depending on the sizes of data sets, the
way they are distributed in the organisation, and privay or seurity issues. Usually, data
from dierent omputer systems, olleted at dierent times in various formats, must be
brought together. Often the data is opied to a entral site, a Data Warehouse (Inmon,
1996; Meyer & Cannon, 1998), whih provides a regularly updated, stati snapshot of
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the dynami operational data. Suh data warehouses are not only used for KDD, but for
many dierent kinds of analysis. However, in an inreasing number of institutions, data
sets with the same or a similar struture exist at several loations, for example in the
individual stores of a supermarket hain. In these ases it may make sense to mine the
data sets loally and ombine the results. This is referred to as Distributed Data Mining .
A good introdution is (Park & Kargupta, 2002).
It is ommon to desribe data sets as olletions of tables whih eah have a number
of olumns. However, not all data sets easily allow this representation; for example, log
les of web servers need extensive proessing before (the relevant parts of) their ontents
an be represented as tables. A sub-disipline of KDD alled Web Mining has emerged to
deal with suh data (see for example (Kosala & Blokeel, 2000)). But even when the data
is available in tables, there is often a lot of further proessing needed to allow automated
analysis. This is the subjet of the next phase in the KDD proess, data preparation,
and of the following hapters.
Data understanding involves more than the assembly of data, though. A desription
of the tables and their attributes is needed that inludes
• the quantity of data (number of rows for eah table);
• the meaning, or ontent desription, of eah of the attributes, whose names are
often rypti;
• the data type of eah attribute (strings, numbers, dates, times, texts, media les
and other types may our);
• statistial information about eah attribute, suh as whih dierent values it takes,
how they are distributed, what the minimum, maximum, mean or median values
are (if appliable), possible orrelations with or dependenies on other attributes,
and so on;
• information about the quality of the data, that is, whether the olletion proess
was reliable, or whether gaps our in the data (alled missing values), and how
they are represented;
• information about the integrity of the data, for example, whether dierent tables
an be linked via key relationships;
• information about the ompleteness of the data, that is, to what extent all avail-
able data ould be olleted, and whether the available data may be onsidered
representative of the population of entities that it desribes;
• information about any known regularities or dependenies in the data, whih is
often based on prior (bakground) knowledge; for example, one an expet that
data about vehiles would not ontain an odd number of wheels, so that any suh
entries an be suspeted to be errors;
• and any other information that desribes the data as it is and serves to judge its
relevane for the projet, or to highlight unreliable or poorly understood parts of
the data.
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Spei attributes must not have missing or empty values
Spei attributes must be realised as real numbers
Only ontinuous or only disrete attributes are aepted
Disrete attributes must be realised as sets of boolean attributes
Not more than N values of disrete attributes are aepted
Only 2 lasses (2 distint values for the label attribute) an be used
Continuous attributes must be normalised to the same/a given range
Key attributes are not aepted as part of the representation
Only one data table is aepted
Table 2.1.: Possible input requirements of mining algorithms (after (Kietz et al., 2000)).
In other words, in this phase the data is made aessible for knowledge disovery,
and basi information pertaining to it is olleted and should be doumented. Many of
these issues have already been solved if the data-owning institution has reated a data
warehouse. In these ases data understanding beomes muh easier. It an be further
simplied by using graphial visualisations of various data properties.
The purpose of olleting the above information is to translate the business goals, whih
were stated in the previous phase in terms of the appliation, to tehnial goals. This is a
very diult task that requires muh expertise in data mining, and muh ommuniation
with the appliation experts (Kohavi et al., 2004). The goal is a rst projet plan that
desribes how to prepare the data and perform the analysis in the following phases. This
plan would inlude the type of data mining problem that is going to be solved (see the
mining phase, 2.1.4), and the hoie of one or more supporting software tools; hapter 8
deals with tool seletion riteria. Based on this plan, a rst justiation for the likelihood
of suess for the projet an be given. However, suh a plan must be onsidered tentative,
as it is likely that insights from later phases will lead to some revisions.
2.1.3. Data preparation
The previous phases an be said to prepare the data analyst. The data itself, after
assembly, is very likely to also need further preparation for a number of reasons:
• Tehnial requirements of mining algorithms: As noted in the introdution, data
mining algorithms impose restritions on the input data, suh as aepting only
ontinuous attributes (see setion 3.3.1 about data types), or requiring the same
sale for all ontinuous attributes. Table 2.1, adapted from (Kietz et al., 2000), lists
possible input requirements of mining algorithms.
• Introduing bakground knowledge: Often, information that is not yet aptured in
the data an be added to ease the task for the mining algorithm (for mining, see the
following phase). For example, a person's birthday an be used to ompute their
urrent age or even, more abstratly, their age group aording to some bakground
riteria.
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• Removing bakground knowledge: Contrasting with the previous point, it may also
make sense to remove patterns from the data that are already known and are likely
to distrat the mining algorithm from more subtle, new patterns. An example is to
remove trends from time series data.
• Controlling the proess: Some mining algorithms internally hange the data. For ex-
ample, some deision tree algorithms (e.g. (Quinlan, 1993)) internally group values
of disrete attributes. It is usually preferable to ontrol suh hanges by performing
them expliitly beforehand; at least, this should inrease the understandability of
the mining result.
• Exposing information ontent: Mining an be signiantly sped up if only relevant
parts of the data are used. Some attributes may be redundant and an be removed,
whih is alled feature seletion; here, some automati methods are available (Liu
& Motoda, 1998). In ontrast, feature onstrution attempts to onstrut new at-
tributes based on the given ones, with the aim of making some hidden information
diretly available to the mining algorithm. This is disussed further below.
• Changing the data organisation: Exept for multirelational learning algorithms (see
e.g. (Wrobel, 1997; Muggleton, 1995; Knobbe, 2004)), most mining algorithms ex-
pet the data in a single table. This may require joining dierent data tables into
one, a proess alled propositionalisation in the ontext of data mining (Knobbe
et al., 2001); it is known to be an eetive way of gathering information from more
than one table into one, for mining purposes (Krogel et al., 2003). Many proposi-
tionalisation approahes automatially add olumns with information from other
tables to one entral table whih is then used for mining. However, suh automati
approahes do not sale well to omplex and large databases. A areful manual
seletion of olumns to be added is required in suh ases.
Reords of this single propositionalised table often have to be organised in a spe-
i way. For example, in assoiation rule mining, a transation table is expeted
(Agrawal et al., 1993). Another example is learning from time series, where a series
of windows (fragments from the original series), instead of the given series of single
values, may be needed to enable mining (ompare setion 1.1.1).
• Cleaning the data: As was mentioned before, the data may ontain gaps due to
the way it was olleted. It is important to distinguish between empty and missing
values (Pyle, 1999). Empty values represent absene of a feature, suh as a non-
existing driving liense for underaged persons. Missing values are gaps that ould
have been lled, suh as sensor data that is not olleted due to malfuntioning of
the sensor. Empty and missing values usually have to be removed or lled, as many
mining algorithms annot deal with them. Further, errors (like typing errors) from
the storage proess may have to be orreted, and outliers (reords with extreme
or rarely ourring values) should be taken are of. These tasks are frequently in
themselves the subjet of data mining projets (e.g. in (Loureiro et al., 2005)).
• Sampling the data: Large data sets an pose a signiant performane hallenge
both for preparation and mining. It may be neessary to redue the amount of
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data used for analysis, but this has to be done without skewing the representative-
ness of the data, if possible. A omprehensive overview of sampling approahes for
knowledge disovery is given by Sholz (2007).
• Aounting for tehnial onstraints: The tools whih are used expet the data in
a spei format that may have to be reated. These tehnial requirements stem
from the tools that are used, not from the mining algorithms as suh.
Most of these reasons for preparing the data are unique to KDD (or data analysis in
general), i.e. they are not given in other appliation areas where data transformations
are employed (disussed in setion 4.1). Data leaning is an exeption, it is an issue that
is also often solved for building a data warehouse, for example.
As explained in hapter 1, most data mining algorithms use a propositional data for-
mat, in whih the examples that the algorithm learns from are given in a feature-based
representation, eah example taking a partiular value for eah feature. This format is
also alled attribute-value format, and this work, with its fous on data preparation,
mainly uses the term attribute instead of feature, though the latter is more ommon in
the mahine learning literature.
Some of the above problems, like introduing bakground knowledge or exposing in-
formation ontent, are usually solved by feature onstrution, i.e. by introduing new
attributes/features that are not present in the original data, but ontain the added infor-
mation. In a typial KDD appliation, many important features are onstruted manually,
and this is a major part of the preparation proess. Spei operators for it are given in
this work, see setion A.5. Automati feature onstrution methods also exist and may
omplement the manual preparation (Liu & Motoda, 1998).
With this bakground, the following high-level preparation tasks have been identied
in this work. In a typial KDD appliation, some or all of these tasks may have to be
solved. Chapter 4 introdues a number of basi operations (data transformations) for
eah task whih an be used to solve it.
Data redution Often the data may have to be redued beause the hosen mining
algorithm does not sale to the available amounts of data. Besides random seletion
(sampling) and seletion based on data properties, the aggregation of data an be
useful. Aggregation hanges the level of detail of the information in the data, for
example by omputing a monthly average for daily amounts, whih would redue
the amount of data by a fator of 30.
Propositionalisation This is the task of integrating data spread over several tables, to
allow the appliation of a learner that requires a single data table as input. See
setion 1.1.
Changing the organisation In many appliations it is neessary to hange the represen-
tation of the data rather fundamentally, as exemplied in the example appliation
in setion 1.1.1. This often involves introduing attributes, i.e. metadata (shema-
level elements), based on values of a dierent attribute, i.e. based on data (instane-
level elements), and/or vie versa. In other words, the way the data is organised is
hanged.
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Data leaning See above.
Feature onstrution As explained above, new information or new representations of
given information are often essential to allow learning. Numeri data may be dis-
retised or saled to a new range, or new attributes may be omputed in many
dierent ways from given attributes. The term feature onstrution is used here to
be onsistent with the mahine learning literature, although attribute onstrution
ould be used as well.
These tasks may help to struture a omplex preparation proess. For example, data
redution should be among the rst tasks to be addressed in suh a proess, sine it
may redue the time required to exeute the following tasks. Propositionalisation may
be another task to be solved early, as well as reating the required organisation of the
data. Feature onstrution an then be among the last issues to be addressed.
At the heart of the KDD proess, in the mining phase, lies a mahine learning algorithm
(the terms learning and mining are often used synonymously, also in this work; the term
modelling is also used in the literature, but is used in this work to refer to the reation of
data or proess models). Data preparation hanges the representation of the data, thus
following the fundamental insight from mahine learning researh that the representation
of examples to learn from has often more impat on the quality of results than the learning
algorithm itself (e.g., (Langley & Simon, 1995; Morik, 2000)).
The data preparation phase is in the fous of the present work. As mentioned in the
introdution, it is also very often the most time-onsuming phase in the KDD proess,
onsuming between 50 and 80% of the overall time, aording to (Pyle, 1999) and a
2003 KDnuggets poll
1
. Chapter 4 refers to the tasks above and introdues spei data
transformations that an be applied to solve them.
2.1.4. Mining
One the data is prepared, a mining algorithm an be applied to it. Crisp-Dm dieren-
tiates between the following mining problem types, of whih several an be ombined in
a KDD projet:
• Segmentation (more often alled lustering), the division of a data set into mean-
ingful or signiantly dierent subsets;
• Conept desription, the derivation of an understandable desription of (a subset
of) the data. Disovering an interesting subset of the data in the rst plae, before
desribing it, is alled subgroup disovery ;
• Dependeny analysis, the searh for signiant dependenies between data items,
or between events represented by the data;
• Classiation, the assignment of lass labels to unlabelled data, based on a model
built from labelled data;
1
http://www.kdnuggets.om/polls/2003/data_preparation.htm
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• Predition, also alled regression, the assignment of a predited, ontinuous value
to data, based on a model built from data where this value is available.
Crisp-Dm also mentions data desription and summarisation as a data mining problem
type, but assigns it to the data understanding phase beause it is seen as preparatory to
the atual mining; hene, statistial and visualisation tehniques are used to address this
type. More sophistiated methods, suh as the disovery of rules to desribe patterns
in the data (e.g. (Münstermann, 2002)), are seen as onept desriptions. Learning in
strutured output spaes, like learning parse trees for natural language sentenes, has
reently been redued to lassiation (using many possible lass labels, for example one
for eah possible parse tree given an input sentene), by using a joint representation for
input and output and learning a disriminator funtion that returns one label, given the
input (Tsohantaridis et al., 2005).
Segmentation, onept desription and dependeny analysis are alled desriptive min-
ing tasks; lassiation and regression are preditive tasks.
For eah problem type, a number of mahine learning algorithms exist that automate
the task. For this work, not muh about these algorithms, nor further details about the
problem types, needs to be known. Introdutory material an be found in many textbooks
from mahine learning and data mining, inluding (Mithell, 1997) or (Witten & Frank,
2000). Nevertheless, there are some important issues to be aware of in the ontext of this
work.
• Seleting a problem type and mahine learning algorithm determines only the teh-
nial requirements on the data representation that is used as input for mining. Other
aspets mentioned in setion 2.1.3 remain open. This is why data preparation is an
explorative proess, as mentioned in the introdution.
• Most mahine learning algorithms have superlinear runtime omplexities, whih
restrits the amount of data that an be used for training the models. For many
algorithms, training set sizes beyond main memory apaities are ruled out, though
spei implementations to work on databases have been reated for some settings
(e.g. (Münstermann, 2002)). Often this restrition introdues the need for data
redution (see the data preparation phase).
• For the tasks of lassiation and regression, two sets of labelled data are needed:
one for training the model and one for ontrolling its generalisation performane
(to avoid the so-alled overtting). These sets are alled training set and test set.
The label represents the lass or the amount to be predited. Aquiring labels an
be expensive, but the two sets must be big enough to be representative of the
underlying population. For data preparation it is important to note that both sets
must be prepared in exatly the same way.
• For lassiation and regression, all the unlabelled data that is not used for training
and testing has to be prepared in rather the same way as the labelled data, if it is
to be used during deployment (deployment is explained in setion 2.1.6). It would
not make sense to train a model on one representation and have it make preditions
based on a dierent representation. For training, the data set size is often simply
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adjusted to the available main memory. But for deployment, the size of the data
set poses a signiant performane hallenge on the data preparation phase, if,
as is typial, the unlabelled part of the data set is large. For example, to predit
marketing response behaviour of ustomers, a ompany with millions of ustomers
may use only the data of some tens of thousands of ustomers for training, but
then apply the model to all its ustomers. Thus all ustomer data goes through the
preparation proess.
• The tasks that need to be solved in the mining phase, whih inlude training, testing
and the tuning of ertain algorithm-dependent parameters, an lead to omplex
experiments with nested appliations of basi operations (Mierswa et al., 2003).
Adequate support must be given to the user for suh experiments; see setion 4.5.
• Some mining algorithms allow, or even require, some post-mining operations, suh
as pruning of a deision tree or a rule set. Sine these operations onern the learned
model rather than the data sets, they are assigned to the mining phase in this work.
Though in some literature a spei post-proessing phase is introdued as part of
the KDD proess, in this work, the term post-proessing is used to refer to data
proessing that follows the mining phase (see setion 2.1.6), while preparation or
pre-proessing preede mining.
• In distributed mining settings, speial algorithms may be applied that ombine
loally learned models. Assuming homogeneous data shemas at eah loal site, this
requires to prepare the data at eah site in exatly the same way before learning
loally. Thus it makes sense to dene the preparation proess one and apply it
several times. Chapter 6 desribes how this an be ahieved.
2.1.5. Evaluation
In the previous phase, the evaluation of the learned model using a test set or other
measurable riteria serves to rene the model until a satisfatory quality is ahieved.
However, in Crisp-Dm, there is an extra evaluation phase whose subjet is the whole
proess so far. Eah phase of the proess oers a lot of options, so a lot of deisions must
be made during a KDD projet. In the light of the mining results ahieved so far, those
deisions should be reviewed. Eah phase provides new insights into the data and new
ideas about what ould be mined. It may now be desirable to repeat some parts of the
proess with modiations. Also, the results so far should be doumented, inluding the
steps that led to them.
2.1.6. Deployment
In the nal phase, the data mining results are mapped bak to the original goals and
objetives set out in the rst phase. Beause often the objetives are to improve operations
and proesses that the data owning organisation performs, this means to integrate the
results into existing work ows. This is a nontrivial endeavour whih should be inluded
into the projet plans from the outset.
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When the mining problem was desriptive, its results are new insights into the entities
represented by the data that was analysed. Deployment may here be limited to the
reation of a report for the management of the organisation, who an deide about new
poliies for the operational proesses of the organisation. For example, the physiians of
a lini may hange or implement ertain treatment proedures after KDD has identied
problemati patient subgroups. This kind of deployment of mining results is beyond the
sope of KDD.
When the mining problem was preditive, one of its results is a funtion that predits
labels for new, unlabelled data. The main deployment ation is to apply this funtion on
suh data, and to use the predited label in a business proess. For example, if sales of a
produt are predited for a ertain time point in the future, aquisition and stoking of
the produt an be planned, like in the example appliation in setion 1.1.1.
Another issue in preditive settings is that the label on whih the mining algorithm is
trained may need to be transformed during data preparation; for example, some neural
net implementations require numerial input in the real interval r0..1s. Only reversible
transformations an be used in these ases, beause the preditions made by the algorithm
have to be translated bak to the original label values, before they are usable. Thus a
data post-proessing step is required after mining. See also setion 7.2.6.
Both for desriptive and preditive problems, another deployment issue often arises.
The KDD results reet the state of the data owning organisation, or the entities it
deals with, as far as they are represented by data; reports on this state beome outdated
over time. So quite often the KDD proess, now that it is doumented and justied by
good results, will be exeuted on a routinely basis, in regular intervals, to update the
model(s) on new data (Brahman & Anand, 1996) (one of the few KDD appliation
reports that mention this is (Hereth & Stumme, 2001)). This kind of regular mining
may be exeuted by nonexpert sta. It may require to integrate a preditive model into
operational omputer systems, or to regularly provide a desriptive mining algorithm
with new training data. For example, when prediting ustomer response behaviour in
marketing, one may want to send letters automatially to those ustomers that were
predited to respond positively. This kind of integration would in turn require to also
integrate all data preparation steps that were applied. In many institutions this poses a
problem as it onerns data from operational systems, whose apaities may not sue to
perform omplex data preparations beside the atual business operations (Kohavi et al.,
2004). A spei business proess may thus have to be dened in order to perform regular
deployment.
2.2. Two levels of KDD desriptions
Computer sientists are used to the idea of realising an abstrat, task-oriented model
of an appliation or a domain in lower-level languages. These languages are typially
general-purpose programming languages: powerful formalisms that must be handled by
highly skilled experts. Yet the appliation or domain in question may be rather simple.
In this view there are two dierent desription levels of the appliation. One of them
is muh loser to human understanding of the domain, but it has to be translated to
a lower-level formalism. In the ase of Knowledge Disovery in Databases, early work
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had to rely on low-level approahes to data preparation and mining beause nothing else
was available. The eld was just emerging and too omplex to have developed a higher-
level understanding quikly. The present work attempts to summarise and extend the
higher-level onepts in data preparation that have emerged in the deade that KDD has
existed. This setion introdues the two desription levels and their onnetion, while the
following two hapters elaborate on details of both levels, but in partiular the higher
level. Chapter 6 then shows how both levels an be formalised in a metamodel of KDD
proesses to enable ollaborative work on blueprints of KDD solutions.
The tehnial level desribes the data and any operations on the data independently
of any appliation purpose. The higher level deals with KDD onepts: the role that the
data plays, and the purpose of applying a preparation method, are seen in the ontext
of the knowledge disovery appliation. This level will therefore be alled oneptual .
Similar level distintions have been made in the knowledge representation literature.
Newell (1982) argues that dierent levels of omputer systems have the following ommon
attributes: there is a medium that is to be proessed (for example, bit vetors or logial
expressions); there are omponents that provide the primitive proessing apabilities (like
registers); and there are laws of omposition and behaviour that assemble omponents
into a system and determine how the system behaviour depends on the omponents'
behaviour. Newell sees the introdution of a new level justied when a system an be
dened in terms of the medium and omponents of that level alone, without referene to
any of the previously used levels; at the same time, the new level must be reduible to the
next lower level. Newell used the term symboli level for general-purpose omputation,
and introdued a knowledge level to be used for the modelling of intelligent agents.
The orresponding medium is knowledge, and the omponents are goals and ations.
Adapting this idea to the present work, its goal is to introdue the oneptual level for
data preparation in KDD, whose medium is given by data sets, and whose omponents
are proessing operators. It makes perfet sense to desribe data preparation in terms of
this level, without reourse to any other level. Yet there is also a possible redution to
the next level below, the tehnial, implementation-dependent level, and this redution
is disussed wherever appropriate in the following hapters.
An extension of the multiple-level approah is the multiple-model approah whih
underlies the work on the KADS projet (Shreiber et al., 1993). Various models are
used there to highlight seleted aspets of the (knowledge-based) system that is to be
engineered; irrelevant aspets an be negleted in the onstrution of one model beause
they are aounted for by another model. For example, an organisational model an be
set up to reet the soio-organisational environment and its interation with a system,
or a task model shows how overall system tasks are deomposed into subtasks (Shreiber
et al., 1993b). The term model emphasises the fat that these views on a system are
produts of an engineering proess. It would not be inappropriate to say that a oneptual
model for data preparation is presented in subsequent hapters; however, to emphasise
the reduibility to the tehnial level, the term level is preferred.
Regarding the development of a KDD proess, the two levels are haraterised by
dierent aspets:
• Tehnially, the syntati well-formedness of all operations with regard to the un-
derlying tehnial data model (see hapter 3) must be ensured.
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• On the KDD level, what makes the KDD proess suessful an be more easily un-
derstood, doumented and administrated (modied, stored, and re-used) by using
the onepts relevant to KDD.
One may relate the dierent levels to dierent types of users of data olletions: while
for example database administrators are typially onerned with the tehnial level,
KDD experts and statistiians (data analysts) tend to think and work on the oneptual
level, as they annot take the appliation out of their fous.
One of the purposes of this work is to argue that the general understanding of KDD
has matured enough to allow expliit software support for the oneptual level, with
automati administration of the tehnial level. This has the following advantages:
• Many important aspets of the appliation at hand remain impliit if only the teh-
nial level is onsidered. This was demonstrated in a dierent domain by Claney
(1983), who analysed the rules used in the expert system myin and found that
they were diult to understand or modify by people who had not invented them,
even though the formalism in whih the rules were expressed was expliitly hosen
to be simple (in order to make automatially generated explanations of the system's
reasoning understandable to humans). Claney showed that rules played dierent
roles and were based on dierent kinds of justiation, and suggested to enode this
type of bakground knowledge, as well as domain knowledge (from mediine), in
myin. This orresponds to an expliit introdution of oneptual-level elements.
• If the higher level is made expliit, the lower one an be hidden, as will be demon-
strated in subsequent hapters. A software that hides the tehnial level an present
the entire KDD proess to a user in terms of the onepts introdued in setion
2.1. This eases the development of and daily work on KDD appliations.
• Several tehnial realisations of the same oneptual model an be supported by
a system. Setion 1.1.1 introdued a KDD appliation in whih the same learning
task had to be solved on 1000 data sets of the same kind. Similarly, in distributed
data mining, frequently the same data shema is used at several loal sites, so
that a deision is made to prepare or analyse data loally before ombining the
results. In these ases all the idential tehnial proesses an be hidden behind
one oneptual model of the proess.
• By making the oneptual level expliit, it is automatially doumented and an be
stored and retrieved for later referene. KDD appliations without oneptual sup-
port have often produed good results whih ould later not be reprodued beause
essential know-how about, for example, the data preparations or model parame-
ter settings, was lost, e.g. (Wirth et al., 1997). Thus the eduational potential of
oneptual software support should not be underestimated.
• Self-explanatory, task-oriented names for the data entities an be used on the higher
level, extended by free-text annotations, rather than the umbersome abbreviations
often used on the tehnial level.
• The oneptual level lends itself well to graphial representations, allowing a largely
graphial interation between the user and the KDD system.
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• The oneptual level allows to waive the use of formal languages for data proessing,
making solutions of proessing tasks aessible to a wider audiene. This is an
important aim ahieved by the framework of hapter 4.
• The oneptual level serves to fous a user's eorts on relevant analysis tasks while
freeing them from tehnial details. It an help to develop learer ideas of what is
to be done, by giving mental tools, or by providing onstraints that disallow badly
formed or semantially invalid models. An example an be found in (Shreiber et al.,
1993a), where the development of preise (oneptual) models of problem-solving
algorithms revealed a learer piture of their dierenes and ommonalities than
existed before.
• Independene of the oneptual level allows to reuse parts or all of a oneptual
proess model on new data by simply hanging the mapping to the tehnial level.
Though this may require oneptual adaptations, it saves muh eort ompared
to a development from srath. This is true even if only solutions of subtasks are
reused. Due to its work saving potentials, adaptability of KDD proess models is
beoming an important requirement for modern KDD software (see setion 6.6 and
riterion 1 in appendix C).
• At a oneptual level, dierent KDD projets an be ompared muh easier than
on a tehnial one. This allows groups of KDD experts to work ollaboratively
by sharing olletions of oneptual desriptions of suessful projets, in whih
standard reipes for the solution of ertain (sub-)tasks may then be identied; see
setion 6.6.
• The use of the oneptual level allows the omparison of dierent software tools
by abstrating from tehnial details. Criteria for omparison an be formulated
on the oneptual level, whih makes their ommuniation and appliation muh
easier. Chapter 8 presents suh riteria and a omparison of tools based on them.
• In grid-based knowledge disovery, whih is still a researh area, the KDD proess
has to be set up delaratively before its exeution, as the omputational resoures
for exeution are alloated on demand (AlSaira et al., 2003). Coneptual modelling
is very suitable for this delarative development.
The following hapters show that the onnetion between the two levels is well under-
stood in KDD. Chapter 3 applies the two-level view to the given data, while hapter 4
is onerned with proessing the data. Chapter 6 presents a KDD system that provides
support for most of the oneptual aspets from hapters 3 and 4 in all its interations
with users. In partiular, setion 6.1 disusses more literature showing that the onep-
tual level has been missing or inomplete in many previous approahes to KDD systems.
Chapter 8 ompares urrent KDD software pakages based on riteria that inlude the
oneptual aspets and other important issues.
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2.3. Summary
A omplete KDD proess has several phases. This work fouses on data preparation.
Detailed reasons why data sets may have to be prepared have been given in setion 2.1.3:
tehnial requirements of mining algorithms are listed in table 2.1, but as noted in hap-
ter 1, the main preparation task is to nd a representation based on whih a learning
algorithm an nd novel and interesting patterns. This task annot be automated. How-
ever, important subtasks have been identied in setion 2.1.3 that an be used to struture
a preparation proess, and thus to guide human users (the subtasks are: data redution,
propositionalisation, hanging the organisation of the data, data leaning, and feature
onstrution).
In the explorative preparation phase, users an be supported through models of the
preparation proess that use KDD-oriented voabulary. Setion 2.2 has argued that suh
models an and should use a separate, KDD-spei desription level, meaning that the
KDD proess an be suiently desribed using only elements of the models, without
reourse to lower system levels. The term oneptual level is used in this thesis for the
higher modelling level. The following two hapters introdue the oneptual level for the
data and for the data transformations.
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This hapter examines the data as given for KDD and presents an abstrat view of
the data, a oneptual data model, that an be used to ontrol the preparation proess.
Setion 3.1 prepares the ground by making some observations about what kind of data are
usually given for analysis, followed by a disussion of ertain semanti abstrations that
have been identied in the literature to lassify various oneptual data models. Setion
3.2 then identies an Entity-Relationship (ER) model as providing very adequate support
of the KDD proess. Finally, setion 3.3 speies some information to be attahed to the
data model; this information is useful for ontrolling the development of the KDD proess
at the oneptual level.
3.1. Bakground
This setion rst gives some bakground on data models (setion 3.1.1). It then onsid-
ers the data as it is usually given for KDD and identies a data model for the tehnial
desription level (setion 3.1.2). Finally it introdues possible aspets of oneptual level
data models from the literature (setion 3.1.3), based on whih a suitable model is ex-
plained (setion 3.2.2).
3.1.1. Types of data models
A data model onsists of a set of abstrat modelling onstruts used to desribe the
data from a part of the real world. Data models dier mainly in the types of modelling
onstruts they support expliitly, impliitly or not at all. The most ommon modelling
onstruts are listed in setion 3.1.3. In every data model a distintion is made between
the strutural desription of a database, alled the database shema, and the database
itself, whih is alled an instane of the shema.
Usually, three types of data models are distinguished:
Physial data models are used to handle the onrete storage of data. Suh models may
inlude information about data reords, les, le loations, aess rights et. They
represent the system view of the data.
Logial data models support views of the data that are more abstrat but an be pro-
essed by a omputer diretly. The most important example for this group is the
relational data model, whih is implemented in relational database management
systems. Other examples inlude the historial network and hierarhial models
as well as the more modern objet-oriented models. Logial data models are not
onerned with onrete storage of the data, but still view the data as olletions
of reords; they an be mapped diretly to a physial data model.
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Dependeny on: DBMS lass Spei DBMS
Dependeny of:
Coneptual models no no
Logial models yes no
Physial models yes yes
Table 3.1.: Dependeny of the data model types on DBMS lasses and spei DBMS,
adapted from (Batini et al., 1992).
Semanti data models are the most abstrat models. They allow designers to represent
data rather in the way the data arises in the real world. They are independent
of any realisation in a omputer system. They provide a list of (often graphial)
abstration onepts used to model objets, attributes or relationships.
Semanti data models are sometimes also alled oneptual models (Nijssen, 1977; Ba-
tini et al., 1992). Although this term lashes with its use in the well-known ANSI/X3/
SPARC database management system framework (Tsihritzis & Klug, 1978), where on-
eptual shemas orrespond to what are alled logial models above, it will be preferred
in this work beause it mathes the notion of a oneptual desription level introdued
in setion 2.2.
Another soure of onfusion is the fat that ertain data models an play the role
of both oneptual and logial models. Table 3.1 (adapted from (Batini et al., 1992))
may help to larify the terminology: it basially states that logial data models dene
lasses of database management systems (DBMS) that support them diretly, suh as
relational databases, while oneptual models are independent of any database system.
In this sense, objet-oriented models an be logial if a database implementation uses
objet-oriented strutures, but may also be used as oneptual models and then mapped
to a relational logial model, for example.
Data models onern what is alled domain knowledge in the knowledge representation
literature, as reognised there (Wielinga et al., 1993) (obviously there are many other
types of knowledge that one might want to represent, suh as inferene knowledge). In
knowledge representation, a lassial distintion is made between levels of knowledge
that an be represented by the same struture (Brahman, 1979): implementational, log-
ial, epistemologial, oneptual and linguisti. A struture represents implementational
knowledge if it models data strutures or pointers; it represents logial knowledge if its
elements are prediates, propositions or logial onnetives; it represents epistemologial
knowledge if it provides the notions of onepts, attributes, types of relationships et.; it
models oneptual knowledge if its elements are onepts of the domain in question, for
example ats and dogs; and it represents linguisti knowledge if its elements are words
of a onrete (natural) language, like dog. Using this ategorisation, oneptual data
models as dened in the present work provide epistemologial elements.
When talking about the building bloks, or onstruts, of oneptual data models,
a number of dierent meta models an be distinguished. A meta model presribes the
onstruts available to form a oneptual model. Overviews and omparisons of lassi
meta models are given in (Hull & King, 1987) or (Pekham & Maryanski, 1988). Among
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the most well-known meta model is the Entity-Relationship (ER) model with its various
extensions.
The main advantages of using oneptual data models, rather than physial or logial
ones, are as follows (Hull & King, 1987):
• Approximation to human thinking. Conepts and abstrations in oneptual mod-
els reet the way humans organise their world more losely than logial models.
Initially, oneptual models were developed for the design of information systems;
they were expeted to support the proess of deriving logial shemas. It is hoped,
with some justiation (Formia & Missiko, 2004), that formalising aspets of the
world in oneptual models is more intuitive for humans than in logial models.
• Inreased separation of semanti and physial omponents. Even in logial data
models like the relational model, whih provide a very useful abstration from the
physial data level, users must follow rather tehnial details in order to state
moderately omplex queries. Consider the task of nding all omponents of some
tehnial devie. In the relational model, typially information about the devies
would be stored in a ertain relation, but separately from information about the
possible omponents whih would be stored in another relation. The link between
these two types of information is only available impliitly : it would typially be an-
other relation ontaining pairs of identiers of omponents and devies. The details
of this impliit link must be known to anyone wanting to solve the given task. In
ontrast, in a oneptual data model this link ould be expliitly represented. This
is muh more orrelated to the way humans tend to think about suh information,
and simpler query languages an be formulated. Obviously the mapping to a given
logial and ultimately a physial data model beomes more omplex in turn.
• Redued semanti overloading. Where logial models annot express a semanti
abstration expliitly, they have to use impliit means. It may easily happen that
the same impliit means are used to express dierent semanti abstrations. For
example, the part-of relationship between devies and omponents is modelled in a
relational model in the same way as other types of relationships like assoiation or
inheritane (see setion 3.1.3). The aim of oneptual models is to represent suh
abstrations in a strutural manner.
• Provision of several levels of detail. Sine oneptual models use a set of expliit
abstration mehanisms, one may browse through suh a model viewing only the
most important strutural types for a global overview, then inlude more details
for a ner searh.
The aim of this hapter is to identify a suitable oneptual meta model for data in
Knowledge Disovery. As was mentioned earlier, data-related ativities are entral to the
KDD proess, and the design and ombination of data transformations to prepare the
data for learning onsumes the bulk of the time spent on a KDD projet. These ativities
an benet greatly from the above advantages of oneptual models. Referring to the two
levels of desription from setion 2.2, both logial and physial data models are seen as
being loated at the tehnial level in the ontext of this work.
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3.1.2. Struture of the given data
This subsetion takes a look at the data as it is given, before the KDD proess starts. As
mentioned earlier, data to be analysed using KDD has usually been olleted for purposes
very dierent from analysis. A useful distintion an be made between strutured and
unstrutured data. Unstrutured data forms inlude text douments, images, or video
les. While suh data items may have an inner struture, the struture is not expliitly
represented and therefore unavailable for analysis. Strutured data, in ontrast, onsists
of small atomi piees of information like strings or numbers and some strutured way
of organising them. Semi-strutured data is inbetween, it inludes, for example, text
douments whose parts (title, introdution, hapter, et.) are marked by tags but ontain
unstrutured text.
At the heart of the KDD proess is a mining algorithm; almost all mining algorithms
deal exlusively with strutured data. Unstrutured data an be brought into a strutured
format by speial-purpose preproessing operations, though this is far from trivial. The
often-used terms Web mining or Text mining indiate researh areas onerned with
suh tasks (rather than with mining unstrutured data diretly, as the names suggest).
The most wide-spread strutured data format is the so-alled attribute-value format, or
tabular data. This is simply a table with olumns storing partiular data items. The
format is also alled propositional, as explained in setions 1.1. One example of stru-
tured data that is not in attribute-value format is graph data, often stored as adjaeny
matries or lists, and indeed non-lassial mining algorithms are sometimes used on suh
data (Washio & Motoda, 2003). An example is frequent subgraph disovery, whih is
disussed in setion 6.5.4.
So far xed data olletions have been onsidered. In the stream mining senario,
ontinuously arriving data is onsidered; see e.g. (Babok et al., 2002) or (Domingos &
Hulten, 2000). The present work does not deal with the partiular hallenges of (real-
time) stream mining, but presumes xed data olletions as input to a KDD projet.
This input data for a KDD proess is in the vast majority of ases given in a relational
database or in tabular at les. Databases with other logial models (for example hier-
arhial or objet-oriented) still play a peripheral role. The literature on suessful KDD
appliations learly reets this (Kitts et al., 2005; Soares et al., 2005). One reason is
ertainly that almost all mining algorithms require their input data in an attribute-value
format, while hardly any mining algorithms that diretly exploit hierarhial or objet-
oriented data strutures have been developed yet. The attribute-value format also easily
allows to inlude data from external, additional soures, like web pages. For example,
urreny hange rates, provided by a web servie, may be useful in ertain preparation
steps. The present work therefore onsiders only relational or tabular data, and its results
do not apply to dierent logial data models.
The relational data model
Beause relational databases provide the data for KDD in almost all appliations, a brief
desription of the relational data model follows. More details an be found, for example,
in (Biskup, 1995) or (Ullman, 1988).
The relational model was originally developed by Codd (1970). Its elementary on-
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struts are attributes and relations. Every attribute has exatly one domain whose values
it an take. A relation is dened as a nite subset of the Cartesian produt of the domains
of a sequene of attributes. The time-invariant struture of relations is desribed by rela-
tion shemas. A database shema is a set of relation shemas; the set of possible instanes
of this shema an be restrited by intra- and interrelational integrity onstraints.
More formally, let A be a set of attributes and D be a set of domains. Eah di P D
is a domain, i.e. a set of values. Typial domains would be integer, oat or string with
orresponding values. Let dom : AÑ D be a funtion that denotes the domain for eah
attribute. A relation shema is a tuple R  pX,Σq with X  A, where Σ is a set of
intrarelational integrity onstraints whih an be modelled by boolean funtions that
use only attributes from X. A database shema is a tuple DS  pR1, . . . , Rn,∆q suh
that eah Ri (1 ¤ i ¤ n) is a relation shema and ∆ is a set of interrelational integrity
onstraints, again boolean funtions.
Let X  A. A tuple over X is a funtion t : X Ñ dompXq (where dompXq :
dompA1q  . . .  dompAmq if X  tA1, . . . , Amu). The value(s) that the tuple takes for
an attribute Aj (or an attribute set V  X) is (are) given by trAjs (or trV s, respe-
tively). For a given relation shema R  pX,Σq, a relational instane r is dened as a
nite set of tuples over X that full the onditions in Σ. For a given database shema
DS  pR1, . . . , Rn,∆q, a database instane an be given by a set of relational instanes
r1, . . . , rn to the relation shemas R1, . . . , Rn suh that all these instanes full the in-
terrelational integrity onstraints ∆.
This denition assumes that for every tuple and every attribute a value from that
attribute's domain an be given. In pratie, the tuple may represent an objet for whih
the orresponding feature is unknown. Usually, the domains are extended by a speial
symbol to represent this situation, but the exat interpretation of this symbol may vary
(ompare the disussion of empty and missing values in setion 2.1.3).
As for intra- and interrelational integrity onstraints, only those types of onstraints
are given here that are needed for this work. Let S  pX,Σq be a relation shema and s
an instane to it; let also V,W  X. A funtional dependeny V ÑW holds if and only
if u, v P s : urV s  vrV s ñ urW s  vrW s. An attribute set K  X is alled a key of S
if and only if X is funtionally dependent on K (K Ñ X) but not funtionally dependent
on any strit subset of K. To require funtional dependenies or keys in a relation is an
intrarelational integrity onstraint. A relation an have zero, one or more than one keys;
in pratie one of the keys should be designated as primary key if there are several.
Let R  pX,Σ1q and S  pY,Σ2q be two relation shemas. Let V  X with V 
tA1, . . . , Anu and W  Y with W  tB1, . . . , Bnu, so that |V |  |W |. Let r be an
instane to R and s be an instane to S. An inlusion dependeny between V and W ,
written RrV s  SrW s, holds if and only if
t P r : Du P s : i  1, . . . , n : trAis  urBis
As an example, onsider the attribute set A  tName, Salary,Departmentu, the do-
main set D  tstring, integeru and the funtion dom : AÑ D suh that dompNameq 
string, dompSalaryq  integer and dompDepartmentq  string. Figure 3.1 displays
two relation shemas R  pX,Σ1q and S  pY,Σ2q with X  tName, Salaryu and
Y  tName,Departmentu, and with instanes
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Relation R:
Name Salary
Jones 50000
Marks 55000
Smith 50000
Davis 60000
Relation S:
Name Department
Smith Marketing
Jones Marketing
Marks Management
Figure 3.1.: Two relation shemas and instanes.
• r  tpSmith, 50000q, pJones, 50000q, pMarks, 55000q, pDavis, 60000qu
• s  tpSmith,Marketingq, pJones,Marketingq, pMarks,Managementqu.
The set tNameu is a key of R and also a key of S. No other subset of A is key any-
where. The inlusion dependeny SrtNameus  RrtNameus holds (but RrtNameus 
SrtNameus does not hold). Corresponding boolean funtions form the sets Σ1 and Σ2.
Researh on the design of relational databases has identied a number of tehniques
that help to ahieve a non-redundant design, whih is more or less invulnerable to logial
inonsistenies. Certain normal forms have been identied for this purpose. The rst nor-
mal form requires to use only atomi domains for eah attribute, rather than strutured
domains, and to use a primary key for eah relation. The seond normal form additionally
requires that no non-key attribute is funtionally dependent on a strit subset of a set
of attributes that form a key. Bringing a relation into seond normal form an require to
split it into several relations, eah of whih orresponds to a subset of the key attributes
on whih other attributes are dependent. The third normal form requires, in addition
to the onditions for the seond normal form, that all non-key attributes are mutually
independent, or in other words, only dependent on the key. Again, bringing a relation
into third normal form an involve splitting it. Further normal forms exist, but are not
needed here.
Sine these design tehniques are rather well-known, in most (but not all) KDD appli-
ations the input data is stored in a relational database, and is given in third normal form.
This form eliminates muh redundany that might otherwise be present in the data. In
many KDD appliations, unfortunately it is neessary to re-introdue some redundany,
as explained in setion 1.1.
Set semantis and bag semantis
In the relational data model, sets of tuples ll a relation. As gure 3.1 demonstrates,
data stored in this model an easily be represented as tables. For this work the general
term tabular data, or attribute-value data, is used to inlude strutured data that an be
represented as tables with named olumns whose values are from a partiular domain.
However, there is a dierene between the relational model and general tabular data: the
former exludes the possibility of having two idential tuples in a relation, sine sets of
tuples form the instanes; while the latter may ontain dupliate rows, for example if
produed in spreadsheets. For example, if the tuple pSmith, 50000q was inserted again
into relation R in gure 3.1, it should not appear twie in a tabular representation,
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if the relational model is followed stritly. Yet in pratie, existing relational database
management systems generally allow the insertion of several idential tuples into one
relation, and to disallow this requires spei ations by a user. The term bag semantis
is sometimes used to denote a situation where dupliates are allowed, while set semantis
denotes the opposite, the exlusion of dupliate rows/tuples (Garia-Molina et al., 2002).
Formally, using bag semantis an be modelled by populating an instane with multisets
(sometimes also with sequenes) of tuples, rather than sets of them (a multiset is a map
from a set to the natural numbers, eah element of the set being mapped to the number
of times it ours in the multiset).
One salient dierene between the two interpretations an be seen when onsidering the
relational operation alled projetion. In the relational data model, let r be an instane
of the relation shema R  pX,Σq. The restrition of a tuple t P r onto an attribute set
V  X is denoted by trV s. The projetion of r onto an attribute set V  X is alled
πV prq and is dened as πV prq : ttrV s|t P ru. Thus it may hold that |πV prq|   |r|. In
ontrast, under bag semantis, seleting a subset of attributes from a relation will not
redue the number of tuples/rows. For this reason the term projetion should not be
used under bag semantis; instead, attribute seletion is used in this work.
For KDD, bag semantis should be used beause possible data soures inlude tabular
data from spreadsheets et. In pratie, this is a minor issue sine dupliate rows are
rather undesirable, and if data from some soure ontains dupliates, then early on in
the preparation proess the dupliates are usually either removed or an artiial key
is reated. Yet nothing fores KDD users to do so, thus set semantis should not be a
requirement for data models in KDD.
A riher, formal model for tabular data has been developed by Gyssens et al. (1996);
it is essentially matrix-based, and thus distinguishes between dierent orders of rows of
a table, whih is not desired for this work as disussed now.
Ordered and unordered data
In the relational model instanes are sets, thus they bear no internal order. Under bag
semantis, multisets are used whih also do not involve an order. But tehnially, data
sets must be stored in some order, obviously. This setion briey disusses why one may
abstrat from a tehnial (implementation-dependent) order, to multisets at the logial
or oneptual level.
For KDD purposes, the order of data elements (rows in a table, tuples in a sequene) is
not important. The reason is that in priniple, mining algorithms are insensitive towards
the order of their input examples during training or testing, although some order may
be preferred for tehnial reasons. This is true even for (time) series analysis, sequene
disovery, inremental learning approahes, or for learning with onept drift, beause
the hoie of a subset of examples is the same regardless of the given order in the su-
perset. For example, in inremental learning (whih is often also used to handle onept
drift, e.g. (Klinkenberg, 2004)), a model is trained on some data set and then updated
using additional data. This additional data is identied aording to some riterion (of-
ten time-based), but no partiular order is required to identify it, nor is any partiular
order needed within the additional set. In time or value series analysis, signal-to-symbol
transformations an be done as long as the (time) index is given, independent of the order
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of reading the signals. In fat, windowing (see setion A.3.4) is an often-used tehnique
whose purpose is to enode the order of tuples in suh a way that it beomes exploitable
by mining algorithms, sine these algorithms make no assumptions on the order of read-
ing tuples. Even when mining natural language text, often a word-order independent
representation (the bag-of-words model (Salton & Bukley, 1988)) is used, and where
the ontext of a word is onsidered, like in Named Entity Reognition (NER), tehniques
similar to windowing (whih orrespond to hoosing a xed-size ontext) are applied.
Pure text is unstrutured data, whih this work does not onsider; methods to extrat
struture from text may well be order-dependent. Whenever the tehnial realisation of a
mining algorithm for strutured data is order-dependent, this is seen as undesirable and
its eets are minimised, like in the BIRCH lustering algorithm (Zhang et al., 1996).
Similarly, most preparation operators presented in the following hapter are indepen-
dent of the order of tuples in their input; for any order, the same multiset of tuples is
produed for the output. The only exeption is sampling (setion A.1.3). Implemen-
tations of sampling tehniques are usually order-dependent. However, at the oneptual
level, only the fat that the data is somehow sampled is of interest. Thus this operator
an also hide its tehnial implementation from users. Further, the operator Attribute
derivation (setion A.5.4) is a speial ase, in that it diretly aesses the tehnial
level and an thus deliver output that depends on the order of the input data.
Thus orderedness of tuples is a tehnial-level notion, and some implementations of
mining algorithms or preparation operators may indeed depend on ordered input for
tehnial or eieny reasons. But oneptually, two data tables that dier only in the
stored order of rows are equal, for KDD purposes. See also (Abiteboul & Vianu, 1991)
(disussed again in setion 4.1). This equality should be reeted in the oneptual data
model to be used for KDD. If some sorting of data is needed to full the tehnial
requirements of a mining algorithm implementation, this an be done automatially at
the hidden tehnial level.
As was said above, this work onsiders only suh data for KDD that is given in a
relational data base or in at les that organise their data in tables. A generalisation
of these two forms is the relational data model with bag semantis, in whih the order
of tuples within a relation is dependent on implementational issues. Thus the tehnial
desription level (see setion 2.2) of the given data has been identied. The following
setions are onerned with the oneptual level.
3.1.3. Semanti abstrations
Coneptual data models are a means to organise a part of the real world in a stru-
tural shema whih orrelates to some extent with the way humans tend to oneive
that part. In order to lassify and ompare oneptual meta models, some general on-
epts of abstration have been proposed in the literature early on (Abrial, 1974; Smith
& Smith, 1977; Nijssen, 1977; Brodie, 1984; Hull & King, 1987; Storey, 1993). Suh ab-
strations are sometimes alled epistemologial primitives in knowledge representation
(Brahman, 1979). In the present work they are alled semanti abstrations. Spei
oneptual models dier in the set of abstrations they support, and how they support
them. The most omprehensive list of possible meta onstruts (semanti abstrations)
is given in (Hull & King, 1987), where a General Semanti Model (GSM) is introdued.
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The GSM is designed for tutorial purposes and enompasses a wide range of onrete
oneptual models; in fat this makes it so general that it would often oer rather too
many possibilities to model a onrete situation. Therefore the list below does not ontain
the onrete onstruts of the GSM but the general abstration mehanisms behind them
(see the literature ited above). Some referenes to the GSM are made for orientation.
Entity An entity represents any thing that exists. It may be a onrete, physial thing
like a person or ar or an abstrat notion like a legal orporation. In objet-oriented
models, entities are alled objets. Entities are the instanes of a oneptual data
shema.
Classiation Groups of similar entities an be viewed as belonging to the same lass.
For example, the lass Person may be used to ollet all entities that represent
persons. In the Entity-Relationship model, lasses are alled entity types. In the
present work also the term onept is used, beause it is used in the MiningMart
system (hapter 6) for historial reasons. In the GSM, lasses are alled abstrat
atomi types (in ontrast to printable atomi types, whih are low-level data types
like string or integer). A lass is desribed by attributes.
Attribute Attributes desribe properties of lasses. All entities in a lass have the prop-
erty that an attribute denotes. For example, if the lass Person has an attribute
Name it means that all entities representing persons an have a name. Domains an
be used to restrit the possible values of attributes. (The GSM uses a more general
notion of attribute beause it uses attributes to model relationships.)
Relationship Relationships model any meaningful onnetion between entities of two
or more lasses. For example, a lass Person ould be onneted to a lass Car
by a relationship that models ownership. The relationship instanes then speify
whih persons own whih ars. This is an example of a binary relationship. Binary
relationships an usually be read in two diretions: a person owns a ar while the ar
is owned by the person. Some oneptual models expliitly model both diretions.
The arity of a relationship is the number of lasses onneted; binary relationships
have arity 2. In general, oneptual models fall into either of two lasses (Hull &
King, 1987): those that expliitly model relationships, and those that use attributes
pointing from a lass to its related lass instead. Relationships an be used for very
dierent semanti interpretations (Storey, 1993), so that the exat interpretation
of relationships in a given meta model should be presribed in order to simplify the
models.
Cardinality Relationships dier in the numbers of instanes they may onnet. For exam-
ple, a person an own zero, one or several ars, but a ar is (at least oially) owned
by only one person. Coneptual models often allow to restrit a semanti shema
so as to express suh ardinalities expliitly. Combinations of atleast/atmost and
zero/one/many are the most ommon ardinalities.
Role Classes that partiipate in a relationship play a ertain role in that relationship. For
example, a person an be said to play the owner role in the relationship representing
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ownership. This onept is useful to distinguish dierent relationships a lass takes
part in, from the view of the lass. Some meta models suh as Kl-one (Brahman
& Shmolze, 1985) use only (binary) roles in the plae of relationships.
Aggregation This abstration allows to view a relationship between lasses as a lass in
its own right (Brodie, 1984). When onsidering the aggregate, spei details of its
omponents are suppressed. For example, the type Leture might be an aggregate
of the lasses Leturer, Student, SheduledTime and RoomNumber. In this ase,
the instanes of the four-ary relationship onneting instanes of the four lasses are
seen as omposite entities. It is a matter of some subjetivity whether suh entities
should be modelled as lasses or relationships; aggregation gives the exibility to
allow both (Biskup, 1995).
Grouping Grouping is an abstration whih allows to view a partiular set of entities as
a dierent type of entity. It is also alled assoiation but today this term is used
heavily in objet-oriented modelling and is therefore avoided here. For example, a
ertain group of persons (instanes of the lass Person) may form a team whih is
modelled by the grouping Team. The dierene to lassiation is that the member
entities (persons in the example) are instanes of their own lass, and there is an
extra lass (here Team) that models the powerset of member entities, i.e. whose
instanes are sets of member instanes.
Generalisation This abstration is used when entities (instanes) of one lass (the sub-
lass) are always also entities of a seond lass (the superlass). For example, eah
instane of the lass Leturer (eah leturer entity) is also an instane of Person.
The relationship between the two lasses is alled an Is-A relationship (every le-
turer is a person). The sublass has all attributes of the superlass, and an have
its own additional attributes.
Model onstraints Apart from supporting only a subset of the above onepts of abstra-
tion, oneptual models may also use further expliit restritions on how to use or
ombine their onstruts. For example, in the entity-relationship model, attributes
an only have domains whose values are printable (i.e. alphanumeri strings), but
annot point to other entities. Another ommon and useful onstraint is to disallow
yli Is-A relationships, or to disallow any lass to be sublass of two other lasses.
Derived omponents Some data models ome with a language for speifying derivation
rules. These rules allow to derive new strutures and to ll them with instanes (Hull
& King, 1987). For example, a derived attribute for the lass Leturer would be one
that ontains the number of letures this leturer gives; it ould be derived from the
ardinality information of the relationship Leture and its instanes. Considering
oneptual models for data preparation in KDD, the derivation of new strutures
is done using data transformations. One might informally see the transformation
operations given in hapter 4 as derivation onstruts of the oneptual data model
to be identied below. Therefore no partiular derivation mehanisms are given in
this hapter.
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The above notions of abstration an be realised to varying degrees in oneptual
meta models. For example, the Entity-Relationship model supports relationships expli-
itly while objet-oriented models an only support them impliitly, either by using lasses
that represent an aggregation or by using objet-valued attributes.
3.2. A oneptual data model for KDD
This setion will identify a oneptual data model that is suitable for the purposes of
KDD. Setion 3.2.1 disusses whih of the semanti abstrations from setion 3.1.3 are
useful for KDD-spei purposes. Setion 3.2.2 then summarises a oneptual data model
that supports these abstrations.
3.2.1. Semanti abstrations needed in KDD
The usefulness of a data abstration onept for KDD purposes is judged under the
following onsiderations. The data preparation phase an involve omplex ombinations
of single data transformations as speied in hapter 4 and exemplied in hapter 5. Eah
of these data transformations produes a new representation of the data. Therefore in a
long preparation hain many intermediate representations are produed. Eah of these
intermediate results an be the starting point of a new (sub-)hain of further proessing,
perhaps after a revision of the rst KDD results (see setion 2.1.5); it an be a useful
soure of information, for example for data understanding; it may allow fruitful analyses,
whether or not these are related to the KDD projet that produed it; it is a natural
interfae to other tools. In sum, these intermediate data representations are important
artifats of the KDD proess. For a KDD user the problem arises, however, that there
an be a rather large number of them. Therefore, the oneptual data model to be used
must allow to struture the set of intermediate results. This struturing should ideally
reet the way the data representations are related to eah other, by reeting how they
were reated. This is exatly what will be ahieved in this setion, giving a muh learer
overview of the KDD proess and its results to the user than would be possible without
this oneptual-level support. A further disussion is given in setion 4.6.
Another topi for onsideration is the omplexity of the oneptual model. Ideally, the
model should expliitly support all abstrations that are useful, without foring irum-
ventions (impliit representations) of them, while it should not oer any onstruts that
are superuous for the purpose for whih the model is used (Borgida & Mylopoulos,
2004). The overall goal is to make the usage of the model as simple as possible. On the
other hand, for the intended usage in this work, the model must be operational in the
sense that its mapping to the tehnial level an be learly speied, and that trans-
formations of the oneptual shema result in well-dened operations at the tehnial
data model. Wielinga et al. (1993) state that often suh formal preision impairs the
oneptual larity of knowledge representing models, therefore they argue for the use
of both informal and formal models. Without debating the usefulness of informal mod-
els, the present work advoates lear semantis, and it will be demonstrated that good
oneptual larity is ahieved with the hosen framework.
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Using more semanti onstruts ould make the oneptual model more general, ee-
tively allowing to model the appliation domain of the KDD proess in a manner that
is independent of the onrete KDD projet, so that this model an be reused in other
projets. The development of suh models is the aim of researh on ontologies. The word
ontology is today used in omputer siene to denote a desription of a shared onep-
tualisation of an appliation domain (Gruber, 1993). Shared refers to a group of users
or mahines. Ontologies are built using dierent formalisms of varying expressivity; for
an introdution see (Staab & Studer, 2004). Formalisms for desribing ontologies are
(modern) oneptual meta models for data. Sometimes an ontology exists for the appli-
ation domain from whih the data is olleted, and this an be useful for Knowledge
Disovery, in partiular for the mining step (see e.g. (Litvak et al., 2005) or (Svatek et al.,
2005)), but also for some data preparation tasks as in (Bogorny et al., 2005), or even
for designing parts of the KDD proess (the senario-based approah of (Brisson et al.,
2004)). In fat, it would be very helpful to desribe a KDD appliation in terms of a given
ontology throughout the dierent phases of a omplete KDD proess (Euler & Sholz,
2004; Cespivova et al., 2004). This would also help to reuse existing KDD appliations
on similar data sets (Morik & Sholz, 2004); see also setion 6.6.
However, realising this idea is fraught with two diulties. First, standard ontologies
simply do not exist yet for the vast majority of appliation domains.
1
Therefore their
onsistent use aross KDD projets or aross institutions is not possible. Seond, not
all ontology formalisms are suitable for supporting KDD-oriented data proessing (most
of the approahes from the literature mentioned in the previous paragraph are rather
domain-spei). In partiular, formalisms that are designed to allow automated reason-
ing, suh as desription logis, tend to render rather omplex data models whih are
inappropriate to struture the many dierent data views that are reated in a typial
KDD data preparation proess. Thus a trade-o between the expressivity of the on-
eptual model and its larity or simpliity has to be found. The present work attempts
to nd a balane between these goals. It selets only a small number of onstruts for
the oneptual (ontologial) level, with a anonial mapping to the tehnial level, but
proposes some additional elements that allow basi reasoning about some appliability
onstraints of operators, to be desribed in setion 3.3. While this oneptual meta model
may not be able to apture all semanti aspets of an appliation domain, it does allow
to set up a KDD proess based on data shemas expressed in it, and it an apture at
least basi semanti onepts so that the shemas are reusable. The important issue of
reusability is disussed again in setions 4.3 and 6.6. The present work develops a oher-
ent oneptual model for KDD, ombining data- and proess-oriented views (see setion
4.6) in a single framework. Future work may explore other options for the oneptual
data model and their impliations for the rest of the KDD proess (see setion 9.2).
Turning now to the semanti abstrations listed in setion 3.1.3, all oneptual meta
models (and all ontologies) use the onept of lassiation, and almost all use attributes.
(Entities are the instanes of semanti shemas and are therefore not usually represented
expliitly in oneptual models, whose purpose it is to speify the shema.) These ab-
strations are also needed for KDD purposes. They allow a simple and diret mapping
1
The development of publi foundational ontologies, open to be extended for spei appliations, is
the subjet of ongoing researh (Niles & Pease, 2001; Masolo et al., 2003).
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to the tehnial level: lasses orrespond to tables (though some lasses may be delared
to just represent an abstrat superlass of some given lasses, without a orresponding
table); attributes orrespond to olumns; and eah row of a table represents an entity.
Coneptual meta models dier aording to whether the assoiation between a lass
and its entities is given by intensional desriptions or denitions of the lass, or by an
extensional approah that simply lists the assoiated entities. This is not a risp but
a gradual distintion. For example, desription logis are a denitorial framework, in
whih the extensions of ertain atomi onepts (lasses) are listed, but those of dened
onepts (lasses) are derived from suh lists. In ontrast, the Entity-Relationship model
allows no intensional desriptions other than the attributes of a lass. For work in KDD,
an extensional approah seems to be more natural, beause data sets, the extensions,
must be analysed as they are given, without any assumptions on properties that an be
used for intensional desriptions.
Another reason for using an extensional approah is implied in the idea of using one
oneptual model for the representation of several data sets of the same kind. If the
oneptual model speies only the shema of a lass, several tehnial-level data tables
with this shema an be represented by this lass. As motivated in setions 1.1.1 and 2.2,
this an be very useful for KDD appliations. Thus another requirement that the data
model should full is to allow suh one-to-many mappings between the two levels.
As was mentioned in setion 3.1.3, oneptual meta models fall into two lasses a-
ording to the way they represent relationships (Hull & King, 1987). For KDD an expliit
representation of relationships is required. The reason is that in many appliations the
data to be analysed are distributed over several tables and have to be integrated. This is
omparatively easy to be done if the way the tables are semantially onneted is learly
represented in the oneptual model. Of ourse, the semanti onnetion between the
tables may be hidden or too omplex to be diretly modelled. Nevertheless, support for
relationships will be useful one the onnetions have been unovered or reated anew,
whih would invariably be the rst subgoal of data preparation in suh ases. Therefore
oneptual meta models and ontologies that do not expliitly model relationships an be
ruled out for the purposes of this work.
As regards the abstration onept ardinality, it provides useful information, for ex-
ample for the estimation of data set sizes (see setion 3.3.3) after joins. Support for
ardinalities is thus desirable.
Roles are somewhat redundant when relationships are given. They are a onvenient
means of ommuniation but do not serve partiular tehnial purposes, at least not in
a KDD proess. They are not needed for KDD.
Aggregation might be useful in some KDD projets, but it is not neessary to have
it expliitly modelled. Given that relationships are present in the oneptual model,
aggregation would allow to add attributes to a relationship so that it an also be seen as a
lass. However, in suh ases it is also possible to model the respetive type as a lass with
relationships to the other involved lass. As an example, onsider again the type Leture
from setion 3.1.3. If it has extra attributes (say a maximum number of partiipating
students), the type an be modelled as a lass with relationships to RoomNumber and
so on, rather than an aggregate type. This may be onsidered inonvenient in ertain
situations, but it is a onsequene of the deision to keep the oneptual model rather
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simple. Aggregation is a dispensable onept for KDD purposes, not least beause none
of the standard data transformations of hapter 4 makes any spei use of aggregations.
A similar argument holds for grouping, whih is a speial type of relationship: it an
be modelled by a relationship with ardinalities zero or one for the member lass, and
several for the set lass. There is no reason why this spei type of relationship should
be expliitly modelled for KDD purposes, while a large number of other semanti inter-
pretations for relationships (Storey, 1993) are not supported. Again no data preparation
operation makes use of this onept, so it is not needed for KDD.
However, generalisation is an important semanti onept whih should be expliitly
supported for KDD. While it is similar to grouping in that it ould be modelled by
a relationship, its signiane for human thinking makes it an important tool. In this
work, two partiular types of generalisation are onsidered very useful. They have been
identied based on the harateristis of many important preparation operators from
hapter 4, whih produe an output lass that is linked to the input of the same operator
by one of these two types of generalisation. Therefore these two types help to ahieve
the important aim of struturing the many intermediate data sets produed by a KDD
proess.
The two types are alled separation and speialisation. For this work they are dened
as follows:
Separation A lass is a separation of another lass if and only if it is desribed by exatly
the same set of attributes as the other lass, and eah of its instanes is also an
instane of the other lass. For example, the lass representing persons aged over
50 an be modelled as a separation of the lass representing all persons.
Speialisation A lass is a speialisation of another lass if and only if it is desribed by a
strit superset of the attributes of the other lass, and restriting it to the attributes
of the other lass yields instanes of the other lass. For example, if adding the
attribute Inome to the lass Person results in a new lass PersonWithInome,
then PersonWithInome is a speialisation of Person.
Separation and speialisation are thus two subtypes of Is-A relationships. They might be
used together with or instead of Is-A relationships, but beause the existene of either
a separation link or a speialisation link between two lasses implies the existene of an
Is-A link, the latter is onsidered redundant in this work.
To sum up the disussion on useful properties of oneptual data models for KDD,
mainly the following riteria were identied:
• the meta model must allow to give a lear struture to the many intermediate
artifats of the KDD proess;
• it should not be too omplex, yet have lear semantis and allow a preise mapping
to the tehnial level;
• it must expliitly support relationships of arbitrary arity;
• it should allow a one-to-many mapping from lasses to tehnial-level tables; and
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• apart from lasses, attributes and relationships, it must be able to express ardi-
nalities and must support separation and speialisation.
Entity-relationship (ER) models (Chen, 1976; Teorey et al., 1986; Thalheim, 2000)
have been suessfully used in database design for a long time. They use lasses, at-
tributes and relationships. In most ER models, relationships of any arity are allowed. A
number of tables with the same shema an be modelled by one lass and its attributes,
making ER models the natural hoie for representing several like-shaped data tables by
one onept. The two types of generalisation that are needed in this work, separation and
speialisation, have already been used in ER models, albeit with slightly dierent seman-
tis than here. The semantis needed here an easily be aommodated by an ER model.
Based on this, dierent intermediate data tables in the KDD proess an be represented
by dierent onepts (entity types), and the way they have been reated from other data
tables an be indiated by relationships as well as separation and speialisation links.
On the one hand, KDD experts must understand the data they analyse very well; on
the other hand, they must keep an overview of long proesses of data transformations,
as well as their intermediate results. ER models provide a level of abstration that is
well suited for this purpose. The shema of the transformation inputs and outputs, and
the way they are linked semantially, are therefore represented at the oneptual level
using an ER model in this work. The data instanes are not expliitly represented, but
an be easily aessed, in a supporting software, from an entity type that represents
them. A few additional elements that are useful for data modelling in a KDD ontext are
added in setion 3.3, but the oneptual data model as suh is speied in the following
setion 3.2.2.
3.2.2. Summary of oneptual data model
This setion gives a formal desription of the oneptual model as proposed for this work,
for referene purposes. Also, how to reate suh a model from a relational database shema
is speied. Thus this hapter has identied the two levels of desription from setion 2.2
for the data, as well as the onnetion between them that is needed in order to hide the
tehnial level from the user. Chapter 4 will do the same for the KDD proess elements.
The ER model
The model omprises the following elements. There is a global, nite, ordered sequene
of atomi attributes A  pA1, . . . , Akq, a set of domains D and a map dom : A Ñ D
mapping eah atomi attribute to exatly one domain.
The following domains are available:
• Binary : ta, bu Y tKu
• Discrete : ΣYtKu, where Σ is the Kleene losure of some set of alphanumeri
symbols Σ
• T ime : NY tKu
• Continuous : RY tKu
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The domain T ime is useful for representing time-related information, suh as dates, lok
times, or time indies. The above seletion of domains is disussed in setion 3.3.1. Thus
the set of domains is D  tBinary,Discrete, T ime,Continuousu. The speial symbol
K is an element of all sets in D and denotes the empty value.
The lass notion (setion 3.1.3) is realised by entity types in ER frameworks. However
to be onsistent with hapter 6 where the MiningMart system is desribed, the term
onept will be used here. So, a onept over A is given by C  pAi1 , . . . , Aimq with
m ¥ 1 and 1 ¤ i1 ¤ . . . ¤ im ¤ k and Ai1 P A, . . . , Aim P A, where C is the name of
the onept and pAi1 , . . . , Aimq is the sequene of m attributes desribing this onept.
The notation attribpCq will be used to denote the attribute sequene pAi1 , . . . , Aimq of a
onept C, whih is also alled the onept signature.
An entity e of C is an element of the Cartesian produt EC of the domains of all
attributes of C: e P EC : dompAi1q  . . .  dompAimq. An instane I of a onept C
is a multiset of suh entities: I : EC Ñ pN Y t0uq. For an entity e P EC , Ipeq denotes
the number of times e ours in I. To allow the one-to-many mapping from onepts to
instanes, a onept an have several instanes; it an also have no instanes, a situation
that may arise during the development of a KDD proess, before it is exeuted (ompare
setion 6.4).
A relationship type R is given by R  pC1, . . . , Cm, c1, . . . , cmq where m ¥ 2, R is
the name of the relationship type, C1 through Cm are onepts, and c1 through cm are
ardinalities. Cardinalities are one of tone, zeroOrOne, zeroOrMore, oneOrMoreu. Let
I1, . . . , Im be instanes of the onepts in R. Sine the instanes are multisets, obtain sets
from them by applying the operator set, where setpMq : tx |Mpxq ¡ 0u for a multiset
M . A relationship r of relationship type R is then an element of the Cartesian produt
setpI1q  . . .  setpImq. A set S of relationships is an instane of the relationship type
R  pC1, . . . , Cm, c1, . . . , cmq if eah element of S is a relationship of relationship type
R that is based on the same onept instanes, and S obeys the ardinalities of R as
speied in the following. (Note that for instanes of relationship types, set semantis are
suient while bag semantis are needed for onepts.) Let 1 ¤ i ¤ m and let Si be the
projetion of S to all onepts exept the i-th onept: that is, Si ontains a tuple for all
ombinations of entities e1, . . . , ei1, ei 1, . . . , em (of onepts C1, . . . , Ci1, Ci 1, . . . , Cm,
respetively) that our in S. If ci  one then for every tuple in Si exatly one mathing
tuple must exist in S. If ci  zeroOrOne then S may ontain atmost one mathing tuple
for every tuple in Si. If ci  zeroOrMore then any number of mathing tuples an be in
S for every tuple in Si, and if ci  oneOrMore then atleast one mathing tuple must be
in S for every tuple in Si. Like onepts, relationship types an have zero, one or more
instanes.
Certain set notations are used for sequenes in the following, as dened now. Given
two sequenes V and W , V  W holds if and only if every element of V also ours in
W . If then W has at least one additional element that is not in V , V  W holds. For
an element v, v P V means that v ours in the sequene V and v R V means it does
not our in V . The union of two sequenes V and W , denoted by V YW , is found by
appending W to V and then removing double elements. The intersetion of V and W ,
V XW , is the sequene all of whose elements our both in V and in W . The dierene
of two sequenes V and W , denoted by V W , is obtained by removing all elements
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that our in W from V .
The following denition will be useful below for dening speialisation. For an entity
e P EC of a onept C and a nonempty attribute sequene X  attrpCq, erX denotes the
restrition of e to the attributes in X. Thus perXq P EX :

BPX dompBq. Similarly, for
an instane I of the onept C, let IrX with X  attribpCq denote the multiset that is
obtained from I as follows: Ipeq  n ñ pIrXqperXq  n. Thus IrX an be the instane
of a onept C 1 with attribpC 1q  X.
Separations are given by a partial order ¤sep on the set of onepts with instanes.
Given instanes I1 and I2 of onepts C1 and C2, C1 ¤sep C2 holds if and only if
attrpC1q  attrpC2q and for every entity e P EC1 with I1peq ¡ 0, I2peq ¡ 0 holds.
Speialisations are given by a relation  sp over the set of onepts with instanes. Given
instanes I1 and I2 of onepts C1 and C2, C1  sp C2 holds if and only if attrpC2q 
attrpC1q and for every entity e P EC1 with I1peq ¡ 0, I2perattrpC2qq ¡ 0 holds. The
relation  sp is not a partial order beause it is not reexive. Note that if C1  sp C2
holds, the instane of C1 may have more entities than the instane of C2, beause the
restrition of the entities of C1 to the attributes of C2 may map dierent entities of C1
to the same entity in the instane of C2. The instane of C1 may also have fewer entities
than the instane of C2, beause C2 may have several ourrenes of an entity whose
orrespondent ours only one in C1.
If a speialisation or separation holds between two onepts and their instanes, a
relationship type with suitable ardinalities an also be set up between them. However, a
relationship type provides less semanti information than a separation or speialisation,
so only the most spei type of link between onepts is always onsidered in this work.
Mapping from relational data model to ER model
As disussed in use ase 1 in hapter 1, one of the purposes of using the ER meta model
is to represent the initial data before preparation is started. This initial data is expeted
to be stored in a relational database in the vast majority of KDD appliations. Thus
it is briey disussed in the following how an ER model an be automatially reated
from a relational database shema. In general, this is a diult task sine the shema
may semantially be underspeied. For example, inlusion dependenies or primary keys
may not have been delared. Separations and speialisations are ertainly not delared.
Reverse engineering an ER model from a given relational shema is disussed in depth
by Fahrner (1996), for example.
For the present work, it is assumed that the KDD system supports the user in setting up
an ER model, by importing as muh information as possible from a relational database.
Setion 6.3.1 takes up this idea. It is also assumed, however, that the user is able to add
missing information to the ER model. Sine data understanding is an important task in
KDD anyway (ompare setion 2.1.2), adding suh information manually an assist both
in understanding and doumenting the data.
It is rather straightforward to represent eah relation by a onept, and eah attribute
of that relation by an attribute of that onept. However, some attributes of a relation
may be used only to refer to the primary keys of other relations, by way of an inlu-
sion dependeny. If the dependeny is delared in the database shema, a many-to-one-
relationship an be reated for it, whih links the two onepts involved. If the attributes
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refer to another relation, but not to a key of that relation, a many-to-many-relationship
should be reated. Finally, if all attributes of a relation refer to other relations by in-
lusion dependenies, the relation an be onsidered a ross table. In this ase it is not
represented by a onept, but by a many-to-many-relationship linking all the onepts
representing the relations referred to.
The reation of relationships in the ER model thus an only be done automatially
if the inlusion dependenies are delared in the relational database shema. If not, the
user of the KDD environment may have to add suh information manually.
The names of the attributes and onepts are taken from the relational shema. It
is important that the user an edit these names afterwards, but only at the oneptual
level.
The KDD roles of attributes (see below, setion 3.3.2) are not represented in the
shema, but have to be added by the KDD user, exept for the Key role whih an be
reognised from the inlusion dependenies and primary keys, if they are delared in the
shema. Similarly, separation and speialisation links are not delared in the shema, but
may be added by the user.
Every oneptual attribute must also be assoiated to one of the four oneptual do-
mains, or data types, alled Binary, Discrete, T ime and Continuous (see also se-
tion 3.3.1). In a relational database shema, typially some tehnial data types like string
or number are used. For tehnial data types that represent sequenes of alphanumeri
haraters, typially alled string, varhar et., the Discrete type is used. For tehnial
types representing date or time information, T ime is the most suitable oneptual type.
Attributes arising from numeri tehnial types should be delared Continuous. Some of
these assignments of oneptual types may be wrong; for example, a numeri tehnial
type may be used, via some enoding, for disrete values. Thus the oneptual types that
have been found by this proedure must also be editable by the user.
If the relational database has an instane, i.e. it is lled with some data, harateristis
of this data may also be used heuristially. For example, if only two values our in some
relational attribute, then the Binary type may be given to its oneptual ounterpart.
Again, the results of suh heuristis must be editable by the user.
The implementation-dependent order of tuples in the given data does not inuene the
ER model reated in this way.
After this initial model is set up, elements representing the results of data transfor-
mations are added to it when the KDD proess is developed. The general approah is
to transfer as muh of the semanti information (like data types and roles) as possible
to suh results of transformations. This is possible based on the speiations of the
operators that produe these results, as will beome lear in hapter 4.
3.3. Additional KDD-spei information
Developing a KDD proess is a omplex endeavour involving muh interation with the
data to be analysed. The oneptual data model developed in the previous setion an be
used to desribe the data shema at a oneptual level. Another important fator are of
ourse the ontents of the data and the partiular role that parts of it play in the KDD
projet. These issues are explained in this setion. Setion 3.3.1 disusses data types;
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KDD roles are introdued in setion 3.3.2; in 3.3.3, statistial information about data
ontents is onsidered. Suh additional information on data sets must be administrated
by a KDD-supporting software, as will be disussed.
3.3.1. Data types
This subsetion fouses on attribute domains. A domain is a set of values that an attribute
an take. Domains an be ategorised along dierent dimensions. Pyle (1999) distin-
guishes three dimensions: measurement sale, disrete/ontinuous, and salar/nonsalar.
The sale of measurement refers to the way the values of a domain are organised; there
are ve sales: (i) nominal (for naming individual items without an inherent order), (ii)
ategorial (for naming groups of items without an inherent order), (iii) ordinal (for nam-
ing items with an inherent order), (iv) interval (for integer numbers), and (v) ratio (for
real numbers). The rst three are disrete, in that there is a nite set of values, the other
two are ontinuous (oneptually, there are innitely many values on these sales). Dis-
rete domains an be further divided into onstant domains, with only one value, binary
domains, with two dierent values, and sets, with more values. Salar attributes bear a
single value while nonsalar ones, like vetors of numbers, ombine several values.
Another important type of attribute domains serves to store time-related information.
Time indies, lok times, or alendar dates an be represented in dierent ways, but the
essential information they give is about the time-related order of data items.
Finally, some attribute domains exhibit an inner struture. A ommon example is hier-
arhial organisation of values, suh as in produt information: individual produt items,
for example green, red and yellow pepper, belong to produt groups suh as pepper and
yet to larger groups like vegetables and then food. Speial data mining approahes an
diretly exploit suh hierarhial attributes (Srikant & Agrawal, 1995; Han & Fu, 1999;
Domingues & Rezende, 2005). Kohavi et al. (2004) suggest a way of attening out
hierarhial strutures into binary attributes, using an operation similar to Dihotomi-
sation (see setion A.3.1). They also report experiene aording to whih this method
is reommendable. Knobbe (2004) transforms suh hierarhies into a relationship to an
additional onept, following the same aim of attening the struture
2
. A seond example
is the ylial nature of ertain time attributes, suh as the day of the week or the month
of the year; here it is important to derive suh attributes if they are not present from the
outset, thus to ensure that this ylial information is available for mining (Kohavi et al.,
2004); see also the template TimeSeriesAnalysis in setion 6.5.3. To be aware of suh in-
ner strutures is of ourse important throughout the KDD proess. Yet these strutures
are not expliitly modelled in this work, as they an usefully be mapped to at attribute
domains.
The dierent dimensions to desribe domains are eah useful, but using all of them
together would be onfusing rather than helpful for the oneptual overview of a KDD
appliation. A software that supports KDD proesses should allow to desribe the data
in a lear but exible way. Thus, a simple but useful oneptualisation of data domains
should be used whih does not restrit the data preparation, but keeps it as lear as
2
Suh attening operations an easily be speied as onveniene operators in the framework of hap-
ter 4.
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possible. In this work, a hoie of oneptual data types is suggested that is direted
by the requirements of learning algorithms as listed in table 2.1 on page 17, and by the
requirements of the data preparation tasks listed in hapter 4. Using the denitions from
above, the proposed types are:
• time
• disrete
• binary
• ontinuous
It will turn out in hapter 4 that these data types allow to desribe all data preparation
operations at the oneptual level: that is, they are spei enough to enable the formu-
lation of onstraints whih ensure the tehnial appliability of a preparation operator to
its input. Further, together with information about data harateristis, disussed below,
they allow to ensure the usability of a prepared data set by a mining algorithm. This
hoie of data types explains the xed set of domains D in the ER model, as summarised
in setion 3.2.2.
At the tehnial level, data type restritions are usually supported in databases, but
not in at les. The ommon data types here are numbers (integer or real), strings, and
alendar dates/lok times. While all oneptual data types an be represented by these
tehnial ones, respeting the tehnial data types during all data preparation operations
is important, even if no database is used, beause usage of a database may be introdued
at later stages of the projet. Writing a data set to a database always requires type
orretness at the tehnial level. However, the tehnial data types an be hidden from
the oneptual level; as will be seen in hapter 4, the tehnial data type of any output
of a data preparation operation an easily be determined.
A oneptual domain type an often be realised by several tehnial data types. For
example, a disrete domain an be realised by strings or by numbers; alendar dates an
be represented by strings; and so on. Real-world data frequently exhibits suh atypial
forms of data type usage. Thus for a KDD proess a messy use of tehnial data types
must not pose a problem. Rather, the tehnial level should be hidden and a leaned
oneptual view should be provided, as elsewhere in this work. To hide the tehnial
level, a exible mapping is needed.
The distintion between the two levels is also used  for data types  by Romei et al.
(2006), where the two levels are alled physial and logial, respetively. However, they
appear to mix attribute roles, introdued below, with oneptual or logial data types.
3.3.2. Attribute roles
As was explained in setion 2.1.4, labelled data sets are needed to takle preditive mining
problems. In a labelled data set, the label is ontained in one or more attributes (usually
one). When a mining algorithm is trained on the data, the label attribute(s) must be
speied; when the resulting model is evaluated, its preditions are ompared to the
atual label using the test set. During deployment no labels are available. Thus the label
attribute(s) play a speial role in the KDD proess. Most of the other attributes are
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used for predition. In desriptive mining settings, there is no label attribute (with the
exeption of subgroup disovery approahes, e.g. (Klosgen, 2000; Sholz, 2005)).
Sometimes not all attributes that are important during data preparation are atually
needed for mining. For example, keys are often neessary to integrate data tables and
to identify entities, but they are useless for mining beause eah learning example orre-
sponds to one entity, whih has a unique value in the key attribute, so that no pattern
an be based on this attribute. Yet key attributes are important during data preparation,
to establish links between tables.
In sum, any attribute plays one of four oneptual roles in the preparation and mining
phases:
• Label
• Preditor
• Key
• No role
These roles are introdued as another speial tag attahed to attributes in the ER model.
They distinguish how attributes are used in the KDD proess, so they are oneptual-
level elements. Even the speial role no role is useful beause it may be desired to swith
o attributes temporarily to see if mining is more suessful without them. It would not
be onvenient to introdue an attribute deletion operator every time this is tried. In this
way, the no role onstrut allows to work with the same set of attributes for training,
testing and deployment.
3.3.3. Data harateristis (metadata)
Setting up a data preparation proess requires not only shema-related information
(whih is given by the oneptual model) but also information on data ontents. This
is explained shortly, but will also beome apparent in hapter 4, whih desribes some
essential proessing operations, and in hapter 8 where software support for these oper-
ations is analysed. Both kinds of information, shema- and ontent-related, are usually
referred to as metadata (data about data). Setion 2.1.2 has listed some metadata that
should be olleted during the data understanding phase. This setion deals with the
ontent-related metadata (data harateristis) that an be employed during the mod-
elling of a KDD proess. There are mainly three reasons why this kind of metadata is
useful.
The rst reason is that this information helps to ensure the usability of the prepared
data set for mining; as table 2.1 on page 17 shows, the appliability of mining algorithms
an depend on ertain harateristis of the data itself (rather than only its data type as
disussed above, in setion 3.3.1). So when a user attempts to apply a mining algorithm to
a data set that violates some of the algorithm's input onstraints on data harateristis,
the KDD environment an prevent this if the harateristis are known.
The seond reason is that the data harateristis provide useful information about in-
termediate results, and thus give some orientation to the user as to further development
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of the preparation proess. Further, there are ertain preparation operators, to be pre-
sented in hapter 4, whose instantiation in a KDD proess depends on (is parameterised
by) harateristis of the input data set. For example, the operator Value mapping
(setion A.5.3) maps the values of an input attribute to new values, thus these input val-
ues are a parameter of the operator. When the KDD environment provides these values,
the operator instantiation an be simplied.
The third reason is that knowing the data harateristis allows to estimate the storage
apaity required for the data sets that are reated during preparation. The number of
attributes times the number of entities of a onept and its instane already gives a basi
estimate of the storage requirements. Knowing storage requirements is important beause
on the one hand, storing all data sets reated during a preparation proess onsumes too
muh storage apaity in large appliations (ompare hapter 5), but on the other hand
some intermediate data sets have to be stored to allow the eient exeution of the
preparation proess. This issue is disussed in more detail in setion 7.3.
These three spei reasons for providing data harateristis are all motivated by
an important aim of this work, whih is to speify how a data preparation proess for
KDD an be developed delaratively without exeuting it. Separating the development
of a KDD proess from its exeution is useful beause the exeution on large data sets
takes a lot of time. Many urrently available KDD environments (see hapter 8) fore
their users to interrupt the development repeatedly in order to exeute the part that
has been developed so far, sine otherwise the further development is made impossible
by the environment beause it does not know the data harateristis it needs to allow
the instantiation of ertain operators. This situation an be ompared to a programming
environment that fores a programmer to test their program whenever a few lines of
ode have been added. Some existing data preparation systems, like Clio (Yan et al.,
2001) or Potter's Wheel (Raman & Hellerstein, 2001), to be disussed in more detail in
setion 4.1.1, exeute eah single data transformation step immediately, and thus also
suer from inonvenient interruptions of the development proess. These systems do not
use a oneptual data model. In ontrast, KDD systems like MiningMart (hapter 6) allow
to set up a preparation proess ompletely independently of its exeution, by mehanisms
whih are based on the oneptual data model, and whih are explained below in this
setion and in hapter 6.
In sum, ertain data harateristis should be maintained by a KDD environment, and
should even be available to the user sine they desribe the data as transformed up to a
urrent point in the development. Computation and maintenane of suh harateristis is
known from database management systems (DBMS), where they are often also alled the
statistis (Haas et al., 2005). The statistis are used for several purposes in the DBMS,
inluding query optimisation. They pertain to values of an attribute. Mannino et al.
(1988) distinguish between four types of statistis or data harateristis: (i) desriptors of
entral tendeny, suh as mean or median (of the values of an attribute); (ii) desriptors of
dispersion, suh as minimum/maximum, variane or standard deviation; (iii) desriptors
of size, like the ount of tuples (entities) or the number of distint values (of an attribute);
and (iv) desriptors of frequeny distribution, whih inlude ounts of the ourrene of
eah value, or ounts of the ourrene of values within ertain intervals (for ontinuous
attributes).
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Sine information about intermediate data sets must be made available to the user,
all desriptors from above ould be useful for a KDD environment. But suh desriptors
that an be used to ensure the appliability of a mining algorithm, or an be used for
the orret instantiation of an operator, are of partiular importane. The following data
harateristis (oming from the last three desriptor groups) have been hosen for the
present work:
• the number of rows in every table (the size of the orresponding onept's instane);
• the minimum and maximum values of eah attribute with ordered values;
• the list of values eah disrete attribute takes;
• a list of equidistant intervals into whih the values of a ontinuous attribute fall,
for every ontinuous attribute;
• the number of ourrenes of eah value of eah disrete attribute;
• the number of values that fall into eah of the equidistant intervals, for eah on-
tinuous attribute;
• the number of missing values in an attribute.
The harateristis of the initial, given data sets an be omputed from them, though
on large data sets this may take a lot of time. The harateristis of the intermediate
data sets that result from some preparation operations, however, an only be omputed
exatly after these data sets have been reated, whih is only after exeution of the
proess. Both exeution and harateristis omputation would onsume a lot of time.
Fortunately, the framework of this work allows a dierent method of arriving at interme-
diate data harateristis. Data preparation is done by operators whih are speied in
hapter 4. The speiation inludes how the data is transformed, but also often allows
some statements about how the harateristis of the data are hanged. Some of these
hanges annot be given exatly for the output, but have to be estimated . Suh estimates
desribe the post-onditions of an operator, i.e. the harateristis of its output. The list
above also reets whih kinds of harateristis an be estimated omparatively easily,
given the operator speiations of hapter 4. The usefulness of the estimates is a main
reason why a KDD environment should maintain the data harateristis. Appendix A
gives detailed estimates for eah proessing operator, while some general guidelines are
given in the remainder of this subsetion. Setion 7.1.3 desribes an implementation.
Charateristis (or metadata) of the initial data set (the input for the rst proessing
operator(s)) are both required and useful even if it takes muh time to ompute them,
though the omputation an be done on a sample of the data, and some or all harater-
istis might be provided by hand from someone who knows the data sets from previous
work. From then on, as muh inferene as possible should be performed to gain meta-
data about later data sets (results of intermediate proessing operations). Inferene here
means to evaluate the post-onditions of operators, to arrive at statements about the
harateristis of some partiular output of an operator.
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Conerning estimation, one an distinguish between optimisti and pessimisti estima-
tion of metadata. For example, when a omplex formula is used for the seletion riterion
in an instantiation of the operator Row seletion (see setion A.1.2), it is diult or
impossible to infer whih values will our in the output attributes without evaluating the
formula on the data, i.e. exeuting the operator. Pessimisti metadata estimation does
not deliver any values of the output attributes in suh ases. However, in this example
it is lear that no values are added to the output attributes that have not been in the
input. So the list of values in the output an be optimistially assumed to be unhanged.
Pessimisti metadata administration makes the delarative set-up of a KDD proess
model more tedious, as often intermediate steps will have to be exeuted in order to
analyse the data. Optimisti administration eases the development of the proess, but
when the proess is exeuted later, onits may our between estimated and atual
metadata. The operators speied in hapter 4 must therefore be realised tehnially
suh that they are robust against suh onits. That is, replaing the estimated with
the atual (omputed) metadata must not lead to problems. For instane, if the operator
Value mapping (setion A.5.3) is applied to an atually non-ourring value beause
this value was assumed to be in the data during the speiation of the operator, it simply
does not map the value. Some data harateristis, suh as the number of entities, and
the value distributions, are needed for size estimation only, anyway; misestimations of
data set sizes aet the storage strategy, but not the syntati or semanti validity of the
developed proess. Therefore optimisti administration of the value lists and data types
is suggested in this work, and hapter 4 details for every proessing operator how this
an be ahieved.
It should be noted that inferring and estimating harateristis will not give aurate
results over long hains of preparation steps. Most steps lose some of their input hara-
teristis information, so that the output information about harateristis is less detailed.
However, any piee of information about data harateristis of a onept helps the user
to make deisions, and the system to hek the integrity of the proess. Compared to
urrent KDD environments, whih do not support metadata inferene at all (see hap-
ter 8), providing optimisti metadata administration as presented in this work is a big
progress.
Methods for estimating data harateristis have been presented in the database lit-
erature, but are restrited to estimating the output size of data sets (number of tuples)
after appliation of relational operators. The reason is that the size is the major indiator
for the ost of proessing the data set, and an estimate of this ost is needed during query
optimisation, whih is the task of nding an eetive way of exeuting a delarative query.
In ontrast, estimating the other data harateristis above after an operator appliation
has not been addressed by database researhers. Suh estimates beome possible by the
detailed speiations of the preparation operators provided in hapter 4.
Size estimation also plays a role in the present work, as storage issues may depend on
it; ompare hapter 8 and setion 7.3. Researh on size estimation has foused on the
relational operators seletion and join, and indeed these are the two operators for whih
size estimation is diult (the other operators, at least in this work, leave the input size
unhanged, or the output size an be inferred from the value distribution of ertain input
attributes). The term seletivity estimation is often used in the literature with respet to
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these operators; the seletivity is the output size divided by the input size, or in the ase
of joins: the output size divided by the produt of the input sizes, beause this produt
is the largest possible output size of a join operation.
One an distinguish dierent approahes to seletivity estimation. A simple and ur-
rently widely used method is based on histograms (Poosala et al., 1996; Haas et al., 2005),
whih are tables of the (frequently ourring) values of an attribute together with their
frequenies; for ontinuous attributes, value ranges are used. Many dierent methods of
building a histogram, in partiular of nding the interval boundaries for ontinuous val-
ues, are surveyed by Poosala et al. (1996). The histograms provide (often approximate)
information about the distribution of the values of an attribute, and thus allow more pre-
ise estimates than some naive approahes based on a uniform distribution assumption.
As indiated in the list of metadata above, this work also proposes the use of histograms,
though they may be omplemented by other methods for seletivity estimation. For sim-
ple seletion operations based on equality or simple omparison to onstants, and for
disrete attributes, the output size an be determined aurately based on histograms.
For example, when seleting all persons under the age of 18 from a onept that inludes
an AGE attribute, all frequenies of values up to 18 must be added from the histogram.
If the attribute is onsidered ontinuous and the histogram uses value ranges, for exam-
ple ontaining only the total frequeny of age values between 15 and 20, a simple linear
interpolation an be used to estimate the fration of values within this range that are
smaller than 18. Boolean ombinations of suh simple seletions an sometimes also be
evaluated aurately. However, when a omparison between attributes or a ombination
aross attributes is involved, the ombined distributions of attribute values are needed,
whih are usually not available. Estimates are usually based on the assumption that
the attribute values are distributed independently in suh ases (Mannino et al., 1988),
beause measuring the orrelation of the values of dierent attributes is too expensive.
Another method of seletivity estimation uses the assumption that the data distri-
bution follows some parameterised funtion, like a uniform, Poisson or Zipf distribution
(Christodoulakis, 1983), or a polynomial (Sun et al., 1993). Then the parameters of the
funtion are estimated from the data. This approah annot be used in the present work
beause the data to whih the parameters are to be tuned is not available before exeuting
the KDD proess.
An important approah to size estimation is based on sampling the data, and exeuting
the operator in question on it in order to get estimates of the seletivity. There is a lot of
researh on sampling for this purpose; see (Haas et al., 1996; Aharya et al., 1999; Ngu
et al., 2004) for overviews and urrent approahes. In the ontext of the present work,
the data is often not available for metadata estimation, therefore sampling approahes
annot be used either (exept for the few rst operators that are applied to the initial
data sets). Another approah that annot be used here is based on past experiene about
queries and their output sizes; regression or other mahine learning tehniques are then
applied to learn the predition of output sizes (Chen & Roussopoulos, 1994; Harangsri
et al., 1997).
For estimating join seletivity, Aharya et al. (1999) have presented a method that is
tailored to the speial ase of joins based on foreign key links, whih orrespond to rela-
tionships in the present work. Many data warehouses are organised in star or snowake
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shemas, whih use suh links exlusively; sine data for KDD also frequently resides in
suh warehouses, the method will often be appliable in KDD proesses. Compare for ex-
ample the model appliation desribed in hapter 5. The simple basi idea for seletivity
estimation is that the result of a join of two onepts linked by a one-to-many relation-
ship will ontain exatly as many entities as given in the onept on the many-side of
the relationship. Similarly, the result of a join of two onepts linked by a many-to-many
relationship will ontain exatly as many entities as given in the database ross table
that stores the relationship keys. This assumes that the (foreign) keys that establish the
relationship are used for joining. Unfortunately, in a data preparation proess, (exat)
information about relationships between data sets is lost when data transformations are
applied to the data sets. Although the operators in hapter 4 attempt to preserve as muh
semanti information about the data sets as possible, the relationship links between pro-
essed data sets usually annot be reovered. However, they an be delared to exist by
the user, or reated by a speial operator, even for the transformed data sets, and thus
an be made available for applying joins, supporting the estimation of seletivity.
From the above it is lear that only some of the simpler methods that have been
developed for estimating seletivity an be applied in this work. Suh estimates are used
for KDD for the rst time in the present work. Setion 7.1.3 desribes whih methods
were implemented; simple methods were implemented rst, but more sophistiated ones
an be integrated into the framework at any time.
3.4. Summary
The struture of the data as it is given for analysis has been examined in setion 3.1.
The relational data model (with bag semantis) has been identied as a suitable model
for this tehnial level. For the oneptual level, a number of abstration onstruts
have been presented in setion 3.1.3, and a hoie of onstruts that are useful for the
purposes of this work has been made in setion 3.2.1. The main riteria have been the
ability to struture the many intermediate results of the preparation proess, and the
simpliity of the model. Based on these riteria, an entity-relationship model has been
suggested as the oneptual data model. In setion 3.3, additional KDD-spei elements
for the oneptual data model have been disussed. In partiular, oneptual data types,
attribute roles, and (estimated) data harateristis have been inluded in the oneptual
model, sine they provide useful information for the ontrol of the preparation proess.
The following hapter examines this proess in more detail.
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The previous hapter has developed a oneptual-level desription framework of the data
to be analysed in a KDD projet, inluding its mapping to the tehnial level. The
present hapter introdues data transformations that are speied in terms of these data
desriptions, i.e. in terms of ER models as given in setion 3.2.2. The outputs of these
transformations are again elements of the ER model. The general idea is that an initial
oneptual data model an be onstruted by the user, assisted by the system, to represent
the raw data sets before any proessing has been applied. Then the transformations are
applied to proess the data. Eah transformation is an element of the oneptual proess
model. The latter also shows how the transformations are linked (a link between two
transformations is given if the output of the rst is the input of the seond). Further,
eah transformation adds a onept that represents its output to the oneptual data
model. It also adds a relationship type, a separation or a speialisation link onneting
the new onept to one or more of the previously given onepts. The new onept often
inherits many semanti elements of the onept the transformation was applied to (the
input onept), for example the roles and oneptual data types of attributes that do not
take part in the proessing. Thus the transformations attempt to keep as muh semanti
information from their input onepts as possible when reating an output onept. In
this way the KDD proess produes a growing web of elements in the oneptual data
model whih are linked in ways that indiate how they were reated from eah other.
This web provides a dierent view on the preparation proess, as an alternative to the
proess model itself; this is disussed in setion 4.6.
The main part of this hapter is thus given by setion 4.2 and the list in appendix A,
whih introdue the data preparation operators for KDD; before that, related work is
given in setion 4.1. The omputational power of these preparation operators is examined
in setion 4.3. Setion 4.4 then briey introdues an abstration mehanism used for
ombinations of preparation operators. Setion 4.5 takes a short look at other phases
of the KDD proess, disussing how the oneptual-level approah to KDD extends to
them. Finally, setion 4.6 disusses two dual ways of developing a KDD proess model,
one based on the data model and one on the proess model.
4.1. Related work
The basi idea that is taken to the oneptual level in this hapter, of dening data
transformations in terms of operators that perform pre-programmed tasks on ertain in-
puts, and yield ertain outputs, shows up in numerous works both from KDD and from
researh on databases. In the database world, data transformations have mainly been
examined in the ontext of federated databases and shema evolution. Setion 4.1.1 dis-
usses these approahes. Setion 4.1.2 then turns to researh on operators for knowledge
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disovery.
4.1.1. Federated databases and shema evolution
Data integration
Today many institutions have more than one database. In various appliations, of whih
data mining is but one example, they are faed with the hallenge of providing a single
interfae to their distributed soures. Work on data integration addresses this hallenge.
Quite a number of data integration systems have been desribed in the literature; for
overviews, see (Lenzerini, 2002; Halevy, 2001) and the systems listed there. The domi-
nant arhitetural model for data integration is the federated database, in whih various
soures are mapped to a ommon mediated or global shema. The mediated shema uses
a Common Data Model (CDM) that must be able to aommodate all data models used
in the soure databases. Users diretly query the mediated shema without worrying
about how the data needed to answer the query is distributed to the various soures. For
eah soure database, a mapping or translation to the mediated shema must be found
in order to be able to answer suh global queries. Suh translations realise data transfor-
mations. Note that the mediated shema is onstruted manually for a data integration
appliation (Halevy, 2001), and afterwards the mappings are onstruted, also manually
or semi-automatially (Doan et al., 2001). Even when both shemas (loal and mediated)
are given, nding mappings between them automatially is very diult (Fiedler et al.,
2005); see also setion 7.1.4. This ontrasts with the more exploratory senario of on-
struting data transformations to arrive at various new representations, where the target
shema is not dened in advaned, as in KDD proesses. The latter senario is taken
up again further below, but rst some approahes for data transformations are disussed
that take both the soure and the target data shema as given.
One may distinguish between data integration approahes that use a relational CDM
and others with a more omplex ommon model. A well-known example for the latter
group is TSIMMIS (Garia-Molina et al., 1997), a system that uses the speially-
developed Objet Exhange Model (OEM) (Papakonstantinou et al., 1995) as CDM.
This is an objet-oriented data model. Other examples (Calvanese et al., 2000; Franoni
& Ng, 2000) use desription logis. More omplex data models allow, and require, to
use more omplex mappings. Indeed, mappings between dierent ontologies are exam-
ined in a losely related researh area  see Kalfoglou and Shorlemmer (2003) for an
exellent survey. Suh mappings allow to realise a variety of tasks that go beyond data
transformation, but are the subjet of ongoing researh; see (Melnik et al., 2005) for an
example. Below the fous is on aspets of data integration systems that involve atual
data transformations.
Many of the systems whih require omplex translations of soure data are based
on the mediator paradigm (Wiederhold, 1992) (TSIMMIS is one example). The data
transformations are done by wrappers in suh systems. A wrapper enapsulates the soure
data and is able to answer queries on it that are formulated in the global query language.
Wrappers have to be reated manually for eah data soure, by programming them. While
some researh exists that attempts to simplify the reation of suh wrappers (Hammer
et al., 1997), it remains a non-trivial task involving the speiation of formal expressions.
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For example, Altenshmidt and Biskup (2002) present TYML, a formal language for
expressing mappings between shemas, whih is used in their data integration system
alled MMM. TYML allows to use OQL (Objet Query Language) expressions (Cattell
et al., 2000) for mapping a number of soure attributes to a target attribute. TYML
expressions must be developed by the integration administrator.
Davidson and Kosky (1997) desribe another approah to data transformations based
on given soure and target shemas, using a rule-based formalism to desribe the transfor-
mations. Their rules apply to an objet-oriented data model, and are expressed as Horn
logi rules; that is, they onsist of a body and a head, with the body stating properties of
the soure data (shema) and the head stating how elements of the target data (shema)
are built from the elements desribed by the body.
A remarkable ontrast to these somewhat tehnial approahes to data transformations
is set by Yan et al. (2001), at least as far as the user's view is onerned. These authors'
system (alled Clio) provides an interative interfae by whih the user onstruts a
mapping from soure to target elements step-by-step, without speifying the mapping
expliitly, but instead by relating data examples from soure and target to eah other.
The system attempts to always show the most illustrative, or distintive, examples to
the user when ambiguities arise.
Relational extensions
In the following, approahes based on the simpler relational data model are disussed.
Using the relational model, or extensions of it, for all shemas involved in a data inte-
gration appliation means that the mappings from soures to mediated shema an be
simpler: often they onsist only of a one-to-one or many-to-one orrespondene between
elements of the two shemas. Suh orrespondenes an sometimes be disovered auto-
matially, if there are enough syntati lues in the two shemas; this is alled shema
mathing , see (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001) and setion 7.1.4. The data in the shemas an
also provide lues, an idea whih has been exploited in a shema mathing approah that
involves mahine learning (Doan et al., 2001). However, in a KDD setting the target or
mediated shema, the one with the prepared data, is not available in the beginning but
must be onstruted, so shema mathing approahes do not help.
Yet even with simple orrespondenes between shema elements, at rst the task of
reating the mediated shema has to be solved, and it has to be done manually. One
distinguishes the two approahes of desribing the mediated shema in terms of views over
the soures (global-as-view), and of desribing the soures as views over the mediated
shema (loal-as-view). Thus the orrespondenes between the shemas are given in the
view denitions. The TSIMMIS system mentioned above, like many others, follows the
global-as-view approah. Using loal-as-view, the translation of queries on the mediated
shema to the soures an be seen as a query rewriting problem (Dushka et al., 2000;
Halevy, 2001). In ontrast to query rewriting for query optimisation, for data integration
the goal is to rewrite a query suh that it uses only the soure relations, and returns
all tuples that the partiular soures provide and that full the query onditions. More
details an be found in the survey by Halevy (2001), who also disusses three algorithms
for query rewriting in the data integration ontext.
To draw an analogy to KDD (onsidering the data preparation phase), one might want
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to see the shema of the initial, given data as a soure shema, and the target shema of
prepared data, whih is used diretly for mining, as a mediated or global shema. The
disussion so far indiates that no methods exist to automatially nd transformations
between the two shemas: the orresponding task is always solved manually in data
integration systems, either by programming wrappers or by nding view denitions that
express one of the shemas in terms of the other. So it is urrently not possible to
have a user simply speify the desired target shema, and to disover the neessary
transformation from the soures automatially. Rather, the user will have to speify how
to transform the data in order to arrive at the desired target representation. To support
this at the oneptual level is the task that will be solved in this hapter. Fortunately,
there is some researh that is involved with data transformations at the tehnial level,
to be disussed now.
Without speially tailored formalisms, data transformations an be done using stan-
dard SQL, standard programming languages, stored proedures of the database man-
agement system used, or so-alled ETL
1
tools (Carreira & Galhardas, 2004). The dis-
advantages of employing tehnial-level elements (mainly ostly development and bad
maintainability, see setion 2.2) apply here to SQL, programming languages, and stored
proedures. On the other hand, ETL tools (whih usually oer a graphial interfae
to data transformation, with many of the oneptual-level advantages) do not provide
enough funtionality to reate arbitrary transformations. For example, the omputation
of new attributes is often restrited. Hene several researhers have proposed frameworks,
disussed in the following, in whih data transformations are easy to express and realise.
In partiular, one objetive was to use delarative languages for data transformations,
in view of the suess of the delarative query language SQL, and the independene of
implementation tehniques it oers. Several proposed extensions to SQL are disussed
below. But rst one dierent approahed is mentioned.
Potter's Wheel (Raman & Hellerstein, 2000; Raman & Hellerstein, 2001) is a system
that oers a graphial way (using menus) of applying data transformations to tabular
data. The input and output of a transformation are immediately visualised in spread-
sheets (thus without an abstrat data model). The system provides many useful oper-
ators, inluding an operator that is similar to Attribute derivation (an operator
presented in setion A.5.4) in that it adds an attribute to the input. In ontrast to At-
tribute derivation, the new value of eah entity may only depend on one partiular
old value of the same entity. All operators available in Potter's Wheel an be speied
as onveniene operators in the framework of this hapter (see setion 4.2). The authors
of the system also analyse the omputational power of their operators, establishing that
any mapping from one entity in the input to several entities in the output an be realised
using their operators. This result also holds for the operators of the present hapter, see
setion 4.3.
Carreira and Galhardas (2004) have suggested an extension of the relational algebra
by a new, very general data mapper operator for omputing new attributes and new
tuples for a relation. The operator Attribute derivation introdued in setion A.5.4
is a speialised version of the data mapper: it produes a new attribute but no new tu-
ples. Introduing new tuples allows to add data to a data set whih does not represent
1
Data extration, transformation and loading
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real world entities or phenomena, and is therefore not useful for the data analysis pur-
poses of this work. The appliation example motivating the introdution of new tuples
in Carreira and Galhardas' work an also be handled by the operators presented in this
hapter. Carreira and Galhardas' report does not examine the omputational power of
their operators, unlike the present work (setion 4.3). But it ontains algebrai rules that
involve their operator, to be used in the optimisation of query exeution, of whih many
apply also to Attribute derivation.
Another relational extension is proposed by Sattler and Shallehn (2001). They ob-
serve that approahes like the above rely on programmed sripts, provided by users, to
realise their transformations. Thus they introdue new SQL onstruts for a few types
of data transformations, to avoid the need for programming suh transformations. Their
onstruts mainly allow to pivotise relations (see setion A.3.2), or to sample from them.
For some other data preparation tasks like leaning or speialised aggregations, the au-
thors also rely on programmed extensions of their framework, providing Java interfaes
that allow to insert user-dened funtions into their language.
Shema evolution and shema independene
An important aspet for data integration and similar appliations is shema evolution,
whih refers to any hanges to the shemas of the soure databases. Shema evolution
is ommon in operational databases, as demands for data to be stored hange with the
real-world phenomena that produe the data (Roddik et al., 2000). Any hanges to the
shema of a soure database have to be reeted in the transformations based on it. At the
same time, to perform a shema evolution in the rst plae is nothing else than onstrut-
ing a mapping, or transformation, from the old to the new shema. Thus the frameworks
for shema evolution are rather similar to the data transformation frameworks disussed
in this setion. For example, Claypool et al. (1998) use shema evolution primitives for
an objet-oriented data model. These primitives are taken from (Banerjee et al., 1987)
and apply to their objet-oriented data model; they onsist of simple atomi hanges
like adding an attribute (ompare the operator Attribute derivation, setion A.5.4),
hanging the name or domain of an attribute, hanging the superlass of a lass, and
others. Claypool et al. (1998) ombine the primitives to templates that an perform
more omplex tasks.
The neessity to adapt existing data transformations, or mappings in the data integra-
tion appliations, to evolved shemas has led to the idea of designing data transformation
languages that are robust against shema hanges. This an be ahieved by designing
languages that allow to query and manipulate both data and shema elements, and in
partiular, to translate data to shema elements and vie versa. An example for a data
transformation that involves suh a translation is given in setion A.3.2, and illustrated
in gure A.1 on page 205.
For a well-known example, Lakshmanan et al. (1996; 2001) have introdued ShemaSQL,
a language that is downward ompatible with SQL, but introdues variables that an not
only range over relations (like SQL's tuple variables), but also over relation names, at-
tribute names, and values of a olumn. Thus the language treats data and metadata
alike. Among other things, ShemaSQL allows to restruture a data shema, to use hor-
izontal aggregation funtions, or the reation of views whose struture hanges when
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the struture of the input data (the input shema) hanges. ShemaSQL has an expres-
sive power that is independent of the shema by whih a data set is organised (shema
independene). As an example, onsider gure A.1 on page 205: in SQL a query asking
for all values of the attribute Week is possible, given the relation on the left, but not the
one on the right; in ShemaSQL, attribute names an be queried and thus the query is
possible on both relations.
A more algebrai view on data and metadata transformations is taken in (Wyss &
Robertson, 2005b). These authors propose an extended relational algebra alled Feder-
ated Interoperable Relational Algebra (FIRA). It is shema independent, like ShemaSQL.
The naming stresses the possible appliation of an implementation of suh an algebra
in federated databases, for data integration purposes. Wyss and Robertson introdue a
notion of transformational ompleteness whih is explained below.
A brief disussion of the FIRA operators follows, beause some of them are similar to
the operators introdued in this hapter (the latter have been proposed independently in
(Euler, 2005)), and beause setion 4.3 refers to them. The disussion is kept informal.
Besides the operators of the standard relational algebra, FIRA ontains six further
operators. Drop projetion is a modied projetion operator whose parameters do not
ontain the attributes to be projeted, but the ones to be dropped (left out of the result-
ing projetion). This allows to express ertain queries without exat knowledge of the
attributes in the input or result. The Down operator allows to pull down relation names
or attribute names into the data; that is, these names beome values of new attributes.
This is an operator that hanges the status of metadata to data. Attribute dereferene
is an operator used to interpret values of tuples as attribute names, so it an refer to
attributes whose names are listed as data values. The dereferene operator aesses the
values of the so-referened attribute(s). Thus this operator partly reads data as meta-
data. Generalised union is an operator that unies all relations within a given database
(whih is a set of relations), using an outer join. The result ontains all the informa-
tion from the input relations in one single relation. Partitioning splits a relation into
several relations aording to the values of a speied attribute, suh that one output
relation orresponds to eah distint value of that attribute. The operator Segmen-
tation (setion A.6.1) from this hapter provides the same funtionality. Finally, the
transpose operator hanges data to metadata: eah distint value of a speied attribute
is transformed into a new attribute, whose values ontain opies of the values of another
speied input attribute. This operator orresponds to Pivotisation (setion A.3.2)
without aggregation.
The idea of designing shema independent languages has also been used for non-
relational data models. For one example, Su et al. (2000) have proposed MetaOQL as an
extension of the standard query language for objet-oriented data, OQL.
Transformational ompleteness
Wyss and Robertson (2005b) do not justify their partiular hoie of operators for FIRA,
exept that they introdue a rather informal notion of transformational ompleteness,
whih basially involves standard relational ompleteness (for example through the avail-
ability of the standard relational algebra operators), plus the presene of operators that
an hange the status of metadata to data and vie versa. The authors propose FIRA
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as a formal arhetype of what it means to be transformationally omplete, similar to
the way that standard relational algebra is a formal arhetype of what it means to be
relationally omplete. Setion 4.3 will show that the operators presented in this hapter
provide transformational ompleteness in this sense.
A more powerful notion of transformational ompleteness is to require from a list of
operators that it an be used to transform any data shema, together with data, into a
new data shema, if the transformation is omputable at all. This degree of ompleteness
is ahieved by the tabular algebra introdued in Gyssens et al. (1996), whih is based
on the tabular data model. The data model essentially models spreadsheet-like tables,
or matries. The tabular algebra involves two speial tagging operators and a looping
onstrut; they are neessary to ahieve the indiated omputational power. But they also
introdue a omplexity whih makes this algebra unsuitable for the present work, whose
purpose is to ease data transformations for end users. An interesting open question is
how preisely the non-looping part of the tabular algebra and FIRA are onneted (Wyss
& Robertson, 2005b).
Summary
Researh on data integration and shema evolution has shown that data transformations
are required in many appliations, and that non-trivial hallenges, suh as shema in-
dependene, have to be met. The design of a delarative, easy-to-use but powerful data
transformation language has been a partiular motivation for many researhers. With
respet to the two desription levels used in the present work, elements of suh languages
ould be seen as oneptual beause they are tailored towards the partiular purpose of
data transformation, replaing speially programmed onstruts from general-purpose
languages. However, the proposed mehanisms are still somewhat tehnial in that they
require experiene in dealing with formal languages. The aim of this hapter is to free
users from handling formal languages for data transformation. The only approahes that
also ahieve this are (Raman & Hellerstein, 2001) and (Yan et al., 2001), but they do
not represent the transformation proess; instead they visualise the results of eah par-
tiular transformation, using no abstrat data model, whih makes it diult to keep
an overview in the omplex preparation proesses that are needed for KDD (ompare
hapter 5).
A ommon idea in many approahes disussed above (and below) is to implement data
transformations as sequenes of previously speied operators, with well-dened inputs
and outputs to ahieve ompositionality. This approah is also followed in the present
work, as it provides a high degree of exibility. The operators are represented graphially,
and nesting them is represented by forming direted ayli graphs with the operators as
nodes. One of the proposed transformation languages ould then be used to realise the
operators tehnially.
An important notion from this area of researh is shema independene. Shema inde-
pendene is a property of a language, not of a partiular query. It has not been dened
formally by the authors who introdued it (Lakshmanan et al., 2001), but it involves a
robustness against hanges of the status from metadata to data and bak between dier-
ent representations of (essentially) the same data set, so that a query an be formulated
on eah representation that returns the same answer. This kind of robustness is provided
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by the operators used in this hapter.
For a set of operators, the question of whih types of transformations an be realised
with them is important. The notion of transformational ompleteness was developed to
handle it. The omputational power of the operators presented in this work is briey
examined in setion 4.3.
4.1.2. Operators for knowledge disovery
The operator-based approah from data transformations has been transferred by KDD
researhers to the whole KDD proess. Indeed, the importane of ompositionality, as
a tehnique to onstrut omplex analyses from basi building bloks, has only reently
been pointed out in a position paper on urrent hallenges in KDD (Ramakrishnan et al.,
2005). In this respet the KDD world is learly inspired by the suess of the relational
algebra in the database world. However, as the following disussion will reveal, the pro-
posed approahes rely on formal languages, so that the oneptual level as oneived in
this work is missing in these approahes.
Note in the following that the disussion is not onerned with methods of data prepa-
ration, or the justiation for these methods. Suh issues an be found in the literature,
mainly in (Pyle, 1999), also in (Famili et al., 1997). Instead the fous here is on the
operationalisation of preparation methods.
Mining operators
The rst attempts in dening operators for KDD were made for the mining phase. Some
approahes onentrated on partiular mining paradigms, while others tried to inor-
porate several types of mining algorithms. A partiularly ative area has foused on
frequent itemset or (assoiation) rule mining (Han et al., 1996; Meo et al., 1998; Bouli-
aut et al., 1999; Imielinski & Virmani, 1999). Similar to some approahes mentioned in
setion 4.1.1, these authors have proposed SQL extensions, that is, onstruts to be used
in SQL queries whih mine a data set (speied by parts of the query) for rules, and
whih return suh rules (as relations or in other output formats).
Another line of work has identied the SQL operator group by as a primitive op-
erator that is useful in eient implementations of some mining algorithms (Freitas &
Lavington, 1996; John & Lent, 1997).
Operators for the whole KDD proess
The SQL extensions are taken further by Kramer et al. (2005), whose operators provide
not only frequent itemset mining options, but also lustering, k-nearest neighbour pre-
dition, and some of the most ommon data preparation operators. Interestingly, their
language adds the results of mining algorithms as a new attribute to the relation from
whih they were mined. They see it as a step towards integrating the preparation and
mining phases in a data-oriented view. The new attribute ontains the predited lass or
value when the task was lassiation or regression, or a luster identier when lustering
was applied. In frequent itemset mining, a new pattern relation with boolean attributes
is reated, with one attribute for eah item and an entry (row) for eah frequent itemset.
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But there is also an additional operator that joins the pattern relation to the relation
from whih the patterns were mined, suh that the data relation is extended by boolean
attributes indiating for eah example whether it is overed by a partiular pattern. This
approah demonstrates how data and patterns mined from the data an be viewed under
a single (data-oriented) framework, both during training and deployment. The operator
Attribute derivation, introdued in the present work in setion A.5.4, exploits this
idea to aommodate mining algorithms in the KDD proess. It is similar to the extend
operator used by Kramer et al. (2005) (it was proposed independently in (Euler, 2005)).
The preparation operators that Kramer et al. (2005) have inluded in their frameworks
are sampling, automati attribute seletion, omputation of distanes between examples,
disretisation and transposition (exhange of rows and olumns; refer to appendix A for
desriptions of the other preparation operators). Kramer et al.'s language ould serve to
implement the tehnial level for the oneptual level elements introdued in this hapter.
The data preparation language by Sattler and Shallehn (2001), whih was disussed in
setion 4.1.1, has got some elements whih are useful for KDD, as it inludes onstruts
for data leaning, sampling, and disretisation, and is extensible by user-dened grouping
or aggregation funtions.
Clear et al. (1999) have also extended a database query language with spei knowl-
edge disovery onstruts. The language is SQL/MX, the query language of an objet-
relational database management system (DBMS) alled NonStop SQL/MX. The authors
point out that extending query languages oers the opportunity to implement the ex-
tensions at a low (system-near) level within the DBMS, to gain eieny. They also
provide guidelines as to when a language extension should be diretly supported by the
DBMS; partiular issues are generality (appliability for many tasks), and potential for
performane improvement. The operators implemented for data preparation in SQL/MX
are: transposition, whih is here a onise form of omputing multiple data aggregations
at one; sampling; sequene funtions, whih provide aess to previous tuples from a
urrent tuple when iterating through the tuples; and partitioning, whose funtionality is
equal to that of Segmentation (setion A.6.1).
A speial attention to data leaning was given by Galhardas et al. (2001). They dis-
tinguish between a logial level of desribing leaning operations, where SQL together
with their proposed extensions is used (in a delarative way), and a physial level that
provides implementations of the operations, suh that a logial operation (like lustering)
an be realised by various physial methods (lustering algorithms). However, even at
the SQL level these authors employ (all) a number of speially programmed exter-
nal funtions. These funtions serve partiular data leaning purposes. The appliation
area onsidered in (Galhardas et al., 2001) is to sort and lean bibliographi referenes
extrated automatially from the web. A number of speial funtions are used by the
authors to desribe a data leaning proess even at the logial level. Thus the distintion
of the two levels is not very preise in their work.
On the ommerial side, Mirosoft has inluded data mining funtionality in its SQL
Server 2005 software (Tang & MaLennan, 2005). It omes with a query language alled
DMX. Its fous is on predition funtions; some data preparation tasks an be performed,
but they are not always independent modules (disretisation and automati attribute
seletion are examples).
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Partiular preparation operators
Apart from query languages, there are also some researh reports on partiular prepara-
tion operators. One family of operations that has reeived muh attention is the group of
aggregation funtions. Apart from theoretial studies (e.g. (Cabibbo & Torlone, 1999)),
the use of aggregation in data mining appliations has been examined. Aggregation is
a useful tool for propositionalisation, the proess of ombining information from several
data sets into one (Knobbe et al., 2001). Sine data sets are often in a one-to-many rela-
tionship, adding information from the many-side to the one-side requires to aggregate
tuples
2
. Common aggregation funtions are to take the maximum, minimum, ount or
average of values on the many-side. Flexible, user-dened aggregation funtions have
also been proposed, for example in (Shallehn et al., 2001); inidentally, aggregation fun-
tions have been shown to be useful in the eient implementation of mining algorithms
(Wang & Zaniolo, 1999).
Propositionalisation is used in order to get a single data table that an be mined,
as many mining algorithms deal only with single input tables (ompare table 2.1 on
page 17). The alternative is to diretly mine several data tables using multirelational
learning algorithms, see setion 2.1.3. However, there are reports showing that proposi-
tionalisation does not lead to worse results, and an improve results, in terms of mining
quality (Krogel & Wrobel, 2001; Krogel et al., 2003), but it an speed up mining be-
ause the propositionalisation has to be done only one, while mining experiments are
typially run a number of times. Besides, rather intelligent forms of propositionalisation
an be used that expose previously hidden information to the mining algorithm. Suh
intelligent ways of aggregation have been examined by Perlih and Provost (2003). As is
typial for propositionalisation, they suggest to automatially apply a variety of aggre-
gation methods, eah of whih adds an attribute to the entral mining table, and then
to leave it to the mining algorithm or a feature seletion method to weigh the relevane
of eah added attribute. They propose aggregation methods that take the frequeny dis-
tribution of values of an attribute of interest in the related table into aount. As an
example, onsider the mining of data about ustomers of a ompany who have bought
ertain produts; there is a onept for ustomer data and one for produts, linked by the
relationship type bought. The attribute of interest from the produt onept ould be
the type of produt, so that its frequeny distribution (based on the relationship) shows
whih types of produts have been bought how often by any ustomers. Similarly the
frequeny distribution of produt types bought by partiular ustomers an be found.
The aggregation methods then ompare the partiular distribution of eah ustomer with
the general frequeny distribution, deriving a sum of the dierenes as the aggregated
value, for example. They may also take the target attribute for mining into aount (a
lassiation task is assumed), omparing the distribution of a partiular lass of us-
tomers against the general distribution. A simpler variant of their methods, suggested
by the authors, is to ompare not the frequeny distributions but only the frequeny of
the most frequent value (the most frequently bought produt), for the dierent single
ustomers or for lasses of ustomers. This simpler variant has been speied as a on-
veniene operator below (setion A.2.2), as a representative of this kind of aggregation.
2
The same operation is alled reverse pivoting in (Hereth & Stumme, 2001).
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The other variants an be speied in a similar way for the present framework.
Another important group of operators is given by pivotisation operators. For a de-
sription of pivotisation see setion A.3.2. Suh an operator hanges the status of data to
metadata and vie versa, and has thus been inluded in FIRA  see setion 4.1.1. Cun-
ningham et al. (2004) have introdued an additional SQL statement for this operator,
and have studied algebrai optimisations that involve this operator. A more formal a-
ount is to be found in (Wyss & Robertson, 2005a). Pivotisation and reverse pivotisation
are alled fold and unfold in (Raman & Hellerstein, 2001).
Computational power of operators
A question that has reeived little attention in the KDD literature so far is how to deide
on a good hoie of preparation operators. Most of the reports disussed above simply
propose lists of operators without justifying them. This is also true for (Kietz et al.,
2000) and (Gimbel et al., 2004), whih are two reports that are not entred on data
preparation but mention suh lists in passing. In fat, a good hoie of operators an
be haraterised by a trade-o. On the one hand, there is the aim of allowing highly
omplex data transformations. This leads to the requirement that the set of operators
be omputationally omplete, or Turing-omplete. Many KDD tools oer proprietary
programming languages to manipulate the data, in order to provide this high degree of
exibility. On the other hand, one important aim of this work is to failitate the develop-
ment of KDD proesses by abstrating from low-level programming, to a oneptual or
task-oriented level. This abstration entails a simpliation, rendering less powerful but
more understandable operations.
Many of the above approahes have started from the relational algebra (RA), or SQL.
RA is far from being omputationally omplete (Aho & Ullman, 1979), but inludes some
important and useful operators. Nevertheless, the above approahes have all extended
SQL by speialised operators for various purposes. Thus the relational algebra alone does
not seem powerful enough to express the various data transformations that are needed
in pratie. In partiular, as pointed out in setion 4.1.1, there is a need to manipulate
both data and shema elements, and to hange their status from metadata to data and
bak, whih the relational algebra is inadequate for. Setion 4.2 explains how the present
work arrives at a powerful list of preparation operators for KDD without requiring formal
programming from users.
Summary
While many researhers have proposed lists of operators for data preparation, few have
arrived at lean extensions of SQL (without mixing in speially programmed funtions),
few have justied their hoie of operators, few have examined the omputational power
of their operators, and no approahes have taken data preparation operators to a on-
eptual level by freeing users from dealing with formal languages. In ontrast, this work
provides a list of operators that an be used, through a supporting system, without formal
programming, and that is found by a systemati examination of the major preparation
tasks in a data mining ontext. The following setion explains this.
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4.2. Data preparation operators
While setion 2.1.3 has listed the reasons for data preparation and a number of high-
level tasks, this hapter onentrates on the operationalisation of preparation methods.
Appendix A lists many spei operations needed for data preparation for KDD; this
setion gives an overview, and explains the shema of desriptions used in appendix A.
Thus this work provides an ontology of data preparation operations. When expressed in
a suitable formalism, suh as the one presented in hapter 6, this ontology an support
existing approahes to oer KDD methodology over Web or Grid Servies (Cannataro &
Comito, 2003); see also setion 6.1.2.
Usually, data preparation is seen as the exeution of basi steps, eah of whih applies
some predened data transformation to the output of the previous step(s), resulting in
dependeny graphs of data preparation (see also setion 4.4). The data transformations
are dened through operators, whih are speied by their input, their transformation
task and their output. It is important to note that these speiations are given in this
setion using the oneptual data model from hapter 3 (setion 3.2.2). Previous work
on data preparation operators is given in setion 4.1.
The approah taken in this work to nding a suitable set of data preparation operators
has been as follows. In omparison with other elds where the representation of given
data sets must be hanged or mapped to other representations, like data integration (see
setion 4.1.1), there are two partiularities of knowledge disovery that must be aounted
for. One is that bakground knowledge may have to be introdued, or information ontent
may have to be exposed more expliitly (setion 2.1.3). The seond is that the goal, the
nal representation of the data, is not always known beforehand, nor does it neessarily
remain xed in the ourse of a knowledge disovery projet, due to the exploratory nature
of new KDD projets. The rst aspet means that ways of adding new data values,
omputed from the given data, must be available. Apart from a rather general operator
whih an be used for arbitrary omputations of suh new values, some operators that
provide typial omputations are inluded for onveniene (setion A.5). The seond
aspet leads to the requirement that data preparation operations should be simple to
deploy and hange, so that the human analysts an onentrate on atually mining the
data. Reall from setion 2.1.3 that the data representation is one deisive fator for being
able to nd interesting knowledge. Creating suitable data representations is in most ases
a matter of intuition that annot be automated, thus it is an important goal to support
this task as far as possible.
For this reason, every operator speied in this work is assoiated to one of the high-
level preparation tasks that have been identied in setion 2.1.3. These tasks are: data
redution, propositionalisation, hanging the organisation of the data, data leaning,
and feature onstrution. One further task group is added in setion A.6: it is used
to ontrol the kind of pseudo-parallel proessing that was motivated in setion 1.1.1.
Sine the high-level tasks reet the typial struture of a KDD proess (in whih data
redution is followed by propositionalisation and reating the right organisation of the
data, followed by data leaning and feature onstrution), the assoiation of operators to
high-level tasks is very useful for guiding less experiened users through the preparation
proess. Further, for every operator, its relevane to data mining is briey disussed, by
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explaining why and in whih kinds of situations the operator might be useful. Some of
this latter type of information is based on (Pyle, 1999).
It should be noted, however, that this operator list is not losed, but is open for exten-
sion by further operators. The list of operators presented in appendix A inludes all data
preparation operators that are mentioned in the literature on KDD (see setion 6.1.2)
and on KDD tools (setion 8.1.2), all operators that were needed when implementing
the model ase (hapter 5), and all operators that any of the tools examined in hapter
8 (setion 8.5) provides. It is based on the list given in (Morik et al., 2001), but the
speiations here are more detailed, and are adapted to the rened oneptual data
model from hapter 3. For instane, they inlude the semanti links between input and
output of the operators. Also, some additional operators, as well as the assoiations to
the high-level preparation tasks, are provided by the author of this work. The only major
data transformation from the literature that is not inluded is transposition. This is the
transformation that is analogous to exhanging rows and olumns in a matrix. Kramer
et al. (2005) argue that this operator is needed in some appliations. It an easily be
inluded in the list of operators below, but sine it plays no role elsewhere in this work,
this was omitted. Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that it makes sense to enode a
ertain funtionality from data preparation in a spei operator, if this funtionality is
frequently needed.
In appendix A, all operators are listed and grouped aording to the tasks. The fol-
lowing paragraphs explain the shema of their presentation. For every operator, its input
and output in terms of the oneptual data model (setion 3.2.2) are given. As noted
above, eah operator produes a new output onept as well as links (relationship types,
speialisations or separations) between this output and its input onepts; as explained
in setion 3.2.2, only the most spei type of link that the operator adds is given. The
new elements (onepts and links) are added to the semanti shema that represents the
shape of the data sets available so far in the preparation proess.
The parameters of the operators speify the kind of information that a user has to
give when applying the operator to onrete input. For example, an operator that is
used to sale the values of a partiular input attribute (Saling, setion A.5.2) has a
parameter to speify whih onept it should be applied to, one parameter to speify the
input attribute, and two numeri parameters that speify the new range of the values. In
addition, a name for the newly onstruted attribute must be given; a parameter for this
exists for every feature onstrution operator (see setion A.5). The name of the output
onept is a parameter of all operators, thus this parameter is not listed speially for
eah operator. Minor variants of an operator are sometimes given as speial options;
the reason for not introduing separate operators for suh variants is that the input and
output are the same, and the transformation is very similar.
Further, for every operator, preonditions that speify when it is appliable and post-
onditions that further speify its output are given. For the preonditions, a distintion
is made between onstraints, whih represent shema-level input requirements that must
be met, and onditions, whih represent data-level (instane-level) input requirements.
The onstraints mainly onern type heks, based on the oneptual data types (whih
are known for eah attribute, see setion 3.3.1). The onditions onern data harater-
istis (setion 3.3.3). Obeying the onstraints and onditions ensures that an operator is
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tehnially appliable.
For the postonditions, assertions are distinguished from estimates. Assertions onern
the shape of the output, suh as names, types and roles of attributes. Estimates onern
the data harateristis of the output, as disussed in setion 3.3.3. Note that both
assertions and estimates give statements about the operator's output that an be made
before the operator is atually exeuted on its input data. Thus these statements an
be made as soon as the operator's parameters are speied. Similarly, the onstraints
(shema-level input requirements) an be heked as soon as the operator's parameters
are speied; in ontrast, the onditions (data-level requirements) annot be heked
before exeuting the operator on atual data. While the estimates of data harateristis
ould be used for heking the onditions before exeution, they will in general be too
impreise to allow enforing the onditions: In a longer hunk of operators, usually some
of the information about data harateristis that is available about the input of the rst
operator, will not be available at the output of the hunk due to inomplete estimates
(for some operators, some output estimates are generally unknown).
All desriptions of estimates assume that the information about the input data har-
ateristis is omplete. In operator appliations where this is not the ase, some of the
desribed estimates may not be available even after speifying the parameters of the
operator.
The oneptual data model suggested in the previous hapter allows to represent several
data tables that share the same shema by a single onept. The operators in this hapter
must be able to handle this. The desriptions of the operators in appendix A are given
for single instanes of the onepts, but when applied to a onept with several instanes,
the operator simply applies to all instanes and reates as many instanes for the output
onept as are given with the input. A problem may arise for those operators that use
more than one input onept, if the input onepts have diering numbers of instanes;
this situation is exluded in the preonditions of these operators.
4.3. Computational power of the operators
This setion ompares the kinds of transformations that an be done using the operators
from this hapter, with the transformations that other data transformation formalisms
that have been suggested in the literature are apable of.
Setion 4.1.1 has introdued the notions of shema independene and transformational
ompleteness, whih are two requirements proposed in the literature that data transfor-
mation operators should full. Both onepts have not been preisely dened so far, but
Wyss and Robertson (2005b) have proposed the FIRA algebra as a formal arhetype of
a transformationally omplete language, whih is also shema independent. They have
stressed that suh a language must be able to perform transformations between data
and metadata; in partiular, transformations must be possible in all diretions between
relation names (for this work, onept names), attribute names, and data items.
The list of operators given in appendix A, whih is based on (Morik et al., 2001)
and (Euler, 2005), inludes operators that promote data items to attribute names, for
example Pivotisation. The reverse diretion, introduing data items based on attribute
names, is possible with Reverse pivotisation. The operator Attribute derivation
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(setion A.5.4) an be used to introdue data items based on the onept name. However,
promoting data items or attribute names to onept names is not done by any operator
in this hapter, beause the names of the output onepts are always given by the user. In
FIRA, the partitioning operator introdues new relations that are named based on data
or attribute names. This operator is very similar to Segmentation (setion A.6.1),
but the latter only introdues new data tables at the tehnial level, in order to hide
the omplexity introdued by this kind of operation from the user. Thus the present
framework keeps a striter separation between shemas and instanes (or metadata and
data) than FIRA, in partiular from the view of the oneptual level, but allows essentially
the same operations as FIRA at the tehnial level (it is easy to see that the FIRA
operators an be realised with the operators of this work, the only exeption being the
naming of onepts as just disussed). Separating the two desription levels thus makes
the framework presented here more user-friendly than other approahes.
Among the operators of this work, Attribute derivation has a speial status: it
does not provide standard funtionality for KDD appliations, but is needed to allow the
exible addition of information for mining (feature onstrution, see setion 2.1.3). Also,
it fores the user to work at the tehnial level, sine the ways of adding information that
users might need for their appliation annot be foreseen to be modelled at the oneptual
level. The operator allows to employ a omputationally omplete programming language
to aess the data and ompute new values for eah entity, but it does not allow the
introdution of new entities, and it does not allow to aess instanes of onepts other
than the input onept.
3
Computing new data values is a faility that enhanes the omputational power of the
language dened by the operators, ompared to lassial query languages, whih may
transform the data but do not ompute new data items (Abiteboul & Vianu, 1991). In
reent studies summarised in (Libkin, 2003), Libkin has examined the expressive power
of SQL (version 2, without reursion); the inlusion in SQL of aggregate and grouping
funtions, and arithmeti operations on numerial values, deviates from relational theory
and makes SQL more powerful than relational algebra. These devies are also provided by
the operators onsidered here. It is well-known that reahability queries, like the transitive
losure of a direted graph, are not expressible in relational algebra and Libkin proves
that this is true also for SQL. Among others he onsiders a funtion appliation operator
whih is somewhat similar to Attribute derivation, in that it adds an attribute to a
relation, but it applies only to funtions on tuples (whih orrespond to entities here).
It orresponds to virtual olumns in SQL. Attribute derivation is more powerful
as it an realise funtions on whole onepts (with instanes). It is easy to see that
this apability makes the list of operators from this hapter stritly more powerful than
the relational algebra, or SQL, or FIRA, for example. Indeed, omputing the transitive
losure an be done by enoding the omputation in a funtion that an be used by
Attribute derivation; the funtion would have to be applied to an argument onept
whose instane provides all ombinations of nodes in the graph, so that Attribute
3
Beause a omputationally omplete language is used, the output of this operator may depend on
the order in whih the input data happens to be given due to implementational speiities. The
only other operator for whih this is true is Sampling, beause its exat output depends on the way
random seletion is implemented. In any ase, at the oneptual level, the order of entities does not
play any role for mining.
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derivation an mark for eah ombination whether an edge between them belongs to
the transitive losure or not. This argument onept an simply be reated by joining
the onept that represents the original graph with itself.
The relational algebra essentially orresponds to rst-order logi using Horn lauses
without reursion, negation or funtions. Introduing reursion leads to a well-known
query language that is more expressive than the relational algebra, Datalog (Ullman,
1988)
4
. Sine Datalog an use reursion, it an be used to ompute funtions without
requiring a bound on their output size. In ontrast, there are only two operators in this
hapter, the join operator (setion A.2.1) and Reverse pivotisation, that inrease the
number of entities in the output with respet to the input. Join an produe a number of
entities up to the square of the input size, while the seond operator produes a number
of entities that is bound by the produt of the input size and the number of attributes.
A onstant number of appliations of these operators, like in a xed expression from the
language that is formed by these operators, an only produe a number of entities that
is polynomial in the input size. This is a major dierene to Datalog.
Another extension of rst-order logi that was suggested to overome some limitations
of the relational algebra is to introdue a least xpoint operator (Aho & Ullman, 1979;
Chandra & Harel, 1982). The resulting logi is alled xpoint logi. In terms of relations,
a least xpoint of an equation of the form R  fpRq is the smallest relation (with respet
to the subset hierarhy) that fulls the equation. A unique least xpoint always exists if
the funtion f is monotone, that is fpR1q  fpR2q holds if R1  R2. Many interesting
queries an be formulated as least xpoints of monotone funtions. For example, the
transitive losure of a direted graph enoded in a binary relation R0 is the least xpoint
of the equation R  fpRq, if f is suh that it omputes the join of R0 with R using
dierent attributes as keys, projets the result onto the rst and last attribute, and
unies it with R0 (Aho & Ullman, 1979).
Datalog has been shown to be equivalent to the negation-free existential fragment
of xpoint logi (Chandra & Harel, 1985; Kolaitis & Vardi, 1995). Indeed, queries like
the transitive losure of a graph are easy to express in Datalog using reursive Horn
lauses. However, non-monotone queries annot be expressed in Datalog; for example,
the omplement of the transitive losure of a graph is not expressible (Kolaitis & Vardi,
1995). In ontrast, it is easy to see, based on the above omputation of the transitive
losure by Attribute derivation, that the omplement of the transitive losure an
also be omputed by Attribute derivation.
In fat, it an be shown that most of the operators listed in appendix A an be
replaed by a ombination of Attribute derivation with a few other operators. The
two other operators needed are the join operator, whih is needed to ombine onepts
and in order to reate new entities (by self-joins), and Attribute seletion. Sine
Attribute derivation an be used to reate the attributes that form the output of the
other operators, these three operators ould sue. One ould see these three operators
as primitive operators; the other operators would be used for onveniene. However,
the funtions needed in Attribute derivation to replae a onveniene operator by a
ombination of the three primitives are not trivial. Also, the number of primitives needed
4
The SQL standard version 3 also inludes reursion, but not as part of the ore standard, so that only
a few DBMS vendors support it.
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for replaing a onveniene operator is not always onstant, but depends on the number
of attributes in the output onept.
It follows that by using Attribute derivation and the other operators from ap-
pendix A, any onept that is omputable from some given onepts (with instanes) at
all, and whose instane size is polynomially bounded in terms of the input sizes, an be
reated. However, the way to reate it may depend on the number of output attributes.
4.4. Data preparation graphs
The remainder of this hapter now turns to a more global perspetive on preparation.
As was said in setion 4.2, a data preparation proess onsists of a number of steps, or
operator appliations, exeuted in a partiular order dened by the inputs and outputs
of the operators. That is, the output of any step an be used as input by another step.
This data ow indues a direted ayli graph (DAG) on the steps (and also on the
input and output onepts, see setion 4.6).
When modelling this DAG, the user an be supported by having the system allow
only onnetions that do not violate any of the onstraints or onditions of operators, as
listed above. Sine most of the onstraints onern the oneptual data type of ertain
input attributes, this amounts to a basi type heking mehanism. Apart from this type
heking, joining two onepts into one is safeguarded, in semanti terms, by requiring
a relationship to be delared between the onepts (see the remarks introduing se-
tion A.2). The validity of parameters an also be heked. Thus the interplay of the data
model with the rather strongly speied operators an provide muh more guidane to
human users than would be possible at the tehnial level. Invalid data preparation paths
are exluded. At the same time, the neessary freedom for exploring the possibilities of
data preparation remains. This freedom is indispensable during the rst development of
a new KDD appliation, as explained in setion 1.1 under exploration. It is a harater-
isti of preparation for mining that this freedom exists. Little guidane about suessful
paths of preparation an be given to new users, exept by pointing to solutions that have
been published previously. This is the topi of hapter 6.
For large KDD appliations (ompare hapter 5), the graph of steps an be rather
omplex. However, often some parts of the graph form a oneptual unit, in whih a
spei task is ompleted using a ertain number of steps. In fat, some suh subtasks
tend to reour, given several KDD appliations (see setions 6.5.3 and 6.6.2). Continuing
the approah of oneptual-level support to these larger units, it is useful to allow the
division of the graph into hunks of steps, to build oneptual units. These hunks an
be hierarhially organised, orresponding to tasks and subtasks that are solved in eah
hunk. For example, the highest-level hunks ould be organised to orrespond to the
KDD proess phases introdued in hapter 2, or to the high-level preparation tasks given
in setion 2.1.3. This provides a lear overview of the omplete proess and helps to
organise both the development and the maintenane of the KDD appliation. There is
no orrespondent at the tehnial level to these hunks.
From outside, a hunk an be seen as a speial kind of operator; its input is the set
of onepts that the rst step(s) of its inner steps take as input, and its output an be
the output of any of its inner steps. Internally, a hunk is again a direted ayli graph.
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Often, hunks will have only one input and one output, as this is a oneptually simple
struture and hunks serve oneptual simpliation, but this is by no means required. In
hapter 5, the use of hunks is demonstrated on a large KDD appliation, while setion
6.6 underlines the oneptual importane of hunks for the re-use of KDD appliations.
One might onsider the introdution of new kinds of operations at the level of hunks
and graphs. Their arguments would not be onepts but hunks. This work provides suh
operations indeed, they are disussed in setions 6.6 and 7.1.2; they adapt a hunk to a
hanged model of its input data.
4.5. Other phases of the KDD proess
In this setion, a brief look is taken at other phases in the KDD proess, before and after
data preparation, to see how oneptual support an be extended to them.
Like data preparation, both business and data understanding an benet from the ex-
istene of a domain ontology (Cespivova et al., 2004). Given the ER framework suggested
in hapter 3, whose aptness for data preparation does not at all make it the rst hoie in
general to build domain ontologies, it may be neessary to map a given domain ontology
to an ER model. This proess an at best be partially automated; however, doing it by
hand is atually advantageous, as it provides the neessary understanding of both the
domain and the data that represents it, without whih the development of a suessful
KDD proess is hardly possible.
An important part of data understanding is working with a number of visualisation
tools. Often, visualisation and data preparation are integrated in a software; it makes
sense to use the same oneptual view of the data for both tasks  see also setion 4.6. The
same is true for the mining and deployment phases. Beause data preparation usually
onsumes the bulk of work dediated to the development of a KDD task, support for
the proess should be entred on this phase, and extended to the other phases where
possible.
During mining, oneptual-level support is mainly needed for training, testing (evalua-
tion of models), and parameter tuning, as well as the visualisation of models. Coneptual
support here means again to present solutions to these tasks in suitable terms; for ex-
ample, standard operations should be oered to split a data set into training set and
test set, to learn, evaluate and apply a model, to automatially nd optimal parameter
settings, and so on. Sine mining is in itself a omplex proess, in fat this often leads
to a separate graph of proessing tasks. Aording to Mierswa et al. (2003), trees of
nestable operators are a suitable, oneptual representation for these tasks. The leaves of
the trees represent operations suh as the learning or appliation of a model, while the
inner nodes orrespond to more abstrat, ontrol-oriented tasks suh as ross validation
or meta learning. This representation provides great exibility for the design of omplex
mining experiments, whih are independent of the data preparation in that they take a
single, xed data table as input.
Conerning deployment, setion 2.1.6 has shown that it is losely linked to mining.
As disussed in setion 4.1.2, many mining algorithms an be seen as speial ases of
Attribute derivation; the same is true for the deployment of suh algorithms to
new data. See setion 7.2.5 where a realisation of these ideas is disussed tehnially.
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Correspondenes between an instane of a mining operator and the instane used for
deployment must be learly indiated. Further, a post-proessing step for the predited
label must be available if the original label was reversibly transformed (see setions 2.1.6
for an explanation and 7.2.6 for a tehnial solution). In desriptive settings, the model
itself must be presented to the user in an understandable way. This task, model visuali-
sation, is beyond the sope of the present work.
4.6. Two dual views of the preparation proess
Traditionally, the KDD proess has been thought of, and represented in software tools,
as a graph of operator appliations. The graph represents the data ow. This is a useful
and intuitive approah. With the framework of the present work an alternative view is
possible, one that is entred on the data that is being proessed. Table 4.1 shows that
every operator listed in the earlier setions produes exatly one of the three types of links
between onepts foreseen in the oneptual data model from hapter 3: relationship type,
separation or speialisation (reall that always the most spei type of link is produed).
It also shows that these links are always direted. This leads to the alternative view
whih displays the KDD proess as a web of onepts and links between the onepts;
the onepts represent initial and intermediate data sets, while the links reet how the
onepts are related to eah other. The graph in whih these onepts are nodes and
their links are edges is again direted and ayli.
A duality between the two views an be established. Whenever an operator is added
to the proess-oriented view, its output onept an be automatially reated and added
to the data-oriented view together with the orresponding link, whih is possible due
to the well-dened semantis of operators. Conversely, whenever a new onept and a
direted link (either separation, speialisation or relationship type) are reated in the
onept-oriented view, the system an oer the operators whose speiation allows to
realise this link; when an operator is hosen and its parameters are speied, it an auto-
matially be added to the proess-oriented view. Further, if an operator has n inoming
and m outgoing edges in the proess view, then in the onept view its output onept
is onneted to the output onepts of the n preeding operators by n edges, all of whih
are either inoming or outgoing, and is onneted to the output onepts of the m fol-
lowing operators by m edges whih are again either all inoming or all outgoing5. This
means that the graph strutures in the two views are very similar. The gures in hapter
5 illustrate this. Therefore a graphial user interfae of a KDD system an be imagined
whih oers to ontrol the KDD proess from both views. In addition to the traditional
interfae, it would provide a onept editor that is used both to set up the initial ER
model, and to reate further onepts with links to the present onepts. The attributes
and oneptual data types of the output onept an be determined automatially, just
like in the proess-oriented view. The onept of hunking (setion 4.4) an be applied
to both views; a hunk in the onept editor ontains all onepts involved in the or-
responding hunk in the proess view, so that hunkings are easily transferred between
the views.
5
The only exeption are the initial onepts that represent the given data, sine they are not output
onepts of any step.
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Operator Relationship Separation Speialisation
Attribute seletion I  sp O
Row seletion O ¤sep I
Sampling O ¤sep I
Aggregation n : 1
Disretisation O  sp I
Saling O  sp I
Value mapping O  sp I
Attribute derivation O  sp I
Join by relationship O  sp I
Aggregate by relationship O  sp I
Union I ¤sep O
Missing value replaement O  sp I
Filtering outliers O ¤sep I
Dihotomisation O  sp I
Pivotisation n : 1
Reverse pivotisation 1 : n
Windowing 1 : 0..1
Segmentation O ¤sep I
Unsegmentation I ¤sep O
Table 4.1.: Operators and the type of link between onepts they produe. I = input
onept(s), O = output onept(s), x : y = relationship type from input to output
onept with given ardinality.
Developing a KDD proess based on the data-entred view has the following advan-
tages, ompared to the traditional proess-oriented view:
• The (intermediate) data sets are important artifats of the KDD proess, as dis-
ussed in setion 3.2.1. All these artifats are diretly represented in the onept
view in a strutured way. If there is only a proess-oriented view, the data sets
are hidden; when they are inspeted using additional tools, they appear to be un-
strutured. Only by onsulting the proess representation an they be related or
strutured. This involves an inonvenient swith between tools or views.
• In the proess-oriented view, important semanti information about intermediate
results gets lost easily. For example, onsider two onepts A and B related by
a relationship type. Now A is used as input to a Row seletion, resulting in a
onept C that is a separation of A. C is in fat also linked to B by the relationship
type, beause A is. By following the links in the onept web this an easily be seen
(one might display the relationship type between C and B expliitly, but this would
lutter the graphial representation too muh). In the proess view this information
is not available, even if the relationship type between A and B was known and
expliitly represented in a dierent tool (say a database management tool).
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• An integration of data visualisation tools and data querying tools into the KDD
environment or system beomes muh easier; these tools help to understand the
data and to disover new options for KDD approahes oered by intermediate
results. The onept view an thus beome a single interfae to all development
tasks needed for a KDD projet.
• Data sets are the natural interfaes to other tools, like additional implementations of
mining algorithms. From the onept view this interfae an easily be ontrolled or
shaped. Data sets have already been suggested as the bridge between preparation
and mining (Ramakrishnan et al., 2005; Kramer et al., 2005); see setion 4.1.2. The
onept view supports this important role diretly.
• When reating a link in the onept view, both input and output onept are imme-
diately xed. In the proess-oriented view, reating a link from a soure operator
to another operator does not presribe whih onept that was produed in the
graph leading to the soure operator is to be used as input, so the user may have
to hoose from a large number of onepts.
In sum, the onept view gives as muh struture to the representation of the KDD
proess as the proess view, but oers better integration of the many data-entred tasks
needed during a KDD projet. This does not leave the proess-oriented view superuous.
Both the proess editor and the onept editor alone are a suient means to develop and
exeute KDD proesses, but together they provide a maximum amount of information
and exibility to the user. Chapter 5 gives examples for both views and illustrates their
omplementarity and the orrespondene of hunks in both views. Chapters 6 and 7
introdue the MiningMart system whih is the rst system to support both views.
4.7. Summary
The transformation of data plays a role in other appliation ontexts besides KDD, suh
as data integration. In a KDD ontext, the neessity to ompute new values based on the
given data, and the exploratory nature of data preparation, are important issues that
must be aounted for. By providing many pre-speied operators (appendix A) that
an be ombined to omplex preparation proesses, users an avoid formal programming
and an onentrate on their main task, whih is the development of a representation
that allows suessful learning. For the omputation of new values, a general operator
is available, but several frequently ourring ways of omputing suh new values are
provided by spei onveniene operators (setion A.5).
Parts of a preparation proess an be hunked together to form own units, with the
same kind of input and output as single operator appliations (setion 4.4). These prepa-
ration hunks, whih an be organised hierarhially, help to organise large proesses, for
example by designating solutions to spei subproblems (see setion 6.5.3).
Eah operator produes a partiular type of semanti link between its input and output
onepts. In this way, a dual or orthogonal view on the transformation proess arises in
the oneptual data model (setion 4.6). Together these two views provide a high amount
of information and exibility to KDD users.
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Teleommuniations
In this hapter, an example for a omplex KDD proess with extensive data preparation
is given. This example an also be examined online: see setion 6.5. The KDD proess
illustrates the onepts introdued in the previous hapters, in partiular the data prepa-
ration operators from hapter 4 on the one hand and the dual data views they produe
on the other. Setion 5.1 introdues the appliation domain and gives an overview; the
following setions eah desribe one hunk (ompare 4.4) of the data preparation graph.
Setion 5.8 draws some onlusions and disusses limitations of this model appliation.
Appendix D briey explains some extrats of the tehnial level SQL program that
realises this model appliation. It was automatially reated using the MiningMart soft-
ware desribed in hapter 6. It an be ompared to the sreenshots of the graphial
representation of the oneptual level given in this hapter, for a demonstration of the
advantages of the oneptual-level approah taken in this work.
5.1. Overview
This KDD appliation was modelled based on two real-world appliations (Chudzian
et al., 2003; Riheldi & Perrui, 2002a) (see also (Euler, 2005b; Euler, 2005d)) whih
were developed in the European projet MiningMart (Morik & Sholz, 2004). It has been
implemented on several KDD platforms (see hapter 8) using a large set (2 GB) of arti-
ial, random data whih was reated based on the real data shemas used in the original
appliations. More preisely, small data samples from the original appliations were pro-
vided for the projet and these samples were multiplied many times, and integrated using
newly reated keys, to gain the artiial data sets.
The appliation is from the teleommuniations domain. The business goal is the pre-
dition of hurn, that is, prediting whether a ustomer is likely to disontinue the sub-
sription to the teleompany soon, and move to a ompetitor. In teleommuniations,
hurn behaviour is quite ommon and involves high osts; a small inrease in the au-
ray of hurn predition an therefore result in substantial ost savings. The ompanies
try to retain ustomers likely to hurn by using speialised marketing ampaigns.
The appliation uses information about ustomers who have left the ompany in the
past, to predit hurn for ustomers who are still in ontrat with the ompany. Thus
the labelled data set that an be used for training and testing is limited by the amount
of data available for past ustomers. For deployment, all urrent ustomers an be used.
The model appliation demonstrates both training of models and their deployment; both
urrent and past ustomer data is prepared in the same way.
In general, hurn behaviour is learned and predited based on monthly information
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Figure 5.1.: The six preparation hunks of this appliation and their dependenies.
from the past six months, given the month when the ustomer hurned, or the urrent
month if the ustomer has not hurned. The data in this model appliation overs two
years, or 24 months. From these two years, two months are hosen (alled the hurn
months below) and all ustomers who have left the ompany in one of those months are
taken as positive examples for hurning. The negative examples are gathered by taking
all ustomers who have not left the ompany in the two years. During deployment, only
this last group is available. During training, adding the two groups of hurners results
in three six-months-periods that provide past data for the ustomers. The model ase is
designed suh as two easily allow to hange the two hurn months. Thus it an happen
that the three periods overlap, sine a given month may be the rst month of one period
and the fth, say, of another. Therefore some parts of the preparation graph must be
applied to the three periods separately, as detailed below.
The general goal of this data preparation proess is to transform the given data suh
that one entity desribes one ustomer in the resulting mining table. Data from the past
six months is therefore given a representation that provides some attributes for eah of
the six months, so that all the information for one ustomer is attahed to a single entity.
Thus the resulting mining table has many attributes (98 to be preise) and the hoie of
the relevant ones is left to the mining algorithm, a typial approah when there is little
intuition as to whih attributes might be most important.
The data sets that are used in this KDD proess are desribed in the following setions,
beause eah setion deals with one hunk of the preparation graph, and in this appli-
ation eah hunk orresponds to the preparation of one data table. In the nal hunk,
the results of eah hunk (their last output onepts) are joined and mining is applied
(setion 5.7). Figure 5.1 shows the six hunks of the appliation and their dependenies,
whih are given by the data ow. Eah hunk orresponds to one setion below.
Various parts of this example proess exemplify the high-level data preparation tasks
introdued in setion 2.1.3, as will be indiated.
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Attribute Type Explanation
Caller Key Customer Identiation
ServStart Date Date when servie started to operate for this ustomer
ServEnd Date Date when servie ended; missing if still operating
PayMethod Set Method of payment used by this ustomer
Handset Set Type of devie used by this ustomer
TariType Set Type of tari booked by this ustomer
TariPlan Set Type of tari booked by this ustomer
Table 5.1.: The attributes of the Servies onept, an input to the KDD proess.
5.2. Seletion of data for preparation
This part of the proess exemplies the high-level preparation task data redution (see
setion 2.1.3). The input data to this hunk is a table from the servie department of
the teleommuniations ompany that ontains information for eah ustomer about the
servies oered to them. Table 5.1 explains the attributes of the orresponding onept.
Sine this table provides the information whether a ustomer has left the ompany
or is still in ontrat, two tasks an be solved based on this data: the seletion of a
suitable subset of ustomers for preparation, and the onstrution of the label for mining.
Figure 5.2 shows the proess-oriented view of this hunk, that is, the graph of operator
appliations, as realised in the MiningMart system whih is desribed in the following
hapter. In MiningMart the nodes of the preparation graph are alled steps; they an be
named, and represent the appliation of an operator.
The two steps MarkSomeChurnedCustomers and MarkNonChurners mark all ustomers
that belong to the rst or seond hurn month or to the non-hurners by a speial value
of the new attribute. MarkSomeChurnedCustomers is realised by an operator that allows
to disretise attributes of the type date/time into disrete values, by giving time intervals.
MarkNonChurners uses a general Attribute derivation; it marks all ustomers who
have not left the ompany, as indiated by a missing value in the ServEnd attribute.
This extra marker is needed for later uniation with the hurned ustomers data set,
see below.
Note that in MiningMart, operators that reate a new attribute do not also reate a
new onept, but simply add the new attribute to the input onept, in ontrast to the
disussion in setion 4.2 where all operators are proposed to reate a new output onept.
This exeption produes fewer onepts in the onept web, allowing a learer overview
of the proess artifats. At the same time it may require to update semanti links: if a
onept that is a separation of another onept is extended by an attribute, the semanti
link between them is hanged to a speialisation. Suh updates are not made when the
onept web is displayed in MiningMart's onept editor, in order to reet the reation
of onepts; a dierent approah is possible here, namely to adjust the semanti links
where neessary.
Sine the two markers for the hurners and non-hurners are added to the same input
onept, they must have dierent names. After the two seletion steps have reated new
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Figure 5.2.: Seletion of ustomers and onstrution of the label for training.
onepts, one of these attributes an be renamed whih allows the uniation of the
onepts. But before uniation, the two attributes that provide the unique identier for
eah ustomer and the hurn marker are seleted, so that the result of this hunk is a
onept that maps ustomer identiers to hurn information. This onept will be joined
with the other input data sets in other hunks, using the ustomer identier attribute
Caller as key, in order to provide the seletion of ustomer data for the preparation
proess. This is a modular design meaning that to get a dierent seletion, only this
hunk (indeed only the rst two steps) has to be hanged, whih makes it easy to re-
use the appliation on updated data on a regular basis. Finally the resulting onept is
materialised in the database, whih is useful beause MiningMart realises intermediate
onepts as database views, and the nesting of views should not be too deep.
Figure 5.3 shows the data-oriented view of this hunk. The two onepts Inative-
Clients and AtiveClients are separations of the input onept InputServies, re-
ated by the two steps SeletNonChurners and SeletMarkedChurners from gure 5.2;
at the moment of seletion there are eight attributes (alled BaseAttributes in Min-
ingMart) in the input onept, but one is dierent for the two separated onepts as
explained above. The ninth attribute in AtiveClients is the renamed attribute reated
by the step RenameAttribute (gure 5.2). The two onepts Churners and NonChurners
are speialisations of InativeClients and AtiveClients, respetively, as explained
above, and they are unied to get the onept TrainingSetKeysAndChurnInfo whose
materialisation is TrainingSetKeyAndLabel.
Comparing gures 5.2 and 5.3 illustrates the dual approah to KDD introdued in
setion 4.6, and the omplementarity of the proess- and the data-oriented view. In the
following setions, usually only one view will be given as this sues to understand the
appliation, but another omparison of both views will be given in 5.5. The omplete
onept web of this KDD appliation is given in gure 5.10 on page 88.
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5.3. Creation of the label
Figure 5.3.: The onept web reated by the preparation graph in gure 5.2. Dashed
arrows represent separations, dotted arrows represent speialisations.
5.3. Creation of the label
This hunk is shown in the proess view in gure 5.4. Like the previous hunk it also
handles the servies data (see table 5.1). Mainly three new attributes are omputed
whih are useful for mining. The rst step joins the servies onept with the result of
the previous hunk whih seleted the ustomer data to be used for mining. As a result,
the hurn marker attribute is available in the output onept, and its instane ontains
only those ustomers that are in the seletion for mining.
The next three steps serve to ompute the number of years a ustomer has been with
the ompany (the servie length), sine this is hoped to be an indiator of ustomer
satisfation. Two steps extrat the year from the dates that mark the beginning and end
of servie; the following step omputes their dierene, taking the urrent year instead
of the end-of-servie year for those ustomers who are still with the ompany. After a
materialisation of the data set, the servie length is disretised into three intervals using
Disretisation (A.5.1). The next step onstruts a binary label for training (positive or
negative) based on the hurn marker attribute; this step is not needed during deployment.
Then some spelling errors in the TariffType attribute are orreted in the step Repair-
TariffType whih employs an instane of Value mapping (setion A.5.3). Finally some
attributes whih are not needed for mining (for example those that were only used as
intermediate steps to ompute the length of servie) are removed using Attribute
seletion (A.1.1) to get the nal result of this hunk.
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Figure 5.4.: The steps to prepare the servies data.
Attribute Type Explanation
Caller Key Customer Identiation
Birthday Date Date of birth of this ustomer
Gender Binary Gender of this ustomer
Name Set Name of this ustomer
Address Set Address of this ustomer
Table 5.2.: The attributes of the Customers onept, an input to the KDD proess.
5.4. Preparation of ustomer information
The input to this hunk is a table with personal ustomer information; table 5.2 explains
the attributes of the orresponding onept. Figure 5.5 shows the four steps of this hunk.
After the join to realise the data seletion, this hunk only omputes the age of the
ustomer (feature onstrution, see setion 2.1.3), using the dierene between the year
in whih the analysis takes plae and the year extrated from the Birthday attribute,
and removes the superuous attributes Birthday (replaed by Age), Name and Address.
Figure 5.5.: The steps to prepare the ustomer data.
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5.5. Preparation of revenue information
Attribute Type Explanation
Caller Key Customer Identiation
Month Date Month for whih revenue is given
Revenue Continuous Revenue generated by ustomer in given month
Table 5.3.: The attributes of the Revenues onept, an input to the KDD proess.
5.5. Preparation of revenue information
This hunk prepares some information about the revenue (prot) made by the ompany
from eah ustomer. The data set for it omes from the aounts department of the
ompany and provides the revenue that the ompany ould generate for eah ustomer
in eah month of the two years under onsideration. This data has already been proessed
by the aounts department, but needs dierent preparation for the KDD proess. Table
5.3 explains the attributes of the onept used as input for this hunk.
The gures 5.6 and 5.7 show the two views on this hunk, and provide a more om-
prehensive example of the duality disussed in setion 4.6. The join that realises the
data seletion for mining (step Selet revenue data for preparation) results in the
onept RevenuesToPrepare, whih is a speialisation of the input data (InputRevenues
and the ustomer seletion result of the rst hunk, TrainingSetKeyAndLabel. In the
onept web all join results an easily be reognised beause they are the only onepts
with more than one outgoing speialisation.
The next step deletes some entities from the onept's instane beause the Revenue
value is missing. There are not many entities where this is the ase, so replaement of
missing values was not deemed neessary by the analyst. This is data leaning . The result-
ing onept RevenuesNoMissingValues is a separation of RevenuesToPrepare beause
it inludes fewer entities but the same attributes.
The following steps have to be applied separately for the three six-months-periods
that provide the past data for the three ustomer groups (from two hurn months plus
the non-hurners). The reason is that dierent months at as the rst, seond and so
on month of the three periods, and there might be some overlap. So the three groups
are seleted; beause the following steps reate a new attribute (AbstratMonth) for the
resulting three separated onepts, they have an additional attribute but the link to
RevenuesNoMissingValues is a separation (see the remarks above in 5.2). The abstrat
month attribute serves to give idential markers (numbers 1 to 6) to the six months in
the three periods. Then only these months are seleted, resulting again in three separated
onepts.
The main aim in this hunk is to provide the revenue value for eah ustomer in
six new attributes, orresponding to the relevant six months on whih the predition
of hurn behaviour is to be based. This is an example for hanging the organisation of
the data, one of the high-level preparation tasks identied in setion 2.1.3. To this end,
Pivotisation (A.3.2) is now applied. The pivot attribute is Revenue, the index attribute
is AbstratMonth, and the Group By-attribute is Caller; the aggregation operator an
be summation or maximum, as there is only one entry per month and ustomer in the
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Figure 5.6.: The steps to prepare the revenue data.
input. The outputs are three onepts with the key attribute Caller plus six attributes
ontaining the revenues for the six-months-periods. Pivotisation relates these onepts
to the inputs by one-to-many relationship types, represented by the solid lines in gure
5.7 (there are several entities, namely one for eah month, for eah ustomer in the input,
but only one per ustomer in the output).
Next, these three onepts are unied (operator Union); the result is materialised; the
sum of revenues during the six months is omputed (Attribute derivation) and this
sum is disretised (Disretisation). Finally an Attribute seletion removes the
undisretised sum. The orresponding steps and resulting onepts an easily be found in
gures 5.6 and 5.7. The two views display a similar struture, demonstrating that both
are equally suitable to represent data preparation proesses.
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5.6. Preparation of phone all information
Figure 5.7.: The onept web reated by preparing the revenue data. Solid lines represent
relationship types.
5.6. Preparation of phone all information
The most important table desribes the teleommuniation behaviour of ustomers by
storing features of eah single phone all made by a ustomer, suh as number alled,
length, tari used, et. This table is alled the Call Detail Reords table (CDR). Table
5.4 explains the attributes of the orresponding onept.
This hunk is the most omplex one; gure 5.8 on page 85 presents its steps. This hunk
also deals with the largest data set, as the CDR onept ontains more than 61 million
rows, holding the phone all details of 20200 Customers over a period of 24 months. The
rst step is therefore to join CDR with the onept representing the data seletion for
mining, TrainingSetKeyAndLabel. About 40 million rows remain. To redue the data
further, only the entities orresponding to any of the months in one of the three periods
are hosen; to this end an attribute Month is derived from Day to indiate in whih month
eah all took plae. The step SeletRelevantMonths then selets only these months.
Further, a new attribute Peak indiating whether the all took plae during daytime or
nighttime tari is derived from Hour, using Disretisation with user-dened interval
bounds. The dierent types of alls are subsumed in a few groups like internet alls,
mobile phone alls, abroad alls et. by using Value mapping in the step GroupCall-
Classes. The result is materialised beause it is the basis for several sub-hunks of further
preparation.
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Attribute Type Explanation
Caller Key Customer Identiation
Called Set Phone number alled in this phone all
Day Date Date of phone all
Hour Date Time of phone all
Length Continuous Length of phone all in minutes
Units Continuous Number of tari units used in the phone all
Class Set Type of all: all to internet provider, mobile phone et.
State Set Indiates interruption of all due to malfuntions
Table 5.4.: The attributes of the CDR onept, an input to the KDD proess.
Similar to the revenue hunk (setion 5.5), unique numbers from 1 to 6 are given to the
six months of the three periods, using a similar struture of three parallel preparation
lines and their uniation (in the step UnionOfPeriods). The steps CountDroppedCalls,
ComputeNumDiffCalledPersons and CountCallsPerClass are examples for feature on-
strution; they ompute the number of alls that were dropped for tehnial reasons per
ustomer, the number of dierent phone numbers eah ustomer has ever alled, and
the number of alls to internet providers and free numbers; the latter are hanged to
binary ags indiating whether any suh alls have taken plae in the two steps Chek-
Ourrene....
The step ComputeLengthWholePeriod and its suessors ompute some important at-
tributes onerning the sum of minutes of all lengths ustomers have made in eah of the
six months. The step itself omputes the sum for eah ustomer and month (using Ag-
gregation); then Pivotisation is used to ompute six attributes for the six months.
The sum of all all lengths in all months is omputed in ComputeSumAllMonths and dis-
retised afterwards. Some attributes that have turned out to be deisive for the suess of
the mining algorithm in the original appliation are omputed in the step ComputeUsage-
Change. This step applies Attribute derivation several times (a feature oered by
the MiningMart system), and omputes dierenes in the phoning behaviour, measured
by the sum of all lengths, between the rst and sixth month, the seond and sixth and
so on. Thus these attributes an give an indiation of any abrupt hanges in the usage
of the teleommuniation servie.
The three steps PivotizeLengthBy... ompute more detailed statistis based on the
lengths of phone alls. The sum of these lengths is derived not only per month but per
month and per type of all, where type of all inludes: internet providers, distane alls,
loal alls, alls to mobile phones, alls to free lines, alls abroad, alls disrupted for
tehnial reasons, alls during peak time and during nonpeak time. These nine types
lead to 54 new attributes (nine sums of all lengths for eah of the six months) using
two-fold Pivotisation (see setion A.3.2). Clearly, the availability of n-fold pivotisation
in the MiningMart system simplied the omputation of these attributes drastially; in
another system where this appliation was implemented by the author, no pivotisation
was available so that 54 appliations of Attribute derivation had to be set up. This
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5.7. Mining and deployment
Figure 5.8.: The steps preparing the all details data.
demonstrates the usefulness of more omplex operators. Those systems that oer pivo-
tisation (ompare table 8.3 on page 186) only support n  1; in suh systems, nine plus
six simple pivotisation operators are needed.
The two joining steps JoinAdditions and JoinPivotisations are not neessary,
stritly speaking, beause their outputs are to be joined again in the following hunk
(their inputs might as well be joined there). But they help to get a learer struture of
the hunk and a learer onnetion to the following hunk.
5.7. Mining and deployment
The previous hunks have all produed several attributes with information about eah
ustomer. For nal mining, ve output onepts of the previous hunks are ombined
using a Join, using the ustomer identiation as the key for joining. This is an example
for propositionalisation. The result is a onept with more than 90 prediting attributes,
one label and one key. Figure 5.9 shows the onept web produed in this hunk.
Two row seletions then separate the positive from the negative examples; reall that
negative examples are ustomers that have not hurned. During training, a number of
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Figure 5.9.: The data view produed during training and deployment.
negative examples that is roughly equal to the number of positive examples is used,
seleted by a sampling row seletion (the onept TrainingSample. During deployment
there are only negative examples and there is no label; the label attribute is therefore
removed from NegativeExamples for this phase.
The positive and negative training examples are unied, resulting in the onept
MyTrainingSet, and used to train a deision tree. More preisely, the KDD analysts
who developed the original appliations got best results when splitting the training set
into three parts aording to three groups of ustomers aording to how muh revenue
they generated for the ompany. Thus three row seletion operators are applied to split
the training set, and three opies of these row seletion operators are used to split the
deployment set in the same way; the resulting onepts have names ending in ...Train
or ...Deploy, respetively.
The atual mahine learning experiments onsist simply of a 10-fold ross validation
for eah of the three deision trees, to evaluate their generalisation performane using the
auray measure. In the original teleommuniation appliation that this KDD example
is based on, this performane was used to guide the reation and seletion of the pre-
diting attributes desribed above. Here only the resulting proess is modelled, whih led
to good performane in the original appliation but whose performane on the random
artiial data used here is uninteresting. The mining experiments were exeuted with
the YALE system (Mierswa et al., 2006) to whih MiningMart oers two interfaes, one
operator for reating a YALE experiment that loads a data set reated with MiningMart
into YALE, and one operator for applying a YALE-learned model to a onept in Min-
ingMart. The rst operator is used on the three training onepts and the seond on the
three deployment onepts here. This seond operator adds an attribute with the pre-
dited value to the input. Note that its input must provide exatly the same prediting
attributes as are used for training, otherwise the learned model annot be evaluated. The
three onepts resulting from predition, named Predition...Profit, are thus speial-
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isations of the deployment onepts. They are unied to ollet all results. Finally, to ease
the use of the preditions in arbitrary business proesses (ompare setion 2.1.6), only
the ustomer identier and its predition are seleted and materialised in the database
(the nal onept DeploymentResult).
5.8. Disussion
The total number of steps used in all hunks of this model appliation is 98. Although
some design deisions (suh as when to materialise) are not determined exatly by the
tasks that were performed, but an be varied, this appliation example learly demon-
strates the omplexity of a longer KDD data preparation phase. Figure 5.10 shows the
omplete onept web from all hunks. While the hunks are not expliitly visualised in
this gure, it is easy to reognise the general struture of the appliation: at the top are
the four initial onepts (bearing a speial database ion) with the typial star struture
given by three onneting relationships; in the top left orner the onepts involved in
the seletion of data (setion 5.2) an be seen, with the nal result of a onept with
the keys and labels in the top entre. Then the four hunks that prepare the four initial
data tables begin by joining this entral onept to eah of the four initial onepts. In
the bottom of the gure the ve output onepts of the four hunks are joined and the
resulting mining onept is further proessed for training and deployment. Without the
use of the two views and of hunking, it would be very diult to keep an overview of
the whole proess; without the provided operators this would not be muh simpler than
with diret programming. The latter situation is demonstrated in appendix D.
However, some issues that may arise in real appliations are not addressed in this
model senario. For example, the data for it was artiially generated; though some
missing values and misspellings our, real data is notorious for inluding other surprises.
Another point is that no representativeness issue arises, while in real appliations, the
question whether the available data is representative of the phenomenon to be examined
needs to be addressed. Also, the data for this use ase was generated using onsistent key
relationships between the tables, whereas it may in reality be a problem to ahieve this, or
to get the data into relational tables in the rst plae. Further, this model appliation is
used for the predition of a binary label on unseen data, and the KDD proess ends there.
Thus no post proessing of the label is needed (see setions 2.1.6 and 4.5). For example,
if the label attribute had been saled during data preparation, this saling would have to
be reversed for the predited value before it an be used. Compare setion 7.2.6 where
an operator for this is disussed.
The mining phase is not inluded in this demonstration, in spite of its importane,
beause it is not in the fous of this work. Interfaes to the YALE mining tool box are
given. Finally, the atual use of the predited label, for example in a marketing ampaign,
is not modelled, though software support might well be useful here as well, for example
for the generation of marketing letters using the addresses of ustomers predited to
hurn soon.
In spite of these limitations, the model appliation served to ollet relevant and signif-
iant experienes by realising it in dierent software tools. Chapter 8 ontains evaluation
riteria based on these experienes.
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Figure 5.10.: The omplete onept web of the model appliation.
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Chapters 3 and 4 have introdued a oneptual or task-oriented desription of KDD
proesses and argued that modern KDD software should support this level expliitly.
As hapter 8 will show, some elements of this level are supported by several modern
KDD tools (if to a limited degree). This eases the daily work of KDD experts and allows
a growing number of non-experts to attempt at developing hallenging KDD projets.
Though both experts and inexperiened users an nd guidelines for their work in the
Crisp-Dm model, they are still faed with some essential problems, in partiular those of
nding a suitable data representation and of hoosing and tuning a learning algorithm to
give aeptable results. As mentioned in setion 2.1.3, data preparation, as the subproess
that leads to the desired data representation, still onsumes the largest part of the overall
work. The main reason is that what is a good data representation depends on the mining
task and data at hand, whih poses a hallenging problem. Knowledge Disovery is still
more an art than a siene (Pyle, 1999) as it involves many deisions that only humans
an take (Brahman & Anand, 1996), so that inexperiened users need a lot of training
(Kohavi et al., 2004). Suh users would benet greatly from soures of knowledge about
how experts have solved past KDD problems, espeially from exemplary, exeutable
KDD solutions. Even the experts might nd inspirations in solutions from other business
domains if these were available to them. The need for an environment to exhange and
reuse KDD proesses has long been reognised in the literature on KDD, see setion 6.1.2.
This hapter presents suh an environment, alled MiningMart. A brief overview is
given in setion 6.2. It is based on a meta model whih is desribed in setion 6.3, and
whih realises the two levels of desription for all aspets of the KDD proess as developed
in previous hapters. Thus this hapter relies strongly on the onepts of the previous
ones. An implemented system that diretly translates KDD proess models expressed in
this meta model to exeutable SQL ode is available. This system is mainly desribed
in hapter 7. The present hapter onentrates on the aspets of MiningMart that are
related to modelling and exhange of models. Thus, a web platform to publily display the
KDD proess models in a strutured way, together with desriptions about their business
domains, goals, methods and results, is desribed in setion 6.5 (based on (Haustein, 2002;
Euler, 2005d)). The models are downloadable from the web platform and an be imported
into the system whih exeutes them (in this ase, on a relational database). To support
the laim that this web platform is useful for the exhange of knowledge about suessful
KDD proesses, setion 6.5.3 and appendix B provide implemented, publily available,
and reusable solutions of frequently ourring problems; further, the issues of reuse and
adaptation, whih are important for this exhange, are disussed in detail in setion 6.6.
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6.1. Related work
6.1.1. Related elds
To solve a problem by remembering a previous similar situation, and by reusing knowl-
edge from that situation, is the ore idea of ase-based reasoning (CBR, e.g. (Aamodt &
Plaza, 1994)). CBR approahes require (at least) to model previous problems with their
solutions, and to math new problems to the olletion of previous ones. In this work, a
problem orresponds to a business question and given data, to whih a KDD proess is
the solution. Setion 6.3 desribes how the data and the KDD proess are represented,
while setion 6.5 explains how suh representations are linked to desriptions of the busi-
ness tasks and olleted in a publi, web-aessible repository. For problem mathing,
the system desribed in this and the following hapter inludes basi shema-mathing
algorithms (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001) that map the data representation of an existing
KDD proess (from the publi olletion) to a new data shema. Mathing of business
task desriptions is not automatially supported yet, but left to the user of the web
repository.
The idea that oneptual models of an appliation are easier to reuse than low-level
implementations is an important motivation for the KADS projet (Shreiber et al.,
1993). A partiular idea from KADS is to make ontrol knowledge (knowledge on how
to ontrol proesses in a system) reusable by providing expliit models of it without the
domain knowledge models that usually aompany it in the KADS framework. These
templates are alled interpretation models in KADS, beause they an be used to guide
the interpretation of new domains (Wielinga et al., 1993). Control knowledge in KADS
orresponds to preparation graphs in the present work while domain knowledge mirrors
data models. Thus there is a lear relation to work in knowledge representation.
Being an integrated environment for the reation, olletion, retrieval and reuse of
knowledge about KDD proesses, and sine it oers web aess and is based on meta-
data, the web repository desribed in setion 6.5 an be seen as a knowledge portal (Staab,
2002) to suessful KDD proesses, whih broadly relates this work with knowledge man-
agement (e.g. (Holsapple, 2003)). The latter aims to make the right knowledge available
to the right proessors in the right representation (Holsapple & Joshi, 2003). It om-
prises the identiation, aquisition or reation, distribution, utilisation, and preservation
of knowledge (Probst et al., 1999), usually but not neessarily within an organisation,
where knowledge is strutured information, for example based on an ontology. In this
work, an ontology of essential steps in KDD proesses is given in hapter 4. The meta
model explained in setion 6.3 identies the information that is used here to preserve,
utilise and distribute knowledge about KDD proesses.
A dierent area whih is somewhat related to the present work is data warehousing,
whih deals with the olletion, storage and non-learning based analysis of large volumes
of data (Inmon, 1996; Meyer & Cannon, 1998). Clearly, knowledge disovery projets
benet from the presene of well-maintained data warehouses sine the raw data an
be expeted to be leaner and more omplete. Also data warehouses tend to use inter-
nal data models, often under the term metadata (Vaduva & Dittrih, 2001). Metadata
frameworks in data warehousing allow to model relational and objet-oriented data (Vet-
terli et al., 2000); detailed, but slightly outdated surveys an be found in (Staudt et al.,
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1999a; Staudt et al., 1999b). Standardisation eorts desribed in those referenes have
led to the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM) dened by the Objet Management
Group
1
. An interesting idea would be to reuse data models expressed in suh standard
formalisms for KDD projets on the tehnial level. This idea suggests to extend these
formalisms by the means to express a (KDD-spei) oneptual level. Unfortunately, at
the time when the meta model desribed in setion 6.3 was oneived, the standardisation
of warehouse metadata modelling had not yet been mature enough to hoose a widely
used meta model that would ensure a high degree of usability, as Staudt et al. explain
in the referenes above. Therefore the meta model to be presented here inludes its own
devies to doument the data to be analysed on the tehnial level.
6.1.2. Related work in KDD
Reusing KDD solutions
The idea of olleting KDD solutions to enable their adaptation and reuse was already
mentioned, as a plan for future work, by Wirth et al. (1997). However, no publiations
desribing a working environment based on this approah seem to be available. The same
is true for (Kerber et al., 1998), where an interesting methodology for the doumentation
and reuse of suessful KDD projets is presented whose motivation is idential to the one
for this work. So-alled ative templates are proposed there to link ations, results and
doumentations related to a KDD proess, whih is very similar to the web repository
realised for this work (setion 6.5). The importane of the reusability of KDD models is
also stressed in (Zhong et al., 2001) and (Bernstein et al., 2005) (see below). Setions 6.5.3
and 6.6 over templates and reusability in this hapter.
One reason why using existing KDD solutions as a template for new appliations an be
advantageous is that it is diult to selet a suitable mahine learning algorithm for the
mining step. It is a well-known theoretial result that no learning algorithm exists that
an generally outperform any other learning algorithm on arbitrary data sets (Wolpert
& Maready, 1995). Mahine Learning researh has experimentally onrmed that the
hoie of the learning algorithm to use depends highly on the data set at hand; see, for
example, (Mihie et al., 1994). Indeed, as was already mentioned in setion 2.1.3, the
representation of the learning problem (using the given data) is ruial for the suess
of a mining algorithm (Langley & Simon, 1995; Morik, 2000). Finding a representation
on whih a partiular algorithm is suessful usually involves muh trial and error. This
has motivated researh on meta learning , as reported in (Pfahringer et al., 2000; Brazdil
et al., 2003; Vilalta et al., 2004) for example. Meta learning attempts to generalise from
harateristis of data sets and the respetive performanes of learning algorithms on
these data sets, with the aim of providing advie on the hoie of a learning algorithm
given a new data set. Meta learning thus uses data harateristis and past solutions
to assist in the development of new data mining and KDD appliations; see (Giraud-
Carrier & Provost, 2005) for a theoretial analysis of the soundness of this approah.
Meta learning fouses on the mining step, in ontrast to the present work whih aims to
support the whole KDD proess.
1
http://www.omg.org/wm/
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It has been argued that the aumulated results of the rst-level Mahine Learning
researh (on nding suessful ombinations of representations and mining algorithms)
enable impliit meta learning by the Mahine Learning researh ommunity (Giraud-
Carrier & Provost, 2005). The framework presented in this hapter allows to doument
in detail whih representation was used in a partiular appliation, and also how it
was reated. It an thus help to make this impliit meta learning more expliit, by
olleting detailed, operational models of suessful pairs of data representations and
mining algorithms.
KDD modelling languages
To doument and store KDD proesses requires a modelling language, or meta model. A
well-known standard to model the KDD proess is Crisp-Dm (Chapman et al., 2000).
While it gives an overview of dierent, interdependent phases in a KDD proess and
denes some terminology (see hapter 2), it is not formalised, nor detailed enough to
model onrete instanes of data preparation and mining operations based on it, and
does not inlude a data model. An early sketh of a formal model of the KDD proess
was presented by Williams and Huang (1996); the proess is represented by a four-tuple
pD,L,F, Sq, where D represents the data sets, L is a knowledge representation language,
F is an evaluation funtion that sores the interestingness of disovered patters, and S
is a set of operations exeuted on the data. D and S are relevant here, but D is not
developed to any detail in (Williams & Huang, 1996) while S provides only a rough
lassiation of neessary operations without speifying the operations to any detail.
The new PMML version 3.0
2
, a standard to desribe mahine-learned models in XML
(Raspl, 2004), inludes failities to model the data set and data transformations exeuted
on it before mining. However, it is not proess-oriented, thus it does not allow to model a
data ow through a omplex KDD proess, and the data model is restrited to one table.
Other standards around data mining are Java Data Mining (JDM (Hornik et al., 2004)),
whih inludes web servie denitions, and SQL/MM Data Mining. Though extensible,
they urrently provide interfaes to mining algorithms rather than to omplete KDD
proesses. Similarly, Cannataro and Comito (2003) present a data mining ontology to
enable grid-based servies, but it is urrently restrited to the mining phase of the KDD
proess.
Reently, some new researh attempts to employ grid infrastrutures for knowledge
disovery. A good overview is given in (Cannataro et al., 2004). To enable the exeution
of KDD proesses on a grid, these proesses have to be modelled independently from
the mahines that exeute them, and heterogeneous data shemas and soures have to
be modelled. In (AlSaira et al., 2003), a Disovery Proess Markup Language (DPML)
is used, based on XML, to model the omplete KDD proess. Unfortunately, from the
available publiations it is not lear how omprehensive and detailed DPML is. In the
GridMiner projet (Brezany et al., 2003; Brezany et al., 2004), eah step of the KDD
proess is provided by Grid servies whih an be dynamially omposed into exeution
plans using a Dynami Servie Composition Engine (DSCE). The input for this engine is
also an XML derivation alled Dynami Servie Composition Language (DSCL), whih is
2
http://www.dmg.org/pmml-v3-0.html
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used to speify the ativities to exeute together with their parameters. The meta model
presented in setion 6.3 ould serve as a basis for grid-based proessing in a similar way,
as it delaratively models omplete KDD proesses independently of their realisation.
KDD proess models are also useful in distributed data mining senarios (see e.g. (Park
& Kargupta, 2002)), where one often deides to realise parts of the KDD proess, in
partiular data preparation, at eah loal site that stores parts of the data. Assuming
homogeneous data shemas (Park & Kargupta, 2002), the same subproess will be applied
at eah site, so that modelling it one while exeuting it at all sites an save a lot of eorts.
Reently, an XML-based middleware language, alled KDDML, for the support of
KDD appliations has been developed (Romei et al., 2005; Romei et al., 2006). Middle-
ware languages are used to exhange data between dierent appliations, hene KDDML
is designed to allow the desription of KDD proesses independently of their realisation.
Elements in KDDML are operators, with funtional semantis; this allows to nest oper-
ators like in Yale (Mierswa et al., 2006). Some operators return data tables while others
return learned models, salar values, or generi XML strings. For data aess, speial
KDDML elements store the atual data loation as well as metadata, inluding onep-
tual data types and data harateristis (see setion 3.3.3). These elements are returned
by data-reading operators. For both SQL data soures and at les in the ARFF format,
KDDML operators exist to read the data. Elements to model data preparation operators
are also available; the urrent list is not long but easily extensible. Learned models are
represented based on PMML (see above). Some other KDDML elements allow to apply,
evaluate and post-proess ertain models, and to speify that some operations an be ex-
euted in parallel if this is possible in the interpreting environment. In sum, KDDML is
a reent, rather powerful and extensible delarative language to desribe KDD proesses,
with funtional semantis. The approah shows some similarities to the Yale approah
(Mierswa et al., 2006), but uses an expliit data representation. This is similar to M4,
the delarative meta model used in MiningMart (see below). Thus KDDML uses many
ideas that are also present in MiningMart, but has been developed and published several
years later. Also, MiningMart omes with a omplete system that inludes a user-friendly
interfae, while KDDML provides a middleware that may be used by other appliations,
similar to a library of funtions. To this end, a KDDML interpreter system is available,
but no system that supports oneptual-level aess to KDD appliations modelled in
KDDML has been developed. As another major dierene to MiningMart, the interpreter
system an aess relational databases but does not leave the data inside the database,
as MiningMart does. Instead, the data is read into main memory. Thus MiningMart an
proess muh larger data sets.
Systems for KDD proesses
Early knowledge disovery systems (see e.g. (Matheus et al., 1993)) were foused on the
mining step, in that they provided mainly a set of learning algorithms without muh
support for other phases. Brahman and Anand (1996) saw the need for more support
early on, and proposed to use the term knowledge disovery support environment for
systems that would provide at least a loser integration with databases and support for
other phases (they inluded requirements on the mining phase that need not be detailed
here). This hapter presents suh an environment; other attempts to onstrut suh
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environments are disussed in the following.
There have been two approahes that provide some intelligent assistane to KDD users
in setting up their proesses. Suh approahes also require some model of the KDD proess
(see above). Basi steps in a KDD proess are realised by agents in the work of Zhong et al.
(2001); meta-agents (planners) organise them to a valid proess using their input and
output speiations. The authors provide an ontology of KDD agents that distinguishes
between three phases of the proess, namely preproessing, knowledge eliitation (mining)
and knowledge renement (whih orresponds to post-proessing as explained in setion
2.1.4). Another distintion is that between automati agents and agents that need some
human assistane (interator agents). Conerning data preparation (preproessing), data
olletion, leaning and seletion are mentioned as interator agents. Automati data
preparation agents are restrited to disretisation and several segmentation algorithms
(in the terminology from hapter 4). This partiular hoie of agents is not expliitly
justied in the published artiles.
Zhong et al. (2001) also provide a data model, whih is rather dierent from the one
desribed in this work (setion 6.3.1) in that it stores the stage of the KDD proess that
a data set results from. Thus their data model distinguishes between raw data, lean
data, seleted data (a subset of the whole data set), hanged data, and segments of a
data set (e.g. lusters). However, it does not model tables or olumns. Similar to the way
in whih the input and output of the operators of hapter 3 is speied in terms of the
semanti data model given in setion 3.2.2, the operating agents in (Zhong et al., 2001)
have input and output speiations that use the data model given there. The limited
data model thus translates to limitations on the possible proesses, whih is probably
neessary to enable the automati planning of suh proesses.
The authors stress the aspets of reusability and adaptability (ompare setion 6.6).
Instead of inluding failities to publily ollet and exhange proess models, however,
their approah relies on the planner to adapt an existing proess to hanged irum-
stanes. This approah to adaptation is similar in (Bernstein et al., 2005), where a system
to systematially enumerate and rank possible KDD proesses is presented, given some
input data and a mining goal. These authors have also developed a meta model for KDD
proesses, but it does not inlude a meta model for data whih makes reusing their pro-
esses more diult. The only type of information onerning the data that they model
seems to be the ontinuous/disrete distintion, whether a olumn ontains missing val-
ues or not, and a qualitative (binary) indiation of whether the number of reords or the
number of attributes of the data set is large. Similar to Zhong et al. (2001), this model
limits the possible, valid KDD proesses beause eah operator speies onditions on
its input and output. For example, a logisti regression mining operator does not take
disrete attributes as input.
Conerning the KDD proess, Bernstein et al. (2005) also use the distintion into
preparation, mining and post-proessing (of models). Their list of preparation operators,
whih they do not laim to be omplete in any sense, inludes sampling, disretisation,
dihotomisation, attribute seletion and prinipal omponent analysis. At a higher level,
their ontology of the KDD proess inludes shemata for omplex proesses whih allow
to onstrain the searh for valid proesses by providing a template struture for the
operator graph that the nal proess must have. The idea of suh shemata is related to
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the subgraphs that solve partiular KDD tasks introdued in setions 6.5.3 and 6.6.
It was already noted in setion 1.1.1 that the planning-based approahes ited above
suer from salability problems: larger, real-world KDD projets are unlikely to be su-
essful if their data preparation is limited to meeting the tehnial restritions imposed
by a mining algorithm, rather than also reating meaningful mining input, i.e. input
that allows to disover interesting patterns. However, little has been done in the planning
approahes to aount for this.
A speial fous on data preparation is taken in the Sumatra projet (Aubreht et al.,
2002), whih developed a speial sripting language alled Sumatra whih is designed
for data transformation. There is also a tool alled SumatraTT (Sumatra Transforma-
tion Tool) that interprets data preparation tasks written in this language. SumatraTT
uses abstrat data objets to represent various data soures, resembling the M4 data
model (setion 6.3.1) in that this mehanism allows to formulate the data transforma-
tions uniformly (independently of the onrete data soures). These data transformations
are programmed in the Sumatra language; however, SumatraTT provides an extensible
library of templates of Sumatra ode that an be reused on new appliations by hang-
ing some template parameters. There is also a graphial user interfae to onnet data
soures to abstrat data objets, and to set up data preparation hains using the template
library.
Knobbe (2004) has developed a tool alled ProSafarii that supports preparation tasks
with a fous on multirelational data mining. The tool is based on relational database
tehnology, but uses an abstrat data model where the foreign key relations are enrihed
by multipliity (ardinality) information. The speialisation and subonept relations
proposed in hapter 3 are missing, though. The tool provides a few preparation oper-
ators that support data transformations of multiple onepts, in partiular aggregation
by relationships (setion A.2.2), pivotisation (A.3.2), and joins. An additional operator
available in ProSafarii, not desribed in the present work (but easily speiable as a fur-
ther operator), is normalisation, an operation that is well-known from database design.
It splits an input onept into two onepts if the input onept ontains a funtional de-
pendeny between two attributes (see setion 3.1.2), souring out the dependeny into
a seond onept. Details an be found in (Knobbe, 2004) or any database textbook. Ini-
dentally, Knobbe also desribes a rudimentary methodology for data preparation, whih
is tailored to his fous on multirelational mining; it basially lists some high-level steps
for seleting relevant information, adding derived attributes, disretisation of ontinuous
attributes, joins, aggregation and propositionalisation (see also setion 4.1.2).
Yale (Mierswa et al., 2006) is a system whose fous is on the mining phase; it supports
the subproess of mining experiments whih are exeuted on a xed input data table,
and thus do not belong to the data preparation phase. Nonetheless Yale inludes some
data preparation operators, like disretisation or dihotomisation, whih an be applied
to single data tables.
Commerial systems that support the development of KDD proesses are listed in
setion 8.5.
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Integrating data and patterns
The present work attempts to model omplete KDD proesses, inluding many admin-
istrational issues, but does not fous on the entral mining step. However, there have
reently been some attempts to integrate preparation and mining aspets in a single,
data-oriented view. The work by Kramer et al. (2005) has already been disussed in
setion 4.1.2; results of mining are seen as an additional attribute of the mining table.
The operator Attribute derivation (A.5.4) proposed in this work allows this kind of
integration.
The idea of oering unifying views on both the data and the mined patterns in the data
is a little older, though. Most famously, indutive databases have been proposed as a single
environment for the two (Bouliaut, 2004). This researh onentrates on the frequent
itemset mining paradigm. Within this paradigm, both data and patterns an be aessed
by the same query language (Bouliaut et al., 1999), whih allows to view a omplete KDD
proess as a sequene of suh queries  an appealingly ompositional approah, though
no oneptual-level ounterpart has been developed for it yet. A delarative framework
for indutive databases alled XDM is available (Meo & Psaila, 2003), whih is based on
XML and related standards. It an represent the data, the proess and mined patterns
in the data. However, XDM is independent of spei formats for modelling the data or
patterns: it provides a generi and exible framework whih needs to be lled. Currently,
there do not seem to exist omprehensive realisations of the framework, nor systems to
support it, and the framework does not employ a oneptual level.
A dierent interesting ontribution in this area is (Johnson et al., 2000), where data
regions are proposed as a single formalism to desribe relational data, inluding various
stages of its preparation, and the results of mining it. For example, the operator Row
seletion (setion A.1.2) an be seen as utting a region out of a given data set; and
similarly, deision trees partition the input data into a number of regions. This framework
is appealing oneptually but has never been implemented.
MiningMart
This hapter desribes some results of the MiningMart projet, whose earliest stages
have been desribed in (Kietz et al., 2000). An early design of the meta model presented
in setion 6.3 has been given in (Kietz et al., 2001), a more omplete doumentation
an be found in (Morik et al., 2001) while the nal version is (Sholz & Euler, 2002).
The ompiler, whih operationalises the KDD models (setion 6.4), has been presented
in (Morik & Sholz, 2004) and in more detail in (Sholz, 2007). Details on the web
repository have been presented in (Haustein, 2002), and on the urrent version in (Euler,
2005d). Compared to the Sumatra projet, MiningMart uses SQL as the low-level data
aess and transformation interfae, instead of the newly invented sripting language
Sumatra. While the Sumatra language perhaps allows easier and riher manipulations
at the tehnial level, it seems less apt to hiding the tehnial level from the user even
onsidering the templates. Data resides inside the database under MiningMart, instead
of being read into main memory like in SumatraTT or in the KDDML system.
This hapter ontributes MiningMart's publi repository of KDD proess models and
its tehnology (setion 6.5), based on (Euler, 2005d), after explaining the basis of Min-
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Figure 6.1.: Overview of the main omponents of MiningMart.
ingMart, espeially the meta model M4. Further, it fouses on the reuse of KDD proesses
and the kinds of adaptation that may be neessary (setion 6.6).
6.2. MiningMart overview
Figure 6.1 provides an overview of the main MiningMart omponents. The meta model,
M4, is used to model both the data, via onepts, attributes, et., and the preparation
proess, whih onsists of a direted ayli graph of steps. Every step represents the
appliation of one spei operator to one or more onepts. As the gure illustrates, the
user's work at the oneptual level denes the steps of a KDD proess model, and the
oneptual data model of the output of eah step is reated by the system as soon as the
step itself is reated. When the MiningMart ompiler is exeuted, it reates the atual
output at the tehnial level (the atual views or tables in the database).
To give a learer piture of how MiningMart's omponents interat, the following para-
graphs sketh the two main use ases that MiningMart supports, the development of a
new KDD appliation and the reuse of an existing one.
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Use ase 1: Developing a new KDD proess
The given data, whih must reside in a relational database, is imported into MiningMart,
where it is represented using elements of the oneptual data model. During import,
all the information in the relational soure is exploited, in order to get an adequate
representation; see setion 3.2.2 where mappings between the tehnial and oneptual
data models are disussed. Another way of modelling the initial data (at the oneptual
level) is to do it manually, and onnet the resulting model to atual data. In any ase
the oneptual model an be extended, by the user, with information that is not present
in the database, suh as the mining-related attribute roles, the oneptual data types,
or any missing semanti links between onepts. All these tasks are performed using the
onept editor.
Users an then set up a model of the proess in the proess editor, using the onepts
and attributes of the data model as parameters of the steps. As soon as the input for
a step is dened, by the step's operator it is determined what the output onept must
look like. Another way to put this is to say that the shema of the output is reated as
soon as the user speies the operator, but on the instane level, the atual data that
lls the output shema is reated later, by the ompiler . Thus, only when the proess is
exeuted, the ompiler reates the atual data that the proess produes. This way of
development separates the modelling from the exeution of a preparation proess. This
is very useful for handling large data sets. It is enabled by employing the rather spei,
powerful operators from appendix A, whose output shema is determined by their input
shema and their atual parameter settings.
Throughout the proess the user is supported by the administration of the onep-
tual data types of the attributes of the various onepts. The data types allow to ensure
the tehnial appliability of the preparation operators, by observing the operators' on-
straints; this supports the explorative nature of the development, sine it helps to avoid
invalid experiments. However, the onstraints an only help to observe the tehnial re-
quirements of preparation operators and mining algorithms. Suh issues as are related to
the semanti validity of the proess would onern the question whether the ahieved
representation has the potential to help the mining algorithm disover valid, novel and
useful patterns. As noted in hapter 1, human understanding is indispensable in this area,
and support an only be given by a ase-based approah, as motivated in the beginning
of the present hapter. Use ase 2 below deals with this approah.
Use ase 2: Reusing a previously modelled KDD proess
Complete models of preparation proesses an be exported from and imported into Min-
ingMart. Only the oneptual level is onerned here. The web repository of suh models
(setion 6.5) is the entral platform for the exhange of models between users. Importing
a KDD model into MiningMart means that the onept web representing the input data
and all intermediate data sets is available; further, of ourse the proess model (operators
with their parameters) is available.
The next step is to hoose a point in the modelled, imported proess where the inter-
mediate result, in terms of the reated data representation, is most similar to the user's
own, loal data. It an also be the model of the original input data. The onepts from
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this point an then be onneted to the own data, and all operations after this point an
diretly be exeuted. Details about these issues follow in setion 6.6.
In the remainder of this hapter, setion 6.3 explains MiningMart's meta model M4 in
detail. Setion 6.4 briey disusses the ompiler omponent, while setion 6.5 explains the
export funtionality of gure 6.1 and the web repository of KDD models. More dynami
and tehnial aspets of the MiningMart system are disussed in hapter 7.
6.3. A meta model for KDD proesses
This setion explains the struture and some details of the meta model (alled M4) used
in the MiningMart environment. More details an be found in the tehnial report (Sholz
& Euler, 2002). M4 is strutured along two dimensions: the data vs. proess dimension
as disussed in hapters 3 and 4, respetively, and the tehnial vs. oneptual dimension
that is introdued in setion 2.2. Setion 6.3.1 shows the data meta model, while setion
6.3.2 explains the proess part of the meta model. A data model and a proess model
together desribe an instane of a KDD proess and are alled a ase.
The meta model provides a list of types of objets, and denes possible referenes
from one objet to another. It an be expressed in various ways, for example a relational
database shema or an XML DTD. In a database shema, there is a database table
for eah type, and the table entries represent objets of that type; possible referenes
between objets are expressed through foreign key onstraints. In XML, an XML tag an
be provided for eah M4 type, and speial tags an represent the referenes between M4
objets if eah objet has a unique identier, but the onstraints on the referenes are
not so easy to express. Beause of this, the MiningMart system urrently uses a database
to store the ase models while working with them, but uses XML for their import and
export as this eases their exhange between platforms. In this hapter, the M4 examples
are displayed using the more legible database representation of M4. A further possibility
to inspet (the oneptual level of) M4 is given in the web repository of suessful KDD
ases, see setion 6.5.
6.3.1. Modelling the data
The data model in M4 diretly realises the appliation of the two desription levels.
It provides spei types for the lower logial data model and further types for the
oneptual level. Also, data harateristis and data types as disussed in setions 3.3.3
and 3.3.1 are modelled.
At the tehnial level, the relational data is modelled exatly as it resides in the
database. The two basi types M4 oers for this are Columnset, whih represents tables,
and Column. The term olumnset is used as an abstration for data tables and database
views. Figure 6.2 shows how a data table EmplData with olumns EmplId, EmplName and
Salary is represented in M4
3
. The tehnial data types are inluded for eah olumn.
In M4, only the dierene between numbers, strings and dates/times is made at the
tehnial level, to be able to deide whether ertain operations on the data must involve
3
Examples in this hapter are slightly simplied in that they show only those elds of the M4 tables
that are relevant for the example.
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Database table EmplData:
EmplId EmplName Salary
13 Smith 1300
... ... ...
Table Column:
ID Name Columnset Feature Type
43 EmplId 41 46 1
44 EmplName 41 47 2
45 Salary 41 48 1
Table Columnset:
ID Name Conept
41 EmplData 42
Table TehnialType:
ID Name
1 Number
2 String
3 Date
Figure 6.2.: M4 data model, tehnial level example. See also gure 6.4.
inverted ommas for strings, or speial haraters like olons for dates/times. A further
dierentiation is not neessary, sine the system that interprets the meta model deals
with the data soure-spei details.
This list of tehnial data types that MiningMart supports is also stored delaratively
in M4, in what an be alled the stati part of M4. See the table in the lower right
part of gure 6.2. The stati part provides the information that does not hange aross
KDD models (ases), in ontrast to the dynami part whih stores the M4 objets that
together form ases. Figure 6.3 illustrates that the stati part stores knowledge about
operators, data types, et., and is read by the MiningMart system in order to orretly
instantiate the dynami M4 objets. The types Column and Columnset above, for example,
are dynami M4 types. Chapter 7 goes into more detail onerning how the MiningMart
system and the two parts of M4 interat.
Not shown in gure 6.2 is the storage of (dynami) information about the data har-
ateristis of eah olumn. This kind of metadata is needed at several plaes in a KDD
proess, as setion 3.3.3 argues. In M4, the ount of data reords for a table an be stored
as well as the minimum, maximum, average and median value for ontinuous olumns,
the number of unique and missing values for any olumn, and the number of ourrenes
of eah value of a olumn. The MiningMart system omputes this information on request
by the user.
Another type of (dynami) tehnial-level information that an be stored in M4, also
not shown in gure 6.2, is information about primary and foreign key referenes that may
be delared in the database. This information is needed to support the representation of
relationship types at the oneptual level.
This lower data level of M4 is not exported, and thus not exhanged between users.
The higher level types in M4, whih implement the oneptual data model from se-
tion 3.2.2, are Conept, Feature, ConeptualType, Role, Relation, Projetion and Subon-
ept. The rst four form the higher level orrespondene to data tables, the onepts.
Figure 6.4 exemplies (dynami) M4 objets of these types. The latter three M4 types
model the three types of links between onepts used in the oneptual data model, by
simply linking IDs of M4 onepts. The names are dierent for historial reasons, but the
type Relation is used for relationships, Projetion for speialisation and Subonept for sep-
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Figure 6.3.: Illustration of the way MiningMart makes use of delarative knowledge about
its operators, stored in the stati part of M4, to reate dynami M4 objets that
together provide an atual KDD model. See also hapter 7.
aration. Cardinalities of relationships are not yet supported in M4. The oneptual data
type of eah Feature is stored as a referene to the stati M4 type ConeptualType. The
mapping between the levels is represented by the link between Columnsets and Conepts
shown in gure 6.2 (eld ConeptID of the Columnset table).
The oneptual-level elements an also be annotated using free text; suh annotations
are stored as objets of another M4 type, Dou. These doumentation objets refer to
the M4 objet they annotate by the ID of that objet (M4 IDs are globally unique; see
(Sholz, 2007) for more details).
This realisation of the two-level approah in the data model allows to reuse the higher
level elements, on new data, by simply hanging the mapping (and perhaps adding or re-
moving elements as disussed in setion 6.6). For the mapping, eah Conept orresponds
to one table or view
4
, a Feature orresponds to one olumn, and Relations orrespond to
foreign key links between tables. Not all Features of a Conept must be onneted to a
Column and not all Columns must have a Feature. This enables a more exible use of the
oneptual level. Subonept links and Projetions do not have a orrespondene at the
tehnial level, as they realise separations and speialisations, respetively.
The mapping between the levels is in general provided by the user. The onept editor
supports the reation and manipulation of higher level elements and their mapping to
given data. Further, as in use ase 2 in setion 6.2, onepts and relationships an be
automatially reated from a seletion of database objets. This enables a quik set-up
of the model that represents the initial data to be prepared. When this funtionality is
used, the system reates a onept for eah database objet (table or view), unless a
table onsists only of olumns that refer to other tables by foreign keys, in whih ase
the table is onsidered a ross table, i.e. one that realises a relationship. Suh tables
are not represented by onepts, but by many-to-many relationships. Similarly, many-to-
one relationships are automatially reated to represent diret foreign key links between
tables. The oneptual data type of eah feature is guessed from the tehnial types of
4
To enable the kind of pseudo-parallel proessing motivated in setion 1.1.1, in fat a Conept an
represent several tables or views of the same shema. Setion 6.4 explains this, but here it is not
disussed for larity of presentation.
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Table Conept:
ID Name Type
42 Employees DB
Table Feature:
ID Name Conept Type Role
46 IdNum 42 4 8
47 LastName 42 4 11
48 Salary 42 5 9
Table ConeptualType:
ID Name
4 Disrete
5 Continuous
6 Time
7 Binary
Table Role:
ID Name
8 Key
9 Preditor
10 Label
11 No Role
Figure 6.4.: M4 data model, oneptual level example. The example relates to gure 6.2.
In the example, the names of the onept and the features have been edited by a user
to be more explanatory.
the orresponding olumn. All oneptual-level elements an be edited by the user at any
time.
One the mapping is done, all user work on the KDD proess ontinues using the
oneptual level, as an be seen in setion 6.3.2.
6.3.2. Modelling proessing steps
The dierene between the stati and the dynami part of M4 (see above, gure 6.3) is
more salient in the proess model, to be disussed now. First the stati part is explained,
then the dynami instantiation of operators.
The stati part of M4 inludes a shemati speiation of all operators that are avail-
able in the system. The speiation of an operator lists its name, its parameters, on-
straints, onditions, assertions, and a semanti link between input and output onept(s).
This information is found in appendix A for eah operator.
The M4 type Operator denes the name of an operator while the type Op_Param is
used to dene the allowed input and output parameters for eah operator (ompare the
parameter denitions in appendix A). Further, the type Op_Constr an be used to dene
onstraints on the instantiated parameters, and the type Op_Cond holds the onditions
(see setion 4.2 for explanations of onstraints, onditions and assertions). Figure 6.5
exemplies this part of M4 with the operator Disretisation (setion A.5.1) (more
speially, the operator shown here disretises a ontinuous attribute given only the
number of target intervals). The type Op_Param speies for eah parameter the name,
minimum and maximum number of instantiations, IO type (input or output), and M4
type of the M4 objet that an instantiate the parameter. In the example, the operator
must be given, among other things, the number of intervals that it reates. This is only
one value, thus the minimum and maximum number of instantiations are both 1. Another
possible input to the operator are symboli names (labels) for the intervals it reates.
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Table Operator:
OpID Name
96 Disretisation
Table Op_Constr:
OpID Type Obj1 Obj2
96 IN TargetAttrib InputConept
96 TYPE TargetAttrib Continuous
96 TYPE OutputAttrib Disrete
96 GT NoOfIntervals 0
Table Op_Param:
OpID Name Min Max IO M4Type
96 InputConept 1 1 In Con
96 TargetAttrib 1 1 In Fea
96 NoOfIntervals 1 1 In Value
96 Labels 0 In Value
96 OutputAttrib 1 1 Out Fea
Figure 6.5.: M4 proess model, operator speiation example.
The number of these labels is not limited beforehand, and the operator an also reate
its own labels, so that the parameter Labels is optional, thus its minimum number of
instantiations is 0 and no maximum number is given.
To hek the validity of an operator instantiation, onstraints on the parameters an be
speied. In the example in gure 6.5, for instane the oneptual data type of the target
attribute (the one to be disretised) is onstrained to be ontinuous, or the number
of intervals is onstrained to be greater than (GT) 0. This delarative feature helps
to ensure that only valid sequenes of operators an be set up. It thus supports the
exeution-independent development of KDD proess models.
Some operators an be applied several times to the same input. For example, the
MiningMart versions of Saling sale one attribute to a new range, but an also be set
up to sale several attributes simultaneously. This faility is alled looping . Only ertain
parameters of ertain operators are loopable; a speial onstraint in the type Op_Constr
signals this. For more details refer to (Sholz, 2007).
M4 also provides the type OperatorGroup whih is used to bundle operators that solve
a similar task. This feature is inluded for the onveniene of the user, as the MiningMart
system urrently oers more than 80 operators; by the OperatorGroup type a taxonomy
over these operators is dened, to provide a better overview. For example, the dierent
disretisation operators (disretising attributes based on, e.g., the number of intervals
to be reated, the ardinality of the intervals, and other speiations) are grouped
under one heading. Groups an be hierarhially arranged (nested). For the top level, the
groups from hapter 4 that assoiate the operators to important high-level preparation
tasks ould be used.
Finally, M4 inludes the type Assertion that an be used to speify some assertions
that operators an make about their output. In partiular, this type is used to delare
the separation and speialisation links (setion 3.2.2) between input and output of an
operator. Setion 7.1.1 explains how this information is used in the MiningMart system to
instantiate these links when the operator is instantiated. More details about onstraints
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and assertions an be found in (Sholz, 2002) and (Sholz, 2007).
By adding speiations to the list of operators, M4 is easily extensible by new opera-
tors. The MiningMart projet has lled the meta model with a large number of operators.
All operators from hapter 4 and some further operators, for several mining tasks and
some administrative data proessing tasks (suh as materialisation in the database, see
setion 7.3), are modelled. A slightly outdated list of all MiningMart operators and their
parameters is given in (Euler, 2002), the latest list is to be found in the MiningMart
user guide. However, the funtionality, or atual proessing behaviour of the operator,
is not delaratively speied in the meta model, but proedurally in the system that
interprets it. This is the ompiler funtionality of the system; see setion 6.4. Whenever
a new operator is added delaratively, a new proedural module for the ompiler must
be added, too. A Java API is available for this; for details, see (Euler, 2002b).
So far in this setion, the stati part of M4 has been desribed, whih stores the
speiation of an operator. For the instantiation of an operator in a onrete KDD
proess model, the M4 type Step is oered. The KDD proess is a direted ayli graph
whose nodes an be Steps or Chains; the latter orrespond to the hunks introdued in
setion 4.4, and subsume one or more Steps. Eah Step employs exatly one Operator and
uses the type Parameter to dene the input and output of an operator. All parameters are
instantiated at the oneptual level. Therefore, the omplete KDD proess is modelled
using the oneptual level and an be applied to new data by hanging the mapping to
the tehnial level; see setion 6.6.
Figure 6.6 demonstrates the use of the disretisation operator in a onrete Step. The
parameters speify the input and output, the number of intervals, et., following the
speiation in gure 6.5. For instane, the input onept for this step is the Conept
with M4-ID 42, whih is shown in gure 6.4. The parameter TargetAttrib is instantiated
by the Feature Salary with the M4-ID 48 (see gure 6.4). The parameter Labels is
not instantiated, whih is allowed beause it is an optional parameter. The parameter
NoOfIntervals refers to an M4 objet (with ID 55) of the type Value, whih is used to
store numeri or disrete values. The parameter OutputAttrib refers to a Feature that
is reated automatially by the system, as soon as the step is reated; this is explained
in setion 7.1.
If the user instantiates a parameter in a way that violates one of the onstraints
mentioned above, the Step objet is invalid and annot be ompiled. This would happen,
for example, if the target attribute of this disretisation operator is already disrete, sine
there is a onstraint (shown in gure 6.5) that requires it to be ontinuous. The reason
for the invalidity is displayed in a message to the user whenever a onstraint is violated.
6.4. Exeuting KDD models
In this setion the MiningMart ompiler (see gure 6.1) that produes the tehnial-level
SQL ode from the oneptual-level desription of KDD models is briey explained, for
the sake of ompleteness. The MiningMart ompiler was developed by Martin Sholz and
is desribed in detail in (Sholz, 2007). Several operators were also implemented by the
author of the present work, the more interesting of whih are explained in setion 7.2.
The ompiler reates SQL ode that an be used to exeute the given KDD appliation.
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Table Step:
StepID Name OpID
40 DisretiseSalary 96
Table Parameter:
StepID Name M4ObjetID
40 InputConept 42
40 TargetAttrib 48
40 NoOfIntervals 55
40 OutputAttrib 51
Figure 6.6.: M4 proess model, operator instantiation (step) example.
Some examples for ompiler-reated SQL ode an be found in appendix D. A possible
future extension to MiningMart would be a system omponent that an proess at le
data, whih would require no hanges to M4 beause the lower level of the data model
an model arbitrary data tables. However, to enable the management of large data sets,
the urrent version of the system requires all data to be in a relational database. Another
advantage of this is that many intermediate results (data sets) during the proess an
be realised as database views, whih onsume virtually no extra storage. Issues about
materialising suh views are disussed in setion 7.3.
Continuing the example from gures 6.2, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6, the ompiler exeutes the
disretisation of the Salary attribute into, say, three intervals (of same width). To this
end the user has reated the step DisretiseSalary using the graphial editor of the
system, and has set its parameters. The system reates an additional Feature in the input
onept that represents the olumn with the disretised values, whih as yet has not been
reated. The name for the new Feature is given by the user as the value of the parameter
OutputAttrib. Details about this automati reation of Features are given in setion 7.1.
The user an now start the ompiler, whih will read the information about the step
and reate SQL ode for the output parameter. In this ase, the higher-level output is
a Feature that the ompiler onnets to a virtual olumn. That is, the ompiler reates
an M4 objet of type Column whih does not represent an existing database olumn, but
ontains SQL ode that omputes its values based on an existing olumn, in this ase the
Salary olumn. In sueeding steps, this virtual olumn plays the same role as any other
olumn; in partiular, it an be used in database views on the original table EmplData.
In this example, the SQL ode might be: (CASE WHEN EmplData.Salary < 1000 THEN
'Label1' WHEN EmplData.Salary < 2000 THEN 'Label2' ELSE 'Label3' END).
In order to be independent from the underlying database management system (DBMS),
the ompiler reates only standard SQL ode. In fat, however, dierent DBMS oer
slightly deviating SQL dialets, espeially where metadata is onerned. For example,
the numeri SQL data type is alled NUMBER in Orale systems, but NUMERIC in Postgres
databases. Therefore, all queries to the database that onern database metadata have
to be implemented for eah DBMS separately. A Java API was reated for this purpose
by the author of this work, and implemented for Postgres and MySql database systems
(while an implementation for Orale was joint work with Martin Sholz).
The ompiler is the system module that is responsible for administrating more than
one Columnset for a single Conept. This is needed to realise the pseudo-parallel proess-
ing of dierent data sets with the same shema. All olumnsets for the same onept
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(representing database tables or views) must have the same olumns and types. Usually,
a onept has only one olumnset, but the operator Segmentation (setion A.6.1) may
split a olumnset into several ones whih are all attahed to the same onept. When
ompiling a Step whose input onept has several olumnsets, the ompiler simply repeats
its ompilation on eah of them, and produes a olumnset for the output onept for
eah. Thus the number of olumnsets attahed to the output is the same as that in the
input. In this way, the preparation of several data sets of the same kind an be hidden
behind one oneptual model. This has been motivated in setion 1.1.1, and is shown to
be very useful in (Euler, 2005d). Two partiular operators are available in MiningMart
to ontrol this, see setion A.6. More details an be found in (Sholz, 2007).
6.5. A publi repository of KDD models
This setion desribes the knowledge portal, alled Case Base
5
, that serves to distribute
suessful KDD models (ases) publily without publishing the data they are based on.
Setion 6.5.1 elaborates on the motivation for setting up the portal, while setion 6.5.2
presents the tehnial realisation. Then setion 6.5.4 presents an algorithm for deteting
ommon subproesses in the ase base, while 6.5.5 summarises issues related to the
retrieval of ases from the ase base.
6.5.1. Motivation
The reation of the web platform, or the ase base, is motivated in the beginning of this
hapter by the opportunities for knowledge ow that it oers. KDD experts an do-
ument and publish their expensively developed solutions for later reuse by themselves
or by less experiened users, without having to publish the data sets their solutions are
based on. But in fat, one suh a platform is available, further advantages an be ex-
peted. Setion 6.6 disusses reusable elements of KDD proesses. One detailed example
there onerns the reuse of subgraphs (hunks) of KDD steps whih together solve a
partiular subtask. This example leads to the idea that many KDD proesses exhibit a
number of ommon patterns that an be olleted as reipes for new KDD appliations
in a entral ookbook. In typial KDD appliations, there is a number of reourring
subtasks whose solutions are often similar. One might also expet to reognise further
patterns for subtask solutions one a larger olletion of suessful KDD proesses  the
ookbook  is available. A pattern, then, is a part of some KDD proess that ours more
than one among the proesses in the ase base, and is dened by a number of onneted
data preparation operators and the data ow between them. The problem of automati-
ally nding suh patterns is that of frequent subgraph disovery . Thus the ase base is
seen as a olletion of graphs, where the nodes of the graphs are the steps (operators)
of the ase while the edges represent the data ow. As said in setion 4.4, the resulting
struture is alled a DAG (direted ayli graph). The graph nodes are labelled in this
appliation, eah label orresponding to one operator. Setion 6.5.4 presents a frequent
subgraph disovery algorithm for nding ommon KDD subproesses in the ase base. It
identies andidates for reourring KDD subtasks. Suh andidates an be added to the
5
http://mmart.s.uni-dortmund.de
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web repository as blueprints for solving spei subtasks, thus extending the olletion of
omplete proess models by a olletion of sub-models for spei purposes (ompare the
example in setion 6.6). Here the expliit representation of hunks of proessing steps,
as introdued in setion 4.4, provides a useful tool to model subtasks.
Obviously suh patterns, or solutions for frequently ourring subtasks, an also be
reated by hand, and an be published as a olletion of hunks with extensive dou-
mentation. This idea has been realised for this work, as desribed in setion 6.5.3. The
manually reated solutions an be seen as (part of a) tutorial on data preparation for
KDD. Due to the publi nature of the web platform, new solutions an be easily added
by anyone, so that the tutorial an be assembled by ollaborative eorts.
The tehnial framework desribed in the following (setion 6.5.2) allows to download
KDD models from the ase base, and use them as blueprints for loal KDD solutions.
For example, the model appliation desribed in hapter 5 is available in the ase base
in all its details, under ModelCaseTeleom. The framework supports KDD developers
by oering solutions to data preparation and algorithm seletion problems whih have
worked before in similar settings. Even if only parts of a ase are reused, they an serve
as starting points for a new appliation. In this way, a more ollaborative style of work
an be ahieved one the olletion of good ase models reahes a ritial size. More on
reusing ases is said in setion 6.6.
A limitation to this idea might be that the oupling between the oneptual data model
and the atual data shema is rather lose, sine a onept orresponds diretly to a data
table or a database view. Thus it is possible to guess what the data shema looks like
from a publily available data model. Sine some institutions would onsider not only
their data, but also their data shema as sensitive information, suh institutions are not
likely to publish omplete data models in the publi web repository. One remedy to this
problem is to publish only a part of a ase, leaving out the initial steps that deal with
the original data tables, but still presenting the later steps whih are more interesting in
terms of the KDD methods applied.
6.5.2. Realisation
In the following, the MiningMart Case Base is desribed in some detail. It onsists of
a olletion of HTML les that eah represent an M4 objet, and one top-level HTML
page that points to the dierent ases. By following the HTML links from a ase to its
steps, onepts, and so on, the struture of the ase an be explored.
Only the M4 types of the oneptual level are published, as the lower data level is
onsidered ondential in many institutions. Figure 6.7 shows a UML model of those M4
types that our in the ase base, and how they are linked (these links are the ones that
are realised at the objet level by HTML links).
The rst tehnial realisation of the ase base is desribed in (Haustein, 2002). That
version diretly aessed a database with an M4 shema to publish all ases in that
shema as HTML les, delivered on demand to a web server. This was possible using a
software alled Infolayer (Haustein & Pleumann, 2002; Haustein, 2006). The advantage
was that one a ase had been imported into that entral M4 shema, it was publily
available immediately, and any hanges were immediately reeted in publi. A disad-
vantage was that the entral shema had to be administrated separately, so that all ases
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Figure 6.7.: A UML model showing the parts of M4 that are published in the Case Base.
to be published had to be exported into that shema. As another disadvantage, query-
ing the M4 database online before reating the orresponding HTML page turned out
to onsume more time, before the page ould be delivered, than users of web sites are
austomed to. Thus a seond version was realised by the author of this work.
In the seond version, the HTML les are reated oine, either simply by exporting
from MiningMart, or by a speial program. A user selets the ases to be published from
their M4 shema. The HTML les for these ases are reated by the program, and an
be stored diretly in the publi diretory of the web server, so that they are immediately
available like standard web pages.
The HTML-reating program exploits a reurring struture in the M4 shema: ertain
M4 types at as ontainers for others. For example, a Chain ontains Steps, a Step ontains
Parameters, and a Conept ontains Features. The program treats all ontainer types
alike, and reates a HTML le with links to the ontained objets for eah instane of a
ontainer type. HTML links are realised through le names that identify eah M4 objet
uniquely; these le names are easily found by using the unique M4 id that is stored with
every M4 objet in the database (for more details on the administration of M4 objets,
refer to (Sholz, 2007)). To ease navigation through a ase, the path to the urrent M4
objet is displayed at the top of the HTML page.
Figure 6.8 provides a sreenshot of the ase base as it displays the start page of a ase,
together with links to the ase's properties, in partiular to the onepts that represent
the data input to the ase, and to the hains (hunks) of steps that model the proess.
When setting up a ase with the MiningMart system, every objet from the ase itself
to operators, parameters, onepts and features an be doumented using free text. These
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Figure 6.8.: Two sreenshots of the Case Base as displayed in a web browser. Left: the
start page for a ase. Right: a step.
omments serve users for their own orientation in omplex models. They are stored in M4
and appear on the web pages when a ase is published (see the eld M4_DOCU in the lass
M4Objet in gure 6.7), so that other users browsing the ase have a good orientation
as to the purpose of eah step in the KDD model and the use of its parameters. If suh
omments are missing, they an be added by the operators of the ase base.
However, users who searh for a ase whih they might use as an inspiration for their
own KDD problem, or even as a blueprint of a solution, need some additional, more
general information about eah ase. The most important types of information, following
the disussion in setion 2.1.1, are (i) the business domain, (ii) the business problem that
was attempted to solve, (iii) the kind of data that was used, (iv) the mining task and other
KDD methods that were employed, and (v) the results, both in terms of KDD (e.g. the
quality of the model) and the original business problem (e.g. saved osts). Hene, exatly
this information is provided together with every ase that is presented in the ase base.
The program that reates the HTML pages asks the user to provide this information. It is
organised in ve elds for free text, orresponding to the ve types of information above
(a sixth eld with ontat information enables further inquiries by interested users). The
lled elds are displayed in the ase base as the rst page of information about eah ase
(see the left part of gure 6.8, under Additional Doumentation). From there users who
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are motivated by the desriptions an start to browse the ase model, beginning with the
hains of operators or the input data. In this way, the ase model is linked with essential
information relating the ase to the ontext in whih it was set up, whih allows potential
re-users of the ase to judge its suitability for their own business problem.
Finally, eah ase is linked to the le into whih the ase was exported. It an be
downloaded using the web browser, and be imported into a MiningMart lient. There
the oneptual level of the data model is available and an be mapped to loal data sets
as desribed in setion 6.3.1. All parts of the ase an be edited and adjusted if neessary;
setion 6.6 disusses the nature of likely adaptations. One the adaptations are made,
the ase an be diretly exeuted in the MiningMart system.
6.5.3. Templates
Setion 6.5.1 motivates the idea that some subtasks in KDD tend to reour. Setion
6.5.4 disusses the automati disovery of suh subtasks. In fat a ertain number of
small but general preparation problems, or subtasks, have been identied by the author
of this work and by Pyle (1999) and Rem and Trautwein (2002).
6
These problems are
usually very simple and have a straightforward solution. They are partiularly interesting
for inexperiened KDD users. The solutions are only informally desribed in the ited
literature; however, the framework of this hapter allows their formalisation and diret
publiation for the rst time. A olletion of suh formalisations an be seen as a (useful
element of a) tutorial for KDD. Using MiningMart, ontributions to suh a olletion an
be made by anyone.
For this work the term template is used to refer to pairs pP, Sq of problem desriptions
P (using free text) and solutions S whih are hunks in a MiningMart ase. A speial
MiningMart ase in whih eah hunk realises suh a template has been set up by the
author, in order to provide a publi olletion of templates. Formally there is no dierene
between a template and a omplete KDD appliation together with a desription of the
problems it solves, but the term template will be used here for small solutions whih
typially involve one to three steps only. Templates are designed to be straightforwardly
reused even by inexperiened users. In this way they also help professional users in saving
development time. What is ruial for this purpose is an extensive doumentation of the
steps and onepts involved in a template.
The templates are designed to apture the essene of solutions to a number of typial
preparation tasks, similar to the way design patterns are used in software engineering to
desribe abstrations of approved solutions to typial problems (Gamma et al., 1995).
Like in software engineering, making protable use of the templates requires their adap-
tation to onrete preparation problems by the user.
Sine the templates are published in the ase base, only their oneptual level is avail-
able. In partiular no atual data omes with a template, in spite of its illustrative poten-
tial for how a template works. Instead, the oneptual data is well-doumented, down to
the level of single attributes, so that small mathing data sets an be easily onstruted
6
In addition, Knobbe et al. (2000) have proposed a few design patterns for typial mining tasks like
ross validation or boosting. However these patterns onern the subproess of experiments within
the mining phase, and they are not developed to a formal desription.
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artiially using external tools. One might onsider to modify the ase base slightly, suh
that small illustrating data sets an optionally be published together with every ase.
However, this is not onsidered neessary to make suessful use of the templates.
Appendix B lists short problem and solution desriptions under headings whih are
equal to the name of the hunks in the speial template ase. To retrieve formal solu-
tions, please refer to the ase TemplateCase in the MiningMart ase base, and look
up the struture and doumentation of the hunk orresponding to the solution. The
design of the templates followed a modular approah, attempting to isolate solutions to
small preparation problems within a hunk rather than ombining the solutions of several
problems in larger hunks. For example, to prepare data before a support vetor mahine
(SVM) an be applied, disrete values must be hanged to a numeri representation by
applying Value mapping or Dihotomisation, and then all numeri values should be
normalised to the real interval between 0 and 1. Rather than exemplifying these prepa-
ration approahes together under an SVM heading, they are demonstrated separately in
dierent templates. This eases their retrieval in the ase base. Larger preparation hunks
an easily be reated by ombining the various modules. For a KDD tutorial, the di-
ret availability of larger hunks is preferable, but the present work onentrates on the
identiation of small preparation modules to demonstrate solutions for basi tasks.
The list of templates given here overs the major preparation problems and solution
methods to be found in the literature (see setions 4.1 and 6.1). Not all minor variants
ould be inluded, but the list of templates is of ourse open and an be extended by
ollaborative eorts. As it stands, it provides the rst publi olletion of operational
solutions to all major preparation tasks, a major step towards a publi KDD ookbook
or tutorial.
Eah template desription is strutured as follows. The name refers to the hunk in
the template ase in the ase base. A brief desription of the problem and its solution
is given. Then there is a list of ideas from the present work that are illustrated by
the template. Finally, any MiningMart-spei notions that the template illustrates in
addition to those general ideas are also listed. Pointers to other setions of this work are
given where possible.
6.5.4. Finding ommon subproesses
As explained in setion 6.5.1, the problem of nding reourring KDD sub-proesses
in the ase base automatially is that of nding frequent subgraphs in a database of
graphs. The problem an be restrited, for this appliation, to direted ayli graphs.
A graph is a subgraph of another graph if all its nodes and edges an be embedded into
the other graph. A subgraph is alled frequent if and only if it ours in the ase base
more than minsup times. minsup is alled the minimum support threshold. Note that
a subgraph might our several times in the same graph (here, the same ase). Only
onneted subgraphs are onsidered.
For general graphs, the problem is very hard beause it involves solving at least the
subgraph isomorphism problem, whih is NP-omplete (the general graph isomorphism
problem is probably neither in P nor NP-omplete) (Fortin, 1996). An additional on-
straint that makes the problem tratable for many pratial appliations is to require
labelled graphs, whih assign a label to eah node and edge. In the ase base, a node
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label is easily found to be the type of operator the step employs. Edge labels are not
available (using the onept whose data ow is represented by the edge would result in
almost as many labels as edges), but edges are direted.
By using operator groups instead of operators as labels, a more abstrat or approximate
mathing of subgraphs to graphs is possible, whih may allow to identify higher-level
substrutures in the ase base.
Frequent subgraph disovery algorithms are presented by Inokuhi et al. (2000), Ku-
ramohi and Karypis (2001) and Borgelt and Berthold (2002). They are based on the
Apriori paradigm (Agrawal et al., 1993) of level-wise bottom-up andidate generation and
support thresholding, exploiting the monotoniity of the minimum support onstraint,
whereby a subgraph an only be frequent in the graph olletion if all of its subgraphs, in
turn, are frequent. A major problem in frequent subgraph disovery is to store andidates
for frequent subgraphs eiently, so that no redundant new andidates are reated. To
takle this problem, the rst two approahes ited above expensively ompute anonial
forms of graphs to uniquely identify subgraphs with the same struture. In ontrast,
Borgelt and Berthold (2002) allow somewhat redundant storage of andidates to avoid
the omputation of anonial forms. However, this requires to san the output of the
algorithm for idential strutures. Central to their approah is the use of data strutures
that point from eah andidate subgraph into positions in the graph database where it
an be embedded. These pointers are alled embeddings.
For the problem at hand, a frequent subgraph disovery algorithm was developed that
is based on ideas from the work ited above, but inorporates some simpliations whih
are possible beause the graphs in the ase base are direted and ayli. Sine these two
features redue the searh spae, and sine the number of graphs in the ase base is not
high, eieny issues are not as pressing as in other appliations.
Similar to Apriori, the algorithm proeeds from andidate subgraphs of size 1 (the size
is the number of nodes) to larger subgraphs, ltering infrequent andidates at every level.
For every andidate subgraph a anonial representation is omputed that is the same
for every graph with the same struture, regardless of the permutation of nodes. This
representation is explained below. It allows to index the set of andidates uniquely, so
that no two identially strutured subgraphs are kept in the andidate set, whih ould
happen beause the same subgraph an be grown from dierent andidates of lower size.
Together with every andidate subgraph, a list of all embeddings of this subgraph into
the graph database is maintained. Growing a andidate of size k to size k   1 means
to explore all possible extensions of the subgraph by one node, in every embedding.
That is, every suh possible extension from every embedding yields a new andidate. By
using the embeddings, andidate extension (or andidate generation) is onstrained by
the strutures that atually our in the graph database. Filtering infrequent andidates
then means to ount the number of embeddings that allow a given extension, and to
rejet andidates that do not meet the minsup threshold. These two steps, growing and
ltering, are done at the same time in the presented algorithm beause the maintained
embeddings allow this easily. Note that growing a andidate may mean to extend it by
an edge against the diretion of this edge. This is neessary beause some nodes (namely
those labelled with the operators Join and Union) an have multiple inoming edges.
In other words, the DAGs are not trees.
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Algorithm: Frequent Subgraph Disovery
Input: A olletion of labelled graphs G and an integer threshold minsup
Output: A olletion of subgraphs S that our at least minsup times in G
1. Create all frequent subgraphs of size 1 and their embeddings;
2. S1 = anonially sorted list of the subgraphs of size 1;
3. k  1;
4. While Sk  H:
5. For every subgraph g from Sk:
6. For every embedding e assoiated with g:
7. For every node n in e:
8. For every neighbour n1 of n that is not in e:
9. sup = number of embeddings of g that allow an extension
by an edge between n and n1 (respeting labels);
10. If sup ¥ minsup Then insert extended g into Sk 1;
11. k  k   1;
12. return S 

k Sk;
Figure 6.9.: An algorithm to nd frequent subgraphs in a olletion of direted ayli
graphs with labelled nodes.
Figure 6.9 gives an overview of the algorithm. The rst step is to reate the frequent
subgraphs of size 1 and their embeddings into the ases (line 1). This step requires linear
runtime in the number of all nodes in the graph database. Note that there are atmost as
many subgraphs of size 1 as there are labels (here, eah type of operator orresponds to
a label).
Seondly (line 2), these subgraphs are sorted anonially into the olletion S1 as
explained below; Sk ollets the andidate subgraphs of size k. Thirdly, the main loop of
the algorithm starts (line 4). It extends every node in every embedding of every andidate
subgraph, by following one of its edges that lead out of the embedding; then it ounts the
number of embeddings in whih this extension is also possible (line 9). If the minimum
support threshold is met (line 10), the newly extended andidate subgraph is frequent,
so it is sorted into the olletion of subgraphs of the urrent level (line 10). This sorting
step requires to ompute the anonial representation and to insert the representation
into an already sorted list (line 10). The algorithm terminates when no embedding of any
andidate subgraph allows an extension that meets the minsup threshold (line 4).
The omputation of the anonial representation for graphs basially follows (Ku-
ramohi & Karypis, 2001). The basi idea is to use a string representation of the adja-
eny matrix. However, two graphs with the same struture an have dierent adjaeny
matries, beause there is no global method by whih one an sort the nodes of the graph
anonially. The problem exists even for labelled graphs beause several nodes an have
the same label. To ahieve a anonial representation one an ompute all possible adja-
eny matries for a graph, using all possible permutations of the nodes, and then hoose
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Algorithm: Canonial Form
Input: A labelled graph g
Output: A string that is the same for all labelled graphs with the same struture as g
1. For every node n of g:
2. Sort n into a buket that orresponds to its
label, its input and its output degree;
3. Create all permutations of nodes within eah buket;
4. For every ombination c of the permutations from eah buket:
5. Let l be the list of nodes sorted aording to c;
6. Compute the adjaeny matrix m of g using node order l;
7. Compute the string representation of m;
8. insert m into a lexiographially sorted list s;
9. return the rst element of s;
Figure 6.10.: An algorithm to ompute a anonial representation of a labelled graph.
the lexiographially rst string representation. This is omputationally expensive.
To redue the omputational demand, one an exploit the invariant properties of the
nodes: their label, their input degree (number of inoming edges) and their output degree.
To this end, all nodes of the graph are partitioned into sets representing the labels. Within
eah set, nodes are further partitioned aording to dierent input degrees (0, 1, . . .), and
then again aording to output degrees. Within these last sets, all permutations of nodes
are omputed. Then every ombination of loal permutations gives an adjaeny matrix,
and the lexiographially rst string representation of them is a anonial representation
of the given graph. This method requires fewer adjaeny matries to be omputed than
without the partitions. Figure 6.10 shows the algorithm that omputes the anonial
representation.
6.5.5. Retrieval of publi KDD proess models
In this subsetion, the ase retrieval senario is examined in some detail. Reall that a
ase is a omplete KDD proess model in MiningMart. But as mentioned in setion 6.5.1
and further disussed in setion 6.6, parts of a ase an also be interesting for other users
and thus worth publishing. Therefore the term ase is used in this subsetion to refer
to both omplete and partial proess models. Some ideas from this subsetion have not
been implemented yet, but are suggested for future work.
The senario for ase retrieval is that a user in some institution has a number of
data sets, alled loal data hereafter, that they want to examine using data mining.
How an they get advie if no KDD expert is available? A suitable starting point is the
additional doumentation published in the ase base for every ase. Assuming a small
ase base (a low number of published ases), this information an be searhed manually,
but as the ase base grows, automati searh methods are needed. By restriting publily
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available searh engines to the MiningMart web domain mmart.s.uni-dortmund.de,
a servie that at least Google
7
oers for free, the omplete ase base an be searhed
for keywords, inluding the doumentation annotations and the names of M4 objets.
Another useful way of approahing the ase base an be oered by sorting the ases
aording to various topis extrated from the additional ase doumentation. The ve
slots of the doumentation template provide ve useful topis for indexing the ase base.
Further topis (suh as type of business/institution where the appliation was realised)
an be added by extrating this information from the free text desriptions in the slot.
While automati keyword extration methods from the area of text mining (like (Euler,
2002d)) might be used for this, the size of the ase base will probably grow moderately
enough to allow a manual administration of suh indexes. Other indexing methods are
desribed in the following.
The business-related information will often not be enough to determine whether a
published solution is suitable for adaptation to own data sets. A seond method of ap-
proahing the ase base is by looking for data models in it, alled target models hereafter,
that are similar to the loal data sets. Setion 6.6 explains how an automati shema
mather may support this task. Currently, using this mather requires downloading a
number of andidate data models and determining the degree to whih they math the
loal data, by applying the shema mather, and omparing the results. In the future,
the ase base ould be extended by an online shema mather that allows to upload a
loal data shema and searh among the target data models in the ase base for similar
data models. (A simple shema mathing approah that searhes among several available
target shemas for the best math is desribed in (Shah & Syeda-Mahmood, 2004).)
This online mathing senario has an important advantage. All ases use a partiular
data model as input, then preparation operations are applied to the data. Eah prepara-
tion operation produes intermediate data olletions. These intermediate models an be
inluded into the searh for target models, so that the most suitable entry point into a
ase an be found. Sine preparation is atually a method to adapt data representations,
it would make no sense to restrit the searh for target data models to the initial data
that the original KDD proesses started out on. The entry point (in the blueprint ase's
preparation graph) is the data model that the user's loal data is mapped to; the data
transformations in the blueprint before the entry point are irrelevant for the loal data.
The most suitable entry point, then, is the (intermediate) data representation that an
be mapped best to the loal data shema. This entry point approah an be parame-
terised by onsidering various degrees of the exatness of mathing (the shema mathing
algorithms use a distane measure that an be used to rate the quality of the suggested
mathing). Another possible extension is based on exploiting the possible onnetions
between a target data model and the operator that uses it as input: for example, some
operators require ertain input attributes to have a spei oneptual data type. Setion
6.3.2 explains how M4 inludes onstraints to model this. Suh onstraints ould be in-
volved in a deision on suitable entry points, by exluding entry points whose onstraints
are not fullled by the loal data.
However, an important restrition of the shema mathing approah is that it relies
on syntati lues to disover similarities between the data sets. In ontrast, similarities
7
http://www.google.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in the way the data is prepared in the proess to be reused, and the way the loal data
should be prepared, annot be aptured. This is disussed further in setion 6.6.
The searh for suitable ases might also benet from inspeting the last data model
in every ase: in preditive learning, it inludes the learned information (the predited
label) that was deisive for the suess of the ase, while in both desriptive and preditive
settings it represents the form of the data that must be reahed in order to be able to
benet from learning. Having found a suitable data format to aim at (not disregarding
the business-related information, of ourse, see above), users an start bakwards from
there to nd suitable preparation methods that an also be applied to their own, loal
data. The browsable ase model on the web platform is very adequate for this type of
bakward searhing, as it displays hunks of steps in the order of the data ow.
A third possibility for indexing the ase base is based on the mining algorithms applied
in eah ase, so that all ases that use a partiular type of mining algorithm an easily
be found. The argumentation is similar to the one for looking at the last data model in
a ase, as the type of mining algorithm determines tehnial requirements that the data
representation must meet. Currently an index of all operators used in any ase is given
on the start page of the ase base; it allows to nd all appliations of any operator by
pointing from an operator to the list of MiningMart steps that use it. This inludes the
mining operators, of ourse.
A fourth index an be set up by applying the subgraph detetion algorithm from
setion 6.5.4, having the extrated ommon subgraphs inspeted and ommented on by
the administrator(s) of the ase base, and using the resulting list of typial KDD tasks
as an index. Similarly, the manually reated templates (setion 6.5.3) an be linked to
ases in whih they are employed. See also setion 6.6.2. The list might be ranked by the
number of ourrenes of eah subgraph or template. Both the subgraphs themselves as
well as the ases in whih they our an be of interest. The expliit representation of
hunks (hains) in MiningMart helps to administrate subgraphs in the ase base.
To sum up, several indexes or views of the ase base are possible that reet dierent
approahes to looking for suitable KDD solutions. Some indexes fous on the appliation
bakground while others fous on the tehnial details of a solution. These indexes provide
a exible and powerful tool for ase retrieval, whih is one of the most important tasks
that the ase base has been set up for. One a ase is retrieved, it an be reused as
disussed in the following setion.
6.6. Reuse and adaptation of KDD proesses
Setion 2.2 has disussed several advantages of the availability of exeutable models of
KDD proesses. Appliations in distributed and grid or web servies based data min-
ing were mentioned in setion 6.1.2. In simpler settings, the doumentation, storage and
retrieval of suh proesses is no less important, however. Considering that suessful min-
ing projets are often integrated into other business proesses, for example deployed on
a regular basis by nonexpert sta on updated data sets (see also setion 2.1.6), dou-
mentation and ease of exeution are prerequisites to value-adding deployment of KDD
within an institution. Wirth et al. (1997) desribe wasted eorts in a situation without
them. Thus reusability of KDD proesses is important even within an organisation or
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for the same data miner. The knowledge about suessful KDD projets should not only
ow from experts to non-experts, or from experts in one domain to those in a dierent
domain, but also from the past to the present, or from experiened sta to new sta in
the same organisation.
Setion 6.5 has presented a tehnologial framework to publish and reuse KDD mod-
els. But whih aspets of a KDD proess model are reusable, and when? Referring to
the six phases of a KDD proess dened in the Crisp-Dm standard (hapter 2), the
more tehnial phases data preparation, mining, and deployment an be modelled in a
standard way, as the previous setions have argued, whih leverages their reusability (see
below). Business understanding seems less amenable to transfers from one KDD projet
to the next. Yet, the general ase information added to the MiningMart web platform
(setion 6.5.2) serves the purpose of doumenting examples of business problems and
their solution. Clearly experts of the business at hand will be indispensable, however,
when planning a new KDD projet. Further, data understanding, as an important Crisp
phase, an not be reused aross dierent data sets, but the doumentation of the data
model in M4 stores all relevant metadata at least for future appliations on the same data
set. This is very useful even if the new appliations are quite dierent from the original
one, sine M4 inludes expensively omputed data harateristis (ompare setion 3.3.3)
and expensively reated human omments.
In the remainder of this setion, mainly the reusability and adaptability of a prepara-
tion proess is onsidered. If the proess is applied regularly, for example as a basis of
monthly reports, one an expet the underlying data shema not to hange from one run
to the next, so that the omplete proess is usable without adaptations. If the proess is
applied in a new domain or a dierent institution, adaptations are likely to be neessary.
To examine the dierent types of adaptations, the model ase desribed in hapter 5,
whih had been implemented in a number of KDD tools for experiments desribed in
hapter 8, has been adapted to a similar but smaller appliation for this work (in more
than one tool). Sine the new ase was smaller, adaptation onsisted a lot of anelling
superuous attributes and operators in the model ase. However, there were also some
operators, onepts and attributes that had to be added to the model ase.
This adaptation has been made towards a similar ase, meaning that its input data
ame from the same domain as in the reused appliation, and represented similar things,
though it was organised in a slightly dierent way. However, sometimes one would like
to reuse the essene of a preparation proess on rather dierent data, for example
on data from a dierent appliation domain. In suh ases, the data sets themselves
are not similar, but the way they have been/should be prepared for mining is similar.
In other words, ertain elements from the loal data and the data model to be reused
may be reognised, by experiened KDD analysts, as playing or having to play a similar
role for mining. For example, Morik and Köpke (2005) desribe a knowledge disovery
appliation on insurane data, in whih an enoding of features that had until then
only been used on text data turned out to enable suessful learning. Thus they have
transferred the role played by douments, in preparation for text analysis, to insurane
ontrat data. A preparation proess from text analysis that omputes this enoding an
easily be reused on this dierent kind of data, using the framework of this work, provided
that the oneptual data model is onneted to the new data in the orret way, so that
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the right data olumns are enoded. The main problem in this senario is that the reused
data model is likely to use names for attributes and onepts that are based on the
original data, so that its names are misleading after the onnetion to dierent data has
been made. This is not a tehnial problem, but one that might onfuse a user. Thus,
a third important operation for reuse is onsistent renaming at the oneptual level.
Finally, also oneptual data types of attributes may have to be onsistently hanged.
So the main operations needed for adaptations, or reuse, are the deletion, addition,
renaming and retyping of elements of the oneptual level, under the onstraint that
the models remain onsistent. Consistent means, in partiular, to hange all dependent
opies of a hanged element. For example, if an attribute of some onept is renamed or
deleted, and the original proess has applied a Sampling operator to this onept, then
the output onept of the operator will have the same attribute, whih therefore also has
to be renamed or deleted. This propagation of hanges has to be done throughout the
graph that models the preparation proess. For more details, see below and setion 7.1.2.
The remainder of this setion disusses more issues in reusing the data model (se-
tion 6.6.1) and the proess model (setion 6.6.2) separately.
6.6.1. Reuse of the data model
Conerning the given data model, only the oneptual part (the higher level) is intended
to be reused. Note that this exludes the data harateristis (setion 3.3.3), whih must
be obtained anew from the loal data. The oneptual data types used in the given model,
on the other hand, are to be reused, sine the syntati validity of the reused proess
may depend on them. As noted in setion 3.3.1, the mapping of oneptual to tehnial
data types an be rather exible. Only a few ombinations, like mapping a ontinuous
attribute to a string-based olumn, must be exluded.
The terms target model for a oneptual data model from the ase base (to be reused),
and loal model for the new data shema, are used here like in setion 6.5.5. Reall from
that setion that MiningMart an employ shema mathing algorithms that attempt to
map the loal model to the target, in order to support the reuse of the target model.
The shema mathing uses the similarities of names and data types. Therefore, shema
mathing is not useful if the data models represent dierent appliation domains, as in
the senario skethed above. In suh ases the user must provide an adequate mapping.
Whether given by shema mathing or by the user, suh a mapping may be inomplete
in general. Two ases are distinguished.
First. The target model may use attributes or onepts that are not present in the
loal model. Then it has to be deided whether the role of these elements in the ase to
be reused has been paramount to the suess of the ase. This should be easy to nd
out from the doumentation of the ase. If the elements an be removed from the given
model, this an easily be done provided that the deletions are propagated through the
proess model. That is, all oneptual outputs of proessing operators that depend on the
redued parts of the target data model have to be automatially updated to exlude the
additional attributes. If, instead, these elements are indispensable due to the important
role for mining they have played in the original appliation, one may be able to generate
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attributes that an ontribute similar information for mining as the missing attributes.
Adding attributes or onepts to the ase is disussed below. Only if one annot extrat
similar information from the given data, the adaptation is impossible.
Seond. The target model may lak attributes or onepts that are present in the
loal model. In this ase, it has to be deided whether the additional loal data should
be added to the blueprint KDD proess, for example as additional attributes in the
representation that is used for learning. If yes, additions should be made to the target
data model and these additions have to be propagated through the model again. So
all oneptual outputs of proessing operators that depend on the enhaned parts of
the target data model are updated to inlude the additional attributes. To do this, the
operator-spei ways how input hanges determine output hanges must be known. In
M4, the onstraints on parameters of an operator (setion 6.3.1) model this. A onstraint
an speify, for example, that the output onept must have the same attributes as the
input onept. When a new attribute is added to the input onept, the propagation
algorithm an infer that a orresponding attribute must be added to the output onept.
The propagation algorithm in MiningMart was implemented by the author of this work,
see setion 7.1.2.
At this point a ruial advantage of oneptual modelling as disussed in this work
shows up again: the model an be updated to represent the new proess without the
need to exeute the proess. The syntati validity of the proess an be heked ahead of
exeution time, whih saves the developers a lot of work. This situation an be ompared
to its extreme opposite: programming all data proessing in a language like Perl or SQL,
where adaptation to hanged irumstanes is a lot harder, espeially by someone who has
not reated the original ode. The more of the high-level onepts disussed in previous
hapters a KDD tool supports expliitly, the easier the adaptation of a proess model to
hanged loal data sets or new KDD tasks.
If the loal model oers additional tables not represented in the target model, onepts
for these additional tables an be reated. Then they an be joined to or unied with
the mining table (the input for data mining) in the given ase, if there are key links
between the tables. Perhaps some additional preparation of eah onept is neessary,
thus the availability of KDD operators an be exploited for the adaptation of the data
model (Euler & Sholz, 2004). See also below. Any new attributes that a join introdues
into the target data model an again be propagated to later steps. At last, the updated
model is exeuted as usual.
The disussion up to here assumes that the relationship between the additional loal
attributes or tables and the target data model is semantially transparent to the user.
For example, the user must be able to deide whether a loal onept and a target should
be linked by a separation, a speialisation, a relationship, or not at all. Some researh
exists that attempts to support users in suh tasks by providing more expressive onto-
logial formalisms that desribe the data. This is alled ontology integration, see (Wahe
et al., 2001; Mena et al., 2000; Akahani et al., 2002; Tan et al., 2003) or (Kalfoglou &
Shorlemmer, 2003) and the systems ited there. But these methods also rely on man-
ually or semi-automatially built mappings between dierent ontologies (Fiedler et al.,
2005), even when the ontologies are built using the same formalism and model the same
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appliation domain. Though suh manual mappings may not be too diult to set up
with appropriate tools, there are arguably no less user eorts involved than in manual
onept mathing. Setion 3.2.1 explains other reasons why a rih ontology formalism
was not onsidered for MiningMart.
The use of ontologies is often advoated for in data integration in distributed or feder-
ated databases, see setion 4.1.1. In suh databases, a global shema exists that provides
a reoniled view of the individual databases (the soures). There are two distint reali-
sations, the global-as-view senario in whih the global shema is expressed as views on
the soures, and the loal-as-view senario in whih the soures are formulated as views
over the global shema (Lenzerini, 2002). The former approah is muh more ommon in
federated databases. The methods developed in this researh might be applied here as
follows. In MiningMart, one ould see the target data model (from a ase to be reused) as
the global, ommon data model. This data shema is expressed in M4. The loal model
orresponds to a soure database whih has to mapped to the global model when it is to
be reused. As setion 4.1.1 points out, the reation of suh mappings remains a manual,
time-onsuming task that does not appear to be suitable for the quik reuse of data
models.
The loal-as-view senario, applied to the reusing of ases, would mean that the lo-
al data sets must be formulated as views over the given M4 target data model. For
example, the model ase from hapter 5 inludes two tables with information about
eah ustomer of the teleommuniations ompany. These two tables have been modelled
as Conepts Customers and Servies in M4. Assume that another ompany wants to
reuse that ase, but has all information about eah of their ustomers in only one ta-
ble alled CustData. The aim would then be, in this approah, to express CustData as
a view on Customers and Servies. In the simplest ase this ould be done as fol-
lows (in SQL): Create View CustData_View As (Selet * from ustomers_table,
servies_table Where ustomers_table.aller = servies_table.aller). This
re-formulation of data sets as views on the mediated shema has to be done by hand.
The problem of answering a query on the mediated shema then beomes the problem of
answering a query given only a number of views on the original soures; for this problem,
a number of approahes (query rewriting algorithms) exist (Halevy, 2001).
In sum, in both data integration senarios, the mapping from loal to global shemas
is ruial, but is diult to onstrut, and annot be found automatially (Fiedler et al.,
2005). However, if it is at all possible to re-express the loal data sets as views on
the mediated shema (the target data model), then it is also possible to transform the
loal data sets so that they math the target shema exatly, using only standard data
preparation operators. In other words, in a KDD tool suh as MiningMart, this re-
formulation of data soures an be done at the oneptual level, rather than the tehnial
level as usual in the data integration approahes. In other words, the intelligent but ostly
(in terms of human eorts) methods suh as ontology integration or shema mediation
an be irumvented by an intelligent user interfae.
In the ase of adaptation of a proess to similar data (representing the same applia-
tion domain), this idea an be extended to a partial mathing of the loal and target
model, whih is the likeliest outome of an automated shema mather. Reall the entry
point approah suggested in the setion on ase retrieval (6.5.5). This approah an be
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enhaned by some weak reasoning based on the available transformation operators. To
illustrate this idea, onsider that the shema mather might rate a possible entry point
P lower than another one, P 1, based on its similarity to the loal data, although a simple
transformation of the loal data would make P the better entry point. Knowledge about
how the preparation operators aet their input is stored delaratively anyway in M4
(in the onstraints, see setion 6.3.2). This knowledge an be exploited by an algorithm
that examines a number of possible entry points that the shema mather delivers, and
suggests data transformations to better math the loal data to one or more entry points.
The reasoning is too weak to onsider automati appliation of these data transforma-
tions, but suggestions to the user an help to quikly adapt the loal data. For details,
assume that the shema mather has mathed a loal onept L to a target onept T ,
and they have a number of similar attributes (as measured by the mather) in ommon.
Based on the list of preparation operators in hapter 3, and depending on L's and T 's
attributes as ompared by the shema mather, the following suggestions ould be made
to the user:
• If L ontains attributes not present in T , the operator Attribute seletion
(setion A.1.1) an be suggested to remove them.
• If L laks an attribute that T oers, say t, an Attribute derivation (A.5.4)
might be suggested to the user. This should, however, only be done if an attribute l
with a suitable oneptual data type and a name similar to the name of t is present
in L (so that the new attribute l1 an be derived from l to math t). Otherwise it
is unlikely that the derivation is possible. Name similarity is given by the shema
mather.
• If two attributes l and t of L and T , respetively, math, but l is ontinuous while
t is disrete, a Disretisation (A.5.1) of l an be suggested.
• If two attributes l and t of L and T , respetively, math, but l is disrete while
t is ontinuous, a Value mapping (A.5.3) an be suggested to transform the
ategorial values into numbers (reall that the tehnial data type is adjusted
automatially).
• If some onepts L1, L2, . . . exist whose features math those of L exatly, a Union
(A.2.3) of all these onepts an be suggested. Note that suh unions do not help
if none of the involved onepts is mathed to a onept from the target model.
• Based on foreign key-relationships in the loal data, joins an be suggested if their
result mathes a target onept better than any single loal onept.
In sum, beause only the onept level information is available in the ase reusage
senario, approahes based on riher ontologies or on mediation are waived in favour
of user-given mappings, or simple shema mathing, extended with a reommendation
module that helps the user to nd suitable adaptation operators. The main reason is that
in many reusage senarios, the mapping between the target and loal model will have
to be done based on abstrat, mining-related priniples that are not reeted diretly in
the data model. This disussion extends the one in (Euler & Sholz, 2004).
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CallerNumber CalledNumber Length Date Tari ...
7222277 2777722 194 12-02-2002:18:04:56 11 ...
1881181 8118818 82 24-12-2002:11:44:23 2 ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
Table 6.1.: A Call Details Table.
6.6.2. Reuse of the proess model
Conerning the proess model, reusable items range from attribute derivation formulas
or parameter settings of algorithms to omplete proessing hains. (The templates from
setion 6.5.3 are of ourse short proessing hains that were set up in the rst plae
only to be reused by others.) Again, adding and removing elements from the given ase,
like single steps or hains of steps (hunks), is not a problem if the supporting system
propagates the oneptual hanges through the dependent parts of the proess model. An
important aspet is the robustness of the system that realises the propagation, beause
propagation of suh hanges an invalidate the proess model. For example, attributes
may be deleted that other attributes are derived from. Invalid states and the reasons for
them must be highlighted to the user, so that appropriate remedies an be undertaken.
Importantly, operators that promote data items to metadata, like the operators that
hange the representation of the data (setion A.3), must be handled: the signature of
their output, i.e. the list of attributes in their output onept, depends on their input
data, whih is likely to hange now that the proess is reused. In MiningMart this means
that the parameters of the steps that employ suh operators have to be set to new values.
This an be done by the system, based on the estimates of data harateristis, in order to
support reusing the proess model. This is desribed in more detail in setion 7.2.2. The
adaptions may entail a hange in the number of output attributes, requiring propagation
to later steps like in setion 6.6.1.
As argued in setion 6.5.3, the reuse of hunks of operators that solve a partiular,
typial data proessing task is important. For illustration, onsider the following example,
whih demonstrates the use of Aggregation (see also the orresponding template in
setion 6.5.3). In a teleommuniations ompany, a database stores eah telephone all
individually; see table 6.1. For eah all, the olumn CallerNumber ontains the aller's
telephone number, CalledNumber is the telephone number that was alled, Length is
the number of seonds the all took, Date gives the exat date and time of the all and
Tariff gives a ode for the tari used for billing the all.
Assume that for mining, a new attribute is introdued that aggregates the information
about individual phone alls into the amount of time per month that eah lient spends
alling somebody. One way to ompute the desired result is to onstrut a new attribute
Month from Date, that ontains a dierent value for eah month of the time period under
onsideration (using the operator Attribute derivation, setion A.5.4). Then the
reords an be grouped by the values of Month and CallerNumber, and nally the sum
an be omputed and inserted into a new table that ontains only one reord for eah
aller and month. This is done using Aggregation (setion A.1.4).
This way of omputing a monthly sum is a ommon subtask that an be reused in
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other domains. Assume that a supermarket hain is interested in the monthly sales of
their produts. In the above table, replae CallerNumber by Produt and Length by
Sales; if the supermarket stores its data in this way, the same proedure as above an be
used to ompute the monthly sales. Or assume that a road maintenane institution, whih
maintains a number of weather sensors along their roads, is interested in the amount of
rain per month at dierent sites. Replae CallerNumber by Sensor and Length by Rain to
get exatly the same problem with the same solution. Appendix B desribes many more
suh solution patterns. As desribed in setion 6.5.4, the reognition of suh ommon
subtasks in a olletion of proess models an be partly automated.
To sum up the disussion on adaptation and reuse, adding or deleting elements to/from
a given KDD model, and renaming or retyping, are the entral operations for this, and
they are easily realised if the system supports propagation of the oneptual hanges,
for whih in turn the oneptual level must be expliitly represented. A seond way of
support for reuse is the option to use automatially estimated data harateristis to
update the operators whose output signature (attributes in the output onept) depends
on the input data harateristis. See setion 7.2.2. With this kind of support, substantial
work eorts during reuse an be saved, even if only some parts of a given KDD proess
are reused. However, obviously there are situations when adaptation of a given ase is
not a suitable option. This an be true when a hange of the mining task would be
needed (e.g. from lassiation to onept desription), as this would usually require
rather dierent data representations as input for mining. The ase desriptions explained
in setion 6.5.2 help users to avoid attempting suh diult adaptations.
6.7. Summary
The need for publi environments that enable the modelling and distribution of KDD
proesses has long been reognised in the literature. MiningMart is based on a publi
meta model that allows to model the oneptual level of KDD proesses, as disussed
in hapters 3 and 4, as well as the neessary tehnial level notions. Setion 6.3 has de-
sribed this meta model. It is the basis for the web repository whih has been presented
in setion 6.5. Providing this environment has enabled the formalisation of approved solu-
tions to ommon preparation problems; these solutions are listed in appendix B. Reusing
previously developed proess models (solutions) on dierent data has been examined in
detail in setion 6.6. Shema mathing and propagation of hanges have been identied as
two important supportive features that the environment should oer. Chapter 7 desribes
tehnial solutions used in the MiningMart system for these and other issues.
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This hapter ontinues the disussion of the MiningMart framework and system as in-
trodued in hapter 6. While the fous in that hapter was on the meta model, the web
repository, and aspets of reuse, in the following a more dynami view of the system is
given. In partiular, the implementations ontributed by the author of this thesis are ex-
plained. MiningMart's implementation follows a metadata-driven approah: delarative,
stati aspets of the meta model determine how the system instantiates and uses ele-
ments of the oneptual data and proess model. Compare gure 6.3 on page 101. Thus
the implementation is generi, in the sense that hanging or extending the meta model
appropriately automatially hanges or extends the behaviour of the system, without a
need to hange the implementation.
Setion 7.1 explains how the output of an operator (at the oneptual level) an be
reated based on the speiation of the operator, and how hanges to suh elements
by the user are propagated through the whole appliation model. It also disusses the
implementation of the estimations of harateristis that are given for eah operator
in appendix A, and explains how shema mathing was realised to help in onneting
oneptual data elements to atual data sets.
Setion 7.2 then presents details on the implementation of some MiningMart oper-
ators reated by this author. The importane of these operators had been reognised
when developing the system of preparation operators desribed in hapter 4 and when
implementing the model appliation from hapter 5.
Setion 7.3 disusses some issues of data storage and ahing that omplement the view-
based approah taken by the MiningMart ompiler. Finally, setion 7.4 briey introdues
the main aspets of the implementation of the user interfae.
7.1. The onept editor
Reall from setion 4.6 the duality of the data- and proess-oriented views on the KDD
proess, whih was illustrated in hapter 5. MiningMart is the rst KDD tool that im-
plements the data-oriented view. Whenever a step (employing a proessing operator) is
added to the preparation graph in the proess view, the user must speify its input and
output parameters. From these parameters, elements of the data-oriented view (the on-
epts and links between them) are automatially generated, as explained in setion 7.1.1.
If the output of a step exists already but the parameters are hanged by the user, parts
of the output may have to be hanged, too, and this may have eets on later, dependent
steps. Propagation of suh hanges was already disussed in setion 6.6.1; setion 7.1.2
disusses its implementation in MiningMart. Setion 7.1.3 explains the implementation
of the metadata inferenes, or data harateristis estimations, as introdued in se-
tion 3.3.3. Finally setion 7.1.4 presents the use of shema mathing in MiningMart.
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7.1.1. Automati reation of oneptual-level data elements
Overview
As was explained in setion 6.3, MiningMart is largely based on a delarative meta
model alled M4. M4 provides means to store KDD proess and data models. Reall
that M4 an be divided into a stati part, whih stores information about the available
operators, and a dynami part, whih stores elements of the KDD models that users
edit. The MiningMart system is designed suh as to allow the extension of the stati
part easily without having to hange the implementation. In order to add an operator to
MiningMart, its input and output parameter speiations, as well as the way output is
reated from given input parameters, have to be desribed using the expressions available
in the stati part of M4. Then the system an automatially instantiate the operator at
runtime.
In the following, these mehanisms are explained in detail, in partiular the M4 el-
ements that allow to reate output onepts of steps automatially, and thus link the
two dual views disussed in setion 4.6. Reall that an instane of the M4 type Step
represents the appliation of an operator at a partiular point in the preparation graph.
Whih parameters an operator has is given in the stati M4 type Op_Param (ompare
gure 6.5 on page 103). For example, the fat that a ertain disretisation operator ex-
pets a single, non-optional, input parameter (giving the number of intervals into whih
the input attribute is to disretise) is stored as one M4 objet of the type Op_Param. The
input attribute itself, and the name of the output attribute that the operator will reate,
are two further parameters of this operator. As already disussed in setion 6.3.2, the M4
type Constraint is used to further speify suh parameters, for example to indiate their
data type, or that they annot be negative, and similar onstraints. These onstraints
help to develop a proess model without exeuting it, sine they an be used to hek
the syntati validity of all user-speied parameters.
The M4 Constraints are also ruial for the automati reation of output elements of
the data model (at the oneptual level), beause they are used to speify how to do this
for eah operator. Thus they serve the double purpose of speifying possible instanes
for input and output parameters, and dependenies between them, for both the user
and the system. Table 7.1 on page 162 lists all types of onstraints used for the latter
purpose, the reation of output data model-elements by the system. Eah onstraint
has two slots, or parameters, that speify to whih step parameters it applies. Most
of the onstraints from table 7.1 were added by the author when implementing the
mehanism for output reation; the M4 onstraint formalism itself has been developed by
Sholz (2002). The onstraints from table 7.1 will be explained in the following, inluding
examples. Afterwards, the reation of semanti links between onepts is explained.
To understand the output reation, a design deision that was taken for MiningMart
must be mentioned. Chapter 4 explains the growing web of onepts in the data-oriented
view, as eah operator's output onept is added to the representation of the initial data.
In MiningMart there is one exeption to the rule that eah operator produes an output
onept: the operators based on Attribute derivation (the feature onstrution oper-
ators of setion A.5) only produe an output attribute that is added to the input onept.
This has the advantage that the resulting onept web is less omplex, sine there are
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fewer onepts. The disadvantage is that it may hange the semantis of onept links.
For example, if a onept C is the separation of another onept D beause, say, a Row
seletion reated it from D, then adding an attribute to C hanges the separation to
a speialisation. One might hoose to automatially update these links in the onept
web; but it may also make sense to leave the original links in plae, sine they reet the
reation of the onepts. MiningMart urrently takes the latter approah.
The onstraints for reating output elements
Input parameters of a Step refer to M4 objets that exist already at the time of reating
the step. For example, the input onept of the step represents the data set that it is
applied to, and thus it must exist already in the data model. Thus the user should only
be able to use existing objets for input parameters. In fat, the sets of available objets
for an input parameter an be further onstrained:
For input onepts, only onepts representing initial data sets, plus all onepts reated
by steps that preede the urrent step in the preparation graph, an be used. When the
user wants to speify an input onept, the GUI therefore alls a method that provides
this set.
Input attributes must always belong to (one of) the input onept(s); a Constraint
speies whih input onept it is for eah operator and input attribute. It an also be
a onept that is not an input parameter itself, but is attahed to an input relationship.
The onstraints IN_RELFROM and IN_RELTO serve this purpose. The Java lass for
Steps provides a method that tells the GUI whih input onepts an attribute may be
seleted from. If the input onept(s) of the step have not been set yet at the time of
alling this method, an error message is produed.
Output parameters are treated rather dierently. Their objets do not exist yet at
the time the user reates a step, but are reated when the user tells the GUI to save
the urrent step parameter settings. The user only provides the names for the output
objets.
The following paragraphs explain how objets for output parameters are reated, based
on the onstraints. The reation of the output onept, if there is any, is done rst. In the
simplest ase, its attributes an be simply opied from the single input onept; this is
the ase if a Constraint of type SAME_FEAT holds for the operator of the urrent step
(see table 7.1). An example for an operator that uses this onstraint is Row seletion.
Similarly, the onstraints FEAT_RFR and FEAT_RTO speify that the attributes of
the output onept should be opied from one of the two onepts attahed to an input
relationship. If, instead, there is a onstraint of type ALL_EXCEPT, then all attributes
of the input onept, exept those speied by an input attribute parameter given by
the onstraint, are opied to the output onept. The onstraint types SAME_FEAT,
FEAT_RFR, FEAT_RTO and ALL_EXCEPT are mutually exlusive.
In many ases, additional onstraints speify output attributes to be added to those
reated based on an ALL_EXCEPT onstraint. Suh output attributes may be based on
input attributes, as is the ase if any of the onstraints RENAME_OUT, CR_SUFFIX,
or CREATE_BY hold. For example, a onstraint CR_SUFFIX holds for the MiningMart
version of Aggregation, and speies that for those attributes of the input onept
whose minimum value will be available in the output onept, an attribute in the output
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onept must be reated that takes the same name but with a sux _MIN (the sux
is speied by the onstraint). A similar onstraint holds for output attributes with
the maximum, average, and so on, values. The CREATE_BY onstraint is used for
Pivotisation, for example, and allows to reate output attributes based on the name
of an input attribute (the index attribute, see setion A.3.2), with added suxes based
on values given by another parameter. Note that there an be more than one suh input
attribute, in whih ase ombinations of single values given by the other parameter
are used to reate suxes and thus output attributes; this is used to implement the
generalised, n-fold pivotisation, and is desribed in more detail in setion 7.2.2. For
output attributes onstruted in this way, the onstraint OUT_TYPE may be used to
speify a xed oneptual data type; if no suh onstraint exists, the data type from
the input attribute is opied. The RENAME_OUT onstraint is used to speify that
ertain input attributes should be used as a template for output attributes, but the
output attributes should have dierent names; the names are given by a parameter that
the onstraint speies. This onstraint is used in the Join operator to provide a way
of dealing with like-named attributes in the onepts that are joined. (An additional
onstraint of type NO_COMMON, not shown in table 7.1, ensures that an exeption is
thrown if onepts to be joined have like-name attributes and the step does not use the
provided parameters to resolve the onit.)
The MATCHBYCON onstraint is also used by Join in order to opy only one set
of the joining key attributes into the output onept (these attributes are speied by a
parameter of Join, and the onstraint refers to this parameter).
As mentioned above, in MiningMart not all operators reate an output onept, but
some only add an output attribute to their input onept. This is the ase if the onstraint
type IN is used for an input onept and an output attribute. The name of the output
attribute is given as the parameter, and its oneptual data type is speied by a TYPE
or SAME_TYPE onstraint.
While most MiningMart operators reate a onept or an attribute, some reate a rela-
tionship as their only oneptual level output (this is a dierene to reating relationships
as a by-produt, namely as semanti links between the output and input onepts of an
operator). Suh operators an be used to restore relationships between intermediate on-
epts, sine valid foreign key links between the initial data sets may not be valid after
applying data transformations. For example, when a Row seletion has been applied
to the many-side of a many-to-one relationship, the output onept is still in a many-to-
one relationship to the original one-side, but a orresponding link is not automatially
reated in the data model sine too many links would lutter the web of onepts then.
But if the link is desired, then a MiningMart operator that reates a one-to-many rela-
tionship between its two input onepts an be used to reate it. The operator produes
an error at exeution time if the relationship is not valid in the atual data (e.g. if there
are entities on the many-side for whih there is no orrespondent on the one-side). The
last set of onstraints in table 7.1 is used to speify whih parameters of suh opera-
tors give the onepts and keys involved in the relationship (the two onepts involved
in a relationship are alled the From-onept and the To-onept in MiningMart). Like
other elements of the oneptual-level data model, relationships (reated by operators
diretly or as a link between an operator's output and the other data sets) are realised in
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SQL statements on the tehnial level by the MiningMart ompiler when the preparation
proess is exeuted. For relationships, these SQL statements reate the orresponding
primary and foreign key onstraints in the underlying database.
The assertions for reating links between onepts
Finally, the automati reation of semanti links between input and output onepts of an
operator is desribed in the following. Reall that there are three types of links that show
how onepts are reated from eah other, providing a strutured view on the onept
web. The type and diretion of eah link is speied by objets of the M4 type Assertion
for eah operator: the presene and the validity of the given link are a post-ondition
of applying the operator. Like onstraints, assertions have two slots or parameters that
determine what step parameters they refer to. Both for separations and speialisations,
a spei type of assertion exists. The order in whih the input and output onept are
speied in the assertion determines the diretion of the link. The reation of a one-to-
many relationship is more omplex sine the key attributes that onstitute the link must
be speied. Therefore a partiular type of assertion, REL_N_1, indiates the presene
and diretion of the relationship, and two other assertions, REL_N_K and REL_1_K,
determine whih input or output attribute parameter gives the attributes that funtion
as the keys on the many-side or the one-side, respetively, of the relationship. Many-to-
many relationships are never reated in this assertion-based way, sine no operator from
appendix A produes suh links.
An example
As a simple example, onsider the MiningMart operator RemoveFeatures, whih re-
alises the variant of Attribute seletion in whih the user selets a number of at-
tributes (features) to be removed from the input (in a dierent variant, the attributes to
retain are seleted). The following items of information are eah given by one objet of
the type Constraint in the stati part of M4:
• There must be exatly one input onept.
• There must be exatly one output onept.
• There must be a parameter FeaturesToRemove whih refers to a non-empty list
of objets of the M4 type Feature.
• The list of features given by the previous parameter must be present in the input
onept. This is speied by an IN onstraint.
• All features from the input onept, exept those given by FeaturesToRemove,
must be reated as a opy in the output onept. This is speied by an ALL_EXCEPT
onstraint.
• The input onept is a speialisation of the output onept.
When reating an objet of type Step that uses this operator, users selet an input
onept from those that are available at this point in the preparation graph. Afterwards
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Figure 7.1.: Illustration of the preparation senario disussed in the text. Arrows pointing
upwards mean used as input by. Arrows pointing downwards mean reates. The
three steps must be exeuted from left to right, sine eah step's input is reated by
the previous step.
they selet the FeaturesToRemove from that input onept; there must be at least one
feature. Finally they give a name for the new output onept. The system then uses
the last two onstraints mentioned above to reate the output onept, inluding its
attributes, and link it to the input onept.
7.1.2. Propagation of data model hanges
Motivation
The parameter settings of any step an be edited by the user at any time. If the step has
suessor steps in the preparation graph, hanges to its output may aet one or more of
the suessors, too. It is entral to supporting the oneptual level that these hanges to
its elements are performed automatially by the system. To see what is involved in the
problem, a motivating example is disussed.
Consider a preparation graph in whih the rst step is a Saling appliation, the
seond step applies Disretisation to the saled attribute, and the third step involves
an Attribute seletion. The senario is depited in gure 7.1. Eah step takes the
output of the previous step as input, but reall that Saling and Disretisation only
add a new attribute to their input onept (B), so that the third step is the only one
that produes a new output onept (C). The rst step reates the attribute s while the
seond reates d; both steps add their output attribute to B.
Now suppose the user hanges the input onept of the rst step from B to A, for
example beause they deided to insert an additional preparation step (whih reates A).
The system now has to delete s from B (thus leaning the old input objet), and must
reate it instead in A. The seond step, however, used s as one of its input parameters
(the saled attribute was the one to be disretised). It is lear in this ase that the seond
step is now also supposed to be applied to the new input onept A, otherwise one of its
input parameters would not be available. This hange of parameters of the seond step is
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determined by the hanges to the rst step, and an be done automatially. If the seond
step had been used to disretise not the saled attribute s, but some other attribute, then
hanging the input onept of the rst step (from B to A) would not neessarily mean
that the input onept of the seond step should also be hanged. However, any of these
hanges an lead to a hange of C, sine its attributes are opied from B (respetively,
A). This hange an again be performed automatially. If there are further steps that
depend on the third step (i.e. take its output onept C as input), their output objets
may also require adaptation.
It may happen that a step beomes invalid during the ourse of these adaptations,
meaning that one or more of its input objets is nonexistent. The simplest senario is
that the user wants to delete an attribute from a onept, but the attribute (or a opy of
it in a dependent onept) is used as an input parameter of some step. Another example
is that the seletion of attributes made by an Attribute seletion operator hanges,
and some attribute that is no longer in the seletion is supposed to be used by a later
step.
Senarios suh as these lead to the following requirements that the system must meet
in order to allow safe edits by the user:
• deletion of attributes from a onept must be propagated to (modied) opies of
that onept;
• adding new attributes, and renaming of attributes, must be propagated in the same
way;
• when input parameters are hanged, the objets previously used for them may have
to be leaned;
• input parameters of following steps may have to be adapted;
• before steps beome invalid, the user should onrm the ation;
• when the input onept of a step that does not reate an output onept hanges,
and following steps use the same input onept, the user must deide whether the
following steps should also hange their input onept (whih is usually what is
desired, but this annot be presupposed safely).
Overview of the propagation sheme
Propagation is done based on the proess-oriented view, that is, the graph of preparation
steps; the reason why the data-oriented view annot be used, despite the fat that it
models dependenies between onepts diretly, is that the loal hanges depend on the
parameters of the operators.
The propagation involves a graph traversal. The two lassi shemes of traversal, depth-
rst (DFS) and breadth-rst (BFS), annot be used here beause of the requirement that
any node an only be proessed after all its predeessors have been proessed. Figure 7.2
illustrates this. Fullling this requirement ensures that all updates of previous steps are
aounted for when the urrent step is updated. Breadth-rst searh an be organised
using a queue of nodes whih is lled level-wise with the nodes of eah searh level.
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Figure 7.2.: Both standard graph traversal shemes, breadth-rst and depth-rst searh,
ould result in node E being proessed before D has been proessed. This is desired,
for the propagation task in this setion, if the traversal starts at B (sine D should not
be visited at all then) but not if it starts at A.
The following modiation is needed to full the requirement. By noting for eah node
whether it has been proessed, the predeessors of any urrent node an be heked as
to whether they have all been proessed; if not, the node an simply be ignored, sine
it will be reahed again on a dierent path. In gure 7.2, assuming that propagation
starts at node A, node E an be ignored when it is visited on the path from B but has
not been visited yet from D, as the visit from D will follow later. In this way the node
is only proessed when it is visited for the last time. However, if E is visited from B
when B was the starting point of the propagation, then E should be proessed without
visiting D at all. Yet at node E, no loal information is available to deide between the
two possibilities. To solve this, only those predeessors of a node are onsidered (when
deiding whether to ignore it) that are relevant for the urrent traversal, meaning they
an be reahed from the starting point of the traversal. The set of nodes reahable from
the starting point an be found previous to propagation, by either of the two standard
shemes.
Despite these modiations, the propagation of hanges through the preparation graph
should proeed mainly in a breadth-rst manner, so that it an stop at the rst level where
no hanges to the output onepts of any step are performed. The levels of this modied
breadth-rst searh are to be dened suh that eah level onsists only of onept-reating
steps; any intermediate steps that only add output attributes to their input onepts are
also dealt with in passing. The reason for this modiation of the searh sheme is that
the onept-reating steps have a property that the attribute-reating steps do not
have, whih is that hanges to later steps will not our if hanges to the output of the
urrent step have not ourred. For example, suppose a onept is modied by deleting
one of its attributes. If the onept is used as input by a step that adds some other
attribute to it, no hanges to this step's output are done, but a later step that reates
a opy of the onept is aeted (the opy of the deleted attribute must be deleted). In
ontrast, if an output onept of some step remains unhanged during the propagation,
it is safe to onlude that following steps and parameters also remain unhanged, so the
propagation an stop on this path.
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Realisation in MiningMart
In MiningMart, whenever the user performs parameter hanges in the GUI, rst the
output of that partiular step is updated if required. Seond, previous input of that
step is leaned if neessary, and third, propagation of hanges to suessors is started.
The method updateOutput(Colletion names) of the lass representing Step objets
realises the rst task; it is alled by the GUI with the names of the new output objets. It
shares most of its ode with the onstraint-based method for output reation explained in
setion 7.1.1. The big advantage of this is that the propagation algorithm does not have
to be hanged when any operators are added to the system, or hange their speiation.
Seondly, the method handleOldInput() of the same lass is alled. It only applies
to input onepts that have beome replaed by a dierent onept. It has two tasks:
one is removing output attributes that have beome invalid from suh replaed input
onepts. The other is to hek if any suessors of the urrent step also use the replaed
input onept. For this, any path starting from the urrent step is only followed until
the rst output onept is reated; steps that our yet later an still use the replaed
input onept without problems. If there are any suessor steps with the replaed input
onept, the user is asked if these steps should hange their input onept, too, like the
urrent step. If yes, the replaed input onept is also leaned from output by these steps,
and the output of these steps is instead added to the new input onept.
Thirdly, propagation an be started. The method propagateOutputChanges() of the
lass representing steps does this. It uses the graph traversal sheme explained above.
The method adaptOutputToChangedInput(), whih again shares ode with the output
reation as explained in the previous setion, is alled for every step on the urrent BFS
level; it returns a boolean ag indiating whether any output has hanged. This ag an
be used to stop the searh if no hanges have ourred on the urrent level.
The level-wise searh is neessary sine the preparation graph annot be assumed to
be a tree. However, this searh sheme is slightly ompliated by the fat that hanges
to one level an aet not only the next level but also arbitrary higher levels, sine any
suessor step might expliitly aess the output of the urrent step through one of its
input parameters. For example, renaming an attribute during a propagation may entail
updates of some step that happens to use this attribute as an input parameter, even
if that step is loated elsewhere in the graph. The old attribute must be known when
the later step that uses it is dealt with. Suh dependenies are long dependenies in the
proess view, with any number of intermediate steps. Though some suh dependenies
may appear as diret dependenies in the data view, the diret dependenies annot be
exploited by the algorithm, sine the intermediate steps in the long dependeny may
aet the data representations, too. To understand how the propagation algorithm deals
with suh long dependenies, reall from setion 6.3.2 that the M4 type Parameter stores
the links between a step and the M4 objets that it uses as parameters. The M4 interfae
module allows to retrieve all suh links an M4 objet is involved in from that objet.
Thus, whenever the algorithm modies an objet used by the urrent step, it an follow
the links from that objet to any later steps that also use it. However, those later steps
should not be modied before they are visited in the breadth-rst sheme, beause the
need for further hanges might arise during the searh (after the urrent step has been
dealt with). Therefore the algorithm stores the links in a global data struture that maps
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eah link to the previous and the new name of the modied parameter objet. When the
later steps are visited during the searh, the global map an be used to nd out whih
of their input objets has been modied, and how.
As an example onsider the senario disussed above, depited in gure 7.1, in whih a
Saling step reates an output attribute that is used as input parameter by a following
Disretisation step, but at some point in time the rst step hanges its input onept.
The attribute s that the rst step reates must be deleted from onept B. Instead, a new
attribute objet is reated in the new input onept A, but its name remains the same.
Thus when the algorithm handles the seond step, it an use the old name, s, stored in
the global map, to nd out whih of the attributes in the new input onept (A) of that
step is the one that the step had used for disretisation. This information would be lost
without the global map. Similarly, had the user not hanged the input onept of the
rst step from B to A, but just deided to hange the name of the attribute it reates,
say from s to t, then the new name t would also be stored in the global map, allowing
the algorithm to update the seond step aordingly. This beomes relevant when there
are other steps between the rst and seond one, so that the seond step operates on a
opy of the attribute reated by the rst one.
This algorithm is important for making the oneptual level easily and robustly reusable
on hanged data shemas, as disussed in setion 6.6.1. Figure 7.3 shows the algorithm
in pseudo ode, as realised in the above-mentioned method propagateOutputChanges().
The algorithm uses a queue to organise a traversal that is similar to the breadth-rst
sheme. As motivated above, a step is ignored when one of its relevant predeessors has
not been proessed yet (lines 10 to 12; the set of relevant steps is omputed in line 3).
The boolean variable f is used to indiate whether any step of the urrent BFS level l
has hanged its output; if not, the algorithm stops (line 16). The hanges to the urrent
step are made in line 20, so that f an be set to true (in line 22) if any hanges have
ourred. Note that onept suessors in line 23 inludes all steps on any path that (i)
starts from the urrent step, (ii) ends in a step that produes an output onept, and (iii)
has no output onept-produing steps other than this last step. This has been explained
above. Restoring inputs of the urrent step from the global map (line 19) only onerns
those inputs for whih there is an entry in the global map that mathes the urrent step;
suh entries are added to the map in line 20: if any long dependenies from the output of
the urrent step to later steps, as explained above, are disovered, the orresponding links
to the dependent steps are stored in the map. When the propagation ends, the global
map is emptied (line 24) so that the next all to the algorithm starts with a leaned map.
7.1.3. Estimation of data harateristis
This setion presents the MiningMart implementation of the estimation mehanisms that
setion 3.3.3 introdues and hapter 4 speies for eah preparation operator. Why it is
useful to provide (estimated) data harateristis at the time of reating a KDD proess
model is explained in setion 3.3.3. The list of whih harateristis to estimate is also
given there. The estimations are based on atual harateristis omputed from the initial
data sets.
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Algorithm: Propagation of oneptual data hanges
Input: A preparation graph modelled in M4, and an objet S0 of type Step whose
parameters have hanged
Output: A possibly modied version of the preparation graph
Initialisations:
1. Set the BFS level of all steps in the preparation graph to 0;
2. Initialise Q to be an empty queue;
3. Find R, the set of relevant steps that are reahable from S0, by a DFS from S0;
4. Set the BFS level of the start step S0 to 1;
5. Enqueue the start step S0 into Q;
6. Set the boolean ag f to false;
7. Set the urrent searh level l to 1;
Graph traversal:
8. While Q is not empty:
9. Dequeue Q into step S;
Chek if all predeessors of urrent step S have been proessed:
10. If any predeessor of S is in R, and has BFS level 0 or is in Q:
11. Set the BFS level of S to 0;
12. Continue at line 8;
Chek if new BFS level has been reahed:
13. If BFS level of S is stritly greater than l:
14. Set l to BFS level of S;
15. If f is false and global map is empty:
16. return;
17. Else: set f to false;
Update the input parameters of S:
18. If global map ontains entries for S:
19. restore input of S from global map;
Update the output parameters of S:
20. Adapt output of S to (possibly) hanged input,
adding any links to dependent steps to the map;
Chek if any hanges are made at urrent BFS level:
21. If output of S has hanged:
22. Set f to true;
Continue the searh with the suessors of S:
23. Enqueue all onept suessors of S whose BFS level is 0 into Q,
setting their new BFS level to l   1;
Final lean-up:
24. Empty the global map;
Figure 7.3.: An algorithm to propagate hanges to the urrent parameter settings of a
Step objet to all dependent Step objets. Comments are in italis. See text for further
explanations.
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Overview
In MiningMart, (estimated) harateristis (also alled statistis) an be displayed in
the onept editor for any onept, but also in the proess editor when the input of an
operator is speied, beause some operator parameters are based on suh harateristis
(ompare riterion 20 on page 232 and setion 7.2.2). The estimations and inferenes are
done on the y, whenever the user wants to display the harateristis. MiningMart
an store atual data harateristis of any data set, to avoid their re-omputation, but
M4 urrently does not provide means to store the inferred or estimated harateristis;
sine the latter an be omputed in linear time in the number of operators, onepts and
attributes of a proess model, on the y omputation sues. If the atual statistis have
already been omputed, or stored in M4, for a onept whose estimated statistis a user
wants to display, these atual statistis are shown. MiningMart provides the option of
delaring the inferred/estimated statistis as atual statistis, so that they an be stored.
In this way users an avoid expensive omputations if their bakground knowledge tells
them that the inferred or estimated statistis are aurate enough for the urrent purpose.
Also, any estimated values of data harateristis an be edited by the user, and are then
kept in main memory as long as the user's MiningMart session lasts (and as long as
the onept for whih they hold does not hange). This enables to integrate bakground
knowledge when the inferenes or estimations do not provide enough information, and
onforms to riterion 19 (see page 232).
While estimated statistis are presented to the user in a way that is learly dierent
from atual statistis, the quality of the estimations is not easy to judge for users. Future
work ould enhane the estimation framework presented here by methods that dier-
entiate results of inferenes, or safe knowledge, from estimations or unsafe knowledge.
However, it should be noted that even using the rather optimisti estimation methods
presented here, only little information about the harateristis an be expeted at the
end of long hains of preparation operators. Safe inferenes would render even less infor-
mation, so that a distintion between these types of knowledge quality may not be very
useful in pratie.
To get a feeling for the usefulness of MiningMart's estimations, the model applia-
tion from hapter 5 an be onsidered. This appliation is haraterised by early joins
of detailed information with seleted ustomers in every hunk. The output size of these
joins annot be estimated sine they are not based on valid foreign key links (the keys
are not reated before exeution time). However, for all attributes that are not used as
joining keys, the list of distint values is retained. Thus there are rather useful estimated
harateristis available in every hain  until the rst aggregation operator is applied,
whih ours several times in the main hunks, but not early on in eah hunk (pivoti-
sation usually involves aggregation, too). Aggregation does not allow to estimate muh
information about its output data harateristis. However, this still means that useful
(if not always aurate) data harateristis of the input of a step an be displayed for
51 of the less than 100 steps in this appliation, so a substantial part of the appliation
ould have been developed easily without atually performing the time-onsuming data
proessing. To perform at least partial data proessing when developing suh a large
appliation, for testing purposes, is unavoidable, though.
Operators in a system that uses harateristis estimation must be robust against input
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speiations that do not aurately reet the tehnial level, beause misestimations
may our at the oneptual level. The MiningMart operators are robust in this sense
simply by the fat that they are implemented using standard SQL views: SQL queries
may be invalid if they refer to non-existing tables or olumns, but the invalidities that
an arise from misestimations only onern values of a olumn. For example, the operator
Value mapping maps input values of a partiular attribute to new values in the output.
Estimations of value lists help the user to speify suh a mapping. At the tehnial level
the mapping is realised by the SQL CASE WHEN ... THEN statement. Thus, if the speied
mapping uses input values that atually do not exist on the tehnial level, the SQL
statement simply does not apply. Conversely, if there are input values at the tehnial
level that do not our in the user-speied mapping, they are ignored or mapped to a
default value, sine it may well be that the user only wanted a few values mapped. See
also setion 7.2 where the robustness of other operators is explained.
Inferenes and estimations of the data harateristis are based on the operator spe-
iations. Therefore, following the general MiningMart approah of using delaratively
speied knowledge to drive the system, the kinds of inferenes and estimations that are
possible for eah operator are stored in the stati part of M4, and are interpreted by the
system at runtime. Again this enables the simple extension of the system by new opera-
tors without hanging the implementation. The M4 type Assertion is used here. Table 7.2
on page 163 lists the various types of assertions that an be speied for an operator;
they are briey explained below. A given operator uses a ombination of these types.
Estimated statistis always onern a partiular onept. When they are to be dis-
played, the system deides whether the onept represents an initial data set for whih
atual statistis are available or an be omputed. If yes, they are displayed. If no, the
step that reates this onept is found, and estimations are done by modifying the in-
put estimation(s) that hold for the input onept(s) of this step aording to this step's
assertions; the input estimation(s) are omputed reursively in the same way. Some in-
put statistis an simply be opied. When a step only adds an attribute to a onept,
the estimations for that attribute are simply added to the statistis. When a step has
more than one input onept (this onerns the Join and Union operators), the estima-
tions are merged aording to partiular assertions that apply to several inputs. There is
one global harateristi per onept, the number of entities in it; the other estimations
onern single attributes. To reate its output harateristis, a step opies its input esti-
mations (for those attributes that are present in the output onept), and then modies
them aording to the assertions, so that assertions are only needed where opying input
estimations is not appropriate.
Assertions for estimating data harateristis
The remainder of this subsetion briey explains eah assertion type related to statistis
estimation and gives examples for their use in operator speiations, so that the Mining-
Mart implementation of this funtionality beomes more transparent. Refer to table 7.2
on page 163 for an overview of these assertions. Reall that an assertion omes with two
slots or parameters that determine the step parameters it applies to. These slots will
be dealt with impliitly in the explanations below.
The simplest assertion is NO_CHANGE, whih says that for any attribute in the out-
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put onept, its estimated statistis an be opied from its orresponding input attribute,
and the number of entities an also be opied. This assertion is used in the attribute se-
letion and materialisation operators, and also some operators whose output onept is
largely a opy of the input, but has additional attributes; additional assertions are used
for these extra attributes.
A number of assertions onern the estimation of the output size. SZ_ADD is an
assertion that is used for Union, speifying that the sizes of the input onepts are
added to get the output estimation. SZ_BY_VAL gives the output size diretly, by
referring to a parameter whose value in an instantiated step gives either the size or the
fration of the input size. This is used for the sampling operator. SZ_BY_VL an be
used by aggregation operators to ompute the output size from the numbers of distint
values in the grouping attributes. SZ_MIN_MV subtrats the number of missing values
of a partiular input attribute from the input size, useful for the operator that deletes
entities that have missing values in that attribute. SZ_DIV_BY divides the input size by
the value of some parameter; this assertion holds for theWindowing (divide by window
width) and Segmentation (divide by number of segments) operators. SZ_MULT_NO
multiplies the input size by some fator given as the number of attributes in the parameter
speied by this assertion. It is only used for reverse pivotisation: the number of attributes
to be folded into one determines the integer fator by whih the data set grows (see
setion A.3.2). Finally, SZ_BY_REL is used for Join; see setion 3.3.3 for an explanation
of how the output size of joins an be determined if the input onepts are linked by a
relationship. Note also that MiningMart provides operators that allow the reation of a
relationship, on both levels, between two data sets, so that relationships an be made
available to join operations whenever they are needed (and valid).
The other estimations onern the minimum and maximum bounds, list of distint
values, number of missing values, and value frequenies, of attributes. For ontinuous
attributes, the list of distint values gives interval means instead; the interval bounds are
hosen so that there are 10 bounds (thus 11 intervals) in the range of values the attribute
takes. The frequeny of a value is then the number of values within that interval.
Some assertions simply state that these attribute-spei harateristis an be opied
from a ertain input attribute (MM_FROM, VL_FROM, VF_FROM andMV_FROM);
they are mainly used for attribute-reating operators that do not reate their own out-
put onept. A similar assertion states to opy these properties from the input for all
attributes in the output onept (MM_UNCH, VL_UNCH). Some operators an diretly
speify minimum or maximum bounds of their output attribute, like Saling, so they
an use MIN_FROM or MAX_FROM to make the system exploit this. The VL_COMB
and MM_COMB assertions are used for Union, where output attributes have ombined,
or merged, value lists and bounds from their orresponding input attributes.
Adding a value to an input value list an be done with VL_ADD: for example, the
operator that replaes missing values by a default value uses this assertion. For the
value mapping operators, the new value list is known from the speied mapping; the
VL_BY_PAR assertion an be used here. The VL_BY_LIST assertion is very similar,
but is used when there are several entries with output values in a given value parameter
objet (see setion 7.2.2 for an example). Finally, the VL_BY_SYM assertion states that
a partiular symbol (whih is globally xed in MiningMart) is used, with number suxes,
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for the output values. Suh default symbols are used for value mapping or disretisation
operators when the user does not speify the new disrete output values. The seond
slot of this assertion provides the number of output symbols (or the step parameter
that gives this number); by onvention the number suxes start with 1, so this determines
the output value list.
Some operators even allow estimations of the frequenies of the values in the output,
provided that these frequenies are given in the input. The VF_ADD assertion is used
for Union, and says to add the frequenies of a partiular value from all orresponding
attributes in the input onepts. The VF_REPL_MV says to add the number of missing
values from the input attribute to the frequeny of the value determined by the seond
slot of this assertion. This is used for the operator that replaes the missing values in the
input by a default value: obviously the frequeny of the default value inreases by the
previous number of missing values.
Sometimes the seletivity of the operator appliation, meaning the ratio of output size
to input size, an be optimistially assumed to apply to value frequenies and numbers of
missing values. Suh operators an use the VF_BY_SEL and MV_BY_SEL assertions
to state this. In MiningMart this onerns the Row seletion and Segmentation
operators.
The VF_BY_AGG assertion is used for the grouping attributes of aggregation opera-
tors; their frequenies are determined by the possible ombinations of grouping values. For
example, if there is only one grouping attribute, eah of its values ours with frequeny
1 in the output. Finally, the VF_MULT_NO assertion is based on similar reasoning as
SZ_MULT_NO, and is applied by the same operator (reverse pivotisation).
The missing values estimation assertions parallel those already explained.
The last estimation assertion is ES_SELECT. It tells MiningMart to apply some
operator-spei reasoning to estimate output harateristis of Row seletion. As
disussed in setion 3.3.3, rather omplex reasoning an be applied for seletion opera-
tors. Currently MiningMart supports a simple histogram-based method, sine the input
value list and value frequenies together provide the needed histogram. More omplex
methods an be added here at any time, but this will not hange the system of estimation
assertions. This partiular assertion is obviously of a dierent nature than the others, as
it does not speify diretly how to do inferenes or estimations based on input hara-
teristis, but is operator-spei. While this is a slight violation of MiningMart's design
priniples, following these priniples here would have meant to design rather omplex as-
sertions that speify the histogram-based method of seletivity estimation, whih would
be no less operator-spei but probably somewhat over-engineered.
7.1.4. Shema mathing between the two levels
When developing a KDD appliation from srath in MiningMart, the rst step is to
model the initial data sets. The system an reate onepts diretly from database tables
or views. The results an and should be edited by the user by giving explanatory names
to the onept and its attributes, or by removing superuous attributes from the on-
ept. This funtionality, reating onepts diretly from database tables, depends on the
information about the table or view that is stored in the system tables of the underlying
DBMS; this is one point where MiningMart annot rely on standard SQL statements,
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sine suh meta queries are not standardised in SQL. Within the MiningMart ode, suh
meta queries are done through an abstrat Java lass whih is implemented dierently
for dierent DBMS systems; the author has implemented it for the PostgreSQL
1
and
MySQL
2
database systems.
In ontrast, when an existing KDD model is to be reused, an existing oneptual data
model has to be mapped to existing tehnial-level data sets, as disussed in setion 6.6.1.
MiningMart an support nding this mapping by employing simple shema mathing al-
gorithms, whih is doumented in this setion. A preliminary study by Wagner (2005) has
identied and implemented suitable mathing algorithms, on whih the shema math-
ing approah implemented by the author of this work is based. It should be noted that
shema mathing relies on syntati lues to judge the similarity of two data shemas,
and thus is only useful if the appliation domains that the two shemas model are similar.
Where this is not the ase, the user an attempt to nd some mapping that takes the
role that the various shema elements play in the KDD proess into aount, as disussed
in setion 6.6. In this senario, shema mathing should not be used.
Task desription
Shema mathing attempts to nd mappings between elements of two given data shemas
(ompare (Rahm & Bernstein, 2001)). The elements are onepts, attributes or relation-
ships (in this appliation). Mappings an be 1 : 1, 1 : n or n : m; eah mapping omes
with a similarity value from the real interval r0..1s. The mappings are simple pairs of
elements, without further struture. In this respet, shema mathing an be dierenti-
ated from ontology mapping or alignment, where mappings are sought that also provide
the preise translations between expressions in eah ontology; see (Kalfoglou & Shor-
lemmer, 2003) for an overview. In general, a mapping an be suggested between dierent
types of elements, for example between an attribute and a onept, sine dierent data
shemas an represent the universe of disourse (whih is assumed to be the same in the
two shemas) in dierent ways. As noted by Madhavan et al. (2001), shema mathing
is an inherently subjetive task, sine there may be several plausible mappings between
elements of two shemas. Thus it makes sense to suggest the mappings whose similarity
value exeeds a ertain threshold to users as andidate mathes, but to enable them to
hoose other mappings or to edit the given ones.
The spei mathing task in this setion is to suggest a onnetion from a MiningMart
data model to loal data sets. Note that in order to get valid onnetions, mappings
between dierent types of elements (like mapping a onept to a olumn rather than a
table) are not allowed. The MiningMart data model to be mapped will usually onsist
of the initial onepts of a previously modelled KDD appliation, i.e. the onepts that
represent the raw data, and the relationships between them. Suh onepts are marked
by a DB ag in M4. However, in the entry point approah explained in setion 6.5.5,
any intermediate data model of a modelled preparation proess is also examined for its
similarity to the tehnial data sets. The set of intermediate data models is dened by
the set of urrent data views of eah step in the preparation proess. For eah step, the
1
http://www.postgresql.org
2
http://www.mysql.om
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Algorithm: Computation of Resulting Data Model for a Step
Input: An objet S of type Step (possibly onneted to a preparation graph)
Output: A olletion of objets of type Conept that represents the data view reated
by S and its predeessors
1. Let I be the olletion of all initial onepts (type DB) used as input
of the preparation graph attahed to S;
2. Initialise global olletions conceptsToBeReplaced and visitedSteps to be empty;
3. Let Conept r : getReplacingConceptpSq;
4. Remove all onepts in conceptsToBeReplaced from I;
5. If r is not null then add r to I;
6. return I;
Funtion getReplacingConceptpStep Sq returns a Conept:
1. Add S to visitedSteps;
2. Set Conept r to null;
3. For all predeessors P of S:
4. If P is not ontained in visitedSteps:
5. Let r : getReplacingConceptpRq;
6. Add all input onepts of S that are of type DB to conceptsToBeReplaced;
7. If S has an output onept o:
8. return o;
9. Else: return r;
Figure 7.4.: An algorithm to ompute the data view reated by a step and its predeessors.
urrent data view onsists of all initial onepts, but replaes those that were used in the
graph preeding the step by the step's output onept. In other words the urrent data
view shows the results of the urrent path of data preparation. Displaying the urrent
data view is a MiningMart feature implemented by this author to help the user keep
trak of the urrent preparation path. Figure 7.4 shows the simple algorithm used to
ompute the urrent data view of a given step. The algorithm starts with the input data
model. A step an onsume one or more onepts and replae them with its output
onept, so the algorithm follows the path to the urrent step and ollets all onepts of
the input data model that must be replaed (in the olletion conceptsToBeReplaced).
They are removed from the input data model (line 4 of the main algorithm), and instead
the output of the urrent step is added to it (line 5). The result is the urrent data view.
In the shema mathing task, any intermediate data view is a possible entry point for
starting data preparation, if the loal data sets to whih the preparation is to be applied
are similar enough. In sum, the MiningMart shema mather is able to nd the best
mathing of the initial onepts to new data sets, or to nd the intermediate data view
that ahieves the best mathing among all intermediate data views. The user an hoose
to exeute either of these two tasks.
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Basi elements of the shema mathing algorithm
The only types of information that the mathing algorithms an use for the envisioned
task are (i) the names and (ii) data types of attributes and onepts, or olumns and
tables, respetively, (iii) whih attribute/olumn belongs to whih onept/table, and
(iv) the relationship links between onepts (one-to-many or many-to-many relationships;
separation and speialisation links are only available in the oneptual model, and thus
annot be used for mathing). This level of information is alled the shema level by
Rahm and Bernstein (2001), who give a survey on shema mathing approahes. As
noted by these authors and others, shema mathing approahes exist that use further
information, suh as the data (at the instane level), but when the oneptual level is to
be mapped to atual data sets, information about data ontents is only available on one
side, so that it annot help in the task at hand.
To math names, the system must be able to map a pair of strings to a real value
between 0 and 1 that reets the similarity of the two strings. There are four methods
available to do so: a simple one that uses boolean full math of the strings (ignoring
ase); one that is based on the edit distane between the strings; one that ompares
the soundex representation of the strings; and one that ompares all n-grams of the
two strings. The last method seems to work best for the task here. These methods are
desribed in (Wagner, 2005). They result in a name similarity value between 0 and 1.
To math data types of attributes and olumns, the same mehanism that is used
elsewhere in MiningMart to guess the oneptual data type from the tehnial type
is employed. It simply maps string-based tehnial data types to disrete and numeri
types to ontinuous; key olumns that are delared as suh on the tehnial level are also
reognised. When the oneptual data types of two attributes math, their type similarity
is 1, otherwise it is 0.
Strutural information, suh as relationships between onepts, an be available at both
levels and is therefore also used. Some shema mathing approahes express the strutural
properties loally, as features of the shema elements to be mathed, like (Euzenat &
Valthev, 2004); this allows the representation of the elements by feature vetors, with
standard metris as similarity measures. More advaned methods onsider the given
shemas as graphs, and inorporate the similarity of neighboured nodes when nding
the similarity of two nodes in the respetive shemas. By representing relationships,
onepts and attributes as nodes in the graph, suh methods allow exible mappings
between dierent types of nodes. One example for this approah is Cupid (Madhavan
et al., 2001). Cupid also exploits relationships (foreign key links) between data sets in a
seond way: suh links indiate possible valid joins of data sets, and the result of a join
might math a given element of the other shema more losely than any original element.
Another graph-based approah is presented in (Melnik et al., 2002).
Sine mappings between dierent types should be exluded in the present task, a
simpler mathing sheme was developed whih is explained in the following. It also adds
the results of joins as possible elements to be mathed to the loal data shema, but not
to the oneptual model whih is to be reused, beause adding a join there would mean
to modify the oneptual model during the proess of mathing, whih appears to make
the task of editing the suggested mappings rather omplex for users. So the following
method for shema mathing is tailored towards the spei task outlined above, in that
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it respets element types and allows joins only in one data shema. It proeeds in a
top-down fashion, attempting to math relationships before onepts, but it does not
prelude the mathing of onepts if their relationships do not math. Thus it does not
introdue a top-down bias (Madhavan et al., 2001).
To simplify the implementation, the loal data sets are internally represented as on-
epts with attributes and relationships, like the oneptual data model of the given
MiningMart Case. Thus in the following, it sues to speak about omparisons between
these types of elements. All possible results of valid join operations on the loal data sets,
indiated by foreign key onstraints in the database, are also represented by onepts in
this shema. This allows to map a onept of the given data model to a join result if the
similarity is higher than for the original database objets.
A reurring subtask in this shema mathing sheme is to nd the best mapping
between two sets of elements of the same type. This is needed for mathing the attributes
of two onepts, or mathing the relationships of two data models, or mathing the
onepts of two data models. The solution taken here is a simple greedy method. A
matrix of similarity values is omputed. The highest similarity value in the matrix, if it
exeeds a similarity threshold whih is a global parameter of the whole sheme, gives the
rst pair of elements to be mapped. Then the orresponding row and olumn are deleted
from the matrix and the proedure is repeated, until no olumns or rows remain or until
no similarity value exeeds the threshold.
There is also the reurring subtask of omputing a global similarity value from suh
a matrix, whih gives the attribute-based similarity of two onepts, for example. This
is done by nding the mappings that exeed the threshold in the same greedy fashion.
Obviously there annot be more mappings than the smaller number of elements in the two
sets to be ompared indiates. The latter number is the maximum number of possible
mappings. Therefore the sum of similarity values in the mappings is divided by this
number to get the global similarity. However, this means that a onept C with one
attribute mathes another onept D with a larger number of attributes perfetly, if only
that single attribute mathes any one attribute of D perfetly. But another onept C 1
with more attributes might also math D perfetly, in whih ase the mapping of C 1 to
D should be preferred over the mapping of C to D. The analogous problem holds for
other element types. Therefore the global similarity value is dereased with the diering
number of elements in the two given sets to be mathed. If this number is d then the
penalty fator is 0.95d. This allows mathings that map more elements to reah a higher
similarity
3
.
The omputation of similarity values between elements of the same type is as follows.
Attribute names are ompared using the name mathing methods desribed by Wagner
(2005). The best results are provided by an n-gram mather, whih again uses the greedy,
similarity matrix-based method above, where the elements ompared in the matrix are
the n-grams of the two names to be ompared. The default value of n is 3. The oneptual
data types of the attributes are used to derease the name-based similarity by a ertain
penalty fator (urrently 0.75) if they do not math. Note that the oneptual data types
3
The fat that the penalty fator is the same if two of the attributes of a onept have not been mathed,
regardless of whether the onept has 4 or 20 attributes, is irrelevant beause suh onepts are never
ompared to eah other, but only to math andidates from the other shema.
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of the loal data sets are automatially inferred from their tehnial data types, whih
may give inappropriate results.
Conepts are ompared by omputing their attribute-based similarity using the greedy,
matrix-based method outlined above. If the name similarity of the onepts' names does
not exeed the global similarity threshold, the attribute-based similarity is redued by
the penalty fator.
Relationships are ompared by omputing the mean of the similarities of the two on-
epts of eah relationship. For one-to-many relationships, the diretion of the relationship
is respeted; for many-to-many relationships, the better result of omparing the rst (se-
ond) onept of one relation with the rst (seond) of the other, or omparing the rst
of one with the seond of the other and vie versa, is taken.
Overall shema mathing algorithm
Now that the mathing of individual elements, the method for nding the best math-
ings among several andidates, and the method for omputing a global similarity from
individual similarities have been explained, the proess of mathing two data models an
be presented. It starts by examining the stars of eah data model, whih are onepts
involved in more than one relationship. This heuristi of onsidering the stars rst is
hosen in order to take the global strutures of the two shemas, whih are given by the
relationships, into aount. Two stars of the two shemas are ompared by applying the
greedy method from above to all onepts involved in eah star. This gives the similarity
values for the ells of the matrix that ompares the two sets of stars. From this matrix,
again using the greedy method and the global threshold, all mathing stars are found.
In the seond step of mathing two data models, the remaining relationships that have
not been mathed based on the stars are mathed, using the greedy method.
Thirdly, all onepts that have not been mathed in any previous step are mathed.
In eah step the result is a set of pairs of onepts of the two shemas, suh that the
similarity of the two onepts in eah pair exeeds the global similarity threshold; only
the method for nding the pairs is dierent in the three steps. The three sets are disjunt
by onstrution. Their union gives all mappings from a given data model to loal data
sets that an be suggested to the user. If the task was to math the initial data model
of a Case, or to math the resulting data model of a partiular step, a solution has been
found. If the task was to nd the best intermediate data model in a Case, then the
above method for nding a global similarity of the two urrent data models is applied,
and the searh ontinues with the next intermediate data model. The intermediate data
model with the highest global similarity to the target data sets nally gives the mappings
suggested to the user.
The user then has the option of modifying the suggested mappings of onepts as
desired. Additional mappings an be speied for onepts that ould not be mathed
automatially, and suggested mappings an be hanged. Where a suggested mapping
involves the result of a join on the loal data sets, this is indiated to the user; if suh a
mapping is onrmed, a view that realises the join is added to the database.
Finally, the individual onepts are onneted to the loal data sets as speied in the
mapping after possible user modiations. For mathing attributes to olumns, again the
greedy approah is used, but without using the global similarity threshold in order to
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math as many attributes as possible. Again, the user has the option of modifying the
attribute onnetions; this is part of the main funtionality of the MiningMart onept
editor. Of ourse, the onept editor an also be used to math a partiular single onept,
instead of a omplete data model, to the best-mathing loal data set; the mathing
methods for this are the same as above.
7.2. New operators in MiningMart
This setion briey desribes the implementation of some operators that have been added
to MiningMart by the author, in reation to the analyses from previous hapters. Cre-
ating the oneptual-level output for these operators is explained in setion 7.1.1; the
implementations below onern the MiningMart ompiler modules for these operators.
An overview of the ompiler is given in setion 6.4, while details an be found in (Sholz,
2007).
7.2.1. Attribute derivation
This general operator (see setion A.5.4) must support an open part, to be programmed
by the user, whih returns the values of the new attribute. Sine MiningMart is imple-
mented in Java, a Java interfae was set up for this purpose. It presribes to implement
a ertain method whih is given a data set and returns values to be added as a new
olumn to that data set; see gure 7.5. Users an reate Java lasses that implement this
interfae, and add a Java arhive le with their lasses to the lass path when starting
MiningMart. Then, for any step that employs the MiningMart operator AttributeD-
erivation, a string parameter speies the name of the lass that is to be used for this
step.
The operator reads the data from the data set represented by its input onept, and
provides it as a two-dimensional string array when alling the user-implemented method
deriveAttribute(...). It also provides the names of the olumns of the data set. The
operator has an optional parameter alled TheTargetAttributes, whih an be used to
speify some partiular olumns of the input data set for whatever purpose. For example,
if the operator is supposed to ompute the produt of two attributes, for eah entity, these
two attributes an be speied here. The names of the olumns that are represented by
these attributes are then provided in the string array namesOfTargetColumns when the
method is alled. The method must return the values for the new attribute in the order
that mathes the order of rows in the given data set, so that the operator an reate the
orret new data set with the new attribute added.
The operator then reates a table in the database, whih is lled with the new data
set. It is onneted to the output onept of this operator. The output onept is a opy
of the input onept, but with one attribute added. The oneptual data type of the new
attribute is given by a parameter of this step (i.e. it is speied by the user).
It an be seen that this operator is exeptional in the MiningMart framework, in that it
does not proess the data inside the database. Also the operator is exeuted immediately
when the ompiler runs it (most other operators only reate SQL views, so that atual
data proessing an be done later). Both issues ould be resolved by having the user
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pakage edu.udo.s.miningmart.operator;
publi interfae AttrDerivInterfae {
/**
* The method expeted by the MiningMart operator 'AttributeDerivation'.
*
* param olumnNames Names of the olumns of the input data set
* param namesOfTargetColumns names of target olumns, an be NULL
* param dataset the input data set (olumns in the first dimension,
* rows in the seond dimension)
*
* return a String[℄ with the values of the newly derived attribute
*/
publi String[℄ deriveAttribute( String[℄ olumnNames,
String[℄ namesOfTargetColumns,
String[℄[℄ dataset);
}
Figure 7.5.: The Java Interfae that all lasses to be used by the MiningMart operator
AttributeDerivation must implement.
reate stored proedures instead of Java ode. Suh proedures are programmed in a
proprietary language like PL/SQL, whih is provided by database system vendors. They
an be used (alled) in view denitions. As a simple example, one might implement a
funtion that returns the square of its single argument. If that funtion is alled SQ, it
an be used in a database view denition as follows: CREATE VIEW example AS (SELECT
a, b, SQ() AS d FROM some_table). When reading data from the view example, its
olumn d appears as any other olumn to the aller, but provides the squared values of .
However, the language needed to enode them diers between various database systems,
and these languages are less well-known than Java. The urrent implementation of this
operator serves as a proof of onept, but an easily be hanged to use stored proedures.
Automatially (rather than manually) reated stored proedures are used by the operator
disussed in setion 7.2.5.
7.2.2. Pivotisation and reverse pivotisation
These two operators are explained in setion A.3.2. They are among the operators that
hange the status from data to metadata and bak, as disussed in setion 4.1.1: piv-
otisation is an operation that transforms the distint values of a ertain attribute into
new attributes, while reverse pivotisation transforms a set of attributes into one attribute
whose values reet the original attributes. Suh hanges between data and metadata are
neessary to allow transformations between dierent representations of the same data,
but unfortunately they onit with the aim of allowing to set up a KDD proess model
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without exeuting it (ompare setion 3.3.3), beause the data is not available before
exeution. In other words, the shape or signature of the oneptual output depends on
the atual data ontents of the input, whih are unknown before exeuting the operator.
Clearly, this property also undermines the reusability of preparation models involving
suh operators. The solution used in MiningMart is to let the user speify the neessary
parts of the data as input parameters. The data harateristis estimations explained
in setion 7.1.3 an be used for this diretly, so that the user does not need to type in
distint data items by hand. For example, the list of values that our in a ertain input
attribute is needed for Dihotomisation (setion A.3.1), sine this operator reates a
new attribute for eah suh value. Sine the list of these values may be available through
estimation, the orresponding parameter of Dihotomisation an be instantiated auto-
matially. Sine the estimated harateristis are available without exeuting the proess,
the skethed onit is avoided to the extent that the estimations are aurate. There is
also the option, of ourse, to exeute the proess up to the point where the data is needed;
then the estimated harateristis an be made aurate by omputing them from the
atual data. In any ase, the user has the option to edit the parameters manually, too.
This approah means that the operators must be robust against lashes between the in-
put parameters, whih may be estimated or manually given, and the atually used input
data. The robustness of the two operators from this setion is disussed below.
In order to signal the possibility of using estimated input values as parameters to the
MiningMart system, a new M4 onstraint (ompare setion 7.1.1) alled USE_VALUES
has been introdued. Its two slots are the attribute parameter that provides the list
of values, and the value parameter where they have to be listed. This allows the system
to provide its estimated values automatially to the user for all operators that use this
onstraint.
To realise n-fold pivotisation, the MiningMart operator Pivotize takes a list of index
attributes as input parameter. For eah index attributes, its distint data values must
be speied in a seond parameter; the MiningMart system an insert the estimated
value lists of the index attributes automatially here. A third parameter speies the
pivot attribute, whose values are to be distributed into new attributes based on the
index values. The new attributes are reated automatially at the oneptual level, as
setion 7.1.1 explains; note that there is one new attribute for eah ombination of index
values from dierent index attributes. For example, if there are two index attributes
Colour and Size, with distint values red, green and big, small respetively, then
there are four new attributes in the output onept for the ombinations red-big, red-
small, green-big, and green-small. Eah of the four new attributes takes the value
of the pivot attribute, say Weight, for those entities that take the ombination of index
values orresponding to the new attribute, and 0 or the empty value for the other entities.
The operator also allows to speify an optional aggregation operator like SUM or MAX,
and attributes to group by.
Tehnially, when the operator is exeuted, the ompiler reates a database view that
is represented by the output onept. Continuing the above example, and assuming for
ease of reading that the database olumns have the same names as the attributes, the
ompiler would reate an SQL statement like the following:
CREATE VIEW output AS
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SELECT
id,
SUM(CASE WHEN olour = 'green' AND size = 'big' THEN weight ELSE 0 END)
AS weight_green_big,
SUM(CASE WHEN olour = 'green' AND size = 'small' THEN weight ELSE 0 END)
AS weight_green_small,
SUM(CASE WHEN olour = 'red' AND size = 'big' THEN weight ELSE 0 END)
AS weight_red_big,
SUM(CASE WHEN olour = 'red' AND size = 'big' THEN weight ELSE 0 END)
AS weight_red_small
FROM input
GROUP BY id;
This example inludes aggregation by summation and grouping by some key attribute id.
As mentioned above, Pivotize must be robust against atual data that is dierent
from its speiation, for example beause the KDD model is reused on dierent data.
There might be additional index values, say blue, in its atual input data. This only
means that entities that take this value are not represented in the output data set, but
the operator does not produe invalid output. On the other hand, a value like green
whih is speied as a parameter might not be present in the atual input data. Then
the orresponding output attributes always take the value 0, or the empty value. In both
ases the operator's output is syntatially valid, but it might not represent what was
originally intended by the designer of the KDD model. Therefore the ompiler issues a
warning to the user whenever it enounters suh mismathes between speied and atual
data.
The MiningMart operator ReversePivotize has the following parameters. It takes
a list of attributes to be folded into one. For eah attribute it takes a value or a
ombination of data values that holds for all values in that attribute. As an example,
onsider a data set in whih ar pries are stored in several attributes, depending on
the type of ar. Assume that the pries of the basi variants of eah ar are stored
in an attribute BasiPrie, and the pries of the luxury variants are stored in the
attribute LuxuryPrie. These two attributes together with the values basi and luxury
are input to the operator. Now the operator reates two output attributes whose names
are given as input parameters; one of the attribute takes the pivot values, here the
pries, and the other takes the index values, here the variants (luxury or basi). When
Pivotize is applied without aggregation, then ReversePivotize exatly reverses the
transformation performed by Pivotize.
Tehnially, this operator is a little more omplex beause it reates temporary views
whih it then unies. Continuing the ar pries example, there would be two temporary
views:
CREATE VIEW temp1 AS
SELECT
ar,
olour,
BasiPrie AS prie,
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'basi' AS variant
FROM input;
CREATE VIEW temp2 AS
SELECT
ar,
olour,
LuxuryPrie AS prie,
'luxury' AS variant
FROM input;
Thus eah temporary view holds the entities of one variant, with a onstant value for
the variant in that view. Then the views are unied. It would be possible to integrate all
this into one SQL statement, but with temporary views it is easier to read:
CREATE VIEW output AS
SELECT ar, olour, prie, variant
FROM
(SELECT ar, olour, prie, variant FROM temp1
UNION
SELECT ar, olour, prie, variant FROM temp2);
Unlike Pivotize, ReversePivotize is not dependent on atual input data, but re-
ates data from its input metadata.
7.2.3. Aggregate by relationship
This operator is desribed in setion A.2.2. It adds a new attribute to a onept. The
new attribute takes aggregated values from a dierent onept whih is linked to the
rst one by a relationship. Eah entity in the rst onept is linked, via the relationship,
to several entities in the seond; the aggregation is done over those entities, and the
aggregated value is added as the value of the new attribute to the entity of the rst
onept. As a further restrition, the aggregation is only done over those entities of the
seond onept that take the value that is most frequent in the relationship.
To illustrate the tehnial realisation of this operator, the example from setion A.2.2
is used again. There are two onepts, one with ustomer data and one with produt
data; they are linked by a relationship that stores whih produt has been bought by
whih ustomer.
The rst step in the exeution of this operator is to nd the produt that has been
bought most often by ustomers. Assuming that the relationship is stored in the database
ross table bought, this an be done as follows:
SELECT
produt.pid,
COUNT(produt.pid)
FROM produt, bought
WHERE produt.pid = bought.pid
GROUP BY produt.name;
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The result returned by this query is searhed for the most frequent produt. Assume
that its pid value is 1004. In the seond step, a view doing the atual aggregation an
be reated. The number of times a ustomer has bought the most frequent produt is
alulated for eah ustomer in this view. Note that this information omes from the
relationship:
CREATE VIEW temp AS
SELECT
ustomer.id,
COUNT (CASE WHEN produt.pid = 1004 THEN produt.pid ELSE NULL END)
AS tempol
FROM ustomers, bought, produt
WHERE ustomers.id = bought.id AND bought.pid = produt.pid
GROUP BY ustomer.id;
Finally, to attah the information stored in tempol (how often the produt 1004 was
bought) to the onept representing the ustomer data, the above view is joined to it:
CREATE VIEW output AS
SELECT
ustomer.id,
ustomer.name,
ustomer.address,
tempol
FROM ustomer, temp
WHERE ustomer.id = temp.id;
The operator uses the information about the relationship, whih is stored in M4 and
whih inludes the primary and foreign key olumns that make up the relationship (here
pid and id), to reate these views.
7.2.4. Dihotomisation
This operator is desribed in setion A.3.1; it reates a binary indiator attribute for
eah value of a partiular input attribute. The realisation of this operator in MiningMart
is faed with the same problem as the pivotisation operators (ompare 7.2.2, also se-
tion 4.3): the shape or signature of the oneptual output depends on the atual data
ontents of the input, whih are unknown before exeuting the operator. The same solu-
tion as for pivotisation is used here. Thus the user speies one partiular input attribute
(say Colour), its values (like red, green, blue) and for eah of these values the name of
the output attribute to be reated (perhaps isRed, isGreen and isBlue). The user an
deide to diretly use the values of the input attribute that are estimated to be present
by the methods explained in setion 7.1.3. This eases the parameter speiation when
there are many dierent values in the input attribute. The onstraint USE_VALUES
explained in setion 7.2.2 is used by this operator, too. Sine these estimations an be
made to reet the atual data, the user has the two options of using the estimated
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values, without the need to exeute the preparation graph up to the point where this
operator is used, or of using the atual values, after an exeution of the graph so far. See
below for an explanation why the operator is robust against misestimated values. Names
for the new output attributes are suggested automatially when the estimated values are
used diretly, but an also be speied manually. The output attributes are added to the
input onept when the parameter speiation is saved (ompare setion 7.1.1).
When the operator is exeuted by the ompiler, a simple SQL statement reates a
virtual olumn for eah output attribute. In the example, three SQL statements would
be reated as follows:
(CASE WHEN olour = 'red' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)
(CASE WHEN olour = 'green' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)
(CASE WHEN olour = 'blue' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END)
The names of these virtual olumns (isRed et.) are stored in M4. Then suh state-
ments an be used by following operators to read the binary indiators, like in the fol-
lowing example:
CREATE VIEW new_data AS
SELECT ..., (CASE WHEN olour = 'red' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END) AS isRed, ...
FROM ...;
When the input data hanges beause the ase is reused on new or updated data,
and the parameters of this step are not adjusted, then still valid SQL is reated. For
example, if the atually ourring values of Colour are now red and yellow, then the
output attribute isGreen still indiates the absene of the value green by only taking
the value 0. To reate an indiator attribute for yellow the user would have to update
the oneptual parameters of the step. To make the user aware of suh a situation when
it arises, the ompiler issues a warning if the atual input values of the input attribute
dier from the speied parameters.
7.2.5. Results of mining as new attributes
The idea of integrating the results of applying a mahine learning algorithm with the
data on whih it was applied was disussed in setion 4.1.2. In MiningMart a few ma-
hine learning operators have been inluded to demonstrate the apability of modelling
the whole KDD proess in one framework. At the same time MiningMart laks some im-
portant operators that allow to model the experiments around mahine learning, in the
way exemplied by the Yale system (Mierswa et al., 2006). The reason is that Mining-
Mart puts its fous on data proessing inside the underlying database system, but mining
algorithms with their superlinear runtime are usually too slow to proess the large data
sets for whih databases are used. Even for smaller data sets, running mining algorithms
inside the database is usually ineient due to the omplex ways in whih the same data
is aessed repeatedly during mining; see the report by Rüping (2002), for example.
An example for a ompromise are the support vetor mahine (SVM) operators in Min-
ingMart. An external implementation of an SVM algorithm is alled on data extrated
from the database for training. The operator inludes a sampling parameter that allows
to trim the input data to a size that ts into the lient's main memory, whih is where
the algorithm runs. The result of training the SVM is a predition funtion that an be
applied to new data. The MiningMart operator translates this predition funtion to a
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database funtion that an be alled on new data. In this way the deployment of the SVM
results an be performed on large data sets inside the database. This demonstrates the
apability of the developed framework to inlude both the mining and the deployment
phase (see setions 2.1.4 and 2.1.6) in its models. Although mining is tehnially not done
inside the database, at the oneptual level an integrated view of all phases is available.
By integrating the results of mining as an attribute, this also holds for the data-entred
view.
This setion douments the SVM operators in MiningMart, as they were implemented
by the author of this work, using a previously available external implementation of the
training algorithm, but translating the appliation of the learned funtion to a database
funtion. In order to understand how the learned funtion is realised, a little bakground
on SVMs is given.
As usual in mahine learning, a training set S with N examples is represented by N
vetors from X  Rn together with their label from a set Y :
S  tp~x1, y1q, . . . , p~xN , yN qu
For lassiation tasks, the binary ase Y  t1, 1u is onsidered here. For regression (see
setion 2.1.4), Y  R. The training set is drawn from an unknown distribution Prp~x, yq
whih determines the learning task: a funtion h : X Ñ Y (the hypothesis) is sought
whih assigns an element from Y to any element from X and minimises the error rate,
whih is the probability of making a wrong predition on an example drawn randomly
aording to Prp~x1, y1q:
Errphq  Prphp~xq  y |hq 
»
Lphp~xq, yq dPrp~x, yq
where L is a loss funtion L : Y  Y Ñ R that ompares the predited and the atual
label.
Sine the hypothesis h is unknown and must be found, the spae H from whih it is
taken must be dened. One guideline for dening H is its omplexity, beause it an
be used to bound Errphq, based on Errtrphq, whih is the error rate of h on S. The
omplexity of H is given by its Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension d, dened as the
maximum number of examples that a funtion from H an separate, if the examples
are labelled arbitrarily. As an illustration, onsider the real plane R
2
and three linearly
independent points in it, and onsider H to be the lass of straight lines. It is easy to
see that for any binary lassiation (or partition into two sets) of the three points, a
straight line exists that separates the points in one lass from those of the other. Sine
this is not possible for four points, the VC dimension is 3 in this ase. In general, the VC
dimension of hyperplanes in R
n
is n  1.
The bound on Errphq that is based on d is as follows (Vapnik, 1998; Joahims, 2001),
where 1 η is the probability that the bound holds:
Errphq ¤ Errtrphq  O

d ln
 
N
d

 lnpηq
N

(7.1)
Thus the true error Errphq is dependent on the training error and on the omplexity of
the hypotheses. Intuitively, simple funtions would not typially give low training errors,
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sine they often annot separate the examples. On the other hand, very omplex funtions
an give low training error, but also a high value for the right part of equation (7.1). This
an be interpreted as a low generalisation apaity of the learned funtion, a situation
denoted by the term overtting . In both ases the bound is loose. Thus the hoie of an
appropriate hypothesis spae H is ruial.
Support vetor mahines (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995; Burges, 1998; Joahims, 2001) are
based on the priniple of strutural risk minimisation. The general idea of this priniple
is to hoose nested hypothesis spaes of inreasing omplexity:
H1  H2  . . .  Hi  . . . with i : di ¤ di 1
Then the task is to nd the index i suh that equation (7.1) is minimised. In the ase of
support vetor mahines, the risk minimisation works slightly dierently. SVMs attempt
to nd a hyperplane in X that separates the positive (yi  1) from the negative (yi  1)
examples. The separating hyperplane has the form ~w  ~x   b  0 with norm vetor ~w
and distane to the origin b{}~w}. A separating hyperplane is alled optimal if it has the
maximum distane to all examples. Intuitively, a bigger distane of the hyperplane to all
examples, the so-alled margin, orresponds to a better generalisation; and in fat it has
been shown that a bigger margin orresponds to a lower VC dimension (see (Vapnik, 1982)
or (Joahims, 2001)). Thus by nding an optimal hyperplane, the margin is maximised
and the right part of equation (7.1) is minimised, and if the hyperplane separates the
examples, the training error is also minimised.
It an be shown that nding an optimal hyperplane is equivalent to nding a vetor ~w
and a onstant b0, suh that }~w} is minimal and yip~w ~xi b0q ¥ 1 holds for all 1 ¤ i ¤ N .
Minimising }~w} or, equivalently, 1
2
w2, under the given onstraints, is the problem solved
by SVM algorithms.
In general, it may not be the ase that a separating hyperplane exists. For suh ases,
errors are allowed by introduing slak variables ξi for eah training example, whih
orrespond to the lassiation error, i.e. they are positive if the example is wrongly
lassied, and measure the distane to the hyperplane. Now to minimise the global error,
the funtion to be minimised is no longer
1
2
w2 but 1
2
w2   C
°N
i ξi, under the same
onstraints and additionally ξi ¥ 0 for all 1 ¤ i ¤ N , and with a parameter C used to
balane the inuene of wrongly lassied examples.
To solve this optimisation problem, the saddle point of its Lagrange funtional must
be found; without going into details, the Wolfe dual form of the equation to be minimised
an be given as:
W p~αq  
1
2
N¸
i1
N¸
j1
αiαjyiyj~xi  ~xj  
N¸
i1
αi
The salar produt is represented by   here. This form must be maximised under the
onstraints
°N
i1 αiyi  0 and 0 ¤ αi ¤ C. It depends only on ~α. When ~α has been
found during training, it an be used to predit the label of an unlabelled example ~x by
omputing
F p~xq  sign

N¸
i1
αiyi~xi  ~x b

.
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The onstant b an be omputed from the training examples. Note that the predition
funtion F depends on the training examples for whih αi  0. These examples are alled
support vetors, they are the losest training points to the found hyperplane, and the
only points that determine the position of the hyperplane. The SVM-based MiningMart
operators must implement this funtion F in the database, whih means that a table
with the support vetors must be available in the database.
In the ase of regression, the real values to be predited are approximated by a linear
funtion, and the SVM minimises the sum of errors made by this approximating funtion.
Both for lassiation and regression, an extension to non-linear funtions is possible by
transforming the input spae X into some other spae X , by a non-linear transformation
Φ : X Ñ X . The training equation and F an then be restated as follows:
W p~αq  
1
2
N¸
i1
N¸
j1
αiαjyiyjΦp~xiq  Φp~xjq  
N¸
i1
αi
and
F p~xq  sign

N¸
i1
αiyiΦp~xiq  Φp~xq  b

.
In other words, only the salar produt in X is needed to solve the problem as before. This
allows to employ the kernel trik: the transformation funtion Φ is hosen suh that a
kernel funtion K : X X Ñ R exists with Kp~x1, ~x2q  Φp~x1q Φp~x2q for all ~x1, ~x2 P X.
Then all salar produts involving Φpq above an be replaed by Kp, q. Some known
suitable kernel funtions, whih are also used by the MiningMart SVM operators, are:
• The linear kernel (orresponding to Φ  id): Kp~x1, ~x2q  ~x1  ~x2
• Polynomial kernels: Kp~x1, ~x2q  p~x1  ~x2   1q
p
for p P N
• Radial basis kernels: Kp~x1, ~x2q  exppγ|~x1  ~x2|
2
q with γ P R¥0
• Sigmoid kernels: Kp~x1, ~x2q  tanhpsp~x1  ~x2q   cq for ertain s, c P R.
The deision funtion F an then be written as
F p~xq  sign

N¸
i1
αiyiKp~xi, ~xq  b

. (7.2)
A nal aspet of SVMs that is needed in this setion is their ability to estimate their
generalisation error without using a test set. Usually, after training a preditive learner,
its performane an only be determined on a separate set of examples that were not
used for training, but whose labels are known. By omparing the known labels to the
predited ones, an empirial error is found and taken as an approximation of the true error
of the learned model. The losest approximation possible is obtained by using all labelled
examples for training exept for one, then testing on this one example, and repeating
this for all examples. Averaging over the single errors renders the so-alled leave-one-out
error. The problem is that for N training examples, this requires N learning runs whih
is usually not feasible. In pratie, the number of examples held out for testing is often
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inreased to N{j, and this is repeated j times with disjunt test sets. So the number of
learning runs is redued to j, where often j  10 is hosen. This proess is alled ross
validation.
This senario is appliable to any preditive learner. However, SVMs provide a dierent,
unique method for estimating the empirial error. The method is alled ξα-estimation
beause its inputs are the two vetors
~ξ and ~α desribed above. It was introdued by
Joahims (2000). Let
~ξ and ~α be the vetors omputed during a training run of an SVM
as desribed above. The ξα-estimator of the error rate4 for a hyperplane h is
Errξαphq 
d
N
with d  |ti | pαiR
2
  ξiq ¥ 1u| (7.3)
where N is the number of training examples and R2 is an upper bound on the kernel
funtion evaluated on any pair of examples.
The key measure in denition (7.3) is obviously d. It ounts the number of examples
for whih the inequality pαiR
2
  ξiq ¥ 1 holds. There is a onnetion between this
inequality and those examples that an produe a leave-one-out error if they are not
used for training, but for testing. More preisely, if an example p~xi, yiq is not lassied
orretly by an SVM trained on a sample without it, then for this example the inequality
must hold for an SVM trained on the sample with it. Therefore, all examples for whih
the inequality does not hold annot produe a leave-one-out error. So the ξα-estimator
is an approximation to the leave-one-out error whih is never too low, i.e. never too
optimisti. It an be omputed during the training run of an SVM at virtually no extra
ost. Empirial tests have shown that the estimator is often, but not always, tight enough
to be useful in pratial appliations. In partiular for text data it works well (Joahims,
2001).
To sum up this disussion with respet to the MiningMart SVM operators, they must
be able to implement the deision funtion F in the database, using a ertain kernel
funtion and its parameters, and inorporating the support vetors, their labels y, their
α and ξ oeients, and the onstant b. The last ve are the output of the external SVM
training algorithm that the operators all, while the kernel funtion and its parameters
are input parameters of the operators whih they pass to the training algorithm and
also use for implementing the deision funtion F . An additional input parameter is the
error-bounding onstant C.
There are four MiningMart operators that involve the support vetor mahine: one
for lassiation, one for regression, one for replaing missing values by prediting the
missing values using a regression SVM (trained on the data rows where the value of the
attribute in question is not missing), and one for automati feature seletion based on
the ξα-estimation method. All these operators use the SVM wrapper that ontrols the
external algorithm and provides the learned deision funtion as a database funtion. The
external algorithm that MiningMart uses is mySVM
5
, implemented by Stefan Rüping
for his thesis (Rüping, 1999). The tasks of the wrapper are to read the input data from
the database table or view that is represented by the input onept of the MiningMart
operator, to read C and the kernel parameters from the operator, to run the external
4
The denition here is slightly simplied.
5
http://www-ai.s.uni-dortmund.de/SOFTWARE/MYSVM/index.html
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algorithm on this data with those parameter settings, to reate a temporary table in
the database that stores the support vetors and their α values, and to implement the
deision funtion in the database (exept for the feature seletion operator). The α values
that mySVM provides for its support vetors have already been multiplied by their label
y, so there is no need to store the label in the temporary table as well.
As explained in setion 7.2.1, today's major database systems provide the option to
inlude alls to stored proedures, whih are funtions and proedures programmed in a
proprietary language, in database views. An SVM deision funtion implemented in this
way must aess the temporary table of support vetors internally; ompare equation
7.2. Alternatively, the support vetor values ould be hard-oded in the funtion, but
sine there an be rather many support vetors for large data sets, the solution with
a temporary table is more elegant. Both the temporary table and the deision funtion
remain in the database until the step with the SVM operator that reated them is deleted,
or is ompiled again (the MiningMart ompiler keeps a list of suh temporary objets
that have been reated during ompilation; see (Sholz, 2007) for details).
The feature seletion operator that involves the SVM does not require to use the
deision funtion, as it only uses the ξα-estimator after training to guide the searh for
a set of features (attributes) of the input data set on whih the SVM ahieves the best
result, or a similar result as with all features but in less time. This operator is desribed
in more detail in (Euler, 2002a). The omputation of the ξα result is done by the external
algorithm automatially, and is read by the operator. The operator provides two simple
feature seletion strategies, but uses a simple interfae to the SVM wrapper so that other
strategies an easily be realised.
Figure 7.6 shows an example of a deision funtion as reated by the MiningMart
operator that employs an SVM for lassiation. The version shown ompiles on Orale
database systems; under Postgres there are some slight dierenes in the syntax, but the
operator an also reate Postgres versions. The name of the funtion reets the internal
identier of the step that applies the operator. The input parameters of the funtion are
the database olumns with the data row on whih the funtion is applied; the four input
parameters are named after the four olumns that have been used for training, although
the funtion an of ourse also be applied to four dierent olumns. In this example the
four training olumns represent a time window of width four, to whih a saling operator
has been applied. These olumn names are also used in the model table with the support
vetors, alled CS_100110056_MODEL, to identify the entries of eah support vetor. There
is a delaration part that is used to delare all internal variables used by the funtion.
The ursor variable supportvetors provides the ontents of CS_100110056_MODEL.
The row type variable urrentrow iterates through these ontents. The variable inner
ontains the salar produt of one support vetor and the inoming example. The variable
kernel evaluates the kernel funtion, in this example a polynomial kernel of degree 2,
and multiplies the result with the α value of the support vetor. The variable retValue
omputes the sum over the support vetors, to whih the onstant b is added. The sign
of the nal value of this variable is returned by the funtion. Compare equation (7.2)
above.
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CREATE OR REPLACE funtion CS_100110056_F (
IN_SCALED_WINDOW1 IN NUMBER,
IN_SCALED_WINDOW2 IN NUMBER,
IN_SCALED_WINDOW3 IN NUMBER,
IN_SCALED_WINDOW4 IN NUMBER
)
RETURN NUMBER
AS
BEGIN
DECLARE
retValue NUMBER;
CURSOR supportvetors IS
SELECT SCALED_WINDOW1,
SCALED_WINDOW2,
SCALED_WINDOW3,
SCALED_WINDOW4,
Alpha
FROM CS_100110056_MODEL;
urrentrow supportvetors\%ROWTYPE;
kernel NUMBER;
inner NUMBER;
BEGIN
retValue := 0;
FOR urrentrow IN supportvetors
LOOP
inner := (urrentrow.SCALED_WINDOW1 * IN_SCALED_WINDOW1)
+ (urrentrow.SCALED_WINDOW2 * IN_SCALED_WINDOW2)
+ (urrentrow.SCALED_WINDOW3 * IN_SCALED_WINDOW3)
+ (urrentrow.SCALED_WINDOW4 * IN_SCALED_WINDOW4);
kernel := POWER(inner + 1, 2) * urrentrow.Alpha;
retValue := retValue + kernel;
END LOOP;
retValue := retValue + (-0.2233839308663433);
IF (retValue >= 0)
THEN RETURN 1;
ENDIF;
RETURN -1;
END;
END;
Figure 7.6.: A stored funtion in PL/SQL (Orale), automatially reated by a Mining-
Mart operator, that realises the deision funtion of an SVM trained with a polynomial
kernel.
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7.2.6. ReverseFeatureConstrution
This operator supports the deployment phase of the KDD proess. It reverses ertain
transformations that have been applied to an attribute. As explained in setion 2.1.6, a
predition funtion learned by a mining algorithm predits values of the kind that have
been used as labels during training. However, if the label attribute had been transformed
before training, then the predited values have to be transformed bak in order to get
preditions in the original domain of the attribute. This has been referred to as post
proessing in this work. Criterion 52 (appendix C) therefore requires that a reversing op-
erator be automatially available whenever an attribute is transformed in a reversible way.
The MiningMart operator ReverseFeatureConstrution has been provided for this pur-
pose. It an reverse any appliation of Saling and Value mapping, sine these are the
only reversible transformations urrently provided by other MiningMart operators (the
mappings performed by an appliation of Value mapping may also be non-reversible if
several values have been mapped to one).
Beause this operator is not useful if there is no step whose transformations an be
reversed, a step that employs this operator annot be reated in the usual way in Mining-
Mart, but has to be reated using a wizard that requires the user to selet an existing
step to be reversed. If the seleted step does not employ a reversible operator, the wizard
prevents the reation of the new step.
When ompiled, an instane of this operator must read the parameters of the original
transformation in order to be able to reverse it. Therefore the step to be reversed must
be linked to the reversing step (whih employs this operator). This type of link between
steps is stored by an additional M4 type, whose objets simply refer to the two steps
involved. The link is reated by the wizard. One of the parameters of the reversing step
refers to the originally transformed output attribute of the step to be reversed. When the
reversing step (with this operator) is ompiled, the ompiler module thus knows whih
transformation to reverse. The other saling or value mapping parameters of the step to
be reversed provide the information needed to set up the reverse transformation; it is
enoded in SQL and used for the output of the reversing step.
7.3. Materialisation reommendations
As explained in setion 6.4, the MiningMart ompiler uses database views (at the teh-
nial level) to reate the new representations of the data resulting from operator applia-
tions. A hain of operators, when ompiled, thus leads to a stak of views, eah of whih
depends on the previous view. More generally, the view dependenies parallel the stru-
ture of the DAG of MiningMart steps given at the oneptual level. In larger appliations,
suh as the one desribed in hapter 5, the nesting of views an beome rather omplex.
At the tehnial level, the problem arises that reading data from a view that depends on
other, deeply nested views an be rather ineient, beause every tuple in the original
data table(s) has to be aessed and possibly re-represented by eah intermediate view.
An obvious solution is to materialise some of the intermediate views, so that they be-
ome tables. Now the question is whih views should be materialised. Considering data
preparation for KDD, whih usually leads to a single nal data set to be used for mining,
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reading data from this nal set must be eient, as it is the interfae to data mining
algorithms, so this nal set ought to exist as a table after preparation. Clearly, then, the
nal view of a data preparation proess has to be materialised, and intermediate views
should also be materialised if this an redue the overall time needed for all materialisa-
tions. This setion disusses when this might be the ase. The ideas disussed below lead
to an automati method of identifying suitable plaes for materialisation in the prepara-
tion graph, whih is needed for hiding the tehnial level. Although materialisation an
be done automatially, in MiningMart the adopted solution is to reommend plaes for
materialisation to the user, and to inlude a materialisation operator at the respetive
plae in the preparation graph only if onrmed by the user. While this weakens the sep-
aration of the two levels slightly, it gives more ontrol of the system's storage behaviour
to the user.
The issue of seleting views to materialise is known from data warehousing, but with
a somewhat dierent problem setting. The senario is that there are a number of base
tables in an operational database system, and a set of views on these base tables that
make up the data warehouse. To enable eient retrieval in the warehouse, the views
in it are materialised. The problem of seleting the views to materialise thus arises in
the design phase of the warehouse (Gupta, 1997; Gupta & Mumik, 2005), and involves
onsidering average querying and update osts. The latter our whenever the ontents
of the base tables hange so that the views have to be updated (though often, updates
are done in regular intervals, rather than being triggered by any hange to the base ta-
bles). The usual approah to this problem onsiders a set of given queries, together with
expeted query frequenies, that the warehouse will have to answer. Equalling queries
with views, the set of views to materialise an be hosen from this set, although ap-
proahes that onsider additional views have also been proposed; see for example (Ross
et al., 1996; Theodoratos & Xu, 2004). Typially, the set of given queries is examined for
ommon subexpressions whih might be worth materialising; this is alled multiple query
optimisation (Sellis, 1988; Mistry et al., 2001). But this alone does not take updates into
aount. Update frequenies are usually also modelled for eah given query, reeting
how often a materialised view that realises this query would have to be updated. The
view seletion problem is then to minimise the sum of querying and updating osts, un-
der a global maximum spae onstraint. Querying osts are minimal when all views are
materialised, updating osts are minimal when no views are materialised. The problem
is NP-hard (Gupta, 1997).
Fortunately, for the present purposes the issue is less omplex. There is no question of
optimising response time over a set of queries; rather, there is only a single query (the
nal data set for mining), whih should be materialised anyway. As said above, what
is to minimise here is the overall time needed for materialising the nal data set and
any intermediate sets. The osts for materialising the latter are analogous to the update
osts in the warehousing senario. In spite of this analogy, the optimal solution is not to
materialise no intermediate view, beause the unavoidable update ost of materialising
the nal data set ould be too high (it is unavoidable beause otherwise the querying
ost for querying this data set, at the interfae to data mining, would be very high).
Materialising all views, on the other hand, onsumes a lot of spae, and is unneessary
beause the ost of reading from views that are not deeply nested is not high. In other
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words, it would ertainly be enough, for example, to materialise every third or fourth
view on any path through the preparation graph. But an the number of materialisations
be redued further?
To answer this question, the osts of reading data from a view are examined more
losely. If the view depends on a single base table, then even if there are intermediate
views it is justied to approximate the proessing osts for reading from the view by
the number of tuples in the base table (this is done, for example, by Harinarayan et al.
(1996), who onsider the materialisation of nested aggregation views). Suppose there is
a base table T and a sequene of k views V1, . . . , Vk suh that V1 is based on T , and Vi is
expressed over Vi1 for 2 ¤ i ¤ k. If Vk is to be materialised, every tuple from T must be
proessed, even if not many tuples belong to Vk due to some seletivity in the sequene.
Materialising one or more of Vi, . . . , Vk1 does not hange this situation and thus will not
redue the overall materialisation osts. It is easy to onrm this experimentally. However,
there is one exeption if the preparation operators from hapter 4 are onsidered, rather
than only standard relational operators: sine Attribute derivation (setion A.5.4)
may use its omplete input in rather arbitrary ways to reate the values of its new
attribute, it might read its input several times, possibly resulting in tuples from T being
proessed more than one. This exeption is disussed again below.
A view an be dependent on more than one base table, of ourse, if it represents
the output of a Join or Union operation, whih are the only operators in hapter 4
that apply to more than one input data set. For joins, the proessing time for reading
from the output view an only be bounded by the produt of the sizes of the base
tables. Nevertheless, the output views of these operators are not more suitable plaes for
materialisation than other views, sine the number of base table tuples to be proessed
would not hange if materialisation were used.
However, what does hange the number of base table tuples to be proessed is any
view over whih more than one other view is expressed. Suppose the views V2 and V3
are both expressed in terms of V1. It an be assumed that both V2 and V3 will be read
from when the nal mining table is materialised, sine otherwise one of V2 or V3 or both
would be useless for the preparation. Reading from V2 means proessing the base table
that V1 is based on, and the same holds for V3. So the tuples from this base table are
proessed twie. If V1 or its predeessors involve some seletivity, the overall proessing
an be made more eient if V1 is materialised.
This leads to the idea that all steps in a preparation graph whose output is onsumed
by more than one other step should materialise their output (these are the nodes with
outgoing degree bigger than 1). Note that this method is independent of given data
ontents, and an thus be applied at the oneptual level alone. What is avoided by this
method is reading tuples from a base table more than one. Returning to the exeption
mentioned above, namely the possibility that Attribute derivation proesses its input
more than one, one an argue by the same token to materialise all inputs of steps that
involve this operator.
These ideas were experimentally validated using dierent materialisation shemes in
the model appliation desribed in hapter 5. As noted there, this appliation involves
more than 90 steps, not ounting the materialisation operators. The total time for om-
piling this appliation in MiningMart, whih inludes materialisation if any operator uses
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it, has been measured on artiially reated data sets with 100000 tuples representing
ustomers, and more than ve million tuples with all details for these ustomers. Due to
aggregation and some seletivity, the nal mining table (with one tuple per ustomer),
whih is materialised in all experiments, ontains 97052 tuples.
Using no intermediate materialisation at all, the materialisation of the nal table was
stopped without having nished after more than 24 hours. Using materialisation of the
outputs of the steps with outgoing degree higher than 1, the total exeution time was 1
hour and 44 minutes. Four suh steps exist in the appliation; an experiment with four
materialisations inserted at random plaes also was stopped without a result after 24
hours.
While no steps in that appliation involve a omplex attribute derivation in the sense
disussed above, there are a few operators that are speial ases of Attribute deriva-
tion, and that must read their input indeed more than one. An important example is
Disretisation with an automati generation of disretisation intervals: the minimum
and maximum values of the attribute to be disretised must be read before the output
olumn an be dened; then reading from the output inevitably involves the seond or
third san of the input data. After adding materialisation of the input of suh operators,
the total exeution time fell to 1 hour and 12 minutes. Adding still more materialisations
did not lower the total exeution time, whih onrms the approah disussed above. It
should be noted that for tehnial reasons, some MiningMart operators always materi-
alise their output, of whih one operator (the MiningMart version of Aggregation) is
employed twie in the appliation used for the experiments.
Although materialisation is a tehnial onept, reommending suitable plaes for it is
then based solely on information from the oneptual level, and an be done without hav-
ing proessed any data. This property supports the reusability of oneptual models on
new data, as disussed in setion 6.6. A MiningMart module that performs suh reom-
mendations, and inserts materialisation operators automatially when onrmed by the
user, was therefore added to the system by the author. Conforming to riterion 11 from
appendix C, it is automatially heked if any reommendations should be given when-
ever the user ompiles a omplete appliation on large input data (using a ongurable
threshold for input data size).
7.4. The user interfae
This setion briey introdues a few aspets of the implementation of MiningMart's
graphial user interfae (GUI). The GUI provides the two dual views on the KDD pro-
ess, and allows to edit and annotate elements of it. Compare gure 1.4, or the gures
in hapter 5. The implementation of the GUI is based on LiMo, a modelling framework
developed at the University of Dortmund by Pleumann (2007). While the framework was
intended to support the graphial representation of (models of) software arhitetures,
it turned out to be useful for the graphial representation of KDD models as well. Min-
ingMart has thus been one of the appliations that onrmed the usefulness and validity
of LiMo (Pleumann, 2007).
LiMo is used to represent the M4 model elements graphially. In LiMo, a ore meta
model is available that provides abstrat Java lasses for models and model elements.
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There are two types of model elements, those for gures and those for onnetions. Model
elements for gures an be nested. For the implementation of the MiningMart GUI,
lasses that represent the M4 types have been made to inherit from lasses of LiMo's ore
meta model. Figure model elements were used for steps, hunks, onepts and attributes;
onnetion model elements were used for semanti links and step dependenies (the latter
represent the data ow in the proess view). Nesting of gure model elements was useful
for the hunks of preparation graphs, whih an be nested, too (ompare setion 4.4).
The graphial representation of the M4 objets (or in LiMo terms, of the model that
is speied by extending the ore meta model) is then realised by drawing elements for
gures and onnetions that observe the model elements: as soon as the latter hange,
the former are updated, too, eetively updating the graphial display. The observation
mehanism is a well-known design pattern from objet-oriented programming (Gamma
et al., 1995). LiMo's drawing elements provide almost the full graphial interfae, inlud-
ing the observation and update mehanism, leaving only small speiations about what
the gures and onnetions should look like to the developer. The main part of the GUI
implementation thus onerns threading and spei dialogs with the user.
LiMo also allows to annotate any model element using HTML text. These annotations
ould easily be mapped to the annotations that M4 provides.
In sum, LiMo has been a very suitable graphial framework for the MiningMart system,
thanks to the fat that MiningMart uses an expliit model of the KDD proess, whih
LiMo's graphial tools an diretly represent. This is another advantage of the delarative
modelling approah used in MiningMart.
7.5. Summary
This hapter has provided a more dynami view of the MiningMart system than hap-
ter 6. Setion 7.1 has explained how elements of the data view are reated automatially
and in a generi way as soon as elements of the proess view are reated. The propa-
gation of hanges in both views, the estimation of data harateristis, and the shema
mathing algorithm have also been presented. Setion 7.2 has explained the realisation of
some important operators, inluding the deployment of the funtion learned by a mining
algorithm inside a database. Setion 7.3 has extended the view-based ompiler approah
by a strategy for materialisation, in order to speed up the exeution of omplex prepa-
ration graphs. Finally, setion 7.4 has taken a short look at the graphial user interfae
and its implementation based on an existing framework for the graphial representation
of strutured models.
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Name Applies to Meaning
Constraints indiating data type of output attribute
TYPE Output attribute Use given type
SAME_TYPE An input and an output Copy type to output
attribute
OUT_TYPE Input attribute Use given type for output
reated from the attribute
Constraints indiating how to reate output attributes
SAME_FEAT Input and output onept Copy features (attributes) to output
ALL_EXCEPT Output onept and input Copy all features (attributes) from
attribute(s) input to output exept given ones
RENAME_OUT An input attribute and an Copy input attribute to output
output name but use given name
MATCHBYCON Input attribs from dierent Copy only one of the given
input onepts input attributes to output
CREATE_BY Input attribute and Create one output attribute per given
input values value, based on given input attribute
CR_SUFFIX Input attributes Copy to output but add
sux to name
FEAT_RFR Input relationship and Use attributes of From-onept
output onept of given relationship for output
FEAT_RTO Input relationship and Use attributes of To-onept
output onept of given relationship for output
Constraints indiating where to nd input attributes
IN Attributes and onepts Given attribute must belong
to given onept
IN_RELFROM Input attribute and Attribute must be in From-onept
input relationship of given relationship
IN_RELTO Input attribute and Attribute must be in To-onept
input relationship of given relationship
Constraints used for reating output relationships
FROMCON Output relationship and Use given onept as From-onept
input onept of output relationship
TOCON Output relationship and Use given onept as To-onept
input onept of output relationship
CROSSCON Output relationship and Use given onept as ross table onept
input onept of output relationship
FROMKEY Output relationship and Use given attributes as keys of
input attributes From-onept
TOKEY Output relationship and Use given attributes as keys of
input attributes To-onept
CR_FROMKEY Output relationship and Use given attributes as keys of
input attributes ross onept to From-onept
CR_TOKEY Output relationship and Use given attributes as keys of
input attributes ross onept to To-onept
Table 7.1.: List of M4 onstraints that an be used to speify how oneptual-level data
output an be automatially generated from given input parameters of an operator.
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Name Meaning
Assertions related to size of output onept:
SZ_BY_REL Compute size for Join based on relationship between inputs
SZ_BY_VAL Size is given by a speied onstant
SZ_MIN_MV Output size is input size minus no of MVs of speied attribute
SZ_DIV_BY Output size is input size divided by value of speied parameter
SZ_BY_VL Get size from ombinations of distint values of speied attributes
SZ_ADD Input sizes are added to give output size
SZ_MULT_NO Output size is input size times no of attribs in speied parameter
Assertions related to the list of values of an output attribute:
VL_FROM Take value list from speied attribute
VL_UNCH Copy value list from orresponding input attribute
VL_ADD Add value given by speied parameter to input value list
VL_BY_PAR Take value list from speied parameter
VL_BY_SYM Value list is given by partiular symbols
VL_COMB Combine (merge) value lists of orresponding input attributes
VL_BY_LIST Value list is given diretly or by speied parameter
Assertions related to the minimum and maximum bounds of an output attribute:
MM_FROM Take bounds from speied attribute
MM_UNCH Copy bounds from orresponding input attribute
MIN_FROM Take minimum from speied value or parameter
MAX_FROM Take maximum from speied value or parameter
MM_COMB Combine (merge) bounds of orresponding input attributes
Assertions related to the value frequenies (VF) of an output attribute:
VF_FROM Take VFs from speied attribute
VF_ADD Add VFs from orresponding input attributes
VF_REPL_MV Take VF of speied value from no of MV
VF_BY_SEL Multiply VFs of input attribute by seletivity fator
VF_BY_AGG Get VFs from ombinations of distint values of speied attributes
VF_MULT_NO Multiply VFs of input attrib by no of attribs in speied parameter
Assertions related to the number of missing values:
MV_BY_SEL Multiply no of MVs of input attribute by seletivity fator
MV_FROM Take no of MVs from speied attribute
MV_ADD Add no of MVs from orresponding input attributes
General assertions:
NO_CHANGE Copy all relevant estimations from input to output
ES_SELECT Apply speial seletivity estimation for Row seletion
Table 7.2.: List of M4 assertions that an be used to speify whih inferenes and esti-
mations of data harateristis are possible for an operator. MV = missing value, no
= number, VF = value frequeny.
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The previous hapters have set the bakground to understand many important issues
during data preparation and other phases of the KDD proess. This hapter applies
this bakground to develop detailed riteria whih serve to evaluate software pakages
that support KDD. Generally, this work argues that KDD software should be evaluated
aording to the extent to whih it supports the oneptual desription level disussed in
previous hapters. Measures for this extent are given in the shape of onrete, objetive
and quantiable riteria in setion 8.3 and appendix C, as a slightly extended version of
(Euler, 2005a). But rst some related work is reviewed (setion 8.1) and the methodology
used is disussed in setion 8.2. A small test ase that an be easily used in pratie to
determine the degree to whih a given tool fulls eah riterion is presented in setion
8.4. Setion 8.5 desribes a number of software pakages whih have been evaluated under
the riteria from setion 8.3; the results are presented in setion 8.6.
8.1. Related work
8.1.1. General software evaluation
There are many aspets of software whih an be evaluated. A useful distintion is that
between the development of a software and its atual use as a produt. The main evalu-
ations onerning the development of software assess the quality and orretness of the
soure ode; this is usually alled testing . Testing is a omplex issue, but this work does
not involve testing a software. A good overview of software testing methods is given in
(Riedemann, 1997). A higher-level type of evaluation assesses the development proess in
an institution, to see whether it follows ertain standards that make the proess ontrol-
lable and repeatable. The software apability and maturity model (CAMM) is a major
evaluation framework for development proesses (Paulk et al., 1995).
The present work is onerned with software produt evaluation, whih addresses the
entral notion of software quality , and is dened as the assessment of software quality
harateristis aording to speied proedures (Punter et al., 1997). The harateris-
tis of software quality are dened in an international standard, ISO/IEC 9126, entitled
Information Tehnology  Software Produt Evaluation  Quality Charateristis and
Guidelines for their Use, developed in 1991 and slightly modied several times after-
wards. It denes six main harateristis of software quality, eah with several subhar-
ateristis, as listed in gure 8.1. These harateristis an be the subjet of an evaluation
of a software produt. The standard is a result of a deade of researh that is mainly
based on Boehm et al. (1978) and Cavano and MCall (1978). While the ISO standard
9126 aims at omprehensiveness, Kusters et al. (1997) and others have pointed out that
dierent users of a produt may have rather dierent quality requirements, and that it
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may be diult for an organisation to determine the level and type of quality required
in a spei situation.
Most of the ISO 9126 harateristis refer to external quality attributes, that is, suh
harateristis as an be examined when the software's soure ode is not available.
However, at least the maintainability harateristi onerns internal aspets whih are
related to the ode. This work onsiders only external harateristis; this view of software
is often subsumed under the notion COTS (ommerial o-the-shelf) software (Maiden
et al., 1997; Colombo & Guerra, 2002).
Importantly, the evaluation itself should also follow a standard proedure in order to
be as objetive as possible, and in partiular to be reproduible. To this end another stan-
dard was published in 1999, the ISO 14598 standard, entitled Information Tehnology
 Software Produt Evaluation. It introdues four phases that make up the evaluation
proess:
1. Establish evaluation requirements: The purpose of the evaluation, and the types
of produts to be evaluated, must be identied in this phase. Most importantly, a
quality model is set up, whih lists the harateristis that are agreed to bear an in-
uene on the quality. The ISO 9126 quality harateristis provide a useful guide,
or a heklist, for the identiation of quality-related issues in a partiular evalua-
tion, but the ISO 14598 standard also allows other ategorisations of quality that
are more appropriate under the given irumstanes. ISO 14598 expliitly states
that there are no established methods for produing software quality speiations.
2. Speiation of the evaluation: Sine the ISO 9126 harateristis are not diretly
quantiable, metris that are orrelated with them have to be established. The
term metri is used in ISO 14598 not in the usual mathematial sense, but refers
to a quantitative sale and a method whih an be used for measurement. The
word measure is used to refer to the result of a measurement (the term sore
is also used in this work). Aording to ISO 14598, every quantiable feature of
software that orrelates with a harateristi from the quality model an be used
as a metri. For every metri, a written proedure is needed that presribes the
assignment of measured values to it, to ahieve objetivity.
3. Design of the evaluation proess: An evaluation plan is produed that speies
the required resoures, e.g. people, tehniques or osts, and assigns them to the
ativities to be performed in the last phase.
4. Exeution of the evaluation: Measurements are taken and sores omputed as xed
in the evaluation plan.
In (Punter et al., 2004) a ritial review and some renements of this proess an be found.
In partiular, the importane of establishing and prioritising the goals of an evaluation,
and of involving all stakeholders of the evaluation in this, are stressed. Sine the present
work involves only one evaluator and has a lear, simple objetive (see setion 8.2), these
renements are not used here. Instead, setion 8.2 desribes the instantiation of the above
proess in the present work. Other ideas from the literature below are also used.
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• Funtionality  the apability of the software to provide funtions whih meet stated and implied
needs when the software is used under speied onditions
 Suitability  the apability of the software to provide an appropriate set of funtions for speied
tasks and user objetives
 Auray  the apability of the software to provide right or agreed results or eets
 Interoperability  the apability of the software to interat with one or more speied systems
 Seurity  the apability of the software to prevent unintended aess and resist deliberate attaks
intended to gain unauthorised aess to ondential information, or make unauthorised modiations
to information or to the program so as to provide the attaker with some advantage or as to deny
servie to legitimate users
• Reliability  the apability of the software to maintain the level of performane of the system
when used under speied onditions
 Maturity  the apability of the software to avoid failure as a result of faults in the software
 Fault tolerane  the apability of the software to maintain a speied level of performane in ases
of software faults or of infringement of its speied interfae
 Reoverability  the apability of the software to re-establish is level of performane and reover
the data diretly aeted in the ase of a failure
• Usability  the apability of the software to be understood, learned, used and liked by the user,
when used under speied onditions
 Understandability  the apability of the software produt to enable the user to understand whether
the software is suitable, and how it an be used for partiular tasks and onditions of use
 Learnability  the apability of the software produt to enable the user to learn its appliation
 Operability  the apability of the software produt to enable the user to operate and ontrol it
 Attrativeness  the apability of the software produt to be liked by the user
• Eieny  the apability of the software to provide the required performane, relative to the
amount of resoures used, under stated onditions
 Time behaviour  the apability of the software to provide appropriate response and proessing
times and throughput rates when performing its funtion, under stated onditions
 Resoure utilisation  the apability of the software to use appropriate resoures in an appropriate
time when the software performs its funtion under stated onditions
• Maintainability  the apability of the software to be modied
 Analysability  the apability of the software produt to be diagnosed for deienies or auses of
failures in the software, or for the parts to be modied to be identied
 Changeability  the apability of the software produt to enable a speied modiation to be
implemented
 Stability  the apability of the software to minimise unexpeted eets from modiations of the
software
 Testability  the apability of the software produt to enable modied software to be validated
• Portability  the apability of the software to be transferred from one environment to another
 Adaptability  the apability of the software to be modied for dierent speied environments
without applying ations or means other than those provided for this purpose for the software
onsidered
 Installability  the apability of the software to be installed in a speied environment
 Co-existene  the apability of the software to o-exist with other independent software in a ommon
environment sharing ommon resoures
 Replaeability  the apability of the software to be used in plae of other speied software in the
environment of that software
Figure 8.1.: The ISO 9126 software quality harateristis and subharateristis, taken
from (Punter et al., 1997).
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A new standard, ISO 25000, entitled SQuaRE  Software Produt Quality Require-
ments and Evaluation is urrently being developed to ombine ISO 9126 and ISO 14598
(Suryn et al., 2003).
Regarding evaluation tehniques, Punter (1997) argues for the use of weighted hek-
lists, where the presene or absene of a number of agreed features is indiated and
integrated into an overall sore. Cheklists are easy to ustomise and are a transparent,
reproduible method of evaluation. A problem is the hoie of items on the list, that is,
the identiation of the quality model. Punter argues that the only way to make this
hoie less subjetive is to doument and justify it extensively. In partiular, eah item
on the list must be learly related to the harateristi or aspet of the software whose
quality it is supposed to indiate.
For COTS software, Carvallo et al. (2004a) and Botella et al. (2002) have suggested
a proess to rene the ISO 9126 standard harateristis, to arrive at a quality model
for evaluation. Even a tool has been developed whih supports this proess and provides
a formal model of the resulting quality attributes (Carvallo et al., 2004b). However, the
atual identiation of basi attributes is still left to the evaluator in this proess.
A more empirial approah of how to arrive at a quality model (thus at items on a
heklist, or at evaluation riteria) is given by Brown and Wallnau (1996). These authors
suggest to identify those features of a tehnology that distinguish it from existing teh-
nologies. The authors all suh distintive features tehnology deltas. Thus they stress
that a produt should be evaluated with respet to ompetitive produts. This method
ensures that no quality attributes are overlooked by the evaluators. It is partiularly use-
ful for funtional riteria. Seondly, Brown and Wallnau (1996) stress that the tehnology
deltas should be evaluated in well-dened, sharply foused usage ontexts, beause then
the extent to whih a tehnology delta supports a given ontext an be evaluated. The
importane of distintive features is supported by Maiden et al. (1997), who found that
they ostly evaluated some requirements whih were, in the end, met by all andidate
produts among whih they had to selet. These authors also point to the usefulness of
test ases, in terms of whih the requirements an be stated. The present work inludes
a test ase that an be used for that purpose, see setion 8.4.
The distintion made at the beginning of this subsetion, between the development of a
software and its use as a produt, serves the larity of desription but does not imply that
there are no onnetions between these aspets. Obviously the quality of the soure ode
and the development proess inuenes the quality of the nished produt; hene, some
researh exists that addresses these onnetions. For example, Punter (1997) stresses
that the results of a software produt evaluation are interesting for the developers of
the software as well as for the potential buyers. Mayrand and Coallier (1996) and others
relate the internal design of software to some external quality attributes. Similarly, April
and Al-Shurougi (2000) map features that are based on the soure ode of a software to
the ISO 9126 harateristis.
As regards metris (see the seond phase of the standard evaluation proess above), ob-
viously no internal, soure-ode related metris an be used for COTS produts (Colombo
& Guerra, 2002). Previous researh on produt metris has mainly onentrated on suh
internal metris (e.g. (Mayrand & Coallier, 1996; Cartwright & Shepperd, 2000)). Re-
searh on COTS evaluations has onentrated on proess-oriented aspets (Maiden et al.,
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1997; Carvallo et al., 2004a) but has not established quantitative metris, exept for Ran-
garajan et al. (2001) and Colombo and Guerra (2002). In (Rangarajan et al., 2001), rather
general metris are given, only some of whih are external, but require muh eort to
measure (suh as the perentage of design goals met by the nished produt). In ontrast,
Colombo and Guerra (2002) seem to use a metri similar to the one developed in the
present work (setion 8.2.2), but no details are given, nor any examples from a onrete
evaluation projet.
It an be seen that the goal in software produt evaluation is not to arrive at one single
metri that indiates the quality of a software, as the notion of quality is too omplex
for this; rather, the derivation of a detailed piture involving dierent aspets of quality,
some of whih an be in onit with eah other (Barbai et al., 1995), is reommended.
Though sores from a heklist an be integrated into a single value if desired, usually
this is not the goal of an evaluation. Instead, the omplete heklist sores are needed to
arrive at an informed opinion about a produt. Setion 8.2 explains how the evaluation
of KDD software produts was performed for the present work, in the light of the guides
ited above.
8.1.2. KDD produt evaluations
The earliest omparison of KDD systems known to this author an be found in (Matheus
et al., 1993). It is a study that ompares three systems with respet to an early model
of major omponents a KDD system should have. The omponents are: the interfae to
a database, a domain knowledge base, a fousing omponent used for data seletion
(the predeessor of data preparation), a pattern extration omponent (providing the
mining algorithms), an evaluation omponent and a ontroller module for interation
with the user. The three systems are analysed with respet to the extent to whih they
inlude (the funtionality of) these omponents, so only rather oarse riteria are used.
The evaluation is done by textual desription.
One of the rst attempts to evaluate KDD tools more systematially is (Abbott et al.,
1998). This evaluation is based on a given appliation purpose (fraud detetion). In order
to handle the large number of tools then already available, the authors applied a three-
stage approah. In the rst stage all tools were evaluated under rather broad and simple
riteria, suh as support for the intended system environment, or range of algorithms
provided. This stage left 10 produts for the seond stage, whih ltered 5 produts
for the nal examination using the additional riteria quality of tehnial support, and
exportability of models, for example to soure ode. The last riterion relates to the
deployment phase in KDD (ompare hapter 2).
In the nal stage, ve tools remain and are examined under ve well-disussed ri-
teria. These are: (i) support for lient server settings, whih the authors deem related
to salability; (ii) automation of parameter searh and doumentation of experiments;
(iii) range of algorithms and options oered for eah algorithm; (iv) ease of use in data
manipulation, mining, visualisation and tehnial support; and (v) auray of neural
nets and deision trees on a dataset from the authors' appliation. Mainly points (ii)
and (iv) are of relevane for this work. Conerning data preparation, they distinguish
between loading the data and manipulating it. During data load, automati reognition
of data types and naming of attributes is an issue. This riterion is taken up in setion
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8.3 (riteria 14 and 19). Data manipulation is not disussed to a great extent, only the
availability of built-in funtions for attribute derivation is briey disussed.
Among their lessons learned is the requirement to dene what a tool is going to be
used for, in order to fous the evaluation. Reasonable though this is, it is not appliable
in this work, whih attempts to nd appliation-independent riteria. More relevant is
their suggestion to test a tool in the environment where it is going to be used; as all
the riteria listed in setion 8.3 are based on the experienes made with the dierent
tools when implementing the model appliation desribed in hapter 5, this requirement
is fullled in the present work.
Another early attempt to give a systemati overview of dierent KDD software tools is
(Gaul & Sauberlih, 1999). They onsider the whole KDD proess insofar as they exam-
ine only tools that oer some data preparation and deployment failities, not only mining
features. They list 16 tools and give the following features for them: manufaturer, avail-
able mining algorithms, system platform, prie, year of rst version, support for parallel
environments, and limitations on data set size. For 12 out of the 16 tools, they give
some further information in a seond table with boolean entries indiating presene or
absene of ertain features. Conerning data preparation, they only onsider the presene
or absene of the operators Missing value replaement, Attribute derivation,
Attribute seletion and Saling (see hapter 3), plus some unexplained operator
Standardisation. Conerning deployment, they onsider exportability and visualisabil-
ity of models. The losest they ome to oneptual aspets is the presene or absene of
graphial user interfaes.
A more extensive list of lassiation features is provided by Goebel and Gruenwald
(1999). These authors disuss three groups of features: general produt harateristis,
database onnetivity, and data mining harateristis; they give tables with informa-
tion for eah feature for 43 tools. Of ertain interest for this work is their stress of the
importane of database onnetivity. They laim that a KDD tool ought to be tightly
integrated with database or data warehouse systems. Indeed, the large volumes of data
typially involved in knowledge disovery make this issue paramount for modern KDD
software. Thus they onsider the data formats a tool an aess, in partiular ertain le
formats and databases, as well as data models (relational vs. single table), query options
(SQL for databases, or GUI support), data types supported, and size limitations on the
data set.
Conerning data mining harateristis, they distinguish between tasks suh as lus-
tering or predition, and methods to solve the tasks. Data preparation is only onsidered
by a single boolean ag indiating whether a tool has any preparation failities at all.
A paper that onsiders data preparation features of software tools in some more detail
is (Collier et al., 1999). This paper is also interesting in that it suggests a simple method-
ology to hoose a most suitable tool from a list of tools, using a weighting sheme. While
the authors do not relate their methodology to standard software produt evaluation
methods, see setion 8.1.1, it is easy to see that their weighting sheme orresponds to
the written proedure that presribes the assignment of values for a metri, in phase 2
of the standard evaluation proess aording to ISO 14598. Though suh a sheme is
not new, the authors applied it to knowledge disovery software for the rst time. The
authors point out that the investigation of some eort into the hoie of a suitable tool
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will pay o easily, onsidering the work saved later in the appliation. Indeed, the total
osts of ownership (TCO) of KDD software are hardly inuened by the liene fees, but
muh more by how muh expert work the software an save.
Collier et al. (1999) also apply tool seletion in two stages, ltering the bulk of tools
away in the rst stage under simple but hard riteria, suh as support for the intended
system environment. The seond stage is more rened in their approah, however. Having
grouped seletion riteria into ve groups (performane, funtionality, usability, data
preparation, other), they assign weights to the riteria in eah group suh that the sum
of weights within a group equals 1.0. The groups themselves are also assigned weights.
The authors then propose to hoose one of the andidate tools as referene tool ; one ould
hoose a personal favourite tool based on past experienes of some of the evaluators, but
any andidate an be used for referene. Then, eah tool is given a sore in eah riterion
that measures its strength relative to the referene tool. The sore is assigned by human
evaluators who have some experiene with the tool. The referene tool gets a medium
sore in all riteria. Finally, the weighted sores of all tools imply a ranking for tool
seletion.
Fousing on these authors' data preparation riteria, they use mainly the presene and
quality of the following data preparation operators: Value mapping, Row seletion,
Disretisation, Attribute derivation, and Missing value replaement. The
brief disussion points out that an extensive list of funtions is needed for Attribute
derivation. Also, exportability of models is a riterion. Finally, one interesting riterion
is alled Metadata manipulation; it assigns a sore based on the availability and manipu-
lability of data desriptions and data types. Setion 8.3 will develop rather more detailed
riteria based on the ways of handling metadata supported by a tool.
A thorough study on data mining software solutions is the book by Gentsh et al.
(2000), whih provides detailed desriptions of 12 tools. For diret omparison, this study
onsiders seven rather broad riteria that summarise the detailed desriptions. These are
data import, data transformation (preparation), mining methods, visualisation of data
and models, handling (usability), doumentation, and speial aspets (strengths of eah
tool in areas not overed by the other riteria, suh as integration with other tools,
ode generation from models (riterion 3 below), et.). Data import is related to the
support of data types as disussed in setion 3.3.1. The authors stress the importane
of data preparation and mention the preparation operators that eah tool provides in
their detailed desriptions. They onsider Attribute derivation, Value mapping,
Aggregation, Saling, and Missing value replaement. However, the disussion
of preparation operators is not done in a systemati way, as it is not based on a (minimal)
list of operators. Beause the study omprises the whole KDD proess, data preparation
is just one aspet and is not disussed in any detail, though its importane is pointed
out learly.
Another list of riteria is suggested by Giraud-Carrier and Povel (2003). While an
evaluation based on the riteria is not inluded in the paper, the riteria list is rather
extensive. This disussion fouses again on the riteria related to data preparation. Their
riteria inlude the presene or absene of failities for: reading data from at les,
databases or XML les; data haraterisation by statistial measures; data visualisation;
row seletion; attribute seletion; and data transformation, under whih point any other
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preparation operators seem to be subsumed. Data leaning (outlier detetion) is also
mentioned but not inluded in the nal riteria list.
An example from a slightly dierent eld is (Maier & Reinartz, 2004) whih examines
web mining tools. When mining data from web server logs, speial preproessing oper-
ations are needed to bring the data into attribute-value format, whih is the input for
data preparation as disussed in this work. The availability of some suh preproessing
operations is inluded in the riteria list set up by Maier and Reinartz (2004).
8.2. Methodology
Several methodologial deienies an be reognised in the previous work as disussed
in setion 8.1.2:
• The evaluations do not follow an aepted, standard evaluation proedure, nor do
they use standard quality harateristis or onepts.
• The list of evaluation riteria is not justied in a systemati fashion, and is often
rather short.
• Many approahes use boolean riteria whih, on the one hand, often subsume many
important aspets under one yes/no-ag, while on the other hand an overview is
hard to keep if there are many riteria.
• No metri to exibly quantify the degree to whih a tool fulls the riteria is given.
• No detailed methods presribing how to apply the riteria to new tools are given.
This setion explains the methodology used for tool evaluation in this hapter, whih
• employs the oneptual level introdued in setion 2.2 to abstrat from tehnial
details, thus allows to ompare all riteria aross tools and appliations easily;
• follows the ISO 14598 standard of a software produt evaluation proess, but adds
some aspets to it;
• systematially develops a list of evaluation riteria by following the notion of teh-
nology deltas by Brown and Wallnau (1996), see setion 8.1.1;
• introdues n-of-m riteria as a onise, quantitative metri for omplex quality
harateristis, where the assignment of values an be done objetively and repro-
duibly;
• is adaptable to various levels of detail, thus to various audienes;
• uses all evaluation riteria found in previous work, and adds many more;
• is independent of human subjetive evaluation;
• onsiders the omplete KDD proess;
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• employs the list of operators from appendix A as another soure for systemati
evaluation; and
• provides a test ase that allows a step-by-step evaluation of all riteria on new
tools.
In the following, the methodology is developed following the four phases of the standard
produt evaluation proess introdued in setion 8.1.1. See also (Euler, 2005a).
8.2.1. Establishing evaluation requirements
The ISO 14598 standard requires the speiation of the purpose of the evaluation, the
type of produts to be evaluated, and the quality model in this phase. The purpose of
the evaluations in this hapter is to provide a detailed, yet lear piture of the strengths
and weaknesses of urrently available software tools that support KDD appliations. It
is not the purpose to test any software, nor to evaluate the tools under general software
riteria suh as reliability, portability or maintainability. Nor is it the purpose to selet
a single best tool or to give reommendations about tools; rather, a general framework
is developed that allows the evaluation of further KDD tools easily.
The evaluation is restrited to suh KDD produts that inlude strong data preparation
failities, but over the omplete KDD proess, and provide at least some oneptual
support as disussed in previous hapters. Tools that oer only mining algorithms, with
little or no data preparation, are exluded.
The quality model used in this work follows the purpose of the evaluation. The strengths
and weaknesses of a tool are examined in the light of the oneptual aspets developed
in previous hapters, whih are in fat KDD-spei. Thus only funtional riteria are
applied. Hene, all the riteria used in the quality model here, whih are listed in setion
8.3, bear on the quality harateristi Funtionality, in partiular its subharateristi
Suitability, in that they are used to examine the apability of the software tools to
provide the set of funtions that have been found to be appropriate for KDD tasks and
objetives in the previous hapters.
The development of the riteria list followed the idea of tehnology deltas introdued
in (Brown & Wallnau, 1996). This approah is partiularly useful for funtional rite-
ria. Though the present work does not use the history of a tehnology to identify new,
distintive features, as Brown and Wallnau have done, it ompares features of dierent
produts in order to identify the distintive ones. A feature is deemed distintive if it is
present in one or more tools, absent in one or more other tools, and onsidered useful
in the sense that it supports some of the oneptual aspets developed in the previous
hapters. In this way a list of riteria is gained that provides a maximum amount of
information when omparing the tools based on them. In a few ases, the inspetion of
distintive features leads to the disovery of a few more desirable features that are not
present in any tool examined.
Choosing the granularity of features is an issue. In some ases, one tool may provide
a group of related funtionalities that the other tools do not oer at all. For example,
MiningMart is the only tool that uses the estimation of data harateristis. In suh ases
one ould see a large number of distintive features (estimation of value lists, estimation
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of output size, ...) that only this one tool exhibits. However, it is a better ontribution
towards a lear omparison if only one distintive feature that represents the whole group
of funtionalities is introdued in suh ases. In other words, the features should only be
as ne-grained as neessary to be distintive.
In line with the oneptual approah of this work, the evaluation riteria address those
funtionalities of a KDD tool that are expliitly supported in the user interfae. For ex-
ample, some tools oer a sripting language that enables the exeution of a graphially
modelled proess from outside the tool. The power of the sripting language an some-
times be exploited to ahieve some funtionality that is not oered in the user interfae,
for example the automati testing of parameter settings (see setion 2.1.4). However, in
suh a ase, the riterion is not onsidered fullled beause no high-level support is given
for this funtionality. The aim of this hapter is to provide measures for the oneptual
support in KDD, that is, for the potential of a tool to save user eorts, and low-level
programming is likely to require rather more than less user eorts.
8.2.2. Speiation of the evaluation
Having found the quality model in the previous phase, eah of its riteria is now assigned
a metri, in the sense dened in ISO 14598 (see setion 8.1.1). During work with the
various KDD tools, most of the tehnology deltas identied orresponded to rather small,
spei features, whih are present in some tools and absent in others. A simple metri
would assign a boolean value to eah feature, indiating either its presene or absene.
This would lead to a very long list of riteria, ounterating the evaluation goal stated in
the previous phase of providing lear overviews of eah tool's strengths and weaknesses.
However, many small groups of features were found to be related in a rather natural way.
Therefore, suh naturally related features are grouped together in this work, and eah
group forms a riterion. The n-of-m metri is used to indiate the strength of a tool with
respet to suh a riterion: m ¡ 0 is the number of features grouped together for this
riterion, and n (0 ¤ n ¤ m) is the number of features that are present in the given tool.
Thus eah n-of-m riterion ould be transformed into m boolean riteria. A simple sore
an be assigned to eah tool under eah riterion, whih is the real value 0 ¤ n{m ¤ 1.
This method allows muh exibility onerning the groupings of the basi features.
For a quik overview or superial omparison, only the more important features an
be used, or larger inherently related groups an be formed. This orresponds to larger
average values of m. For detailed surveys, like in this work, more ne-grained riteria an
be used, so that the list of riteria is longer but the average value of m is lower. Thus the
n-of-m method is adaptable to dierent granularities of detail, leading to dierent rep-
resentations of the same evaluation sores. The dierent representations an be used for
dierent audienes, like tehniians or developers ompared to deision makers. Setion
8.6 provides two representations of the evaluation data olleted for this work.
The measures for several single riteria an be ombined to more integrated sores
by building weighted sums, where the sum of the weight oeients should be 1.0. For
example, to assess the strength of a tool in data modelling, all riteria listed in setion C.2
an be evaluated and ombined to a single value. If desired, a single global sore ould
be omputed for every tool to get a ranking of the tools, though suh a ranking would
hide many aspets that the detailed sore list an provide.
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Some features ould not be related to others and are listed as boolean riteria. These
features should take one of the values 0 or 1.0 in order to be integratable with other
riteria.
Though the above metris are reommended for the type of riteria in this work beause
they are simple, transparent, and easily ombinable, other soring methods are appliable
based on the given riteria list as well. For example, the method by Collier et al. (1999),
desribed in setion 8.1.2, an be applied as well as a simpler soring method desribed in
(Maier & Reinartz, 2004). Sine eah evaluator is likely to have their own priorities with
respet to their appliation, the hoie of the soring method is open in this methodology.
In setion 8.6, whih presents the results of some evaluations done for this work, the
reommended metris above are used.
The methodology desribed here results in objetive riteria, with a written proedure
that presribes how to identify the presene or absene of eah feature in a riterion. The
proedures are given with eah riterion in setion 8.3, fullling the demand of objetivity
and reproduibility. Further, a test ase is provided in setion 8.4 that provides lear
explanations about how to evaluate eah riterion based on a onrete example.
Though the methodology skethed here relies on inter-produt omparisons for the
development of riteria (see previous phase), it provides a set of riteria that an be
applied to single software produts, in ontrast to the method by Collier et al. (1999)
whih is desribed in setion 8.1.2, and whih relies on inter-produt sores.
A limitation to this methodology may be that, when applied to a dierent type of
software produts, not all tehnology deltas might orrespond to boolean features that
an easily be grouped. Some features, suh as performane-related features, require a
real-valued, ontinuous sale. However, suh metris an be mapped to the real interval
r0..1s easily, whih makes them easily ombinable with n-of-m metris. A more serious
limitation is that dierent n-of-m riteria an result in idential values when evaluated,
although the respetive values of n and m are dierent. It is not lear whether the
fullment of 2 out of 4 features of a riterion means the same strength as the fullment of
4 out of 8 features. Further, the features within a riterion are not weighted or prioritised
here, though this ould be added easily. However, to ompare the tools under any given
riterion, the same value of m is always used, so that the metri is valid.
8.2.3. Design of the evaluation proess
The initial experiments for this work were done by implementing the model appliation
desribed in hapter 5 in a number of tools. As the model appliation is based on two
omplex real-world appliations, profound experienes ould be made about a large num-
ber of issues that typially arise when realising ompliated KDD proesses, and about
how dierent features of the tools support the implementation. This allowed to identify
the tehnology deltas and develop the riteria as explained above.
However, now that a list of riteria is available, a simpler evaluation plan an be given.
Setion 8.4 desribes a proedure to implement a test ase in an arbitrary KDD tool
and hek various riteria in every step of the proedure. All riteria are overed. This
orresponds to an evaluation plan, though elements like resoure assignment are missing,
as they are not appliable: the evaluation an be done by a single evaluator, and does not
onsume big omputational resoures. Hene, no team oordinations or xed shedules
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are needed. The main osts are likely to be inurred if the evaluator is new to the tool
to be evaluated. In this ase, the average time the evaluator needs to nd out whether
and how the given tool supports a funtionality that is examined in a ertain step of
the test ase will dominate the overall osts. This situation an be dierent, though, if
external stakeholders (paying lients, for instane, who impose deadlines or other resoure
restritions) need to be taken into aount when exeuting the plan.
8.2.4. Exeution of the evaluation
Exeuting the evaluation onsists of following the exeution plan, taking the measure-
ments required by the riteria, and doumenting them. The results of several suh eval-
uations performed for the present work are presented in setion 8.6.
8.3. Criteria for KDD tool evaluation
This setion presents the riteria that were developed following the methodology de-
sribed in setion 8.2. As explained there, eah riterion is aompanied by a preise
desription of how to evaluate it in an arbitrary KDD tool. This serves not only tool
seletion by end users but an also provide guidelines for developers of new tools. No
tool overs all aspets disussed in this setion; rather, the elaborations here an be seen
as desribing an ideal tool, towards whih existing solutions should be developed.
This setion rst disusses some riteria whose detailed examination is exluded from
this work, in setion 8.3.1. This is followed by a disussion of some more general riteria,
in setion 8.3.2, whih have been found in the literature on KDD evaluations (setion
8.1.2), or have been mentioned in previous hapters. The relation of these riteria to the
more detailed riteria that are based on the methodology used here is explained. Those
more detailed riteria are listed in appendix C. They form a main ontribution of this
work.
For ease of referene, every riterion reeives a number. The order of presentation of
riteria is not signiant. A list of all riteria with a referene to the page on whih they
are desribed an be found in appendix C on page 228.
8.3.1. Exluded riteria
As setion 8.2.1 explains, only funtional riteria are used in this work. From the perspe-
tive of the KDD proess, only riteria pertaining to the more tehnial KDD phases data
understanding, data preparation, mining and deployment are developed, as the onep-
tual support approah onentrates on these phases, while business understanding does
not lend itself so well to oneptual modelling (ompare setion 4.5, and also setion 6.6).
One important aspet of KDD tools onerning the mining phase is obviously the range
of learning algorithms they provide, as well as the range of parameters that an be set for
eah algorithm. Yet, no minimal or omplete list of algorithms, or even parameters for one
algorithm, an be identied, beause the sets of algorithms and parameters are open and
likely to be extended by researh progress in the future. Even today no single tool oers
all varieties of algorithms that have already been desribed in the literature. Approahes
to inlude the range of mining algorithms ould perhaps be based on an ontology of
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mining tasks and algorithms, suh as the one given in (Cannataro & Comito, 2003), but
there is no aepted standard ontology yet. Therefore, the range of learning algorithms
and parameters, whih has often been used as an evaluation riterion in previous work
(see setion 8.1.2), is not used as a riterion here.
In spite of this, the methodology developed in this hapter is also appliable to the
mining phase. The approah used here is to judge the extent to whih a mining tool
supports basi, mining-related proessing and ontrol steps suh as automated parameter
searh, ross-validation, or ensemble learning with arbitrary base learners. These onepts
are explained in setions 2.1.4 and 4.5. However, it has to be said that not many tools
oer strong overage of suh oneptual aspets of both the data preparation and mining
phase. Therefore, separate evaluations might be appropriate for eah phase.
Some studies from setion 8.1.2 have used the auray of learned models on a given
data set as a riterion to ompare KDD tools. However, a ranking of tools based on one
data set is not neessarily similar on a dierent data set, whih is why model performane
related riteria are not used in this work.
An important riterion in pratie is exeution speed. Despite similar arhitetures,
dierent tools an reveal substantial dierenes in terms of proessing speed. Sine speed
is highly dependent on the hardware infrastruture used, atual performane times are
of little worth, but the ranking of tools that they imply an be expeted to be onsis-
tent aross platforms. This riterion does not onern a oneptual, funtionality-related
feature, but is diretly related to the ISO 9126 subharateristi Time behaviour of
harateristi Eieny. Therefore it is not used in this work.
Rather detailed riteria might be developed onerning the visualisation of data sets,
data harateristis and learned models or funtions. Many tools that were examined
oer some visualisation features, but they are diult to ompare as eah tool has its
partiular emphasis on ertain visualisation methods. Visualisations of models or learned
funtions are not omparable if a tool laks the mining algorithm whose visualisation is
the strength of another tool. For data sets with more than three attributes, any visual-
isation of the data must inlude a dimensionality redution, whih is useful for human
understanding but not neessarily helpful for mining. Further, visualisation of data sets
and data harateristis mainly belongs to the data understanding phase of the KDD
proess, while this work fouses on aspets related to data proessing. For these reasons,
visualisation issues are not inluded here. Similarly, reporting funtionalities, whih some
KDD tools oer to ease the prodution of douments reporting on the results of a KDD
proess, are not examined in this work. This inludes failities to draw harts based on
mining performane or similar, statistial data produed during a KDD appliation.
A set of riteria that is left out from this setion onerns the general software quality
harateristis whih are not spei to KDD tools, in line with the purpose of this work
as desribed in setion 8.2.1. This does not mean that general software quality issues are
irrelevant for KDD software, only that they are not in the fous of this work. Criteria
related to these issues an be found in the literature disussed in setion 8.1.1.
Finally, as a related point, reall from setion 8.2.1 that any funtionality listed in the
riteria below an not be fullled by low-level onstruts suh as integrated programming
languages, but must be expliitly provided in the user interfae in order to ount as
oneptually supported.
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8.3.2. General riteria for KDD software
This subsetion lists some riteria for KDD software that an be found in the literature
ited in setion 8.1.2, or in the previous hapters, but are not diretly inluded in the
list of detailed riteria developed in this work. The purpose of this subsetion is to relate
these more general riteria to the detailed riteria where possible, in order to ease the
reognition of riteria known from the literature, or known from previous hapters, as the
terminology annot always be idential. Note the remarks on exluded riteria in setion
8.3.1, though. This work's detailed riteria are given in appendix C.
1 Adaptability: The importane of this riterion has been stressed in hapter 6, in
partiular setion 6.6. As disussed in that setion, mainly the addition and deletion of
oneptual metadata, as well as the propagation of suh hanges, must be supported. In
general, adaptation and reuse are easiest if the software follows the two levels approah
proposed in setion 2.2 in the area of data sets. Therefore this riterion is related in
partiular to riteria 15, 17, 18, 19, 25, and 27.
2 Salability: KDD software has to be apable of handling large data sets. Some studies
in setion 8.1.2 have inluded limits on the number of attributes or rows that a software
an proess as a riterion. However, the tools examined for this work do not expliitly
state suh limits, so that any suh limitations depend on hardware resoures. Other
studies have stressed the importane of support for parallelisation or for lient-server
environments, where the server deals with large data sets and ontrol is exeuted from
the lient. Criterion 8 is the main related riterion in this work.
3 Interoperability: If users want to use speial software for some subtask, suh as re-
porting or mining, they should be able to do so easily. In KDD, the interfae to other
systems is often a data set on the le system or in a database, so that this riterion
is related to the data formats a tool supports (riterion 7); yet if mining results (like
learned rules) are to be used outside the tool, integration with other software an be
more diult. See riteria 50 and 55.
4 Guide to KDD proess: The software should oer some support to guide the user
through the omplex stages of a KDD proess, and avoid erroneous user inputs. This
support should be oered for several levels of assumed previous experienes of users.
Related riteria are 26 and 54.
5 Doumentation: It should be possible to add free text omments to every objet
involved in the KDD proess. As all tools examined for this work oer failities for this,
it is not a tehnology delta but is obviously very important, espeially for the reuse of
proess models (see hapter 6).
6 Business problem: Some approahes have attempted to use the types of business
problems a tool an solve as a riterion. In the absene of a theory on how business
problems are related to mining tasks (see setion 2.1.4), they have used very simple
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mappings of stereotypial business problems to mining tasks, so that this riterion is
related to the range of mining algorithms, whih is not disussed in this work as explained
in setion 8.3.1.
8.3.3. Spei riteria for KDD software
Appendix C lists the riteria that were developed following the methodology desribed in
setion 8.2. They are ategorised into a number of areas. As setion 8.2.2 explains, a rite-
rion onsists of m boolean features (questions), but in priniple the number (m) and the
exat grouping of questions for a riterion is exible. Given all features, dierent group-
ings into riteria an be formed to reet purpose-spei aspets. One may also hoose
to leave out some features with low priority. Sine priority is appliation-dependent, no
weights are given to features or riteria in this work, but the grouping of features into
riteria here is a reommendation based on experienes made during the implementation
of the model ase. Further, this partiular listing of riteria allows a quantitative, de-
tailed, yet lear omparison of KDD tools, as demonstrated in setion 8.6. Finally, the
test ase desribed in setion 8.4 is designed to hek exatly these riteria.
8.4. A test ase to hek all riteria
In this setion a test ase is provided that is as small as possible but still enables to hek
all riteria from appendix C, given a KDD tool. The test ase desribes a small KDD
proess. Its implementation is desribed step by step, with referene to every riterion
that is tested in eah step. The ase an be seen as a baseline senario whose implemen-
tation should be possible in any KDD tool, but perhaps with varying diulty. It an be
implemented in less than an hour, thus giving an eetive method to objetively evalu-
ate a KDD tool in pratie, under the riteria given here. It orresponds to a detailed
evaluation plan as explained in setion 8.2.3. Sine every step of the test ase onerns
partiular riteria whih are given in the desription below, some steps an be omitted
if the riteria tested there are known to be less important for the partiular evaluation
purpose.
Appendix E (page 244) provides an SQL program that realises the test ase, to give
a formal referene, while 8.2 shows a graphial overview of the ase as realised with
MiningMart.
The order of steps in this test ase is based on the data ow that is modelled, rather
than on the order of the riteria. An interesting alternative would be to order the test
ase suh that those riteria whih appear to be most hallenging are tested last. This
would render a single sore for eah tool that is evaluated, namely the point in the test
ase at whih it annot support the tested funtionality any longer. To apture the notion
of diulty, or how hallenging a riterion is, the number of tools evaluated in this work
that full eah riterion an be used for ordering the riteria. However, an implementation
of the test ase that follows the data ow is easier to desribe, understand and realise.
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Figure 8.2.: Overview of the steps of the test ase.
Table SalesData:
EmplId Month Sales Profit
1 1 3 40.5
1 2 2 22.8
1 3 -1 10.0
2 1 5 54.2
2 2 7 58.6
2 3 4 41.0
3 1 -1 10.0
3 2 2 38.1
3 3 4 44.3
Table EmployeeData:
EmplId EntryDate Position
1 02-12-1988 Senior
2 01-06-1998 Trainee
3 01-01-1990 Senior
Figure 8.3.: Input data for the test ase.
The data
Figure 8.3 shows two small data sets whih are the input to the test ase. These data
sets an be easily provided as at les, with any le format that is deemed relevant, or as
database tables. To test riterion 7, the data sets are imported into the tool (to test the
output failities, they an be written from the tool to dierent les/tables as well). At
this point, already a number of other riteria an be heked. An obvious and important
riterion is whether the tool models the data expliitly, in a graphial way (riterion 24).
If the data sets an be displayed inside the tool, riterion 13 is fullled. Criterion 14 lists
reommended failities for attribute import. Also it an be seen whether oneptual data
types are used in the tool (riterion 15), and if they are orretly reognised (riterion
16); for example, is the olumn EntryDate automatially given a orret tehnial and
oneptual data type (e.g. Date)? Can the data types be hanged? Can automati reog-
nition of types be deferred to a later point in time? The reognition of data harateristis
an also be tested (riterion 19).
A dierent approah is to test riterion 34 by attempting to set up data models (on-
epts) without atually importing data.
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Data preparation
After these preliminaries, the rst proessing step is a Row seletion, applied to Sales-
Data. Its output onept ontains only the rows with Sales ¤ 5. Is the output expliitly
modelled, and learly related to the input, as demanded by riterion 24? Are the data
harateristis of the output onept available without exeuting the operator, in parti-
ular, is the highest value of Sales adjusted to 5 (riterion 25)? Changing the seletion
ondition to Sales   0 an be used to test riterion 35 (empty data set reognition) after
exeuting the operator.
The next operator orrets the values of Sales by replaing all ourrenes of 1
(taken to be missing values or typos) with 0. The operator Value mapping should
be available, but if it is not, Attribute derivation an be used with an if-then-else
type of derivation formula. The values of the Sales attribute must be available in the
graphial user interfae when speifying the parameters for Value mapping (riterion
20), preferably without having exeuted the previous operator (riterion 25).
The next operator disretises the Profit attribute of SalesData into two ategorial
values. The operator Disretisation (using a given number of intervals) should be
available; otherwise Attribute derivation must be used. Criterion 28 tests whether
the disretisation formula used by Disretisation is aessible and hangeable (after
exeution of the operator). The two ategorial values reated byDisretisation should
also be hangeable: if yes, they are set to 0 and 1 now, if no, an extra Value mapping
step is inserted to do so. The tehnial and oneptual data types of the disretised result
must be reated by the system (riterion 23).
The fourth operator omputes the ratio of the higher of the two intervals formed in
the previous step. This is realised by Aggregation, where the Group By attribute is
EmplId, and the average funtion is used as aggregation funtion, applied to the disre-
tised attribute. This tests riterion 18 (robustness of type mapping), as the ategorial
values 0 and 1 reated in the previous step are used as real numbers here. If this us-
age (and thus the riterion) fails, riterion 17 an be tested by attempting to expliitly
onvert the data type.
These four operators an be exeuted in the order given here, as eah operator's input
is produed by the previous operator. The four operators ould be olleted in a hunk,
testing riterion 38 (hunking support). There should be an option to view the data
olletion that results from this hunk (riterion 31). Criteria 40, 41, 42, and 43 (the
exeution-related riteria) an be tested by exeuting the four operators together. It an
be attempted to vary the plae of proessing (riterion 8, data handling). Further, the
ahing-related riteria 9, 10, 11 and 12 an be tested, for example by heking whether
the result of the exeution is still available afterwards (11, automati ahing), or by
trying to nd out where the intermediate data was stored (12, ahing transpareny).
With this short hain, also the important riterion 27 about the propagation of on-
eptual hanges an be tested. To this end, the seond step is deleted. Is the attribute
it reates (with the orreted values of the Sales attribute) automatially removed from
the input and output of the following steps? If the step is added again, does the attribute
show up in later steps automatially?
For further tests, a new short hain of operators is set up. The data from the Sales-
Data table ontains monthly information about the sales and prot that every employee
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ahieved. This data is onverted to single-row information about eah employee by a
Pivotisation appliation, where the index attribute is Month, the pivotisation attribute
is Profit, the aggregation operator is summation and the Group By attribute is EmplId
(ompare the example in setion A.3.2). If this operator is missing, three Attribute
derivations an be used, one for eah month, followed by an Aggregation. By using
the Attribute derivations, riterion 45 an be tested, as the three derivations are
very similar. For example, in SQL, the three derivations would be (CASE WHEN Month=i
THEN Profit ELSE 0 END), with i ranging from 1 to 3, resulting in three new attributes
whih would be aggregated using summation.
The result of the previous step is now joined with the result of the rst hunk (hain),
using Join by relationship (or a simple join), and testing riterion 22 (attribute
mathing) when setting up this operator. The key for joining is of ourse the attribute
EmplId; an its key status be stated expliitly (riterion 15 about oneptual data types)?
To test riteria 32 and 33 about the support for and iteratability of Attribute
derivations, a nal operator is added whih omputes the dierenes between the
prot ahieved in the third month and those ahieved in the rst and seond month.
The derivation formula should iterate over the two elds with the prot for the rst and
seond month. A further test of riterion 27 about the propagation of hanges an be
done now, by deleting the pivotisation step(s). The formula for the dierene in this last
step should then not be automatially deleted; instead, the last step (or its derivation
formula) should be learly marked as invalid (riterion 26, heking wellformedness).
Criteria 44 about the transpareny of export les, and 46 about the arrangement of
operator appliations in a proessing graph, an be heked using the whole test ase.
Criterion 39 about the unrestrited struture of the preparation graph is missing so
far; it an be tested by applying two Row seletions to the same input onept, and
then applying Union to the two results. If this is possible, it follows  together with the
above  that the tool allows any direted ayli graph.
Mining
Finally, the riteria related to mining and deployment, whih are all boolean, an be
tested. No partiular senario is needed to test them; in most ases, the help system
or the manual will be suient to deide whether the riteria are fullled. This is also
true for some stati riteria like 29, 30, 36, 37 or 54. For example, the availability
of ross validation or model export failities in a tool will surely be reeted in the
doumentation. The same is true for failities to publish proess models in a detailed
way, based on riterion 53. One riterion to be inluded in this phase is riterion 21
about attribute roles; it should be possible to delare for eah attribute that is present
in the onept used as input for mining whether it is label or preditor, or whether it
should not take part in the mining.
8.5. Evaluated KDD software
This setion briey desribes the KDD software pakages that were evaluated in this
work. These tools were hosen aording to their general strength in the oneptual
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support of data proessing, and they serve well to exemplify dierent aspets of many
riteria.
8.5.1. MiningMart
MiningMart
1
is introdued in hapters 6 and 7 as a graphial front-end to relational
databases that oers a broad range of KDD-oriented data preparation operators (Morik
& Sholz, 2004). It leaves all proessing to the underlying database system by translating
the preparation graph to SQL ommands. Suh graphs, alled Cases in MiningMart, an
be exported and uploaded to a entral web repository (setion 6.5), where they are
browsable and downloadable by anyone looking for example KDD appliations. This
is the only tool enountered during this work that uses an expliit representation of
onepts and their links. Version 1.1 was used in this evaluation, whih inludes all
features desribed in hapters 6 and 7.
8.5.2. SPSS Clementine
Clementine
2
is a tool intended to support all phases of the KDD proess. It inludes
many data preparation failities. It was used for this examination in the standalone
version, thus entirely le system based, but a lient server version is also available that
an delegate some data proessing tasks to the database server. Version 8.1 was used in
this work.
Clementine allows to use abstrat data types and attribute roles when dealing with the
data to be prepared, but it does not use an expliit model of the data tables and how they
are linked, as MiningMart does based on hapter 3. Clementine has many preparation
operators, but like the other tools below, it laks most of the operators that hange the
organisation of the data (setion A.3). Without these operators the appliation from
hapter 5, for one example, is inonvenient to realise.
8.5.3. Prudsys Preminer
Preminer, sold by Prudsys
3
, is a speialised tool for data preparation that belongs to
a family of produts supporting the omplete KDD proess. Its arhiteture is dierent
from the preeding two tools in that it uses an extra data server for intermediate storage
of data. This enables the user to proess data from heterogeneous soures using the same
front end. For example, a data set from a text le an be joined with a database table (if
the keys math). The evaluation in this work was based on Version 1.3. For evaluating
the mining failities the Disoverer module version 3.2 was used.
8.5.4. IBM Intelligent Miner
Intelligent Miner by IBM
4
is a group of produts to over data preparation, mining and
deployment based on IBM's DB2 database. The graphial front-end is the Intelligent
1
http://mmart.s.uni-dortmund.de
2
http://www.spss.om/lementine
3
http://www.prudsys.om
4
http://www.ibm.om/software/data/iminer
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Miner for Data, whose version 8.1 was used for the evaluation in this work. While both
at le data and database tables an be input to mining, the data preparation operators
an only be applied to database tables, as they are realised by SQL views, in a way
similar to MiningMart (8.5.1). Also, learned models are available as DB2 proedures,
whih leverages their deployment on large data sets.
8.5.5. SAS Enterprise Miner
The Enterprise Miner is one of several analysis modules available in the SAS system
5
.
The SAS environment is a powerful workbenh for many aspets of data analysis. It oers
lient-server proessing distribution as well as data warehousing support. The Enterprise
Miner provides several mining algorithms and many data inspetion failities, though the
latter an be omplemented by other SAS modules. The Enterprise Miner inludes some
data preparation funtionality, but its fous is on the mining step and on visualisations
of data sets and mining results. Therefore it laks many of the essential operators. They
an be replaed by integrating small programs in the internal SAS language. However,
as explained in setion 8.2.1, suh programming onstruts do not support oneptual,
high-level work, and the funtionality they may oer is not seen as fullling any riterion.
Version 4.3 of the Enterprise Miner was used in this evaluation.
8.5.6. NCR Teradata Warehouse Miner
The Warehouse Miner
6
by Teradata, a division of NCR, is a tool speially developed
to support mining Teradata databases. Apart from an ODBC interfae, it an only be
used on Teradata databases, from a Windows lient. It leaves as muh data proessing as
possible to the underlying database, issuing automatially reated SQL statements in a
way similar to MiningMart and the Intelligent Miner. It oers a number of operators for
proessing, but also relies heavily on SQL programming for some of the more omplex
operators (in whih it resembles the Enterprise Miner by SAS). It does not use an expliit
data model, nor does it display the data ow in a graph. Version 3.2 was used in this
evaluation.
8.6. Evaluation results
This setion provides the evaluation of the tools desribed in 8.5 under the riteria from
appendix C. As explained in setion 8.2.2, the list of riteria is amenable to several
methods of soring and weighting. In the evaluation in this setion, eah tool reeives
the sore (measure) 0 ¤ n{m ¤ 1, where m ¡ 0 is the number of boolean features that
make up a riterion, and 0 ¤ n ¤ m is the number of these features that the tools
fulls. Thus the m boolean features of a riterion are not weighted (prioritised) here, as
a weighting would be very dependent on the intended appliation and environment for
the KDD tools. Similarly, no weighting of the riteria themselves is used here.
5
http://www.sas.om
6
http://www.teradata.om
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No Name m MM Clem. Prem. IBM SAS NCR
1 Data aess 17 0.65 0.71 0.53 0.59 0.59 0.53
2 Data modelling 31 0.9 0.81 0.39 0.58 0.61 0.32
3 Preparation proess 65 0.75 0.49 0.46 0.32 0.43 0.26
4 Learning Control+Deployment 6 0.83 0.5 0.33 0.67 0.5 0.33
5 KDD standards 4 0.25 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25
All features 123 0.76 0.61 0.45 0.44 0.5 0.32
Table 8.1.: A dierent representation of the data in table 8.2, using a oarser grouping
of the 123 boolean features into riteria.
Table 8.2 on page 185 ontains the sores for eah riterion based on the list of riteria
from appendix C. Table 8.1 provides sores whih are omputed based on the same
list of 123 boolean features, but a dierent grouping into riteria, namely into fewer
riteria using higher values of m. As setion 8.2.2 explains, these alternative sores are a
dierent representation of the same data that may be more suitable for ertain audienes,
for example for deision makers. The riteria in table 8.1 use the grouping into overview
riteria that is indiated by setion headlines in appendix C, and by horizontal lines in
table 8.2.
A further table (table 8.3 on page 186) ontains a detailed list of the preparation
operators listed in appendix A that are available in eah tool. To illustrate the eet of the
availability of powerful operators, note that the test ase desribed in setion 8.4 required
 without mining  7 operator appliations in MiningMart and the Teradata Warehouse
Miner, 11 in Clementine, and 9 in Preminer and Intelligent Miner, respetively. In SAS
Enterprise Miner the test ase was only partially implemented, as this tool laks the join
operator.
8.7. Summary
This hapter has found a methodology for the omparison of software produts that
is suitable for judging the extent to whih a tool supports the oneptual level of an
appliation domain. The restrition to the oneptual level is done by taking only fun-
tionality into aount that is based on notions that are expliitly represented in the user
interfae. This idea is part of the omparison methodology developed in setion 8.2. A
main aspet of the methodology is that it renders metris that are adaptable to dierent
evaluators or purposes. The methodology has been applied to the major urrent KDD
software pakages that support data preparation. A detailed riteria list, presented in
appendix C, is one result. Setion 8.4 shows how suh riteria an be assembled into a
tight evaluation plan by providing a small test appliation, here a small KDD proess.
The sores that the ompared KDD tools reeive under neutral (non-weighting) metris
are given as another result, in setion 8.6. While they serve mainly as an exempliation
of the methodology, they also indiate the dierent levels of maturity that the ompared
tools have ahieved, as far as support of the oneptual level is onerned.
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7 Data formats 6 0.33 0.83 0.5 0.5 0.66 0.33
8 Data proessing 3 0.33 1.0 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.33
9 Cahing ontrol 2 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 0 1.0
10 Cahing size estimation 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
11 Automati ahing 2 1.0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.5
12 Cahing transpareny 2 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
13 Data inspetion 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0
14 Attribute import 3 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.33 0.33 0.33
15 Coneptual data types 1 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 0
16 Type reognition 5 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.2
17 Flexibility of type mapping 3 1.0 1.0 0 0.66 1.0 0
18 Robustness of type mapping 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0
19 Data har. reognition 6 1.0 0.66 0 0.66 0.66 0.33
20 Data har. deployment 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 0
21 Attribute roles 4 0.75 1.0 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.0
22 Attribute mathing 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0 0.5
23 Data type inferene 2 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 0
24 Abstrat data model 2 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
25 Charateristis estimation 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
26 Syntati validity heks 4 0.75 0.5 0.75 0 0.25 0.25
27 Propagation of hanges 5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.8 0.2
28 Operator transpareny 2 0.5 0 0 0 1.0 0.5
29 Availability of operators 19 0.95 0.58 0.42 0.53 0.37 0.47
30 Assign operators to prep. tasks 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
31 Intermediate views on data 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
32 Attribute derivation support 2 0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0
33 Iteration attribute derivation 3 0 0.33 0 0 0 0
34 Independene from data 1 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0
35 Empty data sets reognition 1 1.0 0 0 0 1.0 0
36 Representation of data ow 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 0
37 Pseudo-parallel proessing 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
38 Support for hunking 2 1.0 0.5 0 1.0 1.0 0
39 Graph struture 1 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0
40 Exeution transpareny 7 0.71 0.14 0.43 0.29 0.43 0.14
41 Exeution automation 3 0 0.33 0.66 0 0 0
42 Exeution administration 7 0.71 0.29 0.43 0.29 0.57 0
43 Exeution in bakground 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0
44 Export transpareny 1 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0
45 Editing exibility 1 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 1.0
46 Visual graph arrangement 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0
47 Splitting training and test set 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
48 Model evaluation 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
49 Mining subproess support 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
50 Export of models 1 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 1.0 0
51 Deployment in databases 1 1.0 0 0 1.0 0 0
52 Post-proessing 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
53 Published meta model 1 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
54 CRISP support 1 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
55 PMML support 2 0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5
Table 8.2.: Evaluation table. m  1 indiates boolean riteria.
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Operator MM Clem. Prem. IBM SAS NCR
Attribute seletion
 Manual seletion Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
 Automati seletion Yes Yes
Row seletion Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sampling Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Aggregation Yes Yes Yes Yes
Disretisation
 xed no of intervals Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
 xed width Yes Yes Yes
 xed ardinality Yes Yes Yes
Saling Yes Yes
Value mapping Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Attribute derivation
 String proessing Yes Yes Yes Yes
 Numeri arithmetis Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
 Date/time arithmetis Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
 Model appliation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Join Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Join by relationship Yes
Aggregate by relationship Yes
Union Yes Yes Yes
Missing value replaement
 By default value Yes Yes Yes Yes
 By average or median Yes Yes Yes
 By learned funtion Yes Yes
Filtering outliers Yes
Dihotomisation Yes Yes Yes
Pivotisation
 normal Yes Yes
 n-fold Yes
Reverse pivotisation Yes Yes
Windowing Yes
Segmentation
 By value Yes
 Randomly Yes Yes
 By learned lusters Yes
Unsegmentation Yes
Table 8.3.: Availability of preparation operators from appendix A for eah KDD tool. No
entry = not available.
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This hapter summarises this thesis and points out its ontributions to the state of the
art (setion 9.1), before disussing some ideas for future work (setion 9.2).
9.1. Summary of ontributions
Easing user eorts in the development and reuse of data preparation for KDD has been
given as the overall goal of this work in setion 1.2. Chapters 3 to 8 have ontributed
both theoretial and pratial steps towards this goal, whih will be summarised below.
Almost all the ontributions are entred on, or enabled by, the oneptual level that
has been desribed for KDD appliations in this work. The MiningMart environment
provides the means to reate, manipulate, exhange, and reuse KDD appliation models
by using a metamodel designed to support the oneptual level.
The following paragraphs larify the partiular ontributions of the author of this
thesis, and point out the orresponding hapters of this work.
A data model for KDD
This work has dened an adequate way of oneptual data modelling for the area of
knowledge disovery. This idea is a rather natural one in view of the many data-entred
tasks during data preparation. It helps users in organising the mining proess in domain-
related terms. It goes bak to the ommon knowledge representation language (CKRL) of
the mahine learning toolbox MLT (Morik et al., 1991), but today, abstrat data models
are still not used in KDD software, exept in MiningMart. The data model in MiningMart
is based on the work by Morik et al. (2001), and was rened by the author of this work
in order to reate an alternative, dual view on the KDD proess (see below).
For the present work, the requirements for a oneptual data model to be useful
for KDD have been analysed (setion 3.2.1), and have led to the hoie of the entity-
relationship model as the basi model. This hoie represents a balane between usability,
whih demands a lear and simple abstrat data view, and the exibility to model im-
portant semanti aspets expliitly. Another important requirement for the model was to
allow to struture the intermediate data representations, sine rather a lot of them are
reated during a typial preparation proess, and it has been argued that they are useful
artifats of this proess. This requirement motivated the use of two partiular types of
generalisation, namely speialisation and separation (setion 3.2.1), beause many prepa-
ration operators produe these links between their input and output, so that a web of
(representations of) data sets emerges whose links reet how the data sets are reated
from eah other.
The author has implemented all funtionality related to this data model in the Min-
ingMart system. In partiular, this involves reating onepts (data representations) and
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the semanti links between them automatially as soon as the operator that will reate
the data is instantiated (setion 7.1.1). This allows to swith to the data view at any
time.
In order to allow the onvenient use of the oneptual data models, a propagation
algorithm has been designed to support the automati adaption of dependent elements
of the above-mentioned web whenever a data representation is edited, for example to
reuse it on new data (setion 7.1.2); a shema mathing algorithm has been designed to
onnet an abstrat data model to onrete data sets (setion 7.1.4); and the estimation
of data harateristis in the absene of atual data has been provided (setion 7.1.3).
These tehnial ontributions support re-using KDD proess models, whih has been an
important motivation for this work, as disussed in hapters 1 and 6.
Setion 3.2.1 has also onsidered the idea of using more expressive ontology formalisms
for oneptual data modelling. It was waived in favour of a meta model that would render
learer overviews of the web of data sets (ompare gure 5.10 on page 88). However, more
powerful formalisms have other advantages. This is disussed further in setion 9.2.
Preparation operators for KDD
This work has speied a range of important preparation operators for knowledge disov-
ery. The list inludes all operators that have been used in the literature or in any KDD
software. This work has identied ve major high-level preparation tasks (setion 2.1.3)
and has assoiated eah operator to one of them.
This list of preparation operators an serve as a referene standard for data preparation
in KDD, and forms a major omponent of the oneptual level. Using the oneptual data
model in the speiations of the operators allows to set up syntatially valid hains of
data transformations; the validity heks redue the number of test yles needed during
development. These validity heks are based on expliit pre- and postonditions of the
operators. The operator speiations also allow the estimation of data harateristis of
an operator's output before it has atually been omputed. Here the present work has
ontributed ways of estimating not only the data size, as in previous work, but also other
harateristis (ompare setion 3.3.3).
Dual views on the KDD proess
The oneptual data model and the list of operators have been designed suh that two
views on the KDD preparation proess arise, both of whih provide the information
about the struture of the proess, but from dierent angles. Eah view puts the fous
on dierent types of additional information; one is data-entred, the other is based on the
hains of operators. Changes to one view an be made visible immediately in the other.
The MiningMart system urrently oers omplementary funtionality in both views, but
there is no priniple that prohibits extending the options in eah view suh that omplete
ontrol of the proess an be oered in either of the views.
A single view with both types of information an be imagined, but would probably be
graphially overloaded in omplex appliations; nevertheless, this idea has some advan-
tages and is therefore disussed in setion 9.2.
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MiningMart
The MiningMart framework and system have been developed by a team of whih the
author of this thesis is a member. The ontributions of this author inlude the develop-
ment and implementation of all aspets related to the oneptual data model, see above.
MiningMart is thus now the rst system that supports the dual views. Several impor-
tant operators have also been implemented by this author, the more interesting of whih
are desribed in setion 7.2. In partiular, the automati translation of the results of
mining algorithms into stored proedures for databases has been realised exemplarily for
one omplex mining algorithm (setion 7.2.5). The urrent version of MiningMart's web
repository of KDD models, and its indexes for ase retrieval, are also the work of this
author, see below. All in all, roughly 40% of the MiningMart ode, as measured in lines
of ode, have been implemented by this author.
The MiningMart ompiler reates database views that represent the output of oper-
ators; it has been developed by Martin Sholz (Sholz, 2007). It is omplemented by
a materialisation strategy developed by the author of the present work, whih speeds
up the exeution of longer proesses signiantly, as shown by experiments desribed in
setion 7.3. This is important for handling large data sets.
Contributing towards the aim of reduing development time, espeially on large data
sets, some measures have been suggested, and implemented in MiningMart, whih sup-
port developing at least parts of a preparation proess using only the oneptual level,
without requiring its immediate exeution. Syntati validity heks are possible beause
the oneptual data model inludes data type information, and beause output repre-
sentations are immediately onstruted when an operator is speied, as desribed in
setion 7.1.1. The validity heks themselves are based on delarative onstraints, most
of whih have been developed by Martin Sholz. Also, online omputation of estimated
data harateristis (setion 7.1.3), solely the work of the author of this thesis and in-
dependent of data proessing, supports the independene of modelling from exeution,
by providing orientation as to the results of the path of preparation a user is urrently
working on. Further, the estimations are useful for the instantiation of operators whose
output data shema depends on input data harateristis, see setion 7.2.2.
Generally, MiningMart represents a general and advaned method of supporting KDD
developers, espeially during data preparation. Several ways in whih MiningMart ex-
tends the state of the art an be identied:
• No other KDD tool today uses a two-level data model, with semanti links between
intermediate data representations, to organise the data preparation. Thus no other
tool uses dual views on a preparation proess, either.
• No web portal for the exhange of KDD solutions had existed before the one for
MiningMart was reated (see below).
• MiningMart is the only KDD tool that is based on a publi, freely available meta
model. Other tools use proprietary, intransparent formats.
• MiningMart is urrently the most suitable environment for the speiation and
reuse of general patterns among suessful preparation proesses, whih an be
formalised as templates. See below.
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• No other KDD software oers the kind of pseudo-parallel proessing that is available
in MiningMart, whose usefulness is demonstrated by the example appliation from
setion 1.1.1.
• MiningMart oers the most omprehensive list of preparation operators found in
any KDD software.
• No other KDD tool today inludes spei measures for supporting the reuse of
KDD proess models, suh as mapping a given data model to new data.
An evaluation of MiningMart has been done by a third party, a servie providing om-
pany for teleommuniations, who performed one of their large data mining appliations
by SQL programming, and then again using MiningMart (Riheldi & Perrui, 2002b).
The authors report that developing their appliation took 12 days of SQL program-
ming, but only 2.5 days of modelling in MiningMart, for sta who was not familiar with
MiningMart. The results in terms of the disovered knowledge are the same. Additional
operators that an solve some of the tasks involved in this study more diretly have been
added to MiningMart after the study was ompleted, so that the development time for
suh appliations an be expeted to be even lower now. This is lear evidene support-
ing the laim that the goal of supporting human users during data preparation has been
ahieved.
A reusable model of a real-world appliation
This thesis inludes the rst detailed doumentation of a omplex data preparation pro-
ess, modelled after two real-world knowledge disovery appliations (hapter 5). An
annotated, operational model of this proess is available in the MiningMart web reposi-
tory. Thus its tehnial details are easy to study for anyone. The model demonstrates the
two dual views, as well as the dierene between a oneptual-level model and a tehnial
realisation in a formal language in terms of usability, maintainability and reusability.
Templates for data preparation
This thesis has argued that preparation proesses from dierent KDD appliations an
have ommon substrutures (see setions 6.5.1 and 6.6.2) whih are used to solve similar
or idential subproblems. Several suh subproblems have been identied by the author
of this work, and solutions for them have been reated with MiningMart, have been
doumented and annotated omprehensively, and published as templates in the web
repository (setion 6.5.3). Some of the templates are based on previous (informal) work
by other authors, but most were ontributed by this author. The result is the rst publi
olletion of diretly usable data preparation solutions, whih is both a useful library for
experts, saving the work to re-implement these solutions, and a helpful tutorial for less
experiened analysts.
This work is also the rst to suggest the automati disovery of preparation subprob-
lems that have been solved several times in a similar way. The basis for the proposed
method that an ahieve this goal is a olletion of KDD appliations modelled in the
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same framework. While this work has reated the infrastruture to get suh a olle-
tion (the ase base, see below), there are not enough appliation models available yet.
Therefore, a frequent subgraph disovery algorithm tailored for this ontext has been de-
veloped and proposed in setion 6.5.4, but has not been implemented yet. The algorithm
an work on the level of operators, or on the more abstrat level of operator groups,
eetively using dierent similarity measures for dening the similarity of subsolutions.
Providing templates, whether automatially disovered or manually ontributed, has
been ompared to providing design patterns in software engineering in setion 1.1.1.
An important dierene is that the MiningMart templates are operational, so they an
be applied to new problems and exeuted in the MiningMart system diretly, whereas
design patterns need to be translated to new problems by human experts, in a omplex
and error-prone proess.
The ase base
MiningMart has provided the rst publi infrastruture for the doumentation and ex-
hange of KDD appliation models, the web repository of KDD ases, or ase base. These
models an be losely inspeted, in all tehnial details, using an ordinary web browser,
without having to download them or having to install MiningMart (see setion 6.5). The
idea is that HTML pages represent elements of the oneptual level, suh as onepts,
attributes, or steps, and links between the pages represent how these elements are re-
lated. Creating suh HTML les oine for a KDD model is a MiningMart funtionality
provided by this author, replaing an online version by Stefan Haustein. Only the diret
reuse of the appliation models requires the MiningMart system. This work has disussed
a number of ways to support users when searhing for a suitable appliation model to
reuse on their own problem (setion 6.5.5). The most important means to this end is
the doumentation of eah appliation with bakground information, organised into ve
topis. This information an be searhed using any internet searh engine.
In setion 6.6, the tasks involved in reusing a KDD appliation have been analysed in
more detail. It was noted that the deletion and addition of some elements from/to the
oneptual model are entral tasks beause they aet not only the element where they
are performed, but many dependent elements. For example, when an attribute is removed
from a onept, it has to be removed as well from any opy of this onept reated by
operators anywhere in the proess. The propagation algorithm for hanges to a onept,
already mentioned above and presented in setion 7.1.2, thus provides important support
for the reuse of KDD models.
For reusing a KDD appliation, its data representations have to be mathed to the
atual new data sets. This work has argued that not only the data sets that the orig-
inal appliation used as input, but also any intermediate data view, are andidates for
mathing. The intermediate data view of a step is the view on the data reated by the
path up to and inluding that step. An algorithm for omputing this view, given a step,
has been presented in setion 7.1.4. The same setion inludes a shema mathing al-
gorithm developed by this author, whih nds the most similar andidate for mathing
and makes suggestions for mapping it to the new data sets. Thus the algorithm nds the
best entry point for reusing an appliation model, based on syntati and strutural
information. Any suh mapping an be automatially reated in MiningMart, but an
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also be manually edited. Finding suh mappings automatially is only useful when the
data sets ome from a similar appliation domain. Where only the ways of preparation
are similar, the mapping has to be provided by a KDD expert.
Software produt evaluation
This work has presented the rst adaptable methodology for nding and evaluating
objetive riteria for software produt evaluation (setion 8.2). Previous work in this
area has not used systemati ways of nding the riteria for omparison, nor metris
whih are adaptable to dierent audienes or purposes. The methodology uses empirial
tehnology deltas for nding riteria; further riteria may be found by analysis of the
funtional requirements of the domain. Detailed boolean features are olleted into rite-
ria, where the average number of features in a riterion determines the granularity of the
evaluation. Dierent granularities are useful for dierent audienes. The n-of-m-metri
has been introdued as an objetive way of soring, whih an integrate any sheme of
weighting/prioritising the riteria.
This methodology is independent of the KDD domain, but has been applied to get
the rst objetive, in-depth omparison of KDD software pakages that support data
preparation. More than 50 riteria have been identied (see setion 8.3). A test ase that
allows to evaluate these riteria quikly has been designed, see setion 8.4; it orresponds
to an evaluation plan, whih helps to make further evaluations easier and more objetive.
The results of the omparison of six KDD tools are given on two dierent levels of
granularity in setion 8.6. The purpose of this evaluation was not to nd a best tool,
sine the suitability of a tool depends on the purposes for whih it is used; this suitability
an be evaluated by applying orresponding weighting shemes to the sores in table 8.2
(page 185), putting more weight on those riteria that support the desired purpose.
Instead, the evaluation has been presented as an example for the strength of the general
methodology.
9.2. Future work
In this setion some possibilities for extending the researh presented in this thesis are
disussed. Keeping in mind that suessful knowledge disovery an, at present, not be
fully automated, sine muh human intuition is needed, the goal of this thesis will remain
relevant in the near future, namely to support humans during development and reuse of
KDD appliation models. Although this thesis has ahieved muh progress towards this
goal, some alternative approahes are possible and should be examined, and developments
beyond what has been reahed in this work should be pursued.
The most interesting opportunity, in the eyes of this author, is oered by integrating
approahes that model an appliation domain with the help of rih ontology formalisms,
with knowledge disovery. This idea is examined in setion 9.2.2. But before that, some
extensions to the MiningMart framework are disussed whih assume that the present
oneptual data model remains.
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9.2.1. MiningMart extensions
A prominent feature in the urrent MiningMart framework is that it provides the two dual
views on the KDD proess, the web of onepts and the graph of operator appliations.
It is a natural idea to integrate these two views into one. The integrated view would still
present a direted ayli graph, but a bipartite one, with two dierent types of nodes,
one for onepts and one for steps (operator appliations). An edge in this graph would
never onnet two steps or two onepts, but only go from onepts to a step, indiating
the inputs for the step, and from a step to one onept whih represents the output data of
the step. An immediate onsequene of this requirement is that the MiningMart option of
allowing operators to add only an attribute to a onept, without reating an own output
onept, should be dispensed with, otherwise the eets of suh an operator would be
diult to visualise. This design would make a few tehnial issues, like the propagation
of hanges to a onept to dependent onepts, easier to realise. But would it oer a
learer view of the proess to the user? One the one hand, all information is available in
a single view; urrently MiningMart sometimes enfores inonvenient swithes between
the two views. On the other hand, an integrated view an quikly beome graphially
luttered. But there is a remedy for this, whih is to make extensive use of hunking as
disussed in setion 4.4. The ontents of small hunks will remain lear to the user. So this
integration of the two views is an interesting option for KDD tools. Sine in MiningMart
it would require to hange many internal modules, this is left for future work.
An interesting reent development in the area of data transformations is the design of
formal languages that integrate metadata and data, like ShemaSQL and FIRA, disussed
in setion 4.1.1. These languages natively inlude operators like Pivotisation, whih
may hange the status of metadata to data or bak. Some theoretial work in this area
remains to be done; for example, the notion of transformational ompleteness is not yet a
mature or preisely dened onept. But, taking FIRA as the more advaned example, its
set of operators is small and well-dened, so it ould also be used as the main omponent
of the proess model, instead of the operators suggested in this thesis. This is a promising
option. There is a danger of onfusing the user, however, beause metadata and data are
not well separated in the FIRA framework. In the framework of this thesis, metadata is
a main omponent of the oneptual level while the data sets are loated at the tehnial
level, a separation that has been defended extensively in this work. While the smooth
handling of operators like Pivotisation requires some additional eorts, nonetheless the
separation of the two levels an be kept up almost everywhere during the development
of a KDD appliation, as this work has shown. It remains to be examined how a similar
degree of oneptual user support and reusability an be ahieved using a framework like
FIRA.
If FIRA implementations were widely available, they ould be used at the tehnial
level for data proessing; they ould realise the operators from this work without onit.
A simpler extension at the tehnial level would be to allow the proessing of at le
data (in tabular format), in addition to the proessing inside a relational database. This
would onrm the advantages of introduing a separate oneptual level. However, it
seems simpler to inlude an operator that loads at le data into the database, then
perform the proessing as before and write the results bak into a at le. In this way
the virtual data representations oered by database views an be kept.
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From an engineering point of view, reonsidering the way some of the delarative
knowledge about operator appliability onstraints is stored in M4, MiningMart's meta
model, ould oer some advantages. Currently the onstraints that link the input and
output data representations of an operator (see table 7.1 on page 162) are speially
designed for their respetive purposes, whih gives some of them an unintuitive meaning.
One might be tempted to use a general-purpose formal language here, whih would allow
to formulate the onstraints diretly. This would remove the need for a system to interpret
them (see also below, setion 9.2.2). Another advantage would be that the onstraints
are diretly readable, and unambiguous, where they are delared (assuming the reader is
familiar with the language used). A disadvantage is that more omplex onstraints ould
introdue errors, simply by misdesign or by omplex interations with other operators
(sine the output of one operator is the input of another). The urrent onstraints ensure
at least that those who use them to speify an operator do not introdue inadequate side
eets.
Regarding the ase base, some interesting approahes an be realised as soon as more
models of suessful KDD appliations have been olleted in it. Experiene has shown
that researh an benet greatly from publily available olletions of algorithms, or
benhmark data sets, or similar infrastrutures. Besides oering an open modelling stan-
dard for KDD, a riher ase base an be examined for frequently ourring subproblems,
and an be used for ollaborative work and for eduation purposes. It will be interesting
to see results of applying the frequent subgraph disovery algorithm that has been pro-
posed in this thesis. One might also be able to develop larger blueprints, for speialised
appliation domains like teleommuniations or banking, than are given by the urrent
templates, based on olleted experienes from suh a domain.
The expliitly modelled oneptual level also allows to explore the options of dis-
tributed omputing for KDD, or grid-based data proessing. This would require more
omplex solutions at the tehnial level, but it should be possible to use the oneptual
level without any hanges. Distributed omputing requires to model an appliation in-
dependent of where and when it is exeuted, exatly what this work enables for KDD.
Current researh eorts in this area (see setion 6.1.2) should thus be able to benet
from the oneptual analyses ontributed by this thesis.
9.2.2. Using ontologies in the knowledge disovery proess
Conerning a oneptual model of the data and the data shemas to be used in a KDD
appliation, this work has proposed to use a lear and not too sophistiated oneptual
data model, the ER model from setion 3.2.2. It only models metadata, allowing a rather
strit separation from the atual data. This strit separation is violated by only a few
operators whih transform data to metadata or the other way round. In this work this
separation has been defended extensively, in order to ease reusability, whih is a prereq-
uisite for the ase-based approah desribed in hapter 6. The ER-based meta model has
enabled a lear and legible view on the omplex graph of data set representations reated
in a typial KDD appliation.
A prie for using this rather understandable model is that formal reasoning based on
it had to be dened and implemented separately. This reasoning onerns the signature
of output onepts (their attributes and oneptual data types), in order to get valid
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operator hains, and harateristis of the data these onepts represent.
One promising diretion for future researh is to use desription logis (Baader et al.,
2003) for oneptual data modelling, beause this formalism allows reasoning diretly, so
that existing implementations of reasoners ould be employed. Desriptions logis are a
family of modern, powerful, logi-based knowledge representation formalisms (ontology
formalisms) whih allow reasoning. A desription logi language orresponds to some
fragment of rst-order prediate logi, but uses a more onise syntax. Desription logis
have already been used for oneptual data modelling, inluding the abstrat modelling
of relational databases, so that one an build on existing researh, see (Borgida et al.,
2003).
Using desription logis an allow additional reasoning beyond the tasks mentioned
above. For example, inonsistenies in a data model that lead to a onept whose ex-
tension must always be empty an be reognised automatially. Suh a ase ould be
introdued, in a data preparation ontext, by a join over key attributes known to be
disjunt, for example. In general, however, to support suh reasoning, the data must
be modelled to more detail, yielding more omplex oneptual views. Suitable graphial
representations would have to be developed.
A good example for this, and in general for the opportunities that desription logis
may oer for data preparation, is the work by Franoni and Ng (2000). These authors
present a tool that supports the integration of a number of information systems, using
desription logis-based oneptual models of their data shemas. The relationship be-
tween data integration and data preparation has been disussed in setion 4.1.1. The tool
an express onnetions between dierent shemas with inlusion dependenies, whih
are native elements of the employed desription logi language, and whose semantis are
similar to those of the separation links used in the present work. Thus the tool an be
used to reate a global, integrated data shema and show its dependenies on the soure
shemas.
But for this setion another aspet of the tool is more interesting. It inludes an ex-
tended data model, desribed in (Franoni & Sattler, 1999), that an be used to model
dimensions of aggregation funtions. For example, to ompute the average length of
phone alls for dierent types of alls (e.g. alls to mobiles, internet providers, free all
numbers et.), the dimension type of all is expliitly modelled by inluding the dierent
types as elements into the oneptual data model. This allows to expliitly represent an
aggregated view in terms of what it aggregates (linking the element that represents the
aggregation with the elements that represent the types of alls, for example). Interest-
ingly, the authors have rst dened the oneptual model as an extension of the ER
model, adding elements representing dimensions to those representing entity types and
relationships, and have then dened a translation into a desription logi language. The
ER model serves the graphial representation while the logi is used for inferenes in
the bakground. Franoni and Ng (2000) desribe an example for reasoning, in whih a
ertain aggregation is onluded to be neessarily empty beause it involves aggregation
over non-ourring value ombinations. Translated to data preparation, this means that
an interesting property of the output of a preparation operator ould be inferred without
exeuting the operator. The same inferene would be possible in the framework of the
present work, under ertain irumstanes, based on the data harateristis, but this
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partiular hek for emptiness of the output has not been examined in this work while it
omes for free with desription logi reasoners. Emptiness of output is also an issue for
the Join and Row seletion operators. The prie is that the ER model, whih pro-
vides the user interfae, is more ompliated, and seems to lead to very omplex graphs if
extended to a omplete KDD proess. Allowing other types of inferene for other prepa-
ration operators requires even more expliitly modelled aspets of the data. Nevertheless,
this is an interesting diretion for future researh if the larity of the visualisation an
be kept.
Using ontologial formalisms in KDD might be even more worthwhile if more data
mining algorithms were able to diretly exploit strutures in their input data. However,
urrently almost all algorithms are applied to at, tabular inputs. For example, gen-
eralised assoiation rule mining is used for nding sets of items that are frequent in a
given database, when the items are ordered by a taxonomy; nevertheless the algorithm
is applied to input in whih the taxonomy struture is attened, by simply adding all
parent items to eah item set in the database (Srikant & Agrawal, 1995). Even the re-
ent approahes for learning in strutured output spaes (Tsohantaridis et al., 2005)
employ a attened, vetor-based joint feature representation. Thus, exploiting ontolog-
ial strutures is urrently more an issue for data preparation than for mining, and has
therefore been disussed above. Future work on mining algorithms might bring up ideas
to inorporate taxonomies et. diretly into the algorithm, whih ould stimulate more
researh on using ontologies in all phases of the KDD proess.
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This appendix lists all data preparation operators. Their hoie and the shema of de-
sription is disussed in setion 4.2. They are organised into setions (groups) aording
to the high-level preparation tasks identied in setion 2.1.3.
A.1. Data redution operators
A.1.1. Attribute seletion
Desription This operator reates an output onept whih is a opy of the input
onept, but has some attributes removed. Two versions of this operator are onsidered,
depending on how the seletion of attributes to be removed is done. In the rst version
the user simply speies a list of attributes to be removed (or to be retained). In this
version the shape of the output onept does not depend on the input data. However, for
advaned appliations, automati attribute seletion is needed, using redundany riteria
with respet to the input data, or the performane of a mining algorithm on dierent
attribute sets. So in this version the seletion of attributes to be removed may depend on
the data. No restritions on the algorithms for automati attribute seletion are imposed.
Relevane to mining Manual seletion of attributes an remove information that is
obviously useless for nding patterns in the data, suh as telephone numbers. Automati
seletion an be used for the same purpose when the usefulness of attributes is diult to
judge for humans (Liu & Motoda, 1998). Fewer attributes for learning enable the learning
algorithm to nd the relevant patterns faster.
Input and output The input is any onept C with at least two attributes, |attrpCq| ¥
2. The output is a onept C 1 of whih the input onept is a speialisation: attrpC 1q 
attrpCq so that C  sp C
1
.
Parameters The input onept, and the list of attributes to be removed, or the method
how to selet suh attributes automatially (see below). Another variant of this operator
reeives the list of attributes to be retained, rather than removed.
Constraints The input onept must have at least two attributes.
Conditions None.
Assertions The data types and roles of the seleted attributes are opied from the
orresponding input attributes.
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Estimates The harateristis of the seleted attributes are unhanged.
Speial options
• Removal of attributes aording to riteria whih are omputable from the at-
tribute's values, suh as ratio of missing values.
• Automati attribute seletion aording to riteria suh as orrelation of attributes,
or information gain with respet to a given lass attribute.
• Automati attribute seletion by training and evaluating a mining algorithm on
dierent attribute sets; various searh methods among the attribute sets (Liu &
Motoda, 1998).
Appliation example Removal of the birthday attribute after a derived age attribute
is omputed.
A.1.2. Row seletion
Desription This operator reates an output onept whih is a opy of the input
onept, but has ertain entities removed from its instane. It is suient if the operator
an selet entities aording to the values of a binary attribute in the input onept; then
arbitrary seletions are possible by deriving this binary attribute rst, using the operator
Attribute derivation (A.5.4). However it may be more onvenient to allow arbitrary
seletion formulas for this operator diretly.
Relevane to mining The operator an be used to selet subgroups of the data for
partiular analysis or preparation.
Input and output The input is any onept C. The output is a onept C 1 that is a
separation of the input onept: attrpCq  attrpC 1q and C 1 ¤sep C.
Parameters The input onept and a seletion riterion.
Constraints None.
Conditions None.
Assertions The data types and roles of the output attributes are opied from the input
attributes.
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Estimates Refer to setion 3.3.3 for a general disussion of how histograms (the value
distribution statistis) an be used to estimate the output size of the seletion operator.
Many simple entity seletion operations are based on value seletions for one attribute,
like seleting all entities where the attribute olour takes the value green, or similar.
Here the value list and distribution of the orresponding attribute in the output onept
an easily be adjusted. When the ondition for seletion is omposed by simple onditions
on several single attributes using the logial And-operator, the value distributions an
similarly be omputed. When Or is the logial operator, this is not possible anymore;
applying optimisti estimation, the list of values in the output does not hange (though
estimating their distribution would be too optimisti).
Appliation example Removal of entities whose value of a ertain attribute is missing.
A.1.3. Sampling
Desription This operator is a speialisation of Row seletion that hooses the out-
put entities aording to some random funtion.
Relevane to mining The main purpose of sampling is data redution, but hanging
the distribution of the data an also be useful for mining (see the speial options below).
More advaned sampling approahes are desribed by Sholz (2007), for example; suh
approahes integrate sampling with mining, and would require separate operators.
Input and output The input is any onept C. The output is a onept C 1 that is a
separation of the input onept: attrpCq  attrpC 1q and C 1 ¤sep C.
Parameters The input onept, and a sampling rate or a target sample size.
Constraints None.
Conditions None.
Assertions The data types and roles of the output attributes are opied from the input
attributes.
Estimates The value lists of the input attributes an optimistially be assumed to be
unhanged. The output size an be estimated rather aurately from the sampling rate
and the input size, or from the target sample size. From the output size and input size,
the sample rate an be estimated if only the target sample size is given as a paramter;
then the value distribution for the output attributes an be estimated by multiplying the
input frequenies of eah value with the sample rate.
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Speial options
• Uniform sampling: eah entity from the input has the same probability of being
seleted.
• Stratied sampling: uniform sampling is done separately from a number of mutu-
ally exlusive subgroups in the data, in order to keep the distribution among the
subgroups. An additional parameter must identify the subgroups (for example by
the distint values of a disrete attribute).
• Label-based under-sampling: entities identied by a ertain value of an attribute
with the label role (see setion 3.3.2 for attribute roles) have a lower probability to
be seleted than others. Additional parameters must speify this lower probability
and the label value. See (Chawla et al., 2002) for reasons why this is useful in data
mining.
Appliation example Sampling a training set from a set of labelled data.
A.1.4. Aggregation
Desription This operator aggregates values of the input onept aording to the val-
ues of given Group By-attributes. Aggregation attributes are hosen in the input onept;
in the output onept, values that are aggregated over an aggregation attribute appear
for eah ombination of values of the Group By-attributes.
Relevane to mining Besides data redution, aggregation an also be used to represent
data at dierent levels of granularity. The most suitable level of granularity depends on
the appliation domain and the apabilities of the mining algorithm.
Input and output The input is any onept C with at least two attributes (|attrpCq| ¥
2). The output is a new onept C 1 that is linked to C by a relationship type R 
pC,C 1, oneOrMore, oneq. The keys of the tehnial realisation of the relationship are
given by the Group By-attributes.
Parameters The input onept, the Group By-attributes, the aggregation attributes
and the aggregation operator for eah aggregation attribute.
Constraints The Group By-attributes must be disrete. The aggregation attributes
must be numeri, exept if the aggregation operator is count or countdistinct.
Conditions The Group By-attributes must not have only missing values.
Assertions The data types and roles of the Group By-attributes in the output are opied
from the orresponding input attributes. The data type of the aggregation attributes in
the output is ontinuous. Only the Group By- and aggregation attributes are available
in the output.
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Estimates The value lists of the Group By-attributes remain unhanged. The value
frequenies of the Group By-attributes an be determined (for example, if there is only
one Group By-attribute, all its values will our exatly one). Similarly, the size of the
output an be omputed. The value lists of the other output attributes are unknown.
There may be missing values in the output.
Speial options Aggregation funtions inludeminimum,maximum, average,median,
sum, count, and countdistinct.
Appliation example Given a onept ontaining employee information, inluding the
department where the employee works, ompute the number of employees for eah de-
partment.
A.2. Propositionalisation operators
These operators exploit the presene of relationship types between onepts to safely
integrate the onepts. Safely means here that the relationships signify the semanti
ompatibility of the onepts to be joined, so that two onepts whose entities denote
inompatible things annot be joined beause no relationship would exist between them.
Of ourse, users ould set up suh semantially awed relationships, but the probability
that they do so erroneously is ertainly lower than that of erroneously joining inompati-
ble onepts. In order to be able to join onepts wherever needed, a system that provides
these operators must allow to reate relationships between onepts at any time.
The operator Union in this setion is an exeption, as it does not require a relationship
between its input onepts, but sine it is only appliable on onepts with equal signature
(sets of attributes), the hanes of applying it erroneously are also low.
A.2.1. Join by relationship
Desription This operator joins two onepts that are linked by a relationship type.
All attributes from the input onepts our in the output onept, exept that the join
attributes are not dupliated in the output but our only one. The join attributes are
speied by the relationship type. The operator realises the well-known natural (equi-
)join from the relational algebra.
Relevane to mining Propositionalisation of data is needed for most mining algorithms,
as they expet a single data table as input.
Input and output The input are 2 onepts C1, C2 whih are linked by a relationship
types.
The output is a onept C 1 for whih the following holds: attrpC1q  attrpC
1
q, attrpC2q 
attrpC 1q. Exatly one representative of eah join attribute ours in the output onept.
The operator produes speialisation links from the output to eah input onept:
C 1  sp C1, C
1
 sp C2.
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Parameters The relationship type by whih to join the two onepts that it links.
Constraints The two onepts that are linked by the relationship type must not ontain
like-named attributes, unless they are the keys used in the relationship.
Conditions The two onepts and the relationship type must have the same number of
instanes.
Assertions The data types and roles of the output attributes are opied from the input
attributes.
Estimates The lists of the values of the output attributes, as well as minimum and
maximum bounds, an be optimistially estimated, i.e. left unhanged. Their value dis-
tributions annot be inferred nor estimated. The number of entities in the output onept
an be inferred from the details of the relationship (see setion 3.3.3).
Appliation example Joining ustomer ontrat data with data about what produts
the ustomers ordered.
A.2.2. Aggregate by relationship
Desription This operator extends its input onept by an attribute that ontains ag-
gregated values omputed from a onept linked to the input onept by a relationship.
The partiular version of this aggregation operator was introdued by Perlih and Provost
(2003), whose work is disussed in setion 4.1.2. They disuss a few other, similar op-
erators, for whih this one is exemplarily inluded in this hapter. The omputation of
aggregated values is done only for those entities of the input onept for whih related
entities are available in the linked onept (the latter are then aggregated). What is more,
the aggregation is speied to range only over partiular entities (of the linked onept),
namely those whose value of a given target attribute mathes the value of that target
attribute that is most frequent in the relationship. See the appliation example below. So
this operator relies on the information given in a relationship between the input onepts.
Relevane to mining Propositionalisation of data is needed for most mining algorithms,
as they expet a single data table as input. This operator an add information from a
dierent onept to the onept whose instane holds the examples for learning, extending
the representation of the data that is used as input for mining.
Input and output The output is a onept that is a speialisation of the onept to
whih the aggregated value is added.
Parameters The relationship, the aggregation operator, and the target attribute of the
seond onept (whose values are going to be aggregated).
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Constraints The attribute to be aggregated must be ontinuous unless the aggregation
operator is count.
Conditions The two onepts and the relationship type must have the same number of
instanes.
Assertions The data type of the newly reated attribute is ontinuous. The data types
and roles of the other output attributes are opied from the input attributes.
Estimates The size of the output is equal to that of the input.
Speial option If the input onept ontains a disrete attribute whose role is label, the
aggregation an be done with respet to the lasses given in the label attribute. See the
appliation example.
Appliation example Two onepts with data about ustomers and produts of a om-
pany might be linked by a relationship that indiates whih produt has been bought by
whih ustomer. Taking the ustomers onept as the input onept and the produts as
linked onept, this operator an ompute the number of times a ustomer has bought the
produt that has been bought most often by any ustomer. Thus the operator omputes
a single new aggregated value for eah entity in the ustomer onept (the value may be
empty if the ustomer has not bought the frequent produt). If the speial option above
is realised, the operator would ompute the dierene between the number of times a
ustomer from a partiular lass has bought the most frequent produt (on average) and
the number of times other ustomers have bought this produt.
A.2.3. Union
Desription This operator unies two or more onepts that have the same attributes.
The instane of the output onept ontains all entities of all instanes of the input
onepts. If entities our multiple times, they do so in the output, too. If an entity
ours in more than one input onept, its numbers of ourrenes in the input onepts
are added to get the number of ourrenes in the output.
Relevane to mining This operator is mainly useful for unifying two or more subsets
of some data that have been prepared in dierent ways.
Input and output Every input onept C1, . . . , Cn is a separation of the output onept
C 1: C1 ¤sep C
1, . . . , Cn ¤sep C
1
.
Parameters The input onepts (at least two).
Constraints All input onepts must have the same signature (the same attributes).
Conditions All input onepts must have the same number of instanes.
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Assertions The data types and roles of the output attributes are opied from the input
attributes.
Estimates The lists of values an be unied for mathing attributes. Optimisti esti-
mates for the value distributions are gained by adding the number of ourrenes of eah
value or interval, and the number of entities in the output is the sum of the number
of entities in the inputs. Minimum and maximum bounds, and the number of missing
values, an also be gained from ombining the orresponding input harateristis.
Speial options Allows to inlude or exlude dupliate entities in the output (bag or
set semantis).
Appliation example Unify data sets with dierent target labels (for example the pos-
itive and negative examples), in a lassiation task, after they have been prepared
dierently.
A.3. Operators hanging the data organisation
A.3.1. Dihotomisation
Desription This operator takes a disrete attribute and produes one new attribute
for eah of its values. Eah new attribute indiates the presene or absene of the value
assoiated with it by a binary ag.
Relevane to mining This operator an be used to reate ontinuous attributes from
disrete ones, by using the numbers 0 and 1 for the binary ag. This is useful for mining
algorithms that only handle ontinuous input. The operator is also useful for assoiation
rule disovery algorithms that expet a boolean matrix for representing transations.
Compare the template PrepareAssoiationRulesDisovery in setion 6.5.3.
Input and output The output onept C 1 is a speialisation of the input onept C:
C 1  sp C.
Parameters The input onept and a disrete attribute in it.
Constraints The target attribute must be disrete. (It an be binary, too, but then this
operator only opies the attribute.)
Conditions None.
Assertions The data type of the new attributes is binary. The number of newly reated
attributes is known if the value list of the attribute to be dihotomised is known. The
data types and roles of the other output attributes are opied from the input attributes.
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Salesperson Week Sales
Smith 1 3
Smith 2 4
Marks 1 7
Marks 2 6
... ... ...
Salesperson SalesWeek1 SalesWeek2
Smith 3 4
Marks 7 6
... ... ...
Figure A.1.: Example input (left) and output onept, with instanes, of a Pivotisation
appliation, explained in the text.
Estimates The value list of eah new attribute is lear from the symbols that are used
for the binary ag. The value distribution an be inferred if (and only if) it is known for
the input (for example, the number of ourrenes of 1s for a new attribute orresponds
to the number of ourrenes of the value it represents in the input attribute). If numeri
symbols (like 0 and 1) are used for the binary ags, they also speify the minimum and
maximum values of the output. The number of missing values of eah new attribute an
be optimistially taken from the dihotomised input attribute, divided by the number of
values in that attribute.
Appliation example Change of representation of disrete attributes to tehnially nu-
meri attributes if 0 and 1 are used for the ag values. This is useful for some mining
algorithms that annot handle disrete attributes.
A.3.2. Pivotisation
Desription Pivotisation means to take the values that our in an index attribute (of
disrete oneptual data type) and to reate a new attribute for eah of these values
(Cunningham et al., 2004). Eah new attribute ontains the (aggregated) values of a
pivot attribute for those entities (or aggregated over those entities) that ontain the index
value assoiated with the new attribute. Thus the pivot values are distributed over the
new attributes whih orrespond to the index value (ompare the appliation example).
Aggregation is optional; it is done by the values of Group By-attributes.
Relevane to mining This operator is useful for re-representing some information that
is stored in values of a single attribute, as attributes for learning. The operator thus also
supports propositionalisation, as it allows to represent the information as attributes of
single examples for learning, rather than having several entities with the dierent values.
Compare the appliation example.
Input and output The input is any onept C with the required attributes. The output
is a new onept C 1 that is linked to C by a relationship type R  pC,C 1, oneOrMore, oneq.
The keys of the tehnial realisation of the relationship are given by the Group By-
attributes.
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Parameters Input onept, index attributes, Group By-attributes (optional), pivot at-
tribute, and an aggregation operator (none if no Group By-attributes are given).
Constraints The index attribute must be disrete. The Group By-attributes, if there
are any, must also be disrete.
Conditions Neither the Group By-attributes nor the index attribute must ontain only
missing values.
Assertions The number of newly reated attributes is known if the value list of the index
attribute is known. The oneptual data type of the new attributes is given by that of
the pivot attribute. The type of the Group By-attributes is disrete in the output, too.
Estimates When aggregation is used, the estimates for the Group By-attributes and
the output size are the same as for Aggregation. The value list and value distribution
of the new attributes are unknown then. When no aggregation is used, the value lists of
the new attributes an optimistially be opied from the pivot attribute.
Speial option Generalisation to n-fold pivotisation: there are n index attributes (n ¡
1), and one pivot attribute. All ombinations of values of the index attributes lead to a
new attribute in the output.
Appliation example Figure A.1 shows input and output onept, with extensions, of an
example appliation of this operator. The input onept ontains weekly sales performed
by some salespersons of a ompany. The output lists the sales for eah salesperson in
new attributes. Here, the index attribute is Week and the pivot attribute is Sales. In the
example, no aggregation is neessary, but Salesperson is used as a Group By-attribute;
if more than one Sales entry was available per Week, they ould be aggregated using
summation, for instane.
A.3.3. Reverse pivotisation
Desription This operator is the reverse operator to pivotisation without aggregation.
Certain attributes of ompatible tehnial data type are folded into one attribute, suh
that the output ontains more reords than the input; in the remaining attributes, the
values are lled up. See the appliation example of Pivotisation (gure A.1), but
exhange input and output.
Relevane to mining This operator allows to re-represent information by reating val-
ues from dierent attributes. Thus it reates a set of examples (entities) from one example
(entity). This an be used to reate more examples for learning whih are dierentiated
by the values of a single attribute, rather than by several attributes.
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Input and output The input is any onept C with at least two attributes of the same
oneptual data type. The output is a new onept C 1. It is linked to C by a relationship
type R  pC 1, C, oneOrMore, oneq if C has additional attributes not involved in the
reverse pivotisation. The keys of the tehnial realisation of the relationship are given by
these additional attributes.
Parameters Input onept, two or more pivot attributes of the same type, and the
index values these pivot attributes represent.
Constraints The pivot attributes must have the same oneptual data type.
Conditions The tehnial realisations (e.g. database olumns) of the pivot attributes
must have the same tehnial data type.
Assertions The newly reated attribute with the index values is disrete. The newly
reated single attribute with the pivot values is of the same type as the input pivot
attributes.
Estimates The output size is the input size times the number of index values. The value
list of the index attribute is given by the parameter with the index values. The index
attribute does not have missing values. The value list of the pivot attribute in the output
is the union of the value lists of the pivot attributes in the input.
A.3.4. Windowing
Desription This operator is useful for value series data. It hanges the representation of
a value series to a representation based on sliding a window of xed width over the series.
The input onept must ontain an index attribute and a value attribute. The output
onept will ontain one entity for eah window. It inludes two attributes indiating the
start and end index for eah window, and as many further attributes as given by the
window width; these ontain the values of the value attribute for eah window, and are
therefore alled window attributes. See the example in gure A.2.
Relevane to mining This operator is paramount for handling time-stamped data. It
makes a time or value series aessible for a mining algorithm by representing it as a set
of examples of the same kind.
Input and output The input is any onept C with the required attributes. The output
is a new onept C 1 that is linked to C by a relationship type R  pC,C 1, one, zeroOrOneq.
The keys of the tehnial realisation of the relationship are given by the index attribute
for C and the start or end index attribute for C 1.
Parameters The input onept, an attribute of type Time for the index, the window
width, and an attribute for the value series.
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Time Pressure
1 95
2 97
3 96
4 96
5 97
6 95
Start End Pressure1 Pressure2 Pressure3
1 3 95 97 96
4 6 96 97 95
Figure A.2.: Example input (left) and output onept, with instanes, of a Windowing
appliation. The window width is 3. Time is the index attribute and Pressure the
value attribute in the input. Start and End are the start and end index attributes,
while Pressure1, Pressure2 and Pressure3 are the window attributes.
Constraints The index attribute must be of type Time. The window width must be
positive.
Conditions None.
Assertions The oneptual data type of the start and end index attributes in the output
is Time. The oneptual data type of the window attributes in the output is given by
that of the value attribute. The number of window attributes is given by the window
width.
Estimates The number of entities in the output is given by that of the input divided by
the window width. The value list of the start and end index attribute an be optimistially
estimated to be the same as the value list of the index attribute in the input. Similarly,
the value lists of the window attributes an be optimistially estimated to be equal
to the value list of the value attribute, unless aggregation is used. Finally, the value
frequenies, and the number of missing values, of the window attributes an also be
opied optimistially, but divided by the window width.
Speial options Another version of this operator omputes an aggregated value for eah
window, so that only one window attribute is reated.
Appliation example This operator might be used to ompute the moving average of a
time series, for example a series of blood pressure measurements of a single patient at an
intensive are unit, resulting in average blood pressure values per time unit, where the
time unit orresponds to the window width.
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A.4. Data leaning operators
A.4.1. Missing value replaement
Desription This operator lls missing or empty values (see setion 2.1.3) in a speied
input attribute.
Relevane to mining Most mining algorithms annot handle missing values. Instead of
deleting entities with missing values, whih an also be a useful strategy, this operator
attempts to ll the gaps. The operator must be used with are so that the representa-
tiveness of the data is not impaired. For more information, see (Pyle, 1999).
Input and output See Attribute derivation (A.5.4).
Parameters Input onept and an attribute in it (the target attribute for replaement).
Constraints If replaement is done by an average value, the attribute whose values are
replaed must be ontinuous.
Conditions None (if there are no missing values in the input, the operator does not
hange this).
Assertions The data types and roles of the output attributes are opied from the input
attributes. The new attribute has the same data type as the one whose values are replaed,
and it does not have missing values.
Estimates The number of missing values an be set to zero for the output attribute.
The list of values for this attribute an be updated to exlude the speial value that
represents a missing entry (if the target attribute is disrete). If a default value is used
for replaement it an be inluded in the value list. For ontinuous target attributes,
the minimum and maximum values are not hanged (unless the default value is the new
minimum or maximum). The value distribution of the output attribute an be updated
if a default, median or average value is used for replaement (for example, the number of
ourrenes of the default value in the output an be inreased by the number of missing
values in the input). In the other ases, the value frequenies of the output attribute after
replaement an be optimistially assumed to be uniformly inreased (by the number of
missing values in the input, divided by the number of ourring other values).
Speial options The value for replaement an be determined by using
• one default value; or
• the median or average of existing values; or
• values seleted randomly with a bias that does not hange the statistial distribu-
tion of the values of the attribute; or
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• a preditive model trained on the remaining attributes. This option should be
integrated into this operator, beause otherwise a non-trivial set of operators for
seleting entities with and without missing values, training a model, applying it, and
ombining the predited values with the non-missing values into a single attribute
would be neessary to realise this option.
A.4.2. Filtering outliers
Desription This operator oers various statistial measures that indiate outliers,
i.e. entities with extreme values that are expeted to disturb the mining results more
than making them generalisable. Suh outliers are not opied to the output.
Relevane to mining Outliers an deterioate the mining result of distane-based algo-
rithms due to their extreme values. In most ases, outliers are simply input errors of the
data olleting proess, and thus should be removed.
Input and output The input is any onept C, the output is a new onept C 1 that is
a separation of the input: C 1 ¤sep C.
Parameters Input onept and an attribute in it (the target attribute in whih outliers
are searhed).
Constraints None.
Conditions None.
Assertions The data types and roles of the output attributes are opied from the input
attributes.
Estimates Optimisti estimation leaves the value list or the value distribution of the
output attribute unhanged, in the hope that there are no or only a few outliers.
A.5. Feature onstrution operators
All operators in this setion have one additional parameter in ommon whih speies
the name of the newly onstruted attribute/feature.
A.5.1. Disretisation
Desription This operator disretises a ontinuous attribute. That is, the range of values
of the ontinuous attribute is divided into intervals, and a disrete value is given to every
entity aording to the interval into whih the ontinuous value falls.
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Relevane to mining Some mining algorithms only handle disrete input. Others dis-
retise ontinuous input internally, in whih ase the KDD expert may want to keep
ontrol by doing it expliitly beforehand. Like aggregation, disretisation also hanges
the level of granularity of information.
Input and output The input is any onept C. The output is a onept C 1 that is a
speialisation of the input onept: attrpC 1q  attrpCqY a1 with a1 P A but a1 R attrpCq.
Thus C 1  sp C. The instane i
1
of C 1 ontains exatly the entities of the instane i of C,
extended by the value for the new attribute a1.
Parameters Input onept and a ontinuous attribute in it.
Constraints The attribute to be disretised must be ontinuous.
Conditions None.
Assertions The data type of the additional attribute is disrete. If only two disreti-
sation intervals are hosen, it is binary. The data types and roles of the other output
attributes are opied from the input attributes.
Estimates The number of onstruted intervals is known (for most of the disretisation
methods), as well as the symbols to be used for eah interval in the output; this determines
the list of values in the newly reated attribute. If the option below to speify interval
onstrution by the number of entities to fall into eah interval is used, even the value
distribution of the output attribute is known. The number of missing values in the new
attribute equals that of the undisretised input attribute.
Speial options Interval onstrution an be determined by speifying
• the interval bounds; or
• the number of intervals; or
• the width of the intervals; or
• the number of entities to fall into eah interval; and
• whether the so onstruted intervals should be of equal width or equal ardinality.
Appliation example Forming age groups (like hild, young adult, adult, pensioner)
from an age attribute.
A.5.2. Saling
Desription This operator resales a ontinuous attribute to a new given range. Dif-
ferent ways of saling, like linear or logarithmi saling, are oered. Saling values of
dierent attributes to a ommon range is sometimes also alled normalisation.
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Relevane to mining The sale of ontinuous attributes an be important for distane-
based mining algorithms, like lustering or the support vetor mahine (SVM): attributes
with larger values an have more inuene on the result than those with a smaller range.
Saling an be used to normalise all attributes to the same value range.
Input and output The input is any onept C. The output is a onept C 1 that is a
speialisation of the input onept: attrpC 1q  attrpCqY a1 with a1 P A but a1 R attrpCq.
Thus C 1  sp C. The instane i
1
of C 1 ontains exatly the entities of the instane i of C,
extended by the value for the new attribute a1.
Parameters Input onept, a ontinuous attribute in it, and the minimum and maxi-
mum value of the new range for the values of that attribute.
Constraints The attribute to be saled must be ontinuous. The minimum value of the
new range must be lower than the maximum.
Conditions For logarithmi saling, all values in the attribute to be saled must be
positive.
Assertions The data type of the additional attribute is ontinuous. The data types and
roles of the other output attributes are opied from the input attributes.
Estimates The minimum and maximum of the values in the newly reated output
attribute are given by the orresponding parameters of this operator.
Appliation example Saling the inome of ustomers to the normal range r0..1s.
A.5.3. Value mapping
Desription This operator maps values of a disrete attribute to new values. In this
way, dierent values an be mapped to a single value, thus be grouped together, if they
should not be distinguished later in the proess.
Relevane to mining This operator an be used for dierent purposes. A typial ap-
pliation is to orret wrong input, suh as misspellings. But it may also be used to
hange the level of granularity of information, like Disretisation does for ontinuous
attributes. For example, the operator an introdue a ategory for single items, like a
produt group for single produts.
Input and output The input is any onept C. The output is a onept C 1 that is a
speialisation of the input onept: attrpC 1q  attrpCqY a1 with a1 P A but a1 R attrpCq.
Thus C 1  sp C. The instane i
1
of C 1 ontains exatly the entities of the instane i of C,
extended by the value for the new attribute a1.
Parameters Input onept and a disrete attribute in it.
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Constraints The attribute whose values are to be mapped must be disrete or binary.
Conditions None.
Assertions The data type and role of the additional attribute are the data type and
role of the input attribute whose values are mapped. The data types and roles of the
other output attributes are opied from the input attributes.
Estimates From the speiation of the operator, the list of values in the newly reated
output attribute is known diretly if the input value list is available (if not, there might be
input values that are not mapped, so they would appear in the output but are unknown).
The value frequenies an also be omputed: for example, if two dierent input values
are mapped to the same output value, the output value's frequeny equals the sum of
the frequenies of the input values.
Appliation examples
• Assignment of meaningful names to disretised intervals (like age group names).
• Corretion of misspellings or outliers in the input.
A.5.4. Attribute derivation
Desription This is a very general operator to reate a new attribute, and values of
this attribute for eah entity in the input onept's instane. The new values must be
omputable based on values of existing attributes (though these values an of ourse
be ignored, for example to reate random values for the new attribute). To allow this,
extensive date, string and numeri arithmetis must be oered by this operator. In fat,
a omputationally omplete formalism suh as a programming language is needed. Note
that this operator, as the only one in this work, requires the user to aess the tehnial
desription level. Only the syntati signature of this operator is xed at the oneptual
level (it adds an attribute to its input onept). This operator an be used as a fallbak
option for unusual preparation tasks, by the exible omputation of attributes whose
values are derived from the given data. Suh exible omputations are indispensable for
supporting advaned preparation ideas by experiened users. In the data mining liter-
ature, this is alled feature onstrution (Liu & Motoda, 1998). There are automati
approahes to feature onstrution, but it is also an important tool for manual prepara-
tion. See also setion 4.3.
Below under Speial options, some suggestions for frequently needed funtions for
attribute derivations are listed. They ould be oered as speial operators rather than as
options of this elementary operator. However, the ombination of these options is often
useful, and is simpler if they are available in one operator.
The name of the new attribute an either be speied as a parameter, or it an be
omputed from some values in the instane of the input onept, or it an be omputed
from the name of the input onept or from the names of its attributes. This may be
neessary to enable the hange of status from data to metadata, ompare setion 4.1.1.
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Further, the values of the new attribute may depend on the names of the input onept
or its attributes, to hange metadata to data.
Relevane to mining This operator gives KDD experts the exibility to realise new
ideas of representing and omputing additional information. The operator an be used as
a fallbak option for situations in whih the other operators that ompute new attributes
do not sue. In partiular, it an be used to ombine values from dierent attributes.
Input and output The input is any onept C. The output is a onept C 1 that is a
speialisation of the input onept: attrpC 1q  attrpCqY a1 with a1 P A but a1 R attrpCq.
Thus C 1  sp C. The instane i
1
of C 1 ontains exatly the entities of the instane i of C,
extended by the value for the new attribute a1.
Parameters The input onept, the name of the new attribute (optional), and a formula
for its derivation.
Constraints None.
Conditions None.
Assertions The data types and roles of the output attributes are opied from the input
attributes, exept for the newly reated attribute.
Estimates The tehnial data type of the new attribute depends on, and is deduible
from, the operations that reate the attribute. The oneptual data type an be guessed
from it.
In general, it is obviously impossible to predit the value distribution of the derived
attribute from the funtion used for the derivation, without omputing the funtion on
all values. However, for optimisti metadata administration, partial information suh
as the list of values without their distribution an also be helpful. For the speial ase
of onstant funtions, or logial funtions returning one of a number of onstants, the
possible values of the result are known. When random values from a given interval are
reated, their minimum and maximum values are known beforehand; they may also be
known in other ases. The new attribute an be optimistially expeted not to have any
missing values.
The number of entities in the output is equal to that in the input.
Speial options
• Numeri arithmetis: basi mathematial operators, trigonometri funtions, maths
library (absolute value, logarithms, exponentiations, roots, minimum/maximum/
mean/median et.)
• Date/time arithmetis: extration of year, month, day, weekday, hour, minute, se-
ond from dates and times; addition and subtration of dates and times; availability
of system time
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• String proessing options: Substring extration, onatenation funtion, ase on-
version et.
• Logial operations: and, or, not, if then else
• Bitwise operations: shift, and, or, not et.
• Comparisons: equal to, less than et. for eah oneptual data type
• Type onversions of tehnial data types: string to number et.
• Handling of missing/empty elds (e.g. Null values)
• Generation of values (for example, running integers, or random values from a given
set)
• Computation of prinipal omponents (eah omponent resulting in one derived
attribute)
Appliation examples
• Computation of the age of a person given the birthday and the urrent system time
• Creation of a primary key for the input onept
• Creation of a binary indiator for the presene or absene of a ertain value in a
ertain attribute
• Renaming an attribute by reating a opy of it with a new name
A.6. Operators for pseudo-parallel proessing
The two operators in this setion help to proess several tables with the same shema
behind a single oneptual representation. This was motivated in setion 1.1.1. The rst
operator splits a table into several parts, all represented by the single output onept;
the seond operator unies several tables that are attahed to a single onept, so that
the output onept represents the union.
A.6.1. Segmentation
Desription This operator segments the instane of the input onept into a number
of instanes of the output onept, whose attributes are either the same as in the input
onept, or lak exatly one of the input attributes. The instanes of the output onept
(the segments) are disjoint. Three methods of segmentation are distinguished: (i) the
values of a partiular, disrete attribute of the input onept determine the segments
(eah value orresponds to one segment); (ii) a xed number of segments is reated by
randomly assigning input entities to the segments; (iii) a xed number of segments is
reated by lustering the input segments aording to some similarity measure, so that
eah luster orresponds to one segment. For the rst method, the number of output
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instanes depends on the input instane. When this method is used, the output onept
does not have the attribute by whose value the input instane is segmented. For the last
two methods, the number of output instanes is known by an input parameter, and the
output onept has the same attributes as the input.
Relevane to mining This operator allows to split a data set into several parts that
an be proessed alike. Thus this operator is one tool by whih several idential proesses
an be exeuted using one solution model.
Input and output The input is any onept C. The output is a onept C 1 that is a
separation of the input onept: C 1 ¤sep C.
Parameters The input onept, a method of segmentation, and for the last two of the
segmentation methods: the number of output instanes (segments).
Constraints For segmentation by the values of a partiular attribute, this attribute
must be disrete or binary.
Conditions None. One may want to exlude the possibility of missing values in the
attribute by whih the segments are found.
Assertions The types and roles of the output attributes are opied from the input.
Estimates Estimates are given as if for one instane. If the value distribution of the
segmentation attribute is given (referring to the rst segmentation option above), the
number of entities in eah segment is known. The other value lists are optimistially
estimated to remain the same, while the value frequenies may be estimated by dividing
them through the number of segments. When random segmentation is used, the number
of output instanes (segments) is given as a parameter, and the number of entities of
a segment an be approximated from the known bias of random seletion (usually a
uniform distribution will be used, meaning that roughly the same number of entities is
assigned to eah segment). The situation is similar, based on optimisti assumptions,
when automati lustering is used.
Appliation example Produing a random split of a onept into training and test set.
A.6.2. Unsegmentation
Desription This operator reverses Segmentation. Its input onept may represent
several data tables with the same shema. Its output onept will be attahed to the data
table that ontains the union of the input tables. If the segmentation had been done by
a segmentation attribute, this attribute is no longer present in the data; its name and
its values an be given by parameters. Its values an also be found by implementational
triks if the operator Segmentation attahes the values to the instanes, for example
(a solution used in MiningMart).
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Relevane to mining Re-unifying separately proessed data may be useful when only
the preparation, or only a part of the preparation proess, but not the mining phase,
requires proessing several idential data sets in the same way.
Input and output The input onept is a separation of the output onept. If the output
onept has the additional, reonstruted segmentation attribute that is missing in the
input, the output is a speialisation of the input.
Parameters The input onept, and the name and type of the segmentation attribute
if there was any.
Constraints None.
Conditions None.
Assertions The types and roles of the output attributes are opied from the input. If
there was a segmentation attribute, its type is known from a parameter of this operator.
Estimates The value lists of the input attributes an be opied to the output. The
number of entities in the output, and the value distributions for the output attributes,
are not known.
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This appendix lists the templates that are explained in setion 6.5.3.
B.1. Aggregation
Problem desription Large data sets may provide too detailed, ne-grained information
for diret mining. A oarse-grained representation is desired. This template applies to
data about some produts a ompany sells; the produts are organised in a taxonomy of
produt groups. Rather than looking at information about single produts, information
about produt groups is desired. Further, some statistial values desribing the data set
are needed, suh as the distribution of low-pried, medium-pried (et.) produts.
When several data sets are available, one may want to extend the information in one of
them using data from another one. In this template, ustomer information is available in a
data set to whih the produt data is related, by a many-to-many relationship indiating
whih ustomer has bought whih produt. The ustomer data is going to be extended by
an attribute that ontains, for eah ustomer, the frequeny of buying the most frequent
produt.
Solution desription The Disretisation operator (A.5.1) is used to enode prie
groups (low, medium, et.) based on the detailed pries. Then Aggregation (A.1.4) is
applied, using the produt group attribute for grouping. The operator omputes the sum
of pries and the number of produts per produt group. In addition the distribution
over the prie groups is omputed based on the enoding omputed in the previous step.
The aggregation over multiple onepts is solved by the operator Aggregate by
relationship (A.2.2).
Preparation onepts demonstrated Disretisation; generalising over a hierarhy
over data items (see setion 3.3.1); aggregation of data over a single and multiple input
onepts.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated The MiningMart operator that orresponds to
Aggregation oers a faility for omputing the distribution ounts of the distint
values of a given attribute. The output onept has one attribute per distint value. This
is illustrated by this template.
B.2. ChangeDistributionOfValues
Problem desription Sometimes a data set has an undesirable distribution with respet
to some attribute, for example the target attribute for mining. Before applying a mining
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algorithm, one may want to orret the distribution. In this template, the input data is
supposed to provide personal data, but 80% of the data applies to male people. For the
output an equal distribution of the data for eah gender is desired.
Solution desription The input is split into two data sets, one for eah gender. From
both parts an equal number of entities is randomly sampled. The two samples are then
unied again.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Segmentation (A.6.1); sampling (A.1.3); hang-
ing distributions (setion 2.1.3, see also (Pyle, 1999)).
MiningMart onepts demonstrated Pseudo-parallel proessing as briey explained in
setion 6.4. The output onept of the Segmentation step represents both data sets,
for male and female persons. Sine these data sets have the same struture, they an be
represented by the same onept. MiningMart applies all sueeding steps to all data sets
attahed to an input onept, until the MiningMart operator Unsegmentation unies
all data sets attahed to the input onepts, so that the output of that operator has
only one data set again. This faility an be very onvenient in real appliations (Euler,
2005d); it is demonstrated in this template.
B.3. ChangeNominalAttribsToNumeri
Problem desription Some mining algorithms an only proess numeri input data
(ompare table 2.1 on page 17). When disrete attributes are present, they must be
onverted.
Solution desription The operator Dihotomisation (setion A.3.1) produes binary
output, but sine the two output values are 1 and 0 in the MiningMart version of this
operator, they an also be interpreted as numbers. This demonstrates one method of
re-enoding disrete attributes. Another solution, also inluded in this template, is to
simply map disrete values to numbers. If any ordering an be found in the disrete
values, the numbers should reet it. In this template the disrete values of the Wind
attribute of a weather data set, Stormy, Breezy and Still, desribe wind onditions and
reet dereasing wind strength. So there is an ordering, whih is retained in the output
by mapping Stormy to 3, Breezy to 2 and Still to 1.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Changing oneptual data types from disrete
to ontinuous; respeting the ordering of disrete values; Dihotomisation; Value
mapping.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated To hange the old values to the new ones, the
parameters of (the MiningMart version of) Value mapping must provide a unique
mapping. The operator has two parameters for the old and new values; to establish the
mapping, these parameters are oordinated, whih means that the rst value of the rst
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parameter mathes the rst of the seond, the seond pair of values mathes as well, and
so on. Parameter oordination is delared in the MiningMart framework by a spei
onstraint, see setion 6.3.2. It is signalled in the MiningMart GUI when the parameters
are edited.
B.4. ChangeUnitOfMeasurement
Problem desription Sometimes ontinuous values of attributes are given on a dierent
sale, or a dierent unit of measurement, than desired for the nal data representation.
Examples are urreny values or physial measurements. In this template, rain values of
a weather data set are given in litres, but needed in millilitres.
Solution desription The Saling operator is not useful for this task, as it relies on
xed upper and lower boundaries of the new sale. Instead, Attribute derivation an
be used with a simple formula for hanging the input values.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Attribute derivation with a simple formula.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated There are two MiningMart operators orrespond-
ing to Attribute derivation. The one used in this template an only take arithmeti
formulas whih are expressible in SQL, and apply them on single entities, so that proper-
ties of other entities annot be inluded. The operator takes the oneptual-level names
of attributes for its formula, and translates them to the tehnial level internally, as an
be seen in this template. A more general MiningMart operator that realises Attribute
derivation fully is desribed in setion 7.2.1.
B.5. ComputeAgeFromBirthdate
Problem desription This is a very ommon data preparation task. Personal data sets
usually ontain people's birth date rather than their age, sine only the former is on-
stant over time. The urrent age at the time of mining, however, provides more relevant
information.
Solution desription Attribute derivation an be used with a spei formula.
However, MiningMart provides a onveniene operator that extrats years, months or
days of the week from date values, sine the format of the latter varies with the underlying
database system. Thus the operator hides the tehnial level of storing dates. Attribute
derivation is therefore used as a seond step that omputes the urrent age (in the
example, as of August 2004) using the previously extrated year and month values.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Handling date and time related information; At-
tribute derivation.
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MiningMart onepts demonstrated As disussed in setion 5.2, MiningMart does not
produe a new output onept when Attribute derivation or one of its speialised
versions are applied. Instead, the system adds the new attribute to the input onept. The
template illustrates that the old (birth date) attribute, from whih the desired attribute
is derived, as well as intermediate attributes, are still present in the onept that is being
prepared. Thus an Attribute seletion operator is used to yield the version of the
input onept that has only the desired attributes. Suh a nal Attribute seletion
operation shows up in several templates.
B.6. CorretTypos
Problem desription Another very ommon preparation task is to orret misspellings
in disrete values.
Solution desription The operator Value mapping is used to map all reognised mis-
spellings of a disrete value to the orret value.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Data leaning; Value mapping.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated Mapping several old values to one new value an
be done by listing the old values in a single parameter entry, whih is oordinated (see
template ChangeNominalAttribsToNumeri) with the parameter entry for the single new
value.
B.7. Disretisation
Problem desription Another very ommon preparation task onerns the disretisa-
tion of ontinuous attributes into disrete values. In this template the amount of rain
fallen at some loation on some day is available in the input data. In the output, only
a few disrete values desribing the amount of rain qualitatively are desired. How many
disrete values there should be is not neessarily known.
Solution desription Dierent variants of Disretisation (as introdued in setion
A.5.1) are applied to demonstrate dierent solutions.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Disretisation in several variants.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated In MiningMart, there is not a single disretisation
operator whose parameters determine the method of disretising, but there is a dierent
operator for eah method. The most important ones are inluded in the template.
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B.8. ExtratIntegerTimeIndexFromDate
Problem desription A time series is given in the input data (here, weather data has
been olleted over time). The time index is thus given by date entries. To simplify the
further analysis, a monotonially inreasing integer time index is desired.
Solution desription Sine the weather data has been olleted on a daily basis, the
number of days sine a partiular date provide a suitable integer time index. Rather
than using Attribute derivation with a omplex formula, three versions of it with
simpler formulas are applied. The rst is again the MiningMart onveniene operator that
enapsulates the extration of years or months from date values. The seond omputes
the number of days sine the rst of January from the month and day values. The third
omputes the number of days sine the partiular start date, by using the result of the
seond step.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Handling date and time related information; At-
tribute derivation.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated Like in the template ComputeAgeFromBirth-
date, the MiningMart operator that extrats simple representations for the year, month,
day, hour or minute ourring in a date or time attribute is demonstrated.
B.9. GeneralisationOfAnAttribute
Problem desription Sometimes an attribute takes values over whih a taxonomy an
be dened. The taxonomy may or may not be reeted in the data (by providing parent
values for every value). One may want to use the higher levels of the taxonomy rather
than the lower ones for analysis. In the template, data about ities is given, but the
interest is in data about their regions.
Solution desription In this template the taxonomy is not in the data, but is expliitly
introdued in the template. Value mapping is suitable for this, as it an introdue a
new region value for all ities that belong to that region. The template demonstrates two
taxonomy levels by also mapping regions to states, in a seond step. Further, the template
demonstrates Aggregation over the rst level, similarly to the template Aggregation
(see above); here, the average number of inhabitants per region is omputed, whih
would not have been possible using the input data diretly, sine the region information
is missing there.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Introduing bakground domain knowledge; us-
ing taxonomies over domain values; Value mapping.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated MiningMart versions of Value mapping and
Aggregation.
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B.10. InformationPreservingDataCompression
Problem desription Large data sets may be unwieldy for analysis. The desire is to
redue the amount of data while losing as little information as possible.
Solution desription One possible approah to the problem, demonstrated in this tem-
plate, is to apply automati attribute seletion using an information gain riterion for
attribute seletion. This redues the dimension of the data. Due to this rst redution,
the data may then ontain dupliate entities, sine some entities may have diered only
in values of attributes that are now removed. Therefore dupliate entities are removed in
the seond step of this template, using a onveniene version of Row seletion that
MiningMart oers for this task. This may involve a onsiderable redution of the data
volume, depending on the harateristis of the data set.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Automati attribute seletion; data ompression;
dupliate entity removal.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated One of the operators of automati attribute sele-
tion is demonstrated (see (Berka et al., 2002) for the full list), as well as the onveniene
operator for dupliate entity removal. The rst operator an use a sample of the whole
data if neessary. It applies a greedy searh over the attributes, adding attributes as long
as the information gain with respet to a target lass inreases, and as long as the number
of attributes does not exeed the threshold speied as a parameter of this operator.
B.11. IntegrateDierentDataSoures
Problem desription Data sets that are linked by a relationship have to be joined to
yield a single table, as desired for most data mining algorithms. But it is desired to
prepare the data sets separately before joining, in order to redue the amount of data in
the expensive join operation.
Solution desription The data sets are prepared separately. Then the relationship that
linked the original onepts is re-reated between the output onepts of the separate
preparation proesses. A speial MiningMart operator is available for this. The relation-
ship is tehnially realised by a ross table, whose name is a parameter to the operator,
if it is a many-to-many relationship. The operator reates a new ross table on the teh-
nial level, ensuring that its referenes to the two onepts to be joined are valid. On
the oneptual level, the operator simply reates a relationship that links the two input
onepts.
The template also demonstrates two options to make use of the new relationship: a join
that uses the relationship for key speiation (whih is more onvenient than having the
user speify the keys), and Aggregate by relationship (see the template Aggregation
and setions A.2.2 and 7.2.3).
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Preparation onepts demonstrated Use of relationships; reation of relationships;
joining data sets.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated To ensure the validity of the reated relationship,
the two onepts between whih it is reated must be onneted to a database table on
the tehnial level, beause views annot be onstrained by primary keys. Therefore the
onepts resulting from the separate preparations must be materialised together with
their primary keys, for whih a speial MiningMart operator is available. The template
demonstrates the materialisation. This is a point where the strit separation between
oneptual and tehnial level is weakened. Compare setion 7.3.
B.12. MaterialisationDemo
Problem desription In longer preparation graphs, eient data proessing an beome
a problem. On the one hand it is ineient to store the output data of every preparation
step permanently, as this requires too muh storage spae (onsider large data tables
prepared by dozens of steps as in hapter 5). Sine many preparation steps make only
minor modiations, the storage would also be highly redundant. On the other hand,
proessing all data in main memory an quikly beome ineient as well, if the hain
of preparation steps is not rather short. When the data is stored in databases, views are
a good solution to avoid redundant storage, but deeply nested views on views, resulting
from long preparation hains, are again ineient to read data from.
Solution desription A solution to this problem is to dene ertain points in the prepa-
ration graph where data should be stored permanently (this is alled ahing in hapter 8,
and materialisation in setion 7.3). Inbetween these points, proessing is done by views
or in main memory. One heuristi to determine suitable points is to onsider steps whose
output is onsumed by several following steps, sine this means that data is read several
times from the onsidered output. The template demonstrates the use of the MiningMart
operator for materialisation of views in exatly suh a situation. Setion 7.3 desribes how
suh suitable materialisation points are automatially found and realised in MiningMart.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Materialisation or ahing; eient data han-
dling.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated Materialisation of database views.
B.13. MissingValueHandling
Problem desription The problem of missing and empty values is introdued in se-
tion 2.1.3.
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Solution desription The template illustrates four approahes to dealing with missing
values. One is to delete entities with missing values. The seond is to ll the values with
a default value. The third is to ll them with values that are randomly seleted, but
in suh a way that the overall distribution of existing values of the attribute onerned
does not hange. The last approah is to use entities where the value exists to train a
mahine learning algorithm that an predit the value for entities where it is missing.
This last approah is implemented by a onveniene operator, sine it involves a omplex
subproess: seletion of training and test set from the input, training the model, applying
the predition funtion, and merging the predited with the existing values.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Missing value handling, with simple and sophis-
tiated methods.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated The operator for replaing missing by predited
values uses an external support vetor mahine (SVM) implementation. On the tehnial
level, the support vetors and the kernel funtion needed for predition are stored in
database tables between learning and predition. A PL/SQL funtion whih is reated
by the MiningMart ompiler (see setion 6.4) realises the predition. For more details see
setion 7.2.5.
B.14. Normalisation
Problem desription Values of ontinuous attributes may have to be resaled to lie
within given bounds. For example, before applying a support vetor mahine (SVM),
saling all attributes to the range from 0 to 1 is advisable.
Solution desription The operator Saling provides the desired funtionality. The
template demonstrates two ways of saling, linear and logarithmi.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Saling
MiningMart onepts demonstrated Two saling operators.
B.15. PivotisationDemo
Problem desription As mentioned in setion 4.1, sometimes the organisation of a data
set needs to be hanged suh that meta data (or shema elements) beome data, and vie
versa. The template illustrates suh a ase. It prepares a data set with weather ondi-
tions measured by dierent sensors. In the input, there is one attribute with qualitative
(disrete) values for wind onditions, and another with qualitative values that desribe
the overall weather tendeny. The desired output is to have an attribute for eah of the
ourring wind onditions, and also one for eah of the weather tendenies. These new
attributes are lled with values from another sensor (amounts of rain in the template).
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Solution desription The operator Pivotisation (setion A.3.2) provides the desired
funtionality. The template illustrates 2-fold pivotisation (one new attribute for eah
ombination of weather tendeny and wind ondition; ompare setion A.3.2). It also
ombines pivotisation with aggregation, as this is often desired, but the operator an
also omit aggregation.
The template further inludes the reverse operation. Sine the aggregation annot
be reversed, the output of reverse pivotisation does not math the input to the rst
pivotisation operator exatly. However, the strutures of the data sets (their shema)
does math.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Exhanging shema and data elements; Pivoti-
sation; n-fold pivotisation; reverse pivotisation.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated The slightly omplex use of the MiningMart op-
erators Pivotize and ReversePivotize is exemplied in this template. See also se-
tion 7.2.2.
B.16. PrepareAssoiationRulesDisovery
Problem desription For frequent itemset or assoiation rule mining (for an introdu-
tion see (Agrawal et al., 1993) or others), spei data representations are needed. This
template onsiders a partiular representation, whih is diretly suitable for the rule min-
ing operator in MiningMart. However, for other rule mining implementations, suh as the
one in Yale, this representation has to be hanged.
The given representation has one entity for eah produt in eah transation. The
input onept thus has one attribute eah for ustomer ID, produt ID and transation
ID. The desired representation is to have one entity only per transation, with boolean
ags indiating for eah produt whether it has taken part in the transation.
Solution desription The operator Dihotomisation (setion A.3.1) is applied rst,
to reate the boolean ags (1 or 0) indiating the presene of a produt in a transation.
Sine the resulting onept still has one entity per produt, instead of one entity per
transation, Aggregation (A.1.4) is applied next, with the ustomer and transation ID
as group-by attributes, and maximum as the aggregation operator. Whenever a produt
ours in any of the input entities that belong to the same transation, the maximum
value is 1, otherwise 0. This is an example of interpreting a disrete (binary) oneptual
data type as numerial on the tehnial level. The output onept now has one entity
per transation and per ustomer, and an be used as input for mining algorithms that
expet this representation.
Preparation onepts demonstrated Dihotomisation; Aggregation; exible map-
ping of oneptual to tehnial data types (see setion 3.3.1 and riteria 17 and 18 in
appendix C).
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MiningMart onepts demonstrated Applying a mining operator (here Apriori);
preparing the result of preparation to be used as input for a Yale experiment; using
loops in an operator (explained in setion 6.3.2).
B.17. TimeSeriesAnalysis
Problem desription Time series data (or, more generally, value series data (Mierswa
& Morik, 2005)), is usually not diretly aessible for mining algorithms beause of its
representation as a series rather than a olletion of examples to learn from. An important
preparation task is therefore to reate suh a olletion of examples.
Another ommon preparation task is to enode seasonality. The series may have a
monotonially inreasing (time) index, suh as dates, but may be based on real-world
phenomena that have a yli nature, suh as the days of the week or the seasons of the
year. One often aims to enode the urrent phase of the yle in the data.
Many other time series preparation problems exist, but these are the most ommon
and basi ones, and the ones that are urrently supported by the MiningMart system.
Solution desription Windowing (setion A.3.4) is the operator that transforms a
linear series into a olletion of examples. It is illustrated in this template on weather
data.
Based on a windowed representation, a weighted average of values in the window an be
omputed; using a distane of 1 between the windows means to smooth the series values
(ompare (Pyle, 1999)). This is also illustrated in this template, by a spei operator
that MiningMart provides for this purpose.
Seasonality enoding is exemplied based on the output of the template ExtratIn-
tegerTimeIndexFromDate. The monotonially inreasing integer time index modulo 7 is
omputed (by Attribute derivation), in order to enode the weekly yle (the time
index reets daily measures in this data set, ompare template ExtratIntegerTimeIn-
dexFromDate).
Preparation onepts demonstrated Windowing; enoding markers for yli phases;
smoothing of series values.
MiningMart onepts demonstrated The slightly omplex MiningMart operators for
windowing and omputation of a weighted average over a window are demonstrated.
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This appendix presents all spei riteria that serve to ompare KDD software pakages,
as explained in setion 8.3.3. The numbering of the riteria ontinues the numbering
started in setion 8.3.2.
C.1. Data aess
As was said in setion 3.1.2, the two ommon types of data soures are at les and
databases. Thus one riterion is the ability to load data from at least these soures:
7 Data formats: At the very least, at les in various ommon formats, suh as omma-
separated or sparse representations, and ODBC, the open database onnetion standard,
must be aessible. This applies to data input and output. More preisely, the following
boolean features form this riterion (m  6):
 possibility to read at les at all;
 possibility to speify any olumn-delimiting harater when reading at les;
 possibility to read the rst line of a le as attribute names;
 possibility to read tables via ODBC;
 possibility to read sparse representations;
 appliability of all of the above to both input and output of data.
However, one the data is loaded into the KDD software, every data transformation step
produes intermediate data tables. When handling large data sets, storing all interme-
diate tables would multiply the size needed by the original data set by a large fator
(roughly orresponding to the number of data preparation steps). Thus only some inter-
mediate results should be stored. The question of data storage is an important feature to
distinguish KDD software tools. Some leave all proessing to the database, so that the
data never leaves the database. Others rely fully on the loal le system.
Proessing in databases has the advantage that strutured searh is possible on every
intermediate onept, and that the use of views allows this essentially without onsuming
extra storage. Further, databases are usually installed on fast hardware with large storage
devies; see also (Musik & Crithlow, 1999). However, database management systems
inlude features suh as transation safety and onurrent aess, whih are not essential
for KDD but may slow down proessing. In ontrast, using the le system might be faster,
but does not allow strutured searh on intermediate results; further, the le system of
the workstation from whih the KDD appliation is ontrolled may not be suient to
handle large volumes of data. As explained in setion 2.1.4, this pertains more to data
preparation and deployment than to mining, as the latter should be performed in main
memory anyway.
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ess
Setting Time for short Time for omplete
proessing hain model appliation
in minutes in hours
DB to DB 129 39.4
DB to le 104
File to le 29 7.8
File to DB 68
Table C.1.: Comparison of exeution times.
In order to ompare the two data handling approahes, a few experiments were done
in the ontext of this work. A short data preparation hain with three attribute deriva-
tions and one attribute seletion was applied to the CDR table with 61 million reords
(desribed in setion 5.6). This data preparation hain was exeuted using four settings:
1. inside the database, starting and ending with a materialised table (DB to DB);
2. reading from the database table, proessing in main memory of the lient (in bathes
that t into main memory) and writing to a result le (DB to le);
3. reading from and writing to a le, proessing in bathes in main memory of the
lient (le to le); and
4. reading from a le, proessing in bathes in main memory of the lient, and writing
to a database table (le to DB).
The last setting an be relevant when data is olleted from dierent sites to a entral
database, for example in distributed data mining senarios. Depending on the appliation,
one may want to prepare the data before ombining it with data from other soures, in
order to redue the global amount of data. Thus there is some data preparation to be
done on the distributed lients' le systems before loading the data to a entral site.
Setting 1 was implemented in the KDD tool MiningMart whih aessed an Orale
database installed on a Sun Enterprise 250 server with 1.6 GB of main memory and two
400 Mhz CPUs. For the other three settings, Clementine (see setion 8.5.2) was used in
the standalone version without a server, on a Windows lient with 512 MB main memory
and a Pentium 1600 Mhz CPU whih was onneted to the Orale database via ODBC
and a 100 Mbit/s Ethernet onnetion. The two KDD tools are desribed in setion 8.5.
The data table that was proessed takes more than 2 GB of storage spae in the database,
so that proessing ould not take plae ompletely in main memory in any setting.
Table C.1 shows the exeution time for eah setting. In setting 2 and 4, most of the
proessing time is spent on reading or writing to the database, respetively. The purely
le system based proessing (setting 3) is fastest. This nding is repeated when the
proessing time of the omplete data preparation part of the model use ase (hapter
5) is ompared for the rst and third setting. It is also onsistent with the experiments
reported in (Musik & Crithlow, 1999) for general data aess, and (Sarawagi et al.,
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1998) in the data mining ontext, where rule mining was tested in a number of dierent
data handling senarios, and ahing data on the le system turned out to be the fastest
senario. An interesting approah to remedy the database eieny problem is presented
by Gimbel et al. (2004), who use pipelining and a management strategy to keep the
data sorted aording to various indexes. This approah expliitly takes KDD-related
operations into aount. However, it is not yet implemented in pratially used database
management systems. In pratie today, whether the advantages of strutured searh and
eient storage that databases oer are worth the performane loss is dependent on the
appliation. So the next riterion is obtained.
8 Data proessing: Ideally, the KDD software should be able to proess data both inside
a given database and on the le system. If both plaes of proessing are possible, the
user must be able to speify whih one to use at any point in the proessing graph. This
allows to distribute the omputing load to the appropriate hardware. Hene, m  3.
In databases, views an be employed for intermediate results, whih take essentially
no extra storage spae. However, proessing deeply nested views as resulting from a long
sequene of data preparation operators is slow, so that a materialisation should take
plae at regular points in the data ow. Most suitable are those points in the operator
dependeny graph (setion 4.4) where the output of one operator is onsumed by several
other operators. A similar argument holds for at le based proessing: here it must
be possible to state whih intermediate tables of a preparation hain should be stored
on the le system. There should be a mehanism for this whih is independent from
dediated data output operators, sine suh operators annot be onneted to further
proessing steps, and thus interrupt the preparation graph inonveniently. This leads to
the following riterion.
9 Cahing ontrol (m  2):
 possibility to speify the points of materialisation/data storage during proessing;
 independene of this option from dediated output nodes.
10 Cahing size estimation: The size needed for storing an intermediate table to a le,
or for materialising a table, should be estimated, at least roughly, by the software before
the exeution of the preparation graph. How suh estimations an be done based on
metadata is disussed in setion 3.3.3. See also riterion 25. This riterion is boolean.
11 Automati ahing: For long preparation hains or at end points of the data ow,
ahing of results should be automatially done, or at least oered, by the software, so
that no resoure-intensive proess is started whose results are inadvertently not stored.
Moreover, sometimes ahing is required by spei irumstanes of whih the user may
not be aware. In two tools examined for this work, long preparation hains on big data
sets had to be separated into several parts, eah storing the output in a spei le for
the next part to read from, beause otherwise some hidden temporary les that the tools
employed to store the several intermediate results (rather than only one result as when
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ahing) would have got too large for the available disk spae. Thus the need for ahing
must be reognised by the software. So m  2:
 automati ahing at end points of a proess is done;
 automati reognition of the need for ahing is done.
12 Cahing transpareny: The les used for ahing, or the materialised tables, must be
aessible, and must be learly linked (e.g. by name) to their onept or to the operator
whih outputs the data stored in them. This enables the user to follow the data storage
proesses and arrive at own estimations of resoure onsumption. So m  2 (aessibility
and linkedness).
13 Data inspetion: Intermediate data tables (the extensions of the onepts) must be
inspetable from the tool. This failitates the ontrol of the ongoing work by the user.
This riterion is boolean.
C.2. Data modelling
14 Attribute import: The names of attributes must be automatially reognised from
database soures. For at les, it is ommon to reserve the rst line of the le for attribute
names; if suh les are read, this must be reognised by the software. Also, ommon for-
mats storing attribute information in a separate le, suh as ARFF, should be supported.
However, attribute names must not be xed. Thus m  3:
 automati reognition of olumn names, to be used as attribute names;
 possibility to edit attribute names;
 support for reading attribute information from a separate le.
15 Coneptual data types: The distintion between the atual storage type of data and
the way it is used oneptually should be made. This riterion is boolean.
16 Type reognition: A strong mehanism to automatially reognise the tehnial as
well as the oneptual data types of all attributes when importing data is a must. For
large data sets, reognition an take quite some time; thus reognition based on a sample
of the data, or reognition at a later point in the preparation graph, must be supported,
and this must be ontrollable by the user. The user must have the option to speify
the types by hand, to avoid long reognition proesses on large data sets, or to orret
wrongly reognised oneptual types. Hene m  5:
 automati reognition of tehnial data types;
 automati guessing of oneptual data types;
 possibility for the user to speify when reognition takes plae;
 availability of reognition based on a data sample;
 possibility to speify and hange the oneptual data type by hand (at any time).
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17 Flexibility of type mapping: The relation between the oneptual data type of an
attribute and its tehnial ounterpart must be transparent, exible and ontrollable by
the user. It must be hangeable at any point in the preparation graph, not only at the
beginning when data is imported. Thus m  3 (transpareny of mapping, hangeability
by user, and independene from import).
18 Robustness of type mapping: If a preparation operator uses a tehnial data type
in a way not onsistent with the oneptual data type it is urrently mapped to, the
mapping ought to be hanged, perhaps with a warning to the user, but this should not
lead to an error as it is a rather ommon situation (see setion 3.3.1). This riterion is
boolean.
19 Data harateristis reognition: Similarly to type reognition (riterion 16), the set
and distribution of values ourring in the data must be reognised by the software during
import or at a later point, based on the entire data or on a sample, and ontrol over this
must be given to the user. For ontinuous attributes, the range of ourring values instead
of the set of all values should be stored. Again, it must be possible to speify all of this
information manually. See also riterion 34. This riterion an be extended by boolean
features onerning further data harateristis, suh as average values, number of unique
values in an attribute, and so on. Here, m  6:
 reognition of range of values of a ontinuous attribute;
 reognition of distribution of values of a disrete attribute;
 reognition of the number/perentage of missing values;
 possibility for the user to speify when reognition takes plae;
 availability of reognition based on a data sample;
 possibility to speify and edit data harateristis by hand (at any time).
20 Data harateristis deployment: The data harateristis from riterion 19 must
be available during the delaration of the KDD proess in the tool. For example, for
the operator Value mapping, the values of the seleted input attribute (to be mapped
to other values) must be seletable during operator speiation. For this funtionality,
the availability of data harateristis in separate harts or tables is not enough. This
funtionality is the boolean riterion.
21 Attribute roles: Support for the four roles identied in setion 3.3.2 must be given.
That is, the user must be able to speify a role for eah attribute. Thus m  4 for the
three roles label, preditor, key and no role.
22 Attribute mathing: On some oasions, attributes of dierent onepts are mapped
to eah other. For example, when joining onepts, no dupliate attributes must our in
the output onept, even if the same attribute is present in more than one input onept,
a situation that should be reognised by the software; at the same time the keys of the
input onepts must be mathed. Similarly, the Union operator requires a mathing of
all attributes of the input onepts. As another example, when importing learned models
C.3. Preparation proess
that were exported using PMML (see riterion 55), the attributes on whih the model is
appliable must be mathed to the attributes in the onept to whih it is going to be
applied. The KDD software an save work by reognising mathable attributes by name
and oneptual or tehnial data type, espeially as hundreds of attributes per onept
are not unommon in some appliations (more than 90 attributes are used for mining in
the model use ase, in hapter 5). However, of ourse the mathing must be editable by
the user. Hene m  2 (automati mathing and editability).
23 Data type inferene: When deriving a new attribute, its tehnial data type must be
inferred. The oneptual type is never uniquely determinable but an be guessed; default
types often sue. So m  2:
 inferene of tehnial data type of derived attributes;
 guessing of oneptual data type of derived attributes.
24 Abstrat data model: Chapter 3 has argued that the intermediate data represen-
tations reated during the KDD proess are an important soure of information, and
that they should be strutured as learly as possible. The two most important aspets of
abstrat data modelling for KDD are used as features here (m  2):
 representation of data at a oneptual level;
 struturing of data at oneptual level, reeting the KDD proess and how it
produes intermediate results.
25 Charateristis estimation: Inferene and optimisti estimation of data harateris-
tis are introdued in setion 3.3.3. How and when data harateristis an be estimated
is speied for eah preparation operator in hapter 4.
The importane of this riterion an be seen when noting that some operators, like Piv-
otisation (setion A.3.2), rely on knowledge of whih values our in an input attribute
(for pivotisation, the index attribute). Tools in whih this information is neither inferred
nor manually editable fore the user to exeute all steps that lead to the operator where
this information is needed, in order to then reognise the available values automatially
in the input. This situation was atually enountered by the author when implementing
the model use ase in some tools. However, the exeution may take a long time, whih
is unaeptable during the development of an appliation, when the usefulness of any
preparation operation has not been established yet.
Many boolean features an be identied for this riterion based on the estimates in the
operator speiations in hapter 4. However, in the tools examined here they are not
distintive. Therefore this riterion is boolean, and is fullled if a tool oers any inferene
or estimation of data harateristis.
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26 Syntati validity heks: The software must dierentiate between syntatially valid
and invalid preparation graphs, and support the user in nding reasons for invalidity.
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Invalid graphs an result from, for example, deleting attributes at one point whih are
needed at another point, or by hanging data harateristis, through reognition or
manually, whih some operator's speiation depends on. The boolean features are (m 
4):
 indiation of invalid nodes in the graphial representation of the proessing graph;
 indiation of ill-formed derivation formulas;
 indiation of well-formed derivation formulas that use non-existing attributes;
 lear error messages to hint at the reasons for invalidity.
27 Propagation of hanges: This is one of the most important riteria for large ap-
pliations. In omplex preparation graphs, many dependenies exist between attributes
and onepts at dierent loations in the graph. A simple example is a derivation of an
attribute early in the data ow; this attribute is available in every following step. If the
user deides to rename the derived attribute, the new name must be propagated through
the graph. Similarly, if the step deriving that attribute is deleted from the graph, all later
steps and onepts must be adjusted. Some steps may beome invalid in the proess; this
should be displayed. These adjustments must be done automatially, as they may be
rather omplex. Compare setion 6.6.
While suh propagation of metadata through the graph should be as robust as possible,
it must not destroy invalid metadata. For example, if the deleted attribute is used as an
input to a omplex derivation of another attribute, the formula for derivation must not
be deleted but kept in an invalid state, as the user might wish to modify the formula to
a dierent input attribute, for example.
The importane of this riterion, as well as that of riterion 25, was also independently
reognised by AlSaira et al. (2003).
Propagation onerns attributes and onepts, as well as their names and types. As
setion 6.6 argues, the operations that must be supported by propagation are addition,
deletion, renaming and retyping, so there are four boolean features that a KDD tool must
full. A fth feature heks the autious deletion of dependent information, as explained
above. Thus m  5.
28 Operator transpareny: The reason for using pre-programmed operators is to save
the work of detailed speiations of data transformations. For example, using a dis-
retisation operator whose input is simply the number of intervals spares the user the
omputation of suitable interval boundaries, beause the operator does this automati-
ally. Nevertheless, the results of suh automati speiations must be inspetable and
manipulable by the user. Besides giving more ontrol to the user, this is also very im-
portant onsidering that some transformations have to be reversed for deployment (see
setion 2.1.6), whih is only possible for the user if all details of the transformation are
aessible (but see riterion 52). So m  2 (inspetability and hangeability of derivation
or seletion formulas that are set up by the tool rather than the user).
29 Availability of operators: All operators listed in appendix A must be available in
the tool. This riterion ould be extended to use all speial options of the operators, but
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this would result in a high value of m and the riterion would subsume too many details.
Setion 8.6 provides a detailed table about the presene or absene of eah operator and
many of their speial options in every tool examined for this work. Thus m  19 is hosen
here.
30 Grouping operators in preparation tasks: The assoiation of preparation operators
to high-level preparation tasks, as done in hapter 4, is an important guideline for in-
experiened users. It helps to nd suitable operations for solving partiular tasks. This
riterion is boolean.
31 Intermediate views on data: The input to a KDD proess is a number of tables. In
a given line of proessing, one or more of these tables are hanged. Every proessing step
produes a new view on the data. To enable the user to view this urrent set of tables
after a given proessing step, there should be an option to display only this set. This
riterion is boolean.
32 Attribute derivation support: For attribute derivation, it must be possible to set
up any formula, using basi funtions, some of whih are listed in setion A.5.4. The
availability and meaning of these funtions must be displayed to the user during set-
up of a formula. If suh features are laking, the user annot know whih funtions are
available and what they ompute, leading to frustrating trial-and-error proedures to
arrive at orret formulas. So m  2 for the availability of a hoie list of provided
funtions, and for their doumentation in the interfae where the formula is set up.
33 Iteration of attribute derivation: The operator Attribute derivation (setion
A.5.4) must be ongurable to derive more than one attribute based on the same for-
mula, using automatially a speied hange in the derivation formula for eah derived
attribute. For example, given an attribute that ontains the months of a year, one new
attribute for eah month might be reated that ontains derived values of another at-
tribute. The KDD tool should oer to set up the formula one, with a variable that
iterates over the values of the month attribute. This iteration proess should reate as
many attributes as there are values in the month attribute. But the derivation might
also iterate over several input attributes, rather than the values of one attribute, or over
values outside the data, for example an inreasing ounter. If an own attribute deriva-
tion operator for eah new attribute had to be used instead, this would require muh
more work to set up the operators, and the graph struture would beome unneessarily
omplex. Thus m  3:
 possibility to use iteration over attribute values of a given attribute, to ahieve
parallel derivation of several attributes;
 possibility to use iteration over attribute names of a given onept, for the same
purpose;
 possibility to use iteration over a given value list, again for the same purpose.
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34 Independene from data: An operator hain is delarative, thus it ought to be pos-
sible to set it up in the absene of input data. This is required, for example, when the
data has not been proessed far enough yet, so that metadata inferene (riterion 25) is
not possible. Another senario is grid-based data mining, in whih the alloation of om-
putational resoures is independent from the delaration of the KDD proess (ompare
setion 2.2 and (AlSaira et al., 2003), where this riterion is also disussed). Though
many operator speiations depend on metadata (see riterion 27), it was also stressed
in riterion 19 that it must be possible to provide metadata by hand. This riterion is
boolean.
35 Empty data sets reognition: Sometimes operators produe onepts that have an
empty extension. This an happen after a join or a row seletion. Not all tools reognise
this but it an be the soure for errors. An error message should be given when this
happens. This riterion is boolean.
36 Representation of data ow: The interdependenies of operator instanes an beome
rather omplex in big appliations, so that they must be graphially displayed. If this
feature is laking, the user has to rely on intermediate data set names to understand the
onnetion between steps. This riterion is boolean.
37 Pseudo-parallel proessing: Representing several data tables of the same shema with
one element only, in order to allow the pseudo-parallel proessing of data as motivated in
setion 1.1.1, allows to save muh user eorts during modelling. This riterion is boolean.
38 Support for hunking: As disussed in setion 4.4, it ontributes to keeping an
overview of omplex preparation graphs if they an be partitioned into hunks. The
struture of hunks should be most exible. More preisely, m  2:
 hunks must not be restrited to atmost one input and one output onept;
 hunks must be nestable into hierarhies.
39 Graph struture: The preparation graph (see setion 4.4) is, in general, a direted
ayli graph (DAG) without further restritions. One tool evaluated for this work im-
poses the restrition that there an be no two dierent paths from a given operator to a
seond one. Yet suh a situation is rather ommon and ours several times in the model
use ase (hapter 5). This riterion is boolean, and is fullled if the DAG is unrestrited.
40 Exeution transpareny: When a data preparation graph is exeuted, progress should
be learly indiated to the user. This inludes (m  7):
 displaying information whih step is urrently being exeuted;
 displaying the number of data rows already proessed in this step;
 displaying the number of data rows yet to proess in this step;
 displaying the storage spae onsumed for the urrent exeution;
 displaying the storage spae expeted to be required for the urrent exeution;
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 displaying the time the exeution has onsumed so far;
 displaying an estimation of the total exeution time required.
41 Exeution automation: An automati exeution of preparation graphs must be pos-
sible, to automate long-time onseutive or oneptually parallel experiments. More pre-
isely, there are three aspets to be onsidered (m  3):
 sheduling of exeution runs to partiular points in time;
 the option to automatially hange parameters of the proessing graph for eah
exeution, so that the same graph an be run on bathes of data sets, or with some
spei parameter looping through its range for eah exeution;
 the possibility to speify the order of exeution for dierent parts of the graph.
42 Exeution administration: An exeution run of a KDD proess is an experiment.
Information pertaining to this experiment must be automatially stored. This helps to
organise the user's work when a lot of experiments are run, or when the exeution times
exeed the user's memory span. In partiular (m  7):
 information whih steps were exeuted in an experiment must be stored;
 the number of rows in input and output must be stored;
 start and end time and date must be stored;
 the names of any involved les or database tables must be stored;
 eah experiment must be given a unique ID, whih must be stored;
 eah experiment must be ommentable with free text;
 this information about stored experiments must be searhable.
43 Exeution in bakground: Editing parts of the proessing graph must be possible
during an exeution of the graph. That is, the exeution should run in the bakground,
without bloking the system. Yet edits should not pertain to the running exeution. This
riterion is boolean.
44 Export transpareny: Obviously, a way of storing and reloading the data preparation
graph with all its parameters is needed. A partiular point is that the storage format
should be transparent, preferably based on an XML formalism. This gives extra exibility
to the user for omplex ways of editing the graphs whih are not foreseen by the graphial
user interfae. But more importantly, it makes the graphs at least readable when the
KDD tool that produed them is no longer available, making old appliations usable to
some degree even when the omputing environment hanges. This riterion is boolean
(transparent storage format).
45 Editing exibility: On eah level of the KDD model (data types, parameters, opera-
tors, and hunks), opy and paste funtions must be provided. All KDD tools examined
in this work oer this. However, exible editing must also be possible for formulas in
attribute derivation or row seletion, espeially if more than one attribute is going to be
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derived in unsystemati ways not supported by the derivation operator (ompare rite-
rion 33). Some tools examined for this work laked this option, resulting in tedious extra
work in the situation of deriving many attributes. This riterion is boolean (availability
of opy and paste funtions for all formulas).
46 Visual graph arrangement: As some appliations require omplex proessing graphs,
the KDD software should be able to automatially arrange the nodes of the graph, the
operators, on the sreen in a lear fashion, for example on a grid. This riterion is boolean.
C.4. Learning ontrol
As explained in setion 8.3.1, the riteria for the mining phase in this work onern
typial proessing and ontrol tasks. The main onepts are introdued in setions 2.1.4
and 2.1.6.
47 Splitting training and test set: A faility to randomly split a data table into a training
and a test set, aording to a given ratio, must be available. This an be realised by the
operator Segmentation (setion A.6.1). This riterion is boolean.
48 Model evaluation: A faility to evaluate the performane of any model learned in the
tool on a test set must be available, using typial performane measures. Suh measures
are not listed here beause they depend on the type of mining task (examples are auray,
support, intra-luster density et.). But at least one appliation-independent performane
measure must be oered for every type of model. This riterion is boolean.
49 Mining subproess support: The experiments around the appliation of the data
mining algorithm an be usefully modelled by nested ontrol operators suh as ross
validation or parameter tuning (Mierswa et al., 2003). Sine the tools examined for this
work oer virtually no support for this, only a single boolean riterion is used. It is
fullled if diret support for experiments around mining is present. Although no tool
here fulls the riterion, it is inluded in order to stress the importane of support for
mining experiments.
C.5. Deployment
50 Export of models: For deployment in an atual tehnial or business proess, fun-
tions that are learned by the tool must be exportable into soure ode, to be usable
outside the tool in arbitrary environments. This riterion is boolean.
51 Deployment in databases: It is very useful if a learned funtion an be used diretly
in a relational database, sine operational data is likely to be stored in suh databases.
The learned funtion should be modelled in SQL or PL/SQL in order to enable this. This
riterion is boolean.
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52 Post-proessing: To enable the post-proessing of data that was enoded for min-
ing (see setion 2.1.6), the tool should oer an automatially reated operator for any
reversible transformation that was applied during data preparation. This automatially
reated operator an be applied to the preditions of a model and reverses the transfor-
mation, in order to get preditions from the original domain of the label attribute. This
riterion is boolean.
C.6. KDD standards
53 Published meta model: Modelling proesses based on a publi meta model allows
their system-independent publiation, like in MiningMart's ase base. The various ad-
vantages for reuse and eduation of other users are disussed in depth in hapter 6. One
might introdue many boolean features based on this fundamental approah, but they
would not be distintive among the tools examined here. Thus this whole riterion is
boolean.
54 CRISP support: The software should support the distintion between the dierent
phases of a KDD proess, for example by providing dierent graphial environments
for data understanding (visualisation, harateristis omputation), data preparation,
mining and deployment. This riterion is boolean.
55 PMML support: Models learned by the software should be exportable to les us-
ing the PMML standard (Grossman et al., 2002). Conversely, PMML les should be
importable and appliable. See also riterion 22. So m  2 for import and export.
There are other standards around KDD, see (Grossman et al., 2002), but they are
more oriented towards KDD developers. From the oneptual point of view of a user, the
two standards above are the most relevant ones.
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appliation
The model appliation presented in hapter 5 was implemented in a few KDD tools to
gather experienes with their funtionality, their strengths and weaknesses as disussed
in hapter 8. One implementation, from whih the gures in hapter 5 are taken, was
done in the MiningMart system whih automatially translates the oneptual data and
proess models to SQL, the well-known standard language used in relational database
management systems today. In this setion the automatially reated SQL ode for one
hunk of the model appliation, the revenue data preparation hunk (setion 5.5), is given
and briey explained, to provide an impression of the tehnial level and a ontrast with
the oneptual level. For better readability, the SQL ode is presented here using inden-
tations, and one type of abbreviation: olumn names are used instead of fully qualied
olumn names with their paths.
The rst steps join the revenue data table (alled IN_WINNINGS) with the data seletion,
then remove missing values:
CREATE OR REPLACE
VIEW CS_100107354 AS
(SELECT PROFIT AS Revenue,
CALLER AS Caller,
CHURNMARK AS ChurnMark,
MONTH AS Month
FROM IN_WINNINGS, TrainingSetMaterialised
WHERE IN_WINNINGS.CALLER = TrainingSetMaterialised.CALLER)
CREATE OR REPLACE
VIEW CS_100107347 AS
(SELECT Revenue,
ChurnMark,
Caller,
Month
FROM CS_100107354
WHERE Revenue IS NOT NULL)
The following three listings are reated three times, one for eah of the three parallel
lines of preparation (see gure 5.6 on page 82).
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CREATE OR REPLACE
VIEW CS_100107329 AS
(SELECT Caller,
Month,
ChurnMark,
Revenue
FROM CS_100107347
WHERE (ChurnMark = 1) )
The step reating the abstrat month attribute reates an SQL string dening a virtual
olumn; this string is used again in the view denition produed by the following step,
whih is given below.
CREATE OR REPLACE
VIEW CS_100107321 AS
(SELECT Revenue,
((CASE WHEN Month IN ('Jul 2000') THEN '1'
WHEN Month IN ('Aug 2000') THEN '2'
WHEN Month IN ('Sep 2000') THEN '3'
WHEN Month IN ('Okt 2000') THEN '4'
WHEN Month IN ('Nov 2000') THEN '5'
WHEN Month IN ('Dez 2000') THEN '6'
ELSE ('0') END))
AS Month1_6,
ChurnMark,
Caller,
Month
FROM CS_100107329
WHERE Month1_6 in (1,2,3,4,5,6) )
Pivotisation produes:
CREATE OR REPLACE
VIEW CS_100107305 AS
(SELECT Caller,
SUM (CASE WHEN Month1_6 = '6'
THEN Revenue ELSE 0 END)
AS Revenue_6,
SUM (CASE WHEN Month1_6 = '1'
THEN Revenue ELSE 0 END)
AS Revenue_1,
SUM (CASE WHEN Month1_6 = '4'
THEN Revenue ELSE 0 END)
AS Revenue_4,
SUM (CASE WHEN Month1_6 = '2'
THEN Revenue ELSE 0 END)
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AS Revenue_2,
SUM (CASE WHEN Month1_6 = '5'
THEN Revenue ELSE 0 END)
AS Revenue_5,
SUM (CASE WHEN Month1_6 = '3'
THEN Revenue ELSE 0 END)
AS Revenue_3
FROM CS_100107321
GROUP BY Caller)
Then the three parallel data sets are unied again:
CREATE OR REPLACE
VIEW CS_100107285 AS
( (SELECT Revenue_6,
Revenue_1,
Revenue_4,
Revenue_2,
Caller,
Revenue_5,
Revenue_3
FROM CS_100107305)
UNION
(SELECT Revenue_6,
Revenue_1,
Revenue_4,
Revenue_2,
Caller,
Revenue_5,
Revenue_3
FROM CS_100107299)
UNION
(SELECT Revenue_6,
Revenue_1,
Revenue_4,
Revenue_2,
Caller,
Revenue_5,
Revenue_3
FROM CS_100107303) )
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Materialisation:
CREATE TABLE Revenues6Months AS
(SELECT Revenue_6,
Revenue_1,
Revenue_4,
Revenue_2,
Caller,
Revenue_5,
Revenue_3
FROM CS_100107285)
The two following attribute derivations are again reeted in the nal view that is the
result of this hain, and that realises the attribute seletion step.
CREATE OR REPLACE
VIEW CS_100107213 AS
(SELECT Caller,
Revenue_6,
Revenue_3,
Revenue_4,
Revenue_1,
Revenue_2,
Revenue_5,
((CASE WHEN (Revenue_1+Revenue_2+Revenue_3+
Revenue_4+Revenue_5+Revenue_6)
< 300.0 THEN ('low')
WHEN (Revenue_1+Revenue_2+Revenue_3+
Revenue_4+Revenue_5+Revenue_6)
< 600.0 THEN ('medium')
ELSE ('high') END))
AS RevSumClass
FROM Revenues6Months)
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This appendix lists an SQL program that realises the test ase desribed in setion 8.4.
The program an serve as a referene for an evaluation of a KDD tool.
-- This SQL sript reates two small tables and realises
-- some data preparation operations on them.
-- Author: Timm Euler, University of Dortmund (April 2005)
-- reate tables:
DROP TABLE Saleinfo;
CREATE TABLE Saleinfo
( Employee NUMBER(2),
Month NUMBER(2),
Sales NUMBER(4),
Revenue NUMBER
);
DROP TABLE Employeeinfo;
CREATE TABLE Employeeinfo
( Employee NUMBER(2),
Entry DATE,
Position VARCHAR2(10),
CONSTRAINT EmployeePk PRIMARY KEY (Employee)
);
-- insert some values:
DELETE FROM Saleinfo;
INSERT INTO Saleinfo VALUES (1, 1, 3, 40.5);
INSERT INTO Saleinfo VALUES (1, 2, 2, 22.8);
INSERT INTO Saleinfo VALUES (1, 3, -1, 10.0);
INSERT INTO Saleinfo VALUES (2, 1, 5, 54.2);
INSERT INTO Saleinfo VALUES (2, 2, 7, 58.6);
INSERT INTO Saleinfo VALUES (2, 3, 4, 41.0);
INSERT INTO Saleinfo VALUES (3, 1, -1, 10.0);
INSERT INTO Saleinfo VALUES (3, 2, 2, 38.1);
INSERT INTO Saleinfo VALUES (3, 3, 4, 44.3);
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DELETE FROM Employeeinfo;
INSERT INTO Employeeinfo VALUES (1, to_date('02-12-1988','DD-MM-YYYY'),
'Senior');
INSERT INTO Employeeinfo VALUES (2, to_date('01-06-1998','DD-MM-YYYY'),
'Trainee');
INSERT INTO Employeeinfo VALUES (3, to_date('01-01-1990','DD-MM-YYYY'),
'Senior');
-- hain A:
-- step A1: selet rows with Sales < 5
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Smallsales AS
(SELECT * FROM Saleinfo WHERE Sales < 5);
-- step A2: map -1 to 0 for the Sales olumn
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Smallsales_Correted AS
(SELECT Employee,
Month,
(CASE WHEN Sales = -1 THEN 0 ELSE Sales END) AS Sales,
Revenue
FROM Smallsales
);
-- step A3: disretise Revenue olumn into 2 bins
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Binned_Revenue AS
(SELECT Employee,
Month,
(CASE WHEN Revenue < 40 THEN 0 ELSE 1 END) AS Bin
FROM Smallsales_Correted
);
-- step A4: ompute ratio of high revenue months per employee
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW High_Revenues_Ratio AS
(SELECT Employee,
AVG(Bin) AS Ratio
FROM Binned_Revenue
GROUP BY Employee
);
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-- hain B:
-- step B1: pivotise revenues (reate 3 new olumns,
one per month)
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Pivotised_Data AS
(SELECT Employee,
SUM(CASE WHEN Month = 1 THEN Revenue ELSE 0 END)
AS Revenue_Month1,
SUM(CASE WHEN Month = 2 THEN Revenue ELSE 0 END)
AS Revenue_Month2,
SUM(CASE WHEN Month = 3 THEN Revenue ELSE 0 END)
AS Revenue_Month3
FROM Saleinfo
GROUP BY employee
);
-- step B2: join
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Alldata AS
(SELECT Employeeinfo.Employee,
Revenue_Month1,
Revenue_Month2,
Revenue_Month3,
Entry,
Position
FROM Pivotised_Data, Employeeinfo
WHERE Pivotised_Data.Employee = Employeeinfo.Employee
);
-- step B3: ompute hanges in the revenues per month
CREATE OR REPLACE VIEW Revenue_Changes AS
(SELECT Employee,
(Revenue_Month3 - Revenue_Month1) AS DiffM3M1,
(Revenue_Month3 - Revenue_Month2) AS DiffM3M2,
Revenue_Month1,
Revenue_Month2,
Revenue_Month3,
Entry,
Position
FROM Alldata
);
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